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The Chronic Diaries, Vol. III
This is volume III of the work that has been most cathartic for
me, and apparently helpful to a few others who are traveling
along life’s way with CLL as a companion.
I have been enjoying a complete remission from my CLL, but
having gotten in the habit of writing, I am unable to stop.
Consequently, there seems to be little connection between CLL
and many of the topics I write about.
I have been profoundly affected by CLL though, and I suppose
that everything I write here is a reflection of a new way of
thinking.
Highest and Best Regards!

Porterville,
Mississippi
3/12/12
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8/6/11 Our Experiences at the Mill
The Mill is an extraordinary place. How I
came to be a presence there is a twisted
narrative of human interconnections and
Divine Providence that is remarkable in
scope. I speak from experience that the
Mill can change a person, working its
magic the way it does, but this year I
have also seen how one person can
change the Mill. This deserves further
exploration. But first, some background
on The Mill, from my perspective.
The Byxbe family were lovers and
patrons of Folk Music, Folk Dance, and Folk Art in the Northern California area, and a
powerful influence on many performers and artists in Northern California, and too many
artists from other areas who came within their sphere of influence. On some property in
the Sierra foothills, not too far from Yosemite National Park, they started a youth music
camp in the 1950's, which eventually morphed into a retreat for musicians and artists of
significantly diverse background. Today, what we call “World” music is more the focus of
The Mill, since much of what we hear defined as “World” music has its roots and
influences in the folk music of various cultures. This is what
I hear at The Mill.
It also seems that The Mill became a place for those lovers
of folk music who wanted it close and personal, as I
suppose folk music was meant to be. A retreat. A camp. A
sabbatical. A place for an artist to recharge his battery. A
respite from everyday life. A place where one could descend
to and explore the depths of music, or ascend to the
pinnacles of musical expression, supported by a large cast
of other musicians and lovers of the music. Since there
were no microphones or amplifiers on any of the stages,
the music could be as experimental as the close, intimate
listeners could bear, without disturbing what was happening
on the other stages nearby. A treasure chest of musical
diversity developed among the diverse personalities that
began to attend over the years; generations of them.
In my own life, in modern times, “diversity” has seemed to be a code word for political
leanings that exclude me. My hackles have bristled at this word which always seems to
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cost me something. At The Mill it is different. I have gained a new respect for that word,
in the sense that I am perceived as someone who helps bring diversity to The Mill. The
fact that I cannot hide my Mississippiness (I used to try when I was younger, but it was a
ludicrous and foolish thing, based on immaturity and inexperience), has made me stick
out like a sore thumb (to some), or a breath of fresh air (to others) depending on their
own personal reception of this diversity. I am genuinely from Mississippi. I am not a
musician playing an intellectually analytical version of what I think Mississippi music is
about. I am infused with the color, flavorings, and everyday life of my native home. The
Mill is a place that allows the expression of the substance of something real that is inside
of all of us to be accepted and welcomed.
This is true if one is Hillbilly. Or Country. Or Roma.
Or Flamenco. Or Hispanic. Or Native American. Or
Middle Eastern. Or Uzbekistanian. Or Far Eastern.
Or of whatever musical heritage one has in his
heart, or has chosen to follow. This is true if you
play a fiddle, a guitarron, an oud, a lute, an
accordion, a bouzouki, a guitar, a banjo, a hurdygurdy, drums (not the drums of modern rock and
country bands, but drums from an older epoch),
flutes, uillean pipes, highland pipes, Brittany
pipes, goat-stomach pipes, or the piano. The Mill allows this, without retribution, without
dissension, without over-anaylzation, without judgmental distance. The hearers are drawn
in if they hear something they like; if not, they follow their ears to those places that call
out unamplified to them across the hilltops and through the trees. The music is
everywhere. Spontaneous, joyful, mournful, droning, hypnotic, mostly beckoning, mostly
rejoicing, sometimes rebuking, sometimes painfully un-ignorable, and sometimes causing
an abrasive introspection; but always
cathartic. This is the magic of The Mill.
These musicians, their families, and
their children all camp together in
various camps. There is Flamenco camp,
there is Folk Camp, there is Art
Meadows, there is Cowboy Camp, there
is the Car Camp, there is Upper
Touristan, there is Caretaker Row, the
Mullah's Tent (coffeehouse) and various
and sundry campsites where people of
like interest in music, and lifestyles have
grouped together. Some of these places
a light sleeper who prefers to go to bed
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early may be wise to avoid. Others, who want to play music all night, party and be rowdy
have their place. It is not wise to camp near the coffee house and then complain about
the all-night long noise to The Mill authorities. One might be told it would be wiser for one
to choose another campsite less harried by the all-nighters. At The Mill, everyone has his
place of ultimate acceptance, but everyone is accepted everywhere one wanders.
Everyone is respectful. There are the occasional exceptions, but these people are the
anomalies. Their nonacceptance and belligerence is recognized as their problem. I'm OK.
You're OK. But, something must be NOT OK with him . . . and we all hope he is OK soon .
. . give him a few minutes and a little space, and no doubt, he'll be OK before you know it.
Like all events such as this, where fallible humans come together to plan and govern,
there are more than a few problems encountered while trying to keep things going
smoothly: conflicting personalities, conflicting goals and visions, those who would restrict
and restrain, those who would loosen and relinquish,
those who love it so much they would squeeze the very
life out of it to protect it, and those who go about quietly
serving . . . fixing and repairing things decayed by time
and weather, by dust and rodent, by the entropy that
damages all of our things and our persons; investing their
time, sweat and labor to serve all of us who would
mistakenly think that this just magically springs up all by
itself every summer, fully formed and developed for our
own personal enjoyment, without any pain of labor or
human strife or travail. We merely come through the gate
and are warmly welcomed. For this, we are thankful. For
this, everyone who comes through the gate should be
thankful. I am. And I am, AGAIN. Thank you, everyone,
who works so hard to keep this magic afloat, above the
tides of endless regulation, bad economy, bad weather, and a general malaise of badness,
which can and does manifest itself at every turn. I salute you! Twice! A Herculean amount
of work goes in to nine days of heaven on earth. I salute you yet again!
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I said all of that to say this! The Mill is a wonderful place. We all wish we could earn our
livings by being attendees at The Mill. It is an idyllic example of what ancient village life
might have been like. Of course, for nine days, it is possible to sustain the magic. For a
lifetime, the magic may be harder to keep up. And all of us know better . . . our lives
cannot be perpetually lived like this in the world. This is a magic place we come to, to be
refreshed and restored, then we go back to our lives and the worlds we have created for
ourselves if we are lucky, or to those worlds others have
created for us if we are not. Either way, our presence at
The Mill helps sustain us.
When Piper and I arrived, we received the warmest
greeting, and were told that there were those who were
anxiously awaiting our arrival, thinking that we were to
have arrived the day before. That trip to the North Rim of
the Grand Canyon cost us an extra day, but it was a wise
investment. We drove in to our campsite on Caretaker
Row, where Mayne greeted us warmly. He had thought
about the best ways to lay out our camping area, and we
were appreciative of his planning for our own comfort and
convenience while awaiting our arrival, and pitched out
tent in the spot he had prepared for us. It could not have
been a better place.
After unloading, we took the car back outside the gate to
park, then walked back to set up our camp. It took us nearly an hour to walk back, since
we were stopped at every turn, with me greeting old friends and having the great
privilege to introduce them to Piper, who was soon to need no introductions.
I can name names, but the danger here is leaving someone out: Mayne, Gail, Ray,
Markie, Paul, Bob, Steve, Ray and Lenore, Sara, Dan, Don, Sarah, Gerry, Leslie, Noah,
Karen, Cyril, Steve, Tim, Sean, Allen, Hurdy-Gurdy Kevin, Cavaleigh, Rita, Jasmyn, Ethan,
Janine, Elliott, Dale, Misha and daughter Penelope, Fran, Barbara, Barbara, Jenny, Barry,
Dane, Nick, Blaine, Victor, Don, Joe, Debbie, Janet, Lynn, Don, Will, Patty, Sharman,
Patience, Suzy, Eric, WB, Carlo, Pat, David, EZ, and a HOST of others, who all helped my
mill experience be delightful.
I had my main show at Fiddlin' Will's Cantina on Tuesday, July19. Piper and I played a one
hour set with a great band, consisting of Mayne Smith (Dobro), Markie Sanders (Bass),
Ray Bierl (Fiddle) and Bob Applebaum (Mandolin). What a band!! We had a great turnout,
and played all original songs except for one Louvin Brothers tune. I was humbled that so
many people were singing along to songs they had never heard before. The close,
personal nature of the performances at The Mill lend themselves to this. No microphones.
A CLOSE audience, in fact an audience so close that they actually become PART of your
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performance. This is live music at its absolute best. I thrive on it. I yearn for it. I need it.
Several MP3 selections from this performance are available on my home page at:
http://www.mississippichrissharp.com if one
wants to hear them.
Having Piper at my side was delightful. She
came into her own as a performer while at the
mill, no longer under the shadow of her
musically strong father. While I am not making
a comment about the GOODNESS of my
musical
abilities,
I
can
definitely
and
unabashedly make a comment about the nature
of my musical persona . . . I am strong. Piper
has been in my shadow. Before the mill was
over, she was no longer in my shadow, but I
was basking in her glow. Here was this tall,
strong, beautiful woman, full of Southern
charm and grace, moving through throngs of
people as I watched them part for her majesty
to come through. She literally was glowing with self-confidence, wit, charm and grace.
She NEEDED the experience of being received for who SHE was, and I certainly enjoyed
becoming known as Piper's dad to a significant portion of the Mill population. I cannot
think of a moniker I would have liked better than, “Piper's Dad!”
“Look,” they would whisper as I walked by. “That is Piper's Dad,” they would say, pointing
at me.
And thus, I went down in Mill history as Piper's dad. I can think of worse things to be
known for. Last year, I was known to some as Canaan's dad. This year, though, Piper
made such an impression, fit herself in so well, that she is a powerful memory to many
and I am a mere footnote. Isn't this the way things
SHOULD be. We move aside and make way for our
own progeny. I am not dissatisfied with this. It did
not hurt her that she has the voice of an angel,
delivered with power and clarity. I cannot think of
ANYONE I'd rather have sing with me, or that I'd
rather sing WITH. Perhaps that is where the future
will lead me. I will sing with HER. I smile at the
thought of it.
Blaine Sprouse arrived on Thursday, July 21. I don't
think The Mill had ever heard fiddling like that in a
long time. The maestro had arrived. I am not taking away anything from the other fiddlers
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I have heard at The Mill, because Them Mill is not a contest about who is best. Everyone
brings to the table what they HAVE, and everyone has a chance to shine and be who they
are. Blaine was certainly who he is. He fiddled and fiddled. He fiddled with me. He fiddled
with the old-timey fiddlers, he fiddled with the gypsies, he fiddled jazzily, he fiddled
mournfully, he fiddled and fiddled, beautifully, with verve and panache, with restraint and
compassion, encouraging others, as young fiddlers watched, their eyes glassy and their
jaws dropped at Blaine's attack, touch, tone, timbre, fiber, improvisation, sweetness, and
chutzpah. He made the fiddle sing. He made it weep. He made it growl. He made it bark.
He made it soar. Perhaps, as it is with so many of us, The Mill was a defining moment for
Blaine. He told me that this was the California he had been looking for since he had
arrived there nearly three years ago.
The first day of his arrival, we got into a hot, hot, hot bluegrass jam at the Cantina. I was
playing rhythm guitar, and there was Suzy Thompson on Fiddle, Eric Thompson on
mandolin and lead guitar, Bob Applebaum on
mandolin, Gerry Tenney on banjo, and Karen Horner
on bass. I sure hope someone recorded this and I
can get a copy of it. The fiddling was to die for! Twin
fiddles, beautifully played, right in my ear! A crowd
appeared out of nowhere. It seemed that nearly the
entire population of the Mill had rushed over at the
sound of this music: hot, passionate, and emitting
far more energy that it consumed. There was
enough energy to produce this extremely hot music,
with energy left to spare as it permeated the hills and camps, and led folks forth like the
pied piper led the children of Hamlin; though our only motive was being caught up in the
sheer joy of music played with reckless abandon. We abandoned ourselves to it. As it fed
on our abandonment, it in turn nourished
and fed us, until there was such synergy
as I have not felt in a long time. The
updraft of music created a vacuum into
which everyone was drawn, a firestorm as
it were, sucking up everything in its path,
leaving no one who came within its pull
untouched. And it was not just those
named who were playing, there were
others, and I regret that I am unable to
mention them by name, but I was right in
the middle and could hardly see anyone
else, so focused was I on what was
happening right there in real time.
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At The Mill, spontaneous music is likely to break out anywhere, at any time. Blaine and I
were looking for a jam when we started that one.
“There's no jamming going on,” he told me, wistfully.
“It is that point in the afternoon when the Mill sort of takes a siesta,” I said. “Something'll
pop up in a bit. Why don't you just get your fiddle out, and I'll get my guitar, and we'll
start one.” I took a seat near the backdrop in the side of the cantina, and Blaine tuned his
fiddle.
I knew what would happen at the first blast of the tone of Blaine's fiddling. I was right.
Within two tunes, the jam was in full session, growing in intensity, until it reached a great
climax, after which, with my Ed Dye training, I said, “That's it for me.” I put my guitar in
the case, stood up, and began to walk off. The jam broke up, having served its purpose in
this furious whirlwind of energy. It was better to euthanize her right then and there than
to let her die a slow and tedious death. My memory is that this was the James Dean of
jams. The Marilyn Monroe of jams. The John F. Kennedy of jams. Fast, furious, and
consigned to an early grave while still young and beautiful so that our memory of it is as
our memories of them: forever young . . . never old, wrinkled, and incontinent.
I want to particularly thank Jenny Haley for sharing her wonderful songs with me.
Patience Young for her spirit which speaks admirably to something in me which we have
in common, though I cannot yet define it. Barry Shultz for sharing his wonderful, genuine,
and soulful music with Piper and Me. Sara Winge for her delightful singing and company,
particularly those wonderful
duets I listened to her and
Carlo sing. Fran, Janine,
Patty, Barbara, and Rita for
taking Piper under their
wing and making her a part
of their Mill life. Of course,
Mayne Smith, Ray Bierl,
Markie
Sanders,
Bob
Applebaum,
Steve
Goldfield, and the Royal
Tennenbaums, all of whom
are my regular Mill running
mates. Mayne and Gail Smith for their wonderful hospitality, friendship, and constant
serving spirits and indulgence of me and my children. Paul Indman for teaching me so
much in such a short period. Ethan Byxbe for always being gracious and a joy to be
around. And of course, my Rita, without whom none of this would have been possible for
me and my family. Our lives will never be the same. It is the nature of The Mill to change
lives so. To bring out the best that is within us, musically and humanly.
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I did have great fun with those who thought my name was Chreeus. I cannot naturally say
my name without using two syllables. It is the Southern way. I think I say “Chris” and I
hear “Chris.” What I actually say is “Chree-us,” and that is what you hear. One who is
around Southerners knows that we are wont to insert superfluous syllables all the time. It
is in the nature of our speech. Those who are not familiar with this think that the two
syllables are actually how it is pronounced. There is no reason for me to get angry about
this, or feel slighted, because I am the one they heard it from. It came from my own
mouth. Soon, I found myself being greeted as “Chree-us” all over camp. No slight was
intended, and none was taken. However, if a former Southerner who had worked hard to
ditch their Southern accent had taken an opportunity to exaggerate that “Chree-us,” they
might have found themselves with a good ass-chewing. I did not find this objectionable,
though, instead finding it warm, genuine, and an opportunity for much mirth and
merriment. In an earlier time, when I was less sure of myself, I would have taken this the
wrong way. Fortunately for me, I have grown up enough to be able to laugh at myself. It
is funny! I cannot escape my Southern, country accent. It is too ingrained. At one time, I
was ashamed of it, but I have learned to embrace what I cannot change, and
appropriately learned to ask myself, “And why would I want to?”
I did have a couple of moments at The Mill wherein I was
out of order, but things worked themselves out OK; at
least I hope they did.
I was invited to go to the gospel singing at the gate one
evening. There, everyone is singing gospel tunes and
hymns. When it was my turn, I chose a good Mississippi
Blues gospel tune by Skip James, “Be Ready When He
Comes.” As the songs went round and round, someone
introduced a song as a modern Unitarian/Universalist
song, which was joined in with great enthusiasm. I just
listened and did not play on it. Immediately afterwards,
someone made mention about the Mother/Goddess, and lo and behold, a lady looked right
at me and asked if I knew, “My Hope is Built.” This song, with words by Edwin Mote and
music by William Bradbury is perhaps the most sacred of all songs to me. It cuts right to
the very heart of my faith.
My hope is built on nothing less
Than Jesus' blood and righteousness.
I dare not trust the sweetest frame
But wholly lean on Jesus' Name.
On Christ the solid rock I stand
All other ground is sinking sand
All other ground is sinking sand.
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Why, oh why, was THIS song suggested
to me right after the Mother/Goddess
reference? I was consumed with emotion.
I could not sing that song in that place at
that time. When I tried to voice this, I did
so in such an abrupt way as every face
was illuminated with the knowledge that
something was happening right there in
that moment. Everyone's eyes turned to
me. I was speechless, shaking my head,
fighting back tears. Finally, I croaked, “I
cannot sing that song in this place at this time. It is too real to me.”
A very kind lady seated next to me leaned over and said, “We were not meaning to be
sacrilegious.” When she said that to me, I knew she was sincere, and I saw sincere
astonishment on every face around, I suppose caused by my reaction, which was
immediate, almost hostile. The Holy Spirit had washed over me, and I could not but obey.
I think everyone sensed this. There is a place that is sacred to all of us. While California
and the people in this magic place called The Mill may have very differing opinions about
the nature of God and his existence (or lack
thereof), I am content to let others choose
whatever path they will choose for themselves,
and still respect, like, and love them as human
beings. It is my duty as a Christian. But it is
not possible for me, in an environment that
had
immediately
referenced
the
Mother/Goddess to sing about the blood of
Jesus. There is no higher, holy or sacred thing
for me. It is not a casual thing for me. It can
never be a casual thing for me. That song
sums up the exact nature of what I think is Holy. If you'd like, you can look up the lyrics
and read them all. There, in the lyrics to one song, is the theology of Chris Sharp. I found
my place to stand. I will not be moved from it. Standing there, I will remove my shoes,
for it is the holiest of places.

It is more than ironic that it was this particular song that was suggested to ME in this
place. What a test. I'm not sure that I passed it, and I was embarrassed by my behavior,
for normally I can control it, knowing that other's opinions about God do not change Him
or have any impact on Him, so why should they have one on me? I was unable to do so
this time. There are places I will not go, and things I cannot ignore. I was no more able to
ignore the voice of God as He spoke to me in that instance that I was able to withdraw the
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moment in which my behavior might have offended others. It was not my intent to offend,
not theirs to give offense. Sometimes the Gospel
offends those who would be offended. When this
happens, it is not my place to correct the offense; it
does what it does. I suppose it was part of the magic
of The Mill that this moment happened, and everyone
could have a chance to see something as others see
it. I hope so. I later apologized to Jenny and
Patience, to whom it seemed to me urgently
important to apologize. There again was that voice
which I must obey. They gently rebuked me saying
that no apology was necessary. I love them both
so!!!
They like reefer in California. There, as in many other
states, one can get a medical marijuana card. It is
easy to do.
“I don't sleep well,” the patient told the primary care
physician who was a member of his HMO.
“We'll get you a medical marijuana card, then you'll sleep better,” said the doctor, and
wrote a prescription.
“I have gas, halitosis, and my butt itches all the time,” said the patient to a different
primary care physician working under the aegis of a
different HMO.
“Well, a shower might help the itch, but medical marijuana
will take care of all the rest. I'll write you a prescription,”
said the physician.
“I have an ingrown toenail,” said a yet different man to yet
another primary care physician who was being seen under
a Blue Cross plan.
“Oh! Medical marijuana will fix you right up,” the physician
said as he wrote on his prescription pad.
“My cats don’t seem to appreciate my keeping a clean litter
box for them,” said the elderly matron to her physician,
almost in passing.
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“Medical marijuana will help you deal with that,” said the Medicare physician.
“Medical marijuana will get my cats to use the litter box rather than my bed pillow?” she
asked incredulously.
“No,” said the physician, “But you won't CARE!”
It seems to me that many of the legal medical users of marijuana are using it for
recreational purposes, which the law frowns on. More than a few people offered to share
their medical marijuana with me. I have no objection to people who want to use
marijuana. We have it here in Mississippi. We've had it for a long time. You couldn't haul
off in small dump truck all of it that I smoked while I was in high school and college. It
was only after turning 21 that I had developed enough self-confidence to avoid the peerpressure and rely on my own fortitude to be able to say to my friends, “I do not like it,
therefore will no longer smoke it!” It produced in me the most unpleasant and intense
paranoia. Why on earth, then, did I continue to use it? I stopped thirty-three years ago,
and have not missed it for an instant. I am comfortable in my own skin; enjoy having my
wits about me, and cannabis took all that away from me. Medical, legal, or not, I am not
interested. That leaves more for those who are.
While there are legitimate medical uses of marijuana, the recreational use among those
legal users is hardly unnoticeable. Many recreational cannabis use supporters misjudged
the wishes of a majority of California voters when the pressed for and got Proposition 19
onto the ballot. The voters rejected recreational use of marijuana. It has been much
discussed that this happened for a variety of reasons, but the reason I did NOT hear
discussed was that too many users hang around with other users, and soon, they think
that everyone else thinks just like they do. A mistake in politics and life.
Jonathan Swift said do not mistake the voice of a single London alehouse as the voice of
the kingdom. This happens a lot to liberals, conservatives, and many other groups. An
isolated, single focus group does not represent the voice of the entire people.
I just received an e-mail from Brother Lee Love (Lee Boek), who was unable to come to
the Mill this year for preparations for a play in Los Angeles. He had invited me to come to
the play. But this morning's e-mail indicates that he
has been very ill and confined to the hospital for 18
days. An 18 day stay in the hospital is serious. “A
close call,” he says, but he, “will recover!” Our
thoughts and prayers go out to Lee Boek during this
time of healing and recovery. Bless you, Brother
Lee. We are pulling for you.
I had another incident that occurred at the Mill for
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which Texans will want to thank me. I will tell this story another time. I am exhausted
now, and will refrain from writing any more, other than to say this to my California friends
and fans: THANK YOU! THANK YOU!! THANK YOU!!!
Perhaps I can coax Piper to write about her experiences and get her to let me post them
here! I hope so!
I you have any photos or music you think I would like to have, please let me know.
Our trip home from the Mill: Uneventful, flagging, long, and longer still. Point the horse
back towards the barn, and it will not stop unless forced to. Piper wanted to see her girls
and her husband. I wanted to see my Bride. Thank the Lord for a swift, nearly non-stop
safe journey home!
Next year?? Of course!! Maybe I can persuade my Debbie to come. Everyone wants to
meet her! They want to see if she is the angel I have described: The one who is the
mother of two wonderful children, Piper and Canaan. She is. She is already loved and
respected and hasn't even been there yet. Rita and Ethan know her, though. Come on
Debbie . . . won't you go with us next year?
And Tennessee, if you are reading this and got this far, be assured . . . I never forgot for
an instant that you were in the midst of your chemo while I was having this wonderful
time in California. I prayed for you every day and still do. I felt a twinge of guilt a time or
two, but I had to stop myself. We all ultimately bear what it is that we will have to bear,
but we do not do it without the love, support, and caring of others. You are not alone, not
for minute! We mourn because we are ill, and for some unfathomable reason, we mourn
that we are better. It is a paradox of human existence.
We are all thankful for each other! That's a fact!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Karen Horner, the bassist shown on
the right! She's a pearl!
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8/13/11 Good News from the CLL Battlefront
The Abramson Family Cancer Research Institute at the University of Pennsylvania's
Perelman School of Medicine has had an article published in the New England Journal of
Medicine about the use of targeted gene therapy in the treatment of CLL. The link to this
article is

HERE.
Gene therapy is an exciting front-line on the
treatment of cancer, and in this particular case, the
apparently
successful
treatment
of
Chronic
Lymphocytic Leukemia, using the patient's own
genetically modified T-cells to fight the cancer cells.

The advantages of this type of cancer treatment
over conventional chemotherapy are significant, since the patient's own cells are used to
kill the cancer cells that are infiltrating the bone marrow, loose in the bloodstream, and
that have collected in the lymph nodes, spleen, and other organs. The targeted therapy
allows the cancer cells to be destroyed without collateral damage to tissues, which is
typical for conventional chemotherapies. The modified T-cells are programmed to target
the cancer cells by identifying and attaching themselves to certain proteins which are
found only on the cancer cells and not on healthy cells.
There are many research institutions working on this type of therapy, simultaneously, all
over the world, but this article indicates its first successful use in patients with Chronic
Lymphocytic Leukemia. This is good news, indeed.
Some of the chemotherapy agents currently being used in the treatment of CLL (like
Rituximab and Alemtuzumab) use a similar genetic strategy, by attaching themselves to
certain proteins found only on the cancer cells and destroying them while leaving other
cells untouched. Again, this avoids collateral damage typically found in other
chemotherapy agents. These front-line chemotherapy drugs are synthesized in laboratory
animals though, and introduce proteins foreign to humans resulting in the possibility of
severe reactions and side-effects.
In the case of the therapy described in the article, a patient's own T-cells (an important
disease fighting white blood cell we all have) are modified, drastically reducing the chance
for undesired reactions and side-effects in the patient while specifically targeting the
cancer cells.
The research is ongoing to see if the modified T-cells cells will continue to live inside the
patient and go about their work destroying the CLL cells over an extended period. The
preliminary indications are good.
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Of course, this article is written for health care professionals, and the jargon may be a bit
intimidating, but when you get to a term you don't know, GOOGLE it. The really
intimidating part comes after having diligently GOOGLED the term and read all about it
only to discover that it is being defined by other terms which require GOOGLING. You can
get it if you stay with it.
You could ask your doctor. Or, you could trust me, or other sites, to keep you informed
that THIS IS GOOD NEWS! Sometimes, that's all one needs to know. This entire process is
still in research and not yet an approved and available method of treatment, and though
the initial indications are good, there could yet be pitfalls and undesirable circumstances
which are not yet known; but we will keep our fingers crossed, and hope that this
research will continue to show remarkable benefits to patients, and reveal itself to be the
CURE for CLL.
Best wishes to Drs. Porter, Levine, Kalos, Bagg, and June. May new, promising ideas
brighten your every waking minute, and may they lead you into even more areas of
promise, and RESULTS!
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8/18/11 Our Most Efficient Government in Action
A news report was released today indicating a possible Department of Justice
investigation of Standard & Poor’s ratings system, and how they might have been
influenced by those who bear the fruits of their ratings. It seems that some
unsavory closeness might have occurred here. Remarkably, this investigation is
supposedly focused on the ratings that S&P gave to mortgage backed securities
some few years ago, and the investigation is reported to have begun prior to S&P’s
down rating of the government’s credit worthiness from a AAA to a AA+. The
timing of the announcement of this investigation is suspicious, and reeks of what
may be the equivalent of the government saying, “Mess with my credit rating and
resources will be brought o bear.” This is worthy of Alexander Haig, himself. I am
not surprised that in this modern, corrupt government and business climate that
S&P might have been a bit too cozy with those whom it would rate; however, the
unseemliness of this investigation is just too obvious.
Where was the Justice Department when these mortgage backed securities were
being marketed to investors? Why did S&P give these mortgage backed securities
a good rating? There is no doubt that this is worth of an investigation, but why
NOW? Why not three years ago? Why not two years ago? Why not a year ago?
Why not six months ago? Why NOW?
We’ll see how deep this investigation goes, and how long it takes S&P to revise its
rating of the credit-worthiness of our government. Any day now, S&P might issue
a press release that says their acquisition of recent, heretofore unavailable,
confidential information allows them to place the government back with an AAA
rating. Then, perhaps, we will see Ben Bernanke’s smiling face on TV, along with
the president and members of congress congratulating each other on the debtreduction deal just passed.
“Who are we at war with today? Eastasia? Or Oceania?” Winston Smith asked
himself, after a new flash raced across the telescreen in the middle of the city
square.
On a similar note, this fictional announcement was recently circulated in
Washington newspapers:
ANNOUNCEMENT FROM ANDREWS AFB GOLF COURSE: The golf course
will be closed tomorrow for a private event. Tomorrow's first flight tee time
at the JUSTICE/S&P INVITATIONAL SCRAMBLE is 10:00AM at the Andrews
AFB golf course, which will be off-limits to regular golfers while key people
from all parties in the DOJ's S&P investigation (DOJ officials, members of the
Senate and House Congressional oversight panels, senior executives from
S&P, Goldman-Sachs, and AIG, and their counsel) will discuss the nature
and outcome of the investigation over a round of golf. Banking executives
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plan to offer investment advice to all interested participants during a catered
dinner and celebration at the 19th hole, immediately after the prizes
(furnished by Goldman-Sachs and AIG) are awarded for the day's best and
worst teams and numerous prizes for selected individual golfers.
Good luck, all you invited golfers. May you sort out your own personal problems
and those of the world economy, but for sure, your own, personal problems, first.
We are anxiously awaiting the outcome of the golf tournament, and to see who
gets what prizes.
The rest of us? We’ll just eat cake!
I despise corruption. I despise the appearance of corruption. I can’t seem to
differentiate between the two, to tell the actual thing from the appearance of the
thing. They MUST both be the same.
Proverbs 11:1 A false balance is abomination to the LORD: but a just
weight is his delight.
I don’t think they are familiar with this wisdom.
Note: 9/2/11 – Now the government has announced that on behalf of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac it will sue investment brokers who sold bundled mortgage backed
securities to them, citing that the products contained a higher risk than they were
led to believe. It seems to me that this would be a clear admission that the toplevel investment decision makers at Fannie Mae and Freddy Mac are not SAVVY
investors, and did not use due diligence when investing the government’s money .
. . but then again, all these investments were mortgages backed by government
guarantees. How could they be risky, other than it was government programs that
got mortgage lenders into the habit of lending money to those who were not
creditworthy? This kind of lawsuit is reserved for individuals who may have been
misled into making investments which were not prudent, not for high level
government agencies. Who can Bernie Madeoff’s investors sue to recover their
money? Grow up boys! You ate the cheese. Now, don’t complain if you need a
dose of salts to recover.
By the way, are those executives who made those investment decisions still
working at Fannie Mae and Freddy Mac? Too big to fail! This is our government in
action.
As the consumer reporter John Stossel said, “Government does not do anything
well.”
And Standard & Poor’s President, Deven Sharma has announced his resignation,
saying he is leaving to “pursue other interests.” He is being replaced by CitiBank
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COO Douglas Peterson. Isn’t CitiBank one of the banks who received TARP money
from the government? Isn’t CitiBank one of those banks that bundled mortgages
and sold them to Fannie Mae and Freddy Mac? Has government pressure caused
Standard & Poor to put one of its own lackeys into the top spot? Does April’s
investigation into how Standard and Poor rated those mortgage backed securities,
while later downgrading the US Government’s credit rating have any bearing or
impact on the resignation and the new hire? I smell a rat. When you smell a rat,
you may as well look for other signs. There will be droppings nearby.
The connection here to CLL? Some of the people whose mortgages are in foreclosure are
there because of complications from their CLL.
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9/2/11 Don't Mess With Texas
I recently read an editorial that used
some twisted figures from some
asinine survey which lambasted Texas
Governor Rick Perry for claiming that
Texas had created more jobs than any
other state. I cannot cite this editorial,
because I read it online and now I
can't find it. Basically, it said that
Michigan beat Texas on the number of
jobs created as compared to the
WORKFORCE
seeking
jobs.
This
editorial's survey intentionally included
the population LOSS in Michigan, and
the INCREASE in Texas population, particularly in the number of undocumented (illegal)
workers flooding into Texas, so that the net result was that there were more people
looking for work in Texas than in Michigan, therefore Texas was the WORST place to be in
the job market.
Hmmmmm! Let me think about this for a minute. Michigan has such a dismal work
environment that thousands are leaving there. Where are they leaving Michigan TO? [I'll
end a sentence with a preposition anytime I damn well please!] Could Texas be one of
those destinations of Michiganders? Perhaps so. And the undocumented (illegal) workers?
Of course Texas is closer to Mexico than Michigan, so illegal Mexican immigrants perhaps
sojourn in Texas for a while, and no doubt stay there as long as the job opportunities
exist, or until their undocumented families in other locations beckon to them to come
hither and share in the bounty they have found, perhaps in Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee, or elsewhere. Maybe even in Michigan. So with thousands of people flocking
into Texas, and thousands of people leaving Michigan, somehow, this editorial made it
seem that Texas was the worst possible place to be looking for a job.
Really? I think I'd take my chances in Texas rather than Michigan. Carry on Rick Perry.
Good luck, Michigan; I hope you can turn things around, and that the Motor City once
again becomes the pride of the automotive world, though I think the chances of this are
pretty slim. If the business climate in Michigan were good, with all the automotive
experience, no doubt, manufacturers would be racing there to build new factories, rather
than in Mississippi, Alabama, South Carolina, and Tennessee. Maybe the Right-to-Work
states have a better idea, Mr. Ford, cause in Michigan, I don't have the right to work
without belonging to a union. What is better? Union membership, or a job? Union
membership won't put groceries on the table without a job, and the jobs have fled in the
face of the recession, particularly in those places where unions have dominion over the
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work environment. If I am a UAW member in Michigan, I can have a great salary, nearly
unlimited protections from being dismissed from my job, great benefits, a fabulous
pension, if I only had a JOB!
I'll take Texas.
On my recent trip to California, I was part of a group engaged in conversation around a
campsite. Two ladies were having a side conversation which I was overhearing. One lady
was denigrating Texas and Texans. The other was patiently listening to her story. I was
not eavesdropping, as they were talking out loud. Soon, the side conversation became the
focus of the group. I sat there, remaining silent, getting a bit steamed as I heard Texas
and Texans being made light of by Californians.
Sometimes, we people in the provinces have an unfounded bit of an inferiority complex
when dealing with Californians and New Yorkers, who sometimes come off to us as
thinking that the world centers around them and the way they think. Of course, they are
world class places and trend setters, but they are not omniscient and omnipotent: they
are merely what they are, as confused and blind as they walk through life as the rest of
us, sometimes educated beyond their means to comprehend things, sometimes walking in
around a fog of limited vision. None of us are immune from this.
As I listened to the lady talk bad about Texas and Texans, my blood got up. While I am
not emotionally attached to Texas, I recognize Texas for what she is, and would not think
about dismissing her so easily, for Texas is not easily dismissed – not by Californians, not
by New Yorkers, not by Mississippians, not by anyone! I was not just hearing her talk bad
about Texas. I was hearing her talk bad about the South. That soon morphed into me
thinking that she in some way was talking bad about me, since she was speaking ill of my
fellow Southerners. I continued to listen as she continued to talk bad about Texas, her
experiences with living there for a short time, and the problems she encountered.
“Imagine those Texans,” she said to her friend, and not really to the folks gathered
around who had stopped their own conversations to listen to her vitriolic vituperation of
Texas. “They actually told me that since Texas schools were so much more advanced than
California's, it would be better if my daughter was put back a year to give her a chance to
catch up to their level! Imagine that, Texas schools thinking they are superior to
California’s.”
Her companion just shook her head silently as the lady continued. Soon, I was hearing
Texas this, and Texas that, Texas can't this, and Texas doesn't that, and Texas . . . poor,
backwards Texas. Poor, poor, misguided, simple Texans.
My temperature was rising precipitously. I was a bomb waiting to explode as I heard
someone talking bad about my sister. Blood is thicker than water, they say.
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At this point, I heard this. The lady actually said, “Why those Texans! They can't even say
Bay-Toh-ven [Beethoven]. They say Beee-Thho-ven. Most of them don't even know who
he is. And they don't say Moat-Zart [Mozart], they say Mowz-art.”
I jumped up from my silence.
“I can't let that pass,” I said, perhaps a bit too loudly, since everyone whipped their heads
around to look at me. No doubt I exaggerated my Southern accent, which is unmistakable
without the exaggeration.
“What do you mean?” the lady asked me.
“I can no longer sit here and listen to you say things about Texans that are not true. No
one in Texas says Beee-Thho-ven. Everyone in Texas knows who Beethoven is, and they
all say Bay-Toh-ven. No one says Beee-Thho-ven,” I replied.
“Oh yes they do,” she adamantly declared.
“Oh no they don't!” I adamantly declared back, adding. “And if there are any people
who've never heard of Beethoven in Texas, there is an equal number in California. Texas
is a world class place, and Texans are a gracious, hospitable people. Other than a
superlative attitude, there is nothing in California that is superior to Texas, and the
superlative attitude is doubtful as well, since Texans are very proud of their Texas.”
She sat there with her mouth open, thinking of how to counter, but I think she could see I
was not going to budge as I stood there, defending Texas, which needed no defense from
me. Texas, like the commercial says, is a whole other country. In a way, it is a lot like
California, with world class cities, world class farming, world class finance, manufacturing,
research and technology, coastline, desert, prairies, farmland, timberland, mountains,
medicine, and EDUCATION.
“Well, I moved there several years ago, and my whole Texas experience is a very bad
memory,” she said, easing the tension a bit with this admission of some subjectivity.
“What was the occasion for your move to Texas from California” I asked, softly this time.
“We went there because so my son could get treatment for leukemia at M.D. Anderson in
Houston,” she said, adding sadly, “But after two years of treatment, they were no longer
able to help him, and he died while we were there.”
There! There it was. There was the truth. No wonder she had bad memories and thought
ill of Texas; she buried a son there. I was sorry that I had said anything now. It would
have been better to have kept my mouth shut, but I kept going.
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“I go to M.D. Anderson, too,” I said.
“Oh!” she said. “Are you going to school there, or is that where you work?”
“No ma'am,” I said. “I am a leukemia patient there, too.”
The silence was remarkable.
“M.D. Anderson, in Texas, is the world's first and foremost cancer research and treatment
center. It is followed closely by your own University of California at San Diego. They work
very closely together to compliment each other’s research, avoid duplications, and pool
their knowledge for the benefit of us all. Texas leads the pack, and is on the cutting edge
of everything.”
“That's why we went there,” she said. “They told us M.D. Anderson was the only help for
our son, but in the end, they weren't able to help him either. I'm sorry to hear that you
have leukemia, too. How are you doing now?”
“I am in remission and doing well at the moment. Thank you for asking,” I said, but I was
really sorry that I had brought this thing up. She seemed so sad at her memories now. I
was touched. Perhaps this was a healing moment for her. Every found piece of the puzzle
fits into place over the painful years, each piece bringing a bit of restoration of the picture
of who we were before our loss, though there will always be a pieces of the puzzle
missing.
There was silence for minute or two, as everyone reflected on what they had just heard,
then the conversation turned to other things.
After a time, I felt a tug at my sleeve. It was the lady wanting to speak to me.
“I just wanted to apologize to you about what I said about Texas. I realize I was
prejudiced, and I don't like that,” she said, as she unsuccessfully fought back tears which
welled up in her eyes. I stayed absolutely silent. This was indeed a healing moment for
her. She had found another piece of her puzzle, or perhaps she had had it all along, but
she just turned it in the right direction and could now see where it went.
She continued, “The whole time I was going through the illness and death of my son, my
Texas neighbors were so gracious and kind to me. They cut my grass, they baked me
cakes, brought me food, ran errands, and were as comforting, helpful, and supporting as
anyone could possibly have been. They were so good to me, and I have spoken unkindly
of them today, and I apologize to you about that.”
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“There is no need to apologize to me. I'm from MISSISSIPPI!” I said with a grin and
added, “Those Texans certainly are a gracious people, though, and NO ONE can cook a
brisket like Texans can.”
And with that, the entire affair was dismissed. I am still learning something from this
experience. Here is a partial list, but I reserve the right to add more things as time goes
on, for it is by no means complete.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sometimes it is better to remain silent
Sometimes we must speak up
When we speak up, we must speak in truth, and let the chips fall where they may.
If our speaking up causes someone else pain, this is neither an occasion for
gloating, nor a reason for a retraction if we spoke the truth.
We never know what is in someone else's heart.
We will never get to the truth if we don't LISTEN.
Sometimes we speak before we have the whole story.
Sometimes the whole story will be revealed only after we speak.
When we recognize something in ourselves that we don't like, we need to get rid of
it.
Timing is everything. There is a time to speak, and a time to remain silent.
An apology works wonders, too.

And now for something completely different
Why the government has chosen a selective
enforcement of the Lacey Act, and confiscated
wood from Gibson Guitar Company in Nashville
and Memphis, and now threatens to confiscate
individual guitars, and all the while choosing NOT
to enforce existing immigration laws is a mystery
to me. Well, it is a mystery to my REASON! It is
not mysterious to my POLITICAL SAAVY. Gibson
Guitars is a contributor to the Republican Party.
C.F. Martin and Company (who I think makes a
far better acoustic guitar) is a contributor to the
Democratic Party. Both companies use large
quantities of exotic woods whose importation is governed by the Lacey Act. Gibson is also
located in a Right-to-Work state. Martin is in Pennsylvania –-- Send the non-union
workers home; don't inconvenience the union workers. And by the way, an ATF SWAT
team (Why the ATF?) showed up in Nashville and Memphis armed with automatic
weapons to make alleged illegal wood seizures, like they were busting up a METH LAB!!!
C.F. Martin IV is quoted as saying that C.F. Martin & Co. abides by the law and does
everything it can to ensure that the woods they import are done so legally. Remarkably,
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Henry Juszkiewicz, the President of Gibson, says the same thing. Watch out: The
government is coming to get your guitar, fiddle, banjo, upright bass, electric guitar,
electric bass, and old piano, unless you can prove that the rosewood, ebony and ivory
they contain were legally imported into the country, not in violation of U.S. Law, nor the
laws of the country from which these items originated. What is the government hoping to
achieve here? I'd say that far more musicians are liberal and support the Democrats than
conservatives like me. I suppose I'd better watch out. It's MY guitar they'll be coming
after! Oh, but it's a MARTIN. Perhaps not, then. I suppose if undocumented (illegal)
immigrants from Mexico were bringing the wood into the country across the Rio Grande,
the Justice Department would decide not to investigate that.
Friends, the bill of rights are not benevolences granted to us by the government. They are
our rights as CITIZENS and place limitations on the government. They belong to us as our
RIGHTS. They do not belong to the GOVERNMENT. Somewhere along the way, our
thinking has become distorted, and a twisted, false logic has permeated our schools and
universities, whereupon masses are turned out believing that government is the answer to
everything. If they'll get your guitar, what will they get next? Your guns? Your garden
produce? Your bible? The US government serving a warrant on a century-old legitimate
manufacturing plant does not require the use of a fully armed SWAT team.
By the way, does that handgun you own have rosewood handles? Is the stock on that
shotgun a fine Honduran Mahogany, or is that antique dining room suit you've had for
twenty years made out of Rosewood? Can you PROVE that the wood did not come from an
illegal source? You may HAVE to. The burden of proof is on the possessor of the wood.
The news story could very well read:
Local Couple to Be Arraigned in Justice Department Sting Operation
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) raided the home of an
elderly couple in Meridian, Mississippi (a Right-to-Work state) yesterday, on
charges of violating the Lacey Act. An ATF SWAT team armed with automatic
weapons raided the couple's north Meridian home at 8:30 yesterday
morning, seizing several items of furniture, loading it up in a rented U-Haul
van and moving it to an undisclosed location to store as evidence. An ATF
agent, when asked why the ATF was involved in the alleged illegal possession
of furniture, since it had nothing to do with Alcohol, Tobacco, or Firearms
declined comment, citing an ongoing investigation.
Clovis Wiffle (91) and his wife June (87) were led under heavy guard in
handcuffs, put into the back of one of the ATF vans and driven to the Federal
Courthouse in downtown Meridian, where a Federal Judge (an Obama
appointee) declined to let them post bond, citing the couple as a flight risk.
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Mr. Wiffle is a retired minister, having served
Baptist Church in Meridian for 56 years. Their
damaged and left open and unguarded by the ATF
neighbors called for a repairman to look after
premises.

as pastor at Great Big Ol'
door to their home was
agents. One of the Wiffle's
the door and secure the

An unnamed source within the Justice Department’s Jackson, Mississippi,
office, reading from a prepared statement said that it was time to ferret out
the purchasers of illegal furniture and bring them to justice.
The Wiffles are scheduled to be arraigned in Federal Court tomorrow. The
elderly couple's attorney, Howie Gettum, stated that he hoped a reasonable
bond would be set at that time, and the Wiffles allowed to return to their
home, where they would bring out from retirement the 1960's era steel,
Formica, and vinyl dining room suit up from the basement so they would
have a table and chairs upon which to dine. It seems that the alleged illegal
dining room suit was purchased at a local, long-existing family-owned
furniture store that has since closed its doors due to the downturn in the
economy, particularly the housing market.
Violations of the Lacey Act are a felony under Federal Law, with fines
ranging from $1,000 to $200,000, and prison sentences of up to 30 years for
each charge. Each piece of furniture in the dining room suit could be
considered a separate charge under the law.
Is it just me, or has the world gone mad?
And on another note, I got a good report from Hemosapien on Wednesday. My blood
numbers have recovered dramatically; but he is going to keep his eye on things. My job is
to find something else to worry about in the meantime.
Tennessee went to Texas to see Gooday and Nurse Alice for her mid-course evaluation,
and so far things are looking good. She will let me know what the results of her bone
marrow biopsy and flow cytometry are. Pray with me that whichever pathologist, perhaps
Dr. Vishinaihadderdrinkov Guttennauldfashunkindervisky, MD, MMDD, PhD, DDS, DMD,
PharmD, ThD, MBA, DD, LLD, JD, BA, BS, CPA, CFP, CLSW, FACS, CLU, EMT, CRT, 33°
F&AM, PE, RLS, EdD, DVM, et. al. , will report: NO DETECTABLE PRESENCE OF CLL.
And my friend Mike has discovered he has esophageal and stomach cancer. They went to
do a surgery to remove the cancerous areas, but found another tumor in his stomach that
had been missed by the PET scan. They closed him back up and will do chemo and
radiation to get the tumors to shrink and hopefully go away, and then go back and
perform the surgery. Mike will be in my constant prayers. I know he has a lot on his mind
right now, since our mutual friend, Phillip, just went through a similar type of cancer.
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There's nothing funny about cancer. But it is an opportunity to view life through a
completely different set of lenses. Hopefully, we will enjoy what it is that we are seeing,
however ephemeral and fleeting that new vision may be.
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9/4/11 Football, Barbecue, and Tropical Storms
I turned on the TV to watch the Alabama/Kent State
game. By the time I had done so, Alabama was so far
ahead of Kent State there seemed to be not much of
a reason to watch this game. The Tide was going to
wash away Kent State, and was significantly
underway in the process of doing so. Now the truth of
the matter is that I am not a big Auburn fan . . . but I
support the SEC and want to see all SEC teams do
well against outside conference opponents. I only
have to choose when one SEC team is playing
another, and then I’d seldom choose Auburn. But I
happened to flip channels and on ESPN, Auburn was playing Utah State in what appeared
to be a close game, so I decided to watch it, since a good gridiron match between any
two teams is better than watching a blowout.
The Auburn/Utah State game was more than dramatic. It was spectacular! It was a thriller
that kept one right on the edge of one’s seat until the very end. Congratulations to all the
War Eagles. Auburn’s two touchdowns and an onside kick in the last two minutes, after
being behind nearly the entire game was a wonderful sight to behold, if you like football.
The Ole Miss/BYU game was the one that was really on my mind, and it looked like Ole
Miss would pull it off, but sadly it was not to be . . . though this, too, was a good game.
Hotty Toddy, anyway! Ole Miss’ second string quarterback, who played most of the game,
looked pretty good, as did some of the running backs and special team members. A little
more experience, and Ole Miss will be on to something good.
Then, it was LSU against Oregon. The sportscasters repeatedly said, all throughout the
game, of how difficult it was going to be for LSU to handle the Ducks. Sometimes, they
should just shut up. LSU was handily handling the Ducks while they were talking, using
broadcast bandwidth for no particular purpose, other than needing to earn their money. If
their voices were necessary for that, then they earned their pay. Fortunately, they are not
paid for insightful, meaningful analysis. Apparently they are paid to always be able to say
SOMETHING, without saying, “Uh, uh, let’s see, uh . . .”
Successful sportscasters might say this:
“Well, Bud, in spite of the LSU being ahead by 72 points midway through the
second quarter, the highly rated Poxawatomie Junior College defense may yet have
a few surprises for the Bayou Bengals,” said Skip.
“Obviously, Skip,” replied Bud, looking into the camera rather than at his colleague.
“The great speed of their defensive secondary, along with the fury of the attack of
Poxowatomie’s hard-hitting outside linebackers has yet to be felt by the Tigers.”
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“Yes, Skip, the speed of their defensive backs could continue to be a real threat to
LSU’s third string freshmen, particularly if LSU decides to abandon its remarkably
successful running game in favor of the pass,” said Bud.
“And I think that’s just the key Poxawatomie is looking for to turn this game
around, Bud. The minute the ball is in the air, LSU is in real danger of a turnover,”
said Skip, with neither of them pausing to consider for a moment why in the world
LSU would abandon a wildly successful running game..
If Bud and Skip keep useless banter like this going all during the game, they are popular
and successful sportscasters. Unsuccessful sportscasters might sound much like this:
“Wow, Skip, that was a really, really, really good play,” said Bud.
“Yes, uh, uh, Bud, and uh, uh, let’s see, uh . . . maybe, uh, maybe they’ll just, uh,
you know, uh, run it again,” said Skip.
“Well, uh, perhaps so,” said Bud. “The Tigers are looking very, very strong.”
“And Poxowatomie is looking really, really, really bad,” said Skip.
I fired up the grill yesterday morning, loading it with seasoned Hickory that Canaan and I
had cut up which was blown down during the April Tornado outbreak. After I got the grill
hot and smoking, on went two Boston Butts and a fabulously seasoned pork tenderloin.
My friend, Murray Krugman should get down here for a visit from Vermont. He loves
Southern Barbeque. I’d teach him how to do it, then we’d EAT until we couldn’t hold any
more.
So I grilled with the help of my two
granddaughters, who were enamored of
the fire in the firebox, as all children are,
and did so to the stiff breeze and threat of
rain from Tropical Storm Lee. This
morning, the rain from Lee is here, and
the wind is steadily coming out of the
Southeast, not too bad, but a steady
WHOOSH through the trees. The rain is
slight but steady. Tropical Storm Lee is a
very slow moving system, crawling along
to the North Northeast at a mere 2 miles
per hour. The forecasters say it will rain
here non-stop until Tuesday evening, by
which time we could have received a foot or more of precipitation.
While the rain may be a hazard and serious liability for some, and flash flooding a cause
for misery to many, I can promise you that a flood will not be a problem for me and my
home. If my home floods, it will be a flood worthy of Noah. If I can see floodwaters from
my house and you are looking for someone local, just call me. They’ll probably already be
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at my house, since it will be one of the few places that will still be high and dry. I am at a
pretty high elevation for Mississippi (no laughter from you folks in Colorado, please!) If
my house floods, it will be a disaster from which even the Federal Government cannot
afford to rebuild.
So today is Tropical Storm Lee day. I’m just thankful it is not Hurricane day. I am more
thankful than you know.
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9/5/11 Me and Lee
Today, it's just me and Lee. I'm sitting here typing in my studio, and I'm listening to Lee
howl outside. He's not roaring, like his sister, Katrina, or his brother, Ivan, nor is he
kicking up a sporadic, demonic, fury like the tornadoes back in April, but he is howling,
and crying with his howl. He must have shed ten inches of tears here. Yesterday, and
early this morning, the wind was out of the South Southeast, as the eye of Lee was still to
my southwest, but now, the wind is coming from the Southwest, as the center of the
storm is now North of me and to the East.
While Lee is no hurricane, he is still a tropical storm, covering a vast distance of the area
with his wind and rain, and bringing with him a majesty of the power of nature for us to
witness. There is nothing like a tropical cyclone to keep one's attention. There is no
boredom during even a summer thunderstorm, much less a named tropical cyclone. Not a
bit of this rain is falling in Texas, where they need it so badly, although it appears that
some areas of Georgia will get some. The need it, too. But Southeastern Georgia still
appears to be dry, and Lee won't help that much.
I've spent Labor Day weekend with the grill fired up, smoking two Boston Butts and a
delightful Pork tenderloin. We've eaten on it all weekend, and I took a tub of the pulled
pork to my mother, and there's plenty of it still left. I'm glad I did my cooking on
Saturday, before the rain set in.
So Lee meanders off the north northeast, pushed and pulled by higher pressure winds as
they race to fill the vacuum. It is said that nature abhors a vacuum, and where you have
a low pressure system, you have higher pressure winds racing to equalize the partial
vacuum. This is where tropical cyclones come from. Convection causes the air to rise,
creating an area of low pressure. As the heat causes the air to continue to rise, and the
surrounding winds rush in, you start getting rotation, counter-clockwise in the Northern
hemisphere, and this gives rise to the storm. As long as it has heat and moisture feeding
it, it will grow.
We are as powerless to control this phenomenon as we are the rotation of the earth,
itself. We cannot command the winds to be still; not even one who is used to command.
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I cannot command winds and
weather

Horatio Nelson

In the Spring, I have counted 136
different
kinds of weather inside of 24
hours.

Mark Twain

And Mark wasn't kidding, wither. Weather here is as volatile as a can of turpentine left on
a hot stove: it can go off at any minute in a fireball of vaporized pine spirits. You don't
want to be nearby when that happens; just like bad weather.
But, it's weather we have here, not climate. It changes with the wind, which is variable,
sometime light, sometimes heavy; but it never stays the same for more than a few days,
and sometimes it changes by the minute. It makes for an exciting time, cause no one is
ever bored during bad weather. There may even be moments of sheer terror mixed with
bedlam. But today, ti does not seem so: the winds have settled in until Lee passes by,
and the rain is non-stop, though sometimes heavy, then again light. It is a day made for
goofing off. It is just my kind of day. At least it's not hot!!!
For a moment, I have a vision of two of the most renowned watermen in the history of the
world in the wheelhouse of a Mississippi river boat: Lord Nelson, and Samuel L. Clemens.
One a great naval captain and hero in the times of wind driven ships, and the other, the
pilot of riverboat where the power of steam carried boats against wind and current. One
was the master and commander of his vessels, the other, more famous for his writing
than his maritime skills, but a skilled pilot nevertheless.
“Mr. Clemens, sir, I cannot command the wind and weather,” said Lord Nelson. “It will be
nigh impossible to sail this strange ship against the current of the river bucking the wind
like this. Better keel her around and bring her to, and drop anchor until a fair wind
overtakes us, else we'll drive her into the ground.”
“Lord Nelson, I can see you haven't spent much time on the river,” said Sam, eying him
up and down like he was a dandy of some sort, but knowing that there was courage
enough for ten men in there. “There is no fair wind, nor need of it, on the river. Every
bend takes us in a new direction, why, within the next two hours, we will have faced
every compass point, and even after having traveled 15 miles, we'd be able to wave at
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ourselves and count the number of fingers we were holding up were we able to see
ourselves at our starting point, so great is the bend in the river here.”
“Can't you just plot a course and hold her fast?” the perplexed Nelson asked.
Sam thought about this, not wanting to be offensive to this mighty sea captain and
warrior, and said, “I can (figuratively) steam straight up the middle of the river, but the
river, itself, is as crooked as a Washington lawyer. The steam power will let us go with the
wind, across the wind, against the wind, and against the current, though a hard wind
abeam can drive us into the bank.”
“Aye. A hard wind abeam . . . I can see that. I could have used this steam power in my
time,” mused Lord Nelson, gazing off into the distance with a vision of slack, windless
sails, and how this newfangled power might have helped him in one of his battles, “But it
was not practical then; merely an infant science. And though practical now, seems very
dangerous. I've heard about . . . what do you call them? . . . a boiler explosion? Imagine
a ship going down just a few yards from shore and losing all hands, turned to a mass of
splinters without a shot being fired. This steam is the devil's work, I'm afraid. Give me
wind and canvas!”
“We make our own wind, in the form of steam,” explained Sam, “and it drives the wheel
which pushes us forward, no matter the wind or current. The more steam pressure, the
faster we can go, but there is a point of no return, and the engineers must keep a careful
watch on the works. It is a wonderful science.”
“Aye! All hands on watch should keep a careful lookout, but I miss the sight of a canvas
sail stretched tight, filled with the wind,” said Nelson, “And the smell of gunpowder.”
“Are you the master of this vessel?” asked Nelson.
“Heavens, No!” said Sam. “I'm just a pilot. The captain of this boat is perhaps sleeping off
a bit too much of his dinner wine. He wouldn't think of putting his hand to the helm. That
is the job for a pilot, like me.”
“Aye! T'was only in the direst of circumstances that I would take the helm,” he said,
looking down where his arm used to be. “That was the job of another, though I gave the
command.”
“You mentioned before that you thought steam was the devil's work, perhaps because of
the danger?” asked Sam.
“What of it?” asked Nelson.
“Don't you think that gunpowder is a bit more dangerous?” asked Sam, pointing to the
Admiral's missing arm.
“Of course,” answered Lord Nelson, “But it depends on the nature of how one or the other
goes OFF!”
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Sam decided he couldn't argue with that. “Things are dangerous enough without people
shooting at you,” he thought to himself as he steered the boat towards the slower current
on the inside of the river's bend, hoping to avoid the sandbar and snags that awaited him
there. He stepped out of the wheel house to the railing to watch the deckhand as he
sounded for the river's depth.
“Mark twain!” shouted the deckhand up to the pilot as he counted the knots on the rope.
Satisfied with that , Sam turned in to the wheelhouse, and asked Lord Nelson, “I can get a
steward to fetch us some coffee, if you'd like.”
Nelson looked at him curiously.
“Is this vessel of such a low estate as to not have any tea?”
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9/7/11 The Vanishing of My Normally Optimistic Self
“Vanished,” I said to myself. “Lost in a vacuous pessimism.”
This is unlike me, and I am somewhat beside myself because of it. I don’t quite know
what to do.
So, I begin to think of all the things I am thankful for. They are legion, and I am truly
thankful for every single thing. I am thankful for my family. Thankful for my work.
Thankful for the music which blesses my life in so many ways. Thankful for my many
friends. Thankful for my fans. Thankful for an audience. Thankful for this country I live in.
Thankful for the peace and serenity of my home. Thankful for my wife of nearly 32 years
who blesses me and my home with a grace and joy I could not have found in any other
manner. Thankful for my church. Thankful for my Sunday School class. Thankful for the
medical care that I have at my disposal, and the many people involved with it who have
served me so faithfully. Thankful for the remission of my Leukemia. Thankful for an outlet
such as this blog which is so cathartic for me, and, some tell me, helpful for them as they
go through the valley of cancer and its treatment. Thankful for the God I love, Who first
loved me. Thankful for every book I ever read, even those I couldn’t make it all the way
through. Thankful for the education I have received, and that spirit instilled in me by my
many teachers that life itself is an education, and that the education part never stops until
we draw our last breath. Thankful for both my dogs. Thankful for the feral hog that
exposed himself on the backside of the pond, as I was home yesterday to eat a sandwich
for lunch, just long enough for me to fetch my rifle and dispatch him (I am really thankful
for this, for some morbid reason!). Thankful for the fresh, cool air that followed in the
wake of Tropical Storm Lee.
Wait. Wait just a minute. As I started listing these things I am thankful for, my vacuous
pessimism has diminished considerably. Maybe I should keep going.
I am thankful for all the other cancer patients I know who have been faithful readers of
my blog. Thankful for the bond that people who share cancer and chemotherapy have
with each other. Thankful for the fact that when we get together we can talk honestly and
openly, in sort of like a code language which we will not use with the non-initiated.
Thankful for the companies that developed the drugs used in my currently successful
chemotherapy, though they are very expensive. Thankful for the insurance that helps me
pay for them. Thankful for the research that is currently being done that is promising to
offer new and curative treatments for cancer.
This is getting better. The more I write, the faster I am typing. I am getting into the spirit
of this.
I am thankful for this camper of mine I am staying in in rural Lafayette County, which my
friend Keith lets me keep on his family’s property. Thankful for the crickets I hear giving
some of their final chirps before they settle in for the fall. Thankful for the rain that fell (all
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10 inches of it) as Tropical Storm Lee passed through. Thankful that the earth was dry
enough to receive this abundance of moisture in most places in Mississippi. Thankful that
no one in my area got any flood damage. Thankful that no tornados were produced near
my home during Lee. Thankful that Tropical Storm Lee was not a Hurricane Katrina.
Thankful for all our customers who would have called on us to help them had Lee actually
been another Katrina. Thankful for the trip I took with my daughter back in July. Thankful
for the new song (a duet) I wrote this past weekend, a rough recording of which I
delivered to my daughter yesterday so she could develop what I know is going to be a
delightful harmony part. Thankful for big things. Thankful for little things. Thankful for
quiet, peaceful times. Thankful for the food I ate today. Thankful for the stores where I
buy my food. Thankful for the trucks that deliver it. Thankful for the distributors who sell
it to the stores. Thankful for the brokers who sell it to the distributors. Thankful for the
associations that represent the farmers who produce the food so the broker will know
where to obtain the food they sell. Thankful for the farmers that produce it. Thankful for
the farm suppliers who furnish the seed, feed, and fertilizer so the farmers can produce it.
Thankful to the financiers who furnish the capital the farmers need. And thankful to the
government, though somewhat reticently, for those programs which actually HELP the
farmers, though I am suspicious about those government programs which pay farmers to
NOT do anything.
There you go. The vacuous pessimism is completely gone now, replaced by a gratitude
that is inexplicable, other than a sudden realization of a personally developed hypothesis
that thankful gratitude obviously has a greater density than vacuous pessimism, and
therefore readily displaces it. This hypothesis can be tested. I just tested it. I started out
with vacuous pessimism, and I just witnessed its displacement with thankful gratitude. If
it could be reduced to a chemical formula perhaps it would look like this: VP(Vacuous
Pessimism)+TG(Thankful Gratitude) → AC (Attitude Change). I will test this again in the
future, as many times as I can, to see if it continues to hold true. I think it will be found to
be true as many times as it is tested. I may run it by my friend, Dr. Goldfield, who has a
PhD in Chemistry to see what he thinks. He will most likely say that metaphysics is not his
field.
What do you suppose was the cause of my vacuous pessimism in the first place? I know,
and I’ll tell you. I got to thinking today about my remission, and the type of Leukemia
which I have (CLL), for which a remission is not a cure, so according to the numbers the
remission is not permanent, only temporary. Like Damocles, the sword is hanging right
over my head ready to fall at any minute. Sometimes, I get to looking up at that sword
and it is all I can see . . . heavily and precariously dangling from a frayed thread, ready to
snap. The edge of the sword seems so keen, so sharp, gleaming with the reflection of the
sunshine that returned in the wake of Tropical Storm Lee, ready to cut to the quick and at
times nearly causing a paralysis of fret and worry.
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Well, remissions of CLL don’t last forever, but they can last a lifetime. Having said that, I
have reminded myself that I am no different than anyone else . . . the length of that
lifetime as measured in years, months, weeks, days, hours and minutes is an unknown
variable. That a lifetime lasts a lifetime is beyond dispute. So, each one of us has the
balance of our lifetimes to LIVE. I do. You do. Other cancer patients do. Healthy people
do. We all do. Every one of us. No exceptions.
Neil Earth-Planter (I haven’t written of him in a while, you new readers may have to go
back a bit to find him) was told that his lifetime was coming to an abrupt end more than
once because of his lymphoma, but he is still here. Were I to call him and tell him what I
have been thinking about, he would give me a sharp, swift rebuke. The keen edge of
sword hanging over the head of Damocles would be seized by Neil and the flat of it
wielded in his hand, swung in earnest against my backside, all the while admonishing,
“That sort of thinking will kill you!” Maybe I should call Neil Earth-Planter and tell him how
he has helped me today, since he has no clue that he has done so . . . or perhaps he
does. I will think that he does, and be thankful for that, and him, and the sword in his
hand, swung so that the flat of it has joyfully, but painfully, swatted me into a different
plane of thought by diverting my attention to something more productive. Thanks, Neil,
for reminding me, though, no doubt, you are fast asleep as I write this, more than likely
peacefully dreaming of formerly barren places on the Earth you have turned into a lush
paradise of green foliage, colorful flowers, permeated
with the smell of Hibiscus, Wisteria, and Jasmine . . .
in a Johnny Appleseed-esque manner . . . purely for
the joy of having done so. I can smell the Jasmine as
I write this, so close is it to my reality.
Truth in philosophy means that concept and
external reality correspond.
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
I
frequently
contemplate
Hegel,
the
philosopher/theologian. He had a lot to say about a
lot of things, and my goodness, he said them in the
most obfuscating manner; but the above Hegelism
really sinks in today. I started out with a philosophy
that
Thankful
Gratitude
displaces
Vacuous
Pessimism. The external reality I have discovered is
that through the thinking of and writing down of
things I am thankful for, the vacuous pessimism has indeed been displaced. The external
reality has proven the concept, at least for today . . . but today is the thing I needed to
get through. Today is the thing we all need to get through. We must worry about
tomorrow when tomorrow gets here. We can’t change tomorrow; we can only change
TODAY.
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As I continue to ponder this, Hegel won’t go away. Usually he drops in for a brief minute
and then is gone, absorbed in his own thoughts with little time for me. Unlike Calvin, who
belligerently comes and stays for a week or two, Hegel’s visits are fleeting. They are like
the friend who passes by, knocks on the door, says hello, gives you some quick tidbit of
mostly useless information, then disappears in a cloud of dust and slung gravel as he
wheels out of the driveway. Today, Hegel’s visit is different. I invite him in for a cup of
coffee. He accepts, and we sit down in the kitchen to chat a bit.
As I tell him what I’ve been thinking, he listens; he contemplates; he ponders. I think,
somewhere, in my talking and his listening, in my expounding of my tiny philosophy to
the great philosopher, in my apologies for boring him with my amateurish thinking, he
surmises that I have asked him for advice, or approval, or affirmation. Perhaps I have. I
am not certain. Why would I ask a real philosopher to critique my own, trite, loosely
pondered philosophy? I’m not sure I did, but I obviously did. This is a dangerous business.
The flaws in my introspective, self-centered thinking are not really a philosophy, just a
personal musing, not worthy of consideration by a thinker like Hegel. I can’t stand the
silence, so I open my mouth and invite disaster.
“So?” I ask.
“So, what?” he asks back.
“What do you think?”
“What do I think about what?”
“About what I’ve been talking to you about! About my idea that Thankful Gratitude
displaces Vacuous Pessimism,” I nearly shout. “By the way, do you want a refill on that
coffee?”
He absent-mindedly fools with his coffee cup, peering into it, observing the coffee left,
and continues to do so far longer than it takes to decide if one wants some more coffee.
He is distracted, perhaps thinking of how to answer my question without hurting my
feelings.
“No, the coffee’s fine,” he says, but offers nothing further. The silence is unbearable to
me, but apparently not to him.
“Georg, my question is still on the table,” I say.
He looks at me, peers into my eyes as if trying to see if something worthy of his reply is
lurking behind them, and says, “The things you are contemplating are of universal interest
to all mankind. Everyone has problems to deal with, and everyone must first struggle to
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come up with enumerations and definitions of the problems as they see them, then move
on to such answers as they are able to produce, keeping that which external reality has
shown to be a conceptual truth, discarding the rest.”
I think about this for a minute. It seems like a lot of words for such an unclear answer;
this is typically Hegelian. I am not satisfied, so I ask again, “So, what do YOU think about
my philosophy?” In typical philosopher, Socratic-teacher method, he asks me a question
which seems disconnected.
“Do your shoes fit?”
I recoil in a fit of near apoplexy. “What do you mean, ‘Do my shoes fit?’” I ask.
“Do they fit?” he asks again.
“Yes. They fit just fine!” I say, bewildered, not having a clue where this was going.
He pauses, still tinkering with his coffee cup, swashing the coffee around in it, brings it to
his lips and takes a sip, slowly, ever so slowly, sighs, then brings the cup back down to
the table letting it plop with a thump and says, “We do not need to be shoemakers to
know if our shoes fit, and just as little have we any need to be professionals to
acquire knowledge of matters of universal interest.”
“I am not a shoemaker, nor am I a philosopher,” I say.
“My point, exactly,” he says with a smile. Then he is gone, just like that, vanishing into
thin air leaving me staring at his now empty coffee cup, sensing the emptiness in the
immediate absence of his presence; as it were, a vacuous emptiness, but not a
pessimistic one.
I laugh out loud at that.
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9/12/11 So How’s Things at YOUR Cancer Clinic?
You might be surprised to know, perhaps even dismayed. Was Dr. Meera Sachdeva YOUR
oncologist?
Below are FACTS:
•

Meera Sachdeva, MD, (shown at right) is a board
certified oncologist and the founder and principal director
of the ROSE CANCER CLINIC, 807 Robb Street, Summit,
Mississippi, and practiced Oncology there.

•

She has held, or currently holds, medical licenses in
Florida, Iowa, Michigan, Nebraska, and Ohio, in addition
to her surrendered Mississippi license.

•

The Rose Cancer Clinic is a Mississippi Professional
Corporation headed by Sachdeva.

•

Summit is a small town that is in effect a satellite community of the much larger
small town of McComb, Mississippi, being to McComb’s immediate North, along
Interstate 55, about 70 miles South of Jackson, Mississippi.

•

The only Oncology Clinic in Pike County, Mississippi, was the Rose Cancer Center.

•

Sachdeva is a 50 year old female.

•

Sachdeva is from India.

•

Sachdeva is a 1986 graduate Calcutta Medical College, West Bengal University Of
Health Sciences, Calcutta (Kolkata), India

•

Sachdeva completed an Oncology residency at Meridia Huron Hospital/Cleveland
Clinic Foundation, in 1993.

•

Sachdeva completed a medical fellowship at William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak,
Michigan in 1986.

•

Sachdeva’s Mississippi Medical License number is 18057

•

While a search for Sachdeva turns her up on the Mississippi State Board of Medical
Licensure’s web site, it costs $25.00 to CONFIRM that she is indeed a licensed
physician in current good standing. (Isn’t this ridiculous? That the State of
Mississippi, who certifies my physician, thinks it necessary for me to pay for
confirmation that they certified him? Why isn’t this information free and readily
accessible to the public?)
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•

Sachdeva opened the Rose Cancer Clinic in 2008 after having been at the
Mississippi Cancer Institute in McComb, Mississippi, since 2005.

•

On January 12, 2011, FBI agents raided the clinic and executed a search warrant,
seizing records and evidence reported by others to be in connection with Medicare
and Medicaid fraud, and even removed papers from the dumpster behind the
building.

•

The Rose Cancer clinic was shut down by the State Department of Health on July
20, 2011, for “unsafe practices.”

•

An investigation by The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of
Inspector General led to the Justice Department investigation from which the
resulting evidence was presented to a Federal Grand Jury.

•

The presiding Federal Grand Jury issued a 15 count indictment, charging Sachdeva
with chemo treatment fraud, Medicare, and Medicaid fraud.

•

The investigation into the clinic was initiated due to complaints received by the
Mississippi Department of Health for as many as eleven patients of the Rose Cancer
Clinic who were subsequently treated at other medical facilities and hospitals for
bacterial infections.

•

The Rose Cancer Clinic collected 15.1 Million dollars in Medicare and Medicaid
payments since its opening. This number does not include amount collected from
private insurers.

•

Federal authorities seized 6 million dollars.

•

Sachdeva, a naturalized U.S. citizen, was arrested on August 11, and is being held
without bond since she is considered to be a flight risk, still having considerable
financial resources despite the seizure of the 6 million dollars, and she routinely
visits her home in India.

•

Sachdeva appealed her bond denial in federal court, but a different federal judge
upheld it.

•

Two other employees of Rose Cancer Clinic were also charged in the indictment and
arrested: 24-year-old office manager Brittany McCoskey, of Monticello, Mississippi,
and 43-year-old insurance and billing clerk Monica Weeks, of Madison, Mississippi.

•

Sachdeva has voluntarily surrendered her license to practice medicine and surgery
to the Mississippi State Board of Medical Licensure.

•

Sachdeva and her employees face prison sentences of up to 125 years and fines up
to 3.2 Million dollars if convicted.

•

Whether or not Sachdeva and her employees are convicted on the criminal charges,
the civil suits each will most likely face will undoubtedly be in the many millions of
dollars.
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•

It is not known if Sachdeva had medical malpractice insurance at the time of any
alleged criminal violations, but most professional liability insurance policies
expressly deny coverage for willful or criminal negligence, or any conduct that
occurs during the commission of a crime.

•

Sachdeva, McCoskey, and Weeks have all pleaded not guilty.

Now, here are the ALLEGATIONS as brought forth by Federal prosecutors:
•

The defendants knowing and willfully administered diluted chemotherapy drugs to
patients while billing the patients, private insurers, Medicare and Medicaid for the
full, undiluted amounts.

•

The defendants substituted cheaper [one might read that as “less effective”]
chemotherapy agents, and billed the patients, private insurers, Medicare and
Medicaid for the more expensive drugs.

•

The defendants routinely reused IV needles and setups on multiple patients while
billing the patients, private insurers, Medicare and Medicaid for new IV needles and
setups.

•

Some patients claim that they were seriously damaged as a result.

•

Patients, private insurers, Medicare, and Medicaid were defrauded out of MILLIONS
of dollars by the three women.

Now friends, this is not as simple as it sounds. Physicians are Medical Professionals.
Oncologists are not only physicians, but board certified to PRACTICE oncology. It is within
the professional purview of oncologists to administer any particular chemotherapy agent
in any amount they think is prudent, at whatever dilution they think is prudent. One
oncologist may think that a certain amount of a particular drug is best to give to one
patient, while a different oncologist may think this is too much or too little. The varying
methods of how a particular physician PRACTICES his medicine may get a headshake from
another physician, but seldom does it get earn a physician a rebuke from within his own
medical community. This is why they call it the PRACTICE of medicine. If the physician
gets it right, perhaps the patient will recover. If the patient dies, perhaps it is then said
that the patient succumbed to their CANCER. It is seldom discussed, outside of closed
doors, that one particular physician is considered by others to be a dangerous
practitioner: occasionally, but seldom.
We have to choose our physicians wisely. They are not responsible for our health. They
are only responsible to administer prudent treatments for which they have received
training, or modified treatment that, through the experience of their practice, they have
learned is a good replacement for their training. Since they have a LICENSE to PRACTICE,
it means they have LICENSE to treat in the manner they see fit.
That’s one of the reasons that a good GROUP of physicians is a thing to look for. At least,
within the group, a particular physician will have other physicians in his own group looking
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out for him (you’ll never hear members of the same group criticize one another to
PATIENTS!!!) to cover his back, and also looking out for him to stop him from making
mistakes, or admonishing him to correct his mistakes when they see them happening. At
the very minimum, surely, members of a group practice turn to each other for advice
when they are unsure of how to proceed, or when they encounter problems they had not
expected. At least, we HOPE they do, since groups are usually made up of a mixture of
older, more experienced physicians, and younger, more on the cutting edge but without
the experience physicians . . . they can help each other for all our benefit.
Some cancers have routine ways of treatment, but those routines can vary tremendously
from one patient to the next because of reactions to the drugs, complicating side-effects
unique to the patient, or any one of a multitude of other reasons. Any physician can and
will modify the treatment based on the needs of the particular patient, weighing the risks
and benefits of any modifications, hopefully explaining them thoroughly to the patient so
the patient can make an informed decision.
Any benefits of a group medical practice are non-existent in the one doctor clinic. Who’s
looking over their shoulder when they go bad, as did Dr. Sachdeva obviously did if the
allegations against her turn out to be true? It took the State Department of Health months
to make a move, and this occurred only after an anonymous complaint from a former
(living) patient led them into an investigation which helped them connect the dots and
trace back multiple bacterial infections to patients who had all been previously treated at
one clinic. Had the complaint not been made, the Rose Cancer Clinic may still be in the
business (and I mean the BUSINESS) of allegedly administering clinically ineffective
amounts of chemotherapy drugs to people who need them to keep their very lives.
Remember, dead patients merely succumb to their cancers, are mourned over and buried,
and never get the chance to lodge any kind of complaint. Maybe their cancers would have
taken them no matter where they were treated; maybe not. We are not required to have
medical training to know that diluted amounts of drugs are bound to be less effective than
the full dose. We may need medical training to KNOW when a lesser amount is a GOOD
thing. That’s what we rely on our doctors FOR. But remember, they PRACTICE, and like
anything which requires practice, some are better at it than others. Some are competent;
others are less so. Some need careful scrutiny of their colleagues to stay out of trouble.,
while others should never have made it through a single year of medical school.
BUT . . . Administering a diluted drug, or substituting a cheaper drug, while billing for the
full amount or the more expensive drug . . . well, that is obviously FRAUD. It is an
outright fraud, wire fraud (if they ever used the telephone, fax, or e-mail to order
medicines or send invoices), and mail fraud (if they ever used the postal service to mail
out a fraudulent bill or received a payment for fraudulent services). Since there are three
people indicted, they also could face conspiracy charges.
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If the allegations turn out to be true:
•

When did Dr. Sachdeva go bad?

•

When did the covetousness of money begin to outweigh her medical integrity?

•

Did she not swear an oath, as other physicians do?

•

If so, then when did her commitment to her oath become something that was
subverted by money?

•

Why did she leave Calcutta to come to the USA to practice medicine?

•

Why did she not go back to India, since I’m sure that there are Indians with
cancer?

•

Did she some to the USA for advanced medical training (which she received) and
stay here because of he potential of making LOTS of money?

•

I don’t want to deny anyone who has spent so much time and money to educate
themselves to the point that they are a licensed, certified medical specialist, but
when is enough money enough?

•

How much money does YOUR doctor make?

•

Why can this not happen at your own clinic, too?

•

Why can YOUR doctor not go bad, too?

Doctors will pooh-pooh and castigate you if you question their integrity, saying that they
are above such base scrutiny, which should be reserved for the common people. But
might they not have said the same thing about Dr. Sachdeva? Or if they allow this about
Dr. Sachdeva, will they perhaps say, “But, she didn’t go to medical school in the USA!”
True, but she did complete her residency in oncology and a medical fellowship in the USA.
Careful now, you USA born and trained doctors, you’ll be politically incorrect any minute
now if you allow that only FOREIGN-TRAINED doctors are capable of fiscal and
professional malfeasance. You’d be politically incorrect, and wrong. A larcenous man (or
woman) who is ANY type of professional is a dangerous thing. Of course, we expect
lawyers to have some larceny in their hearts . . . we are trained to think this way. But, we
NEVER expect larceny in the hearts of our doctors . . . and, alas, we fool ourselves.
Hospitals, physicians in solo practice or group practice, medical equipment suppliers,
home health care providers, even hospice care . . . all are in the BUSINESS of medicine
and ancillary medical services. When the profits start to fall off, there are board meetings,
partner meetings, meeting with the CPA, all of which precipitate staff meetings; there are
encouragements to get patient counts up; there are encouragements to cut costs,
perhaps to do a bigger variety of more expensive testing just to increase revenue; there
are treatments and procedures offered and ordered that might not have been done so
without those board meetings. Perhaps, corners are cut for the expediency of serving the
bottom line.
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When was the last time you had an MRI? How often have you had one suggested by your
physician? I have had many suggested over the years, but balked at them all (except for
one), only to have my physician say that an MRI was not really necessary, anyway (Had
they persisted I would have proceeded!) Were they complying with hospital requests to
help get the patient count up on the (terrifically expensive) MRI machine up? Or were
they, themselves, partners in the local Imaging Center? Were their physician colleagues
partners in the local Imaging center?
The ONE MRI that I submitted to was suggested to me by my long-term
CHIRPORACTOR!!! He said that he thought I most likely had a slipped, compressed, or
bulging L5 disc, but he could not see it on his x-rays. He said he was afraid to treat me as
long as he thought I had this disc problem and I was having nerve tingling and numbness
down my right leg. He suggested I have an MRI, which he said was the only effective way
to see the soft tissue of a vertebral disc. I then mentioned my extremely painful back in
an e-mail to Hemosapien and to Mainmost. I heard back from Hemosapien right away. He
said that what I was complaining of was typical of a disc problem, and I needed to have
an MRI. I accepted and he set it up for me.
Guess what? I had a bulging L5 disc that was pinching the sciatic nerve going down my
right leg. My chiropractor already knew that, but he can’t order an MRI. But since I gave
him a copy of the radiologist’s report, he knew exactly what to do (and not do) to treat
me for it, knowing that the problem was what he suspected and not something unknown
which his treatment might have exacerbated. (Rusty MacArthur is my chiropractor: he has
been my close friend and alternative medicine go-to guy for nearly 35 years! It amazes
me that physicians still look down their noses at chiropractors, yet Osteopaths
(physicians) still do spinal manipulation!)
That MRI and resulting radiologists report cost nearly four thousand dollars. I never would
have agreed had it not been for my Rusty MacArthur! But the real kicker here is this: the
MRI cost four thousand dollars of SOMEONE ELSE’S money! Well, I paid for 20% of it, but
80% was billed to my insurance provider. Who orders one? Any physician? Who pays for
it? Someone else other than the one it was ordered for!
Who was paying for the chemo treatments at the Rose Cancer Center? Medicare,
Medicaid, and private insurers, primarily. I seriously doubt the allegedly larcenous Dr.
Sachdeva was treating anyone who could not afford to pay her. Maybe I’m wrong about
this, but the allegations indicate that money was her focus, not the safe, effective
treatment of her patients. In effect, she allegedly did whatever she wanted, but
fraudulently put down the proper proprietary AMA procedure codes on the correct forms to
get 3rd parties to send the amounts of money she wanted to receive. It’s so easy . . . just
put the right code number on the right form and receive your check in the mail, or via
electronic funds transfer.
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Now, as the PPACA and Medicare force the price of reimbursement for individual medical
procedures DOWN, looking to save money, is it not probable that health care providers
learn to put down particular codes for procedures that are more profitable? Or might they
not want to just stick a few extra, small but hardly noticeable codes on the forms to earn
some extra remuneration to offset the government driven-down prices? If they start
adding a few codes here and there, and they see their bottom line improve, do they then
begin to add a few more? At what point do they stop? When do they begin to start
thinking they are stealing rather than just recouping what is really rightfully theirs? (Still
stealing!!)
“But,” you say, “This could never happen at MY doctor’s office!”
I’m sure, somewhere along the way, folks thought the same thing about Dr. Sachdeva. If
it can happen to her and her patients, it can happen to you and your doctor, because, in
the long run, what separates Dr. Sachdeva from the rest of us? We either have integrity,
or we don’t. We can never have just a little bit, or a convenient amount, or at a
convenient time. If we have integrity, we have it ALL the time
It will be really interesting to see if McCoskey and Weeks shared with Sachdeva in the
significant bounty of the alleged fraud, or if they were merely doing what they were told in
order to keep their jobs, and how this money might have been divided between the three
women, if at all. It will also be interesting to see if the U.S. Attorney’s case is strong
enough that McCoskey or Weeks, or both, of the enter into a plea bargain and turn state’s
evidence on Sachdeva.
The question remains: At what point does any Physician’s quest for financial success lead
him into fraud? Shown below is a link to the April 2011 publication of Mississippi Medical
News.
http://www.mississippimedicalnews.com/mod/secfile/viewed.php?file_id=76,
An article in this publication provides details of some recent investigations and
prosecutions of Medicare Fraud in Mississipppi. It seems some physicians were targeted
for receiving referral fees from those companies that make motorized wheelchairs, which
were needlessly being furnished to Medicare recipients; and HOSPICE care to patients who
were not terminally ill that turned out to be more like maid service. The article goes on to
point out that Medicare is such an easy target. Fraud crackdowns on Home Health Care
and Physical Therapy services have forced fraudsters into other areas that have
heretofore received less scrutiny. In every case I’ve seen reported, the fraudsters have
bilked the government of MILLIONS of dollars in a short time period, all by knowing just
what codes to put on the proper forms to submit to Medicare for payment. Like all crooks,
they get TOO greedy, and their greed and hubris catch up with them after a while when
someone puts two and two together and decides to look into why a tiny clinic or health
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care services provider in a small town in a small state is suddenly submitting millions
upon millions of dollars of claims to the government. While private insurers get bilked,
too, it undoubtedly takes them less time to catch on than the government.
When you see advertisements on TV for power wheelchairs, motorized beds, home health
services, ostomy supplies, Diabetes products suppliers, walk-in Jacuzzi-type bath tubs,
etc., all tagging their ads with the statement ,”at no cost to you,” you are looking at the
potential for fraud. Why do we allow these commercials to air? Patients see them and
pressure doctors to write prescriptions for these services which may not be medically
necessary, which costs them nothing . . . but certainly costs something to the
TAXPAYERS, with some physicians getting illegal referral fees (we call them KICKBACKS)
from the service provider.
The stories of Medicaid abuse are legion. Recently, a wheelchair-bound Vietnam Veteran
was awarded 18 million dollars as his whistle-blower share or recouped monies after going
to the dentist in 2004, only to be told that he had consumed all his available Medicaid for
the year, when he knew this was not true. His complaints to the government brought no
results so he started an investigation of his own. It took 7 years of evidence collection on
his own behalf before the government decided he had a point. As a result, the home
health care company, MAXIM, was found to have made $61 million dollars from phony
Medicaid reimbursements. Could it be that the government decided to investigate MAXIM
when they discovered that a single angered Medicaid recipient had secured enough
evidence on his own to make their lethargy look like COMPLICITY? MAXIM has agreed to
repay Medicaid and to pay additional fines and fees, but who is going to PRISON? Why
aren’t the executives of MAXIM being charged with a crime? Why are they still in
business? Why are they still able to send ANY requests for payment to Medicaid? The full
story is here:
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2011/09/14/wheelchair-bound-vietnam-vet-uncoversmultimillion-dollar-medical-aid-fraud/?test=latestnews
Some physicians who participate in this Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance fraud
might look on this and at themselves in a less than honest light, figuring that they are
somehow maintaining their professional integrity since they tell themselves they would
never consider such a flagrant breach of integrity as the life-threatening administration of
diluted chemotherapy agents. In this case the patient gets damaged. In the prior
scenario, only the government is damaged . . . no one really gets hurt. But, I assure you,
a breach of integrity is a breach of integrity, and it is a small step to defrauding the
government to defrauding the patient.
The Hippocratic Oath is shown below. It is typically, traditionally, and historically
administered to physicians upon their completion of medical school. Nowadays, not all
doctors take this particular oath, but a more modern version. I would not take this oath,
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because I wouldn’t swear by Apollo for anything, and I’m sure that physicians are allowed
to insert the name of any god they consider more relevant to them than Apollo, Asclepius,
Hygeia, and Panaceia. I will ask Hemosapien about this. He is a Christian, and I’m pretty
sure swore no oath to Apollo. We’ll see what he has to say. He has mentioned his oath to
me before. If he says he swore by Apollo, then he will almost have to say that this was a
mere ancient tradition which had no real binding obligation on him. If he says that, then
the question must follow . . . When is an oath an OATH? And, what then, did you swear
TO and BY?

I swear by Apollo the Physician and Asclepius and Hygieia and Panaceia and all the
gods, and goddesses, making them my witnesses, that I will fulfill according to my
ability and judgment this oath and this covenant:
To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to live my life
in partnership with him, and if he is in need of money to give him a share of mine,
and to regard his offspring as equal to my brothers in male lineage and to teach
them this art—if they desire to learn it—without fee and covenant; to give a share
of precepts and oral instruction and all the other learning to my sons and to the
sons of him who has instructed me and to pupils who have signed the covenant and
have taken the oath according to medical law, but to no one else.
I will apply dietic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my ability and
judgment; I will keep them from harm and injustice.
I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if asked for it, nor will I make a
suggestion to this effect. In purity and holiness I will guard my life and my art.
I will not use the knife, not even on sufferers from stone, but will withdraw in favor
of such men as are engaged in this work.
Whatever houses I may visit, I will come for the benefit of the sick, remaining free
of all intentional injustice, of all mischief and in particular of sexual relations with
both female and male persons, be they free or slaves.
What I may see or hear in the course of treatment or even outside of the treatment
in regard to the life of men, which on no account one must spread abroad, I will
keep myself holding such things shameful to be spoken about.
If I fulfill this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and
art, being honoured with fame among all men for all time to come; if I transgress it
and swear falsely, may the opposite of all this be my lot.
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In not so distant times, surgeons were not considered physicians, and as you can see,
physicians swore not to use “the knife” but to leave that (inferior) form of medical practice
to those who were engaged in it. Surgeons had a hard time getting the medical
community to treat them as physicians. It was only after the Civil War that physicians
began to embrace surgeons as something other than butchers and barbers. (The red and
white Barber’s Pole has its roots in surgery!).
As you can see, doctors swear fealty and loyalty to those who taught them the art
(basically to each other), and their oath requires them to stick together, and cover for
each other, thus the belief within the medical community of their capability to
confidentially but effectively police themselves. Obviously, they frequently miss the mark
at this, when, in their opinion, the PATIENT is not the one being damaged. Nowhere in
that oath does a physician swear to consider the best interests of Medicare or Medicaid, or
any 3rd party payment providers.
None of this is to say that modern physicians have no oversight, because it costs them
millions of dollars to comply with all the things they must comply with, and in spite of
some of their best efforts, they may be called on the carpet by state, local, and national
governments for failing to do so . . . while no one in those governments can confirm to
them HOW to do this properly. Have you ever called the IRS’s help line to obtain
information on HOW to fill out their forms? IF you can get an answer, the IRS employee is
not bound by the answer they gave you, because the law is the law, and the
interpretation of it by any particular IRS employee cannot change or mitigate the law.
Physicians face this from those who would govern them as well.
Can anyone explain the PPACA so it can be complied with? Even CONGRESSMEN can’t do
that, and they voted for it, with the then House Speaker prodding us to encourage the
passage of the 3,000 page bill, “So we can see what’s in it!” Seeing what’s in it AFTER it
becomes the law is a bit late, don’t you think? It’s as late as the woman who, discovering
that SHE is LATE, rushes out to buy some contraceptive products. What’s the rush at this
point? Isn’t it a bit late?
Here again, we are back to my premise that health care costs so much because other
people are empowered to spend other people’s money. Any time money can easily be
transferred from a 3rd party’s pocket into the pocket of the service provider, there is an
opportunity for egregious abuses. They never start out that way, but embezzlers seldom
start out embezzling large sums of money UP FRONT. They start by embezzling a little bit,
and when they are successfully able to cover that up, or they notice that no one else
notices, they continue, embezzling more and more, until such time as someone finally
notices. In the case of physicians and other health care providers, their defense can
always rest on their judgment as medical professionals; in other words, it is difficult to
question their judgment because it is their judgment upon which we rely, and they have a
wide range of behaviors within which their judgment is considered acceptable.
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Most of us are not BORN into corruption, though we are born to the tendency for it. We
start out our professional lives idealistic, full of piss and vinegar, swearing to OURSELVES
to be the ones who will correct the problems we see in our own industries, only to learn
later that the tail will not wag the dog. Eventually we learn to go with the flow, lest our
own colleagues begin to consider us as a troublemaker. As we get older, and our ideals
have been crushed by the reality of the world, we sometimes learn that we can
compensate ourselves for this by seeking the MONEY our professions or businesses
provide us. We substitute the MONEY for the IDEAL. Physicians are not the only people
this happens to: lawyers, accountants, bankers, engineers, preachers, corporate
executives, mom and pop businesses . . . no one is immune. All it takes is a step in the
wrong direction and the human tendency to rationalize our behavior. In fact, the more
regulations we have thrust on us by the government, the more the lawyer in us manifests
itself, and the more we look for the LOOPHOLES that allow us to behave, legally, in the
manner that best benefits our bank accounts, not the entities we are being paid to serve.
Who is incapable of this? No one! And no oath sworn by a student fresh out of school is
going to prevent this. The idea that it does is as ludicrous as the idea that a PHYSICIAN is
incapable of serving himself rather that those whom he swore to serve impartially and to
the best of his ability.
A reflection of the possibilities of this is reflected in how modern society treats MARRIGE
VOWS! We manage to treat marriage vows as casually as we treat a trip to a fast-food
restaurant. We start out our marriages full of the promises of the IDEAL of marriage.
When marriage does not match our ideal, our vows are easily, handily, and conveniently
swept aside in a NO-FAULT divorce: it’s no one’s fault, we just want to set aside our vows
for CONVENIENCE. It should be someone’s fault. A divorce should never occur without one
of the parties being at fault, else divorces just become convenient.
Do they have a no-fault DE-OATHING process for physicians? Why not? We have no-fault
de-oathing processes for a married couple, who did not merely swear an oath to one of
the pantheon of Roman gods, but took solemn vows before God Almighty. Do we think
physician status makes physicians extraordinary as persons? If we allow this, we have
made a terrible mistake. Physicians are subject to the same faults, human weaknesses,
and fallibilities as the rest of us humans are.
Having said all that, here is THIS:
Never accept a bill from your health care provider that is not itemized. Look at every line
of them, and if there is anything you see that you don’t know what it is, ASK! If you don’t
think you received this service, don’t pay for it, or let your insurer know that you think the
charge was superfluous. Hospitals and physicians contract with 3rd parties for outside
services all the time. Never accept a bill from someone who was heretofore unseen to you
without questioning this. Make your physician explain this to you to your satisfaction.
Make sure that these 3rd parties are part of your PPO system. If they are not, ask your
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physicians why they knowingly used a 3rd party who is not part of your PPO (preferred
provider organization), since your physician KNOWS KNOW WHO YOUR PPO IS. Never pay
more to this 3rd party than you would have paid WERE they part of your PPO. In the
future, insist that your physician use a 3rd party that is part of your PPO. When you are
scheduled for surgery, or any other medical procedure, insist, IN ADVANCE, on the
identification of any 3rd party service providers with whom the physician, hospital, or
other health care provider may have a contract, or else you could be receiving bills from
entities you have never heard of, for providing service you were not aware that you
received, and had no part in consent to, other than your general consent for treatment.
Hospitals, physicians, and other health-care providers do not get to make the decisions on
how your insurance money will be spent. You get to make those decisions. But don’t think
you can do this easily. You WILL be perceived as an inconvenience and a trouble maker.
You must be willing to be perceived in this manner and let the chips fall where they may.
You have every right to know how each dollar of your health care money is being spent,
and to give your consent, or withhold it. As long as no one is questioning how other
people are spending other people’s money, we will never get a handle on health care
costs, no matter how hard we try.
And make sure, double sure, that if your physician ever recommends a medical procedure
which you question (and you should question them all) and rather than explaining to your
satisfaction why this is medically necessary merely offers the explanation, “Why would
YOU care? Your insurance is paying for it,” . . . make sure they NEVER actually say
this to another patient again. You CAN do this if you choose your words carefully at that
point, and say to them with an intensity and direct purpose that is unmistakable, so that
your physician clearly understands his faux pas. They’ll think twice about offering this as
an explanation in the future. I’ve had this happen to me three times in the past. Rest
assured, every time the thought of explaining things in this manner reoccurs to the three
physicians who used this on me, the memory of my swift, sure, and painful rebuke comes
rushing to their minds, causing some hesitation. It’s YOUR insurance. If you don’t watch
YOUR INSURANCE MONEY, who is going to? It’s not just the job of your insurer. It’s YOUR
job as a patient to make sure you are receiving that health care you really need, rejecting
those things for which your doctor is unable to offer prudent reasons. If your physician
objects to your questions, you are able and should obtain a new physician.
So, Mainmost, Hemosapien, Gooday, and Uro-man, the physicians I rely on for my health
care, I have a lot of confidence in you. If I ask you questions, you must not be offended,
and you heretofore have not been, but have been as patient and kind to me, continuing to
answer my questions to my satisfaction. Good for you. If you are starting to go bad, and I
suspect this is happening, hopefully I can be one of the ones who sets you back on the
road to maintaining your complete integrity . . . because any compromise in your
integrity, even the slightest one, means the complete destruction of it. Once it’s gone,
you’ll never get it back . . . then we’d all be disappointed.
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By the way, Dr. Sachdeva, through her attorney, states that she is going to plead
innocent to all the charges against her. We’ll see how this works out. In the meantime,
cancer patients in Pike County Mississippi are no longer being served . . . or rather, they
ARE being served. In either case, this is a sordid mess, and I hope the TRUTH is
manifested, and alleged perpetrators, if convicted, are punished to the maximum extent
the law allows. If guilty, Dr. Sachdeva has committed a breach of trust that can never be
repaired. If guilty, she should be a prison doctor for the rest of her natural days. The
willful dilution of chemotherapy agents is an unconscionable breech of ethics. If true, as
alleged, this one of the worst professional breeches of ethics that has ever come
to my attention.
Below is a link to a story about a New Jersey Oncologist gone bad:
http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2011/09/toms_river_oncologists_license.html
Below are many links to more Medicare Fraud cases:
http://www.miamiherald.com/2011/04/13/2167010/couple-to-plead-guilty-inmajor.html
http://www.pressandguide.com/articles/2011/08/28/business/doc4e57d7353cdd35
58469329.txt
http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local&id=7964822
This link is to an Armenian Organized Crime ring that used phony doctors and phony
clinic, and did NOTHING but submit bills to Medicare. This was a profitable operation - - their only expenses were the cost of filling out the forms: no rent, no doctors, no salaries,
no medical supplies . . . just paper, a copier, and postage.
http://articles.latimes.com/2010/oct/14/local/la-me-healthcare-fraud-raid20101014
These links are all cases wherein PHYSICIANS were CONVICTED of Medicare fraud:
http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2011/April/11-crm-482.html

http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/Houston-doctor-convicted-inMedicare-fraud-scam-1403872.php
http://www.fbi.gov/neworleans/press-releases/2011/four-convicted-in-4.7-millionlouisiana-medicare-fraud-scheme
http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2010/March/10-crm-254.html
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http://www.wlbt.com/story/14416756/dr-convicted
http://www.fbi.gov/sacramento/press-releases/2011/three-doctors-convicted-ofmedicare-fraud
I beg your indulgence and forgiveness for my own weakness in pointing out that most of
the people named in the above Medicare fraud convictions have names that indicate
ethnicity and national origin that is other than what might be traditionally considered
domestic. I couldn’t help but notice. Is this bad form of me to notice that, or is it an
indication that the government more readily chooses to investigate and prosecute these
cases? I admit . . . I do not have the answer.
The cases above add up to over a billion dollars of fraud ultimately committed against the
American people. A significant number of the cases involve those who were denied bond
because of their high risk of flight. In many cases, some fraudulently obtained assets were
recovered, but many millions of dollars were transferred out of the country beyond the
reach of the government.
The more regulations and laws we put on the books, the easier it seems to be for people
intent on bilking the system. Show me a government program, and I’ll show you a scam
waiting to happen. What has become of our virtue? Have we traded it for a dollar that is
declining in value? If so, we have made a wretched bargain, and what we offered in trade
is far more valuable than want we received.
There it is again: HUBRIS!
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9/13/11 Here We Go Again, You Simpletons
It has been reported in the news that Senate Majority Leader, Harry Reid (D-Nevada)
thinks that the President’s Jobs Bill may lack enough support from Republicans and
DEMOCRATS to pass the Senate. It has been reported that, “Reid plans a briefing for his
Democrats Thursday from White House officials ‘for people who don't understand it.’”1
This administration has already set itself up as superior to the common people by
previously declaring that we would have no doubt supported the PPACA (Obamacare) had
they only done a better job of explaining it to us simpletons. The White House now thinks
it necessary to work with Senate Majority Leader Reid to set up panels to properly explain
the President’s new Jobs Bill to Senators, so it can earn more support in the Senate,
where it is getting opposition from both parties.
Is this really a lobbying effort disguised as education for dullard Senators (those who are
not in favor if it)?
Why do Unites States Senators need the White House to explain a bill that is before them
for their consideration? Are they and their staff not sophisticated enough to understand
what they READ?2 If they are that sophisticated, but still need explanation, does that
mean that the White House Staffers who drafted the bill are unable to think and write
cogently? Which side contains the dullards? I suppose the answer to that question would
rely on which side you asked. If you support me, you are very perceptive and savvy. If
you don’t support me, obviously, you are a dullard.
In defense of the White House, this bill is only 199 pages, not 3,000+, and there indeed
may be some passages that need explaining. But I will submit that if there are passages
that need explaining, they need to be rewritten so that the language is clear. The White
House cannot legally draft legislation that the House and Senate are not allowed to
change, nor can the White House demand an up or down vote. The White House sends
PROPOSED legislation to the Congress for its consideration, just as the White House
requests permission from the House Speaker to address a joint session of congress, with
the exception of the annual State of the Union Address, which is required by the
Constitution, and even then, the scheduling of the date of the State of the Union Address
within a certain time period is up to the House Speaker, not the White House.
I like that part of the bill that requires all of the steel used in any project funded under its
auspices be manufactured and produced in the United States, unless this raises the price
of the project by more than 25%. The White House commitment to funding jobs using
USA made steel is limited to a 25.0% price premium. Of course, this will require
mountains of paperwork (creating jobs) to secure and maintain, that prove the steel being
purchased is indeed produced wholly in the USA. It also creates room for fraudulent
paperwork to be submitted. So The White House is willing to spend $1,250,000 to get
something worth $1,000,000, but they are not willing to spend $1,250,001. Does the
extra dollar shut the project down, or is the contractor required to produce the dollar out
of his own pocket? Or does the project proceed using steel made in China and Korea?
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Of course any project funded as a result of this jobs bill will be subject to the Davis-Bacon
Act, which requires that any project funded with Federal money pay the area’s prevailing
union wage rates, including the value of union fringe benefits, for all classes of workers,
creating more compliance paperwork (and more jobs), but actually putting more money in
the pockets of workers (unless they are already union workers).
So, we simpletons are anxiously awaiting to hear the explanations which will make us
rush out and support the Jobs Bill. If we could just understand it, we’d certainly be for it!
I can just hear my liberal friends, right this second, asking me, “Aren’t you in favor of
jobs?”
Yes, I am in favor of jobs . . . and families, and fairness, and education, and children, and
ethical treatment of animals, and civil rights, and quality affordable health-care, decent
wages, good working conditions, good medicines, clean water, clean air, renewable
energy, cheap clean energy, crime prevention, rehabilitation of criminals, ethics in
government, world peace, the elimination of poverty worldwide, turtles, dolphins,
woodpeckers, spotted owls, least terns, snail-darters, infrastructure improvement,
peaceful and comfortable retirements, sustainable forestry, nature, the arts, quality
teachers, equal pay for equal work, safe medicines, increased farm production, healthy
food, birth control, freedom of religion, freedom FROM religion, American made products,
mental health, science, prosperity, economic growth, home ownership, ethical mortgage
lending, the end of credit card abuse, fewer traffic related deaths and injuries, safe
consumer products, the elimination of childhood diseases, cancer research, a cure for
chronic illnesses, organic produce, safe drinking water, better environments for our
children, faster 911 response, fewer cardiac arrests, less obesity, better weather, fewer
natural disasters, no droughts, no raging fires, fewer terrorists, legal immigration, no
earthquakes or tsunamis, less solar radiation, dangerous asteroid control, a secure and
un-diverted Mississippi River that stays put where we want it, sunshine, better gas
mileage, public transportation, better opportunities for everyone, no child left behind,
better treatment of seniors, better treatment of veterans, competitive American industry,
the resolution to the Greek debt crisis, car keys that don’t get lost, cell phones that
actually let you TALK on them, the return of Captain Kangaroo, baseball, football,
chiropractic care, a stable currency, nature trails, well built cars, a less painful-easy
treatment for hemorrhoids, out patient care, home health care, beautiful sunsets,
beautiful sunrises, peaceful lifetimes, etc.
Added to all those things, I am also for PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY. Somehow, this fails
to make it on many lists of things we should be FOR.
And I am also FOR hearing simple explanations as to how the government can affordably
bring me all these things.
I am a simpleton, you know.
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9/20/11 Which One Do We Choose?
There are events which shape our lives: some of them are good, and, of course, others
not. We humans face all these events. We all face the same ones. The same fears. The
same worries. The same illnesses. The same tragedies. Yet, some of the bad things
happen to others and not to us. Some of the bad things happen to us. Whether they
happen or not doesn't change the fact that we all face them . . . that they are all out
there, staring right back at us.
We also face the good things. Some are fortunately able to live lives that are simply
charmed. They are the thin, good looking ones, with lots of talent, training, and skills.
They make lots of money, look good on TV, and we adore them. They are Hollywood
stars. They are athletes. They are celebrities. They are government leaders and sit in
positions of power. They are musicians who sell millions of records. They are idolized by
adoring fans. They are the ones who can always gain free admission. They are featured on
“Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous.” We envy their success. We yearn for what it is that
they have. We wonder why this is not ours as well. We face this, too.
But, where do we fit in this process of facing the bad things?
The are people in the world facing famine, starvation, civil war, and misery. Today this is
Somalia. A couple of years ago it was the Darfur region in Sudan. A few years before that
it was Ethiopia. We have not faced it here, but it CAN happen here, so there it is, staring
right back at us. How will we respond if we were watching our families and children starve
to death as we also watched miscreants and tribal war-lords make off with, and profit
from, the inappropriate seizure of staple foods sent for relief by well-meaning people?
How do we face our own mortality? How will we CHOOSE to face our own mortality? It
stares us right back in the face, peering right into our eyes, but we seldom think about it
until an EVENT occurs in our lives which demands our attention to it. Of course, letting our
lives be consumed with the thinking of our own mortality is a poor way to spend one's
time, since it can paralyze us into a deep, dark, funk of fear. But, again, how will we
CHOOSE to deal with this?
It is easier to deal with our lack of stellar success than it is to deal with our ultimate
demise, but even the stellar successes face their demise. Some will face their demise at
an early age when it seems so unjust because they still have so much to offer. Some will
have faded into a decrepit irrelevance long before their time comes, when only a few will
remember them and their contributions.
Time is not a factor to a young, healthy person; they think they are immortal. Then, death
overtakes one of their own, and they are shattered with a grief that is inconsolable. This is
understandable. The young mostly know death from a distance, though, unfortunately,
some are too well acquainted with it. But, they mostly recover from the event still thinking
that death only occurs to someone else, not to them.
When we face illness in our own lives, and the finality of it presents itself in such a
manner as to be unignorable, we have ever right to fight it with every means possible. We
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have every right to never give up. This is programmed into our genetic code. We must
survive. We must not yield. We must not succumb. In spite of the good fight and
determination, our best efforts sometimes fail to yield the dividend we had been hoping
for, and we realize that our fight is coming to an end.
My Uncle Joe, my grandmother's brother, died last Saturday. He was 97, and the last
surviving member of my grandparent's generation. Joe had a hard life. His own mother
died in childbirth when he was 4 years old, and his father, my great-grandfather, was a
WWI veteran who got the jake-leg from drinking Jamaican Ginger during prohibition, was
not a factor in Joe's life, nor did he seem to be much of a factor in anyone's life, but then,
I was a child and my memories of my great-grandfather are obscured by time and my the
fact that I was trying to make sense of complicated family issues no one would speak
about, just assembling pieces of a confusing puzzle, incorrectly, in a legitimate childish
way.
At six years old, Uncle Joe got polio, which left him physically strong, but deaf, and
afflicted in other ways that manifested themselves from time to time in outbreaks of
paranoia and other mental illnesses. I do not know if polio contributed to Joe's periods of
mental illness, but I do know this. Uncle Joe was like a child all his life. He was not a
complex person, but childlike, almost clothed in innocence, though an outside observer
may not think so. I could see it in Uncle Joe. At 97, Joe's struggle with life is over; his
mental illness and polio afflictions are gone.
Uncle Joe had nothing when he started out in life, other than a sister who loved him very
much, and a great-aunt who raised them both. What little he had was severely damaged
by an insidious childhood disease which afflicted millions of children before Dr. Jonas Salk
invented a vaccine. I remember as a child of six, standing in line to get my sugar cube. I
didn't know what the sugar cube was for, but they gave it to me and my mother told me
to eat it. It was a SUGAR cube! My memory of that event is simply the wait in line and the
sugar cube given to me for some strange reason, which seemed odd to me, because, had
I eaten sugar cubes at the house, it would have been trouble. But here was a GOOD sugar
cube. I didn't understand, but I was not required to. I was able to rely on others.
Uncle Joe had few others to rely on. He didn't even have the sugar cube. He did have my
Grandmother and after her passing, he had my Aunt Ann, and I admit, those two were
and are substantial resources. I adore my Aunt Ann.
Joe took what he had and made the best of it. Sometimes things were good for Joe, and
others were not so good. In that respect, his life was much like our own, but Joe lived his
with so much less. But he smiled. He smiled in the mornings. He smiled in the evenings.
He smiled all the time, except for when his mental illness cropped up, and then you could
see Joe was a different person. Always simple, complex issues would present themselves
for resolution during Joe's periods of mental illness, and he was unable to deal with them.
I suppose the pain, and hurt, and suffering in his life reoccurred to him at those times,
and he would be painfully saddened as he struggled to deal with those complicated adult
issues with his child-like mind. He is now consigned to the ages, having already become
just a memory to a very few.
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We are all faced with our sudden, imminent demise, or with our slow decay into
irrelevance and demise. Either way, demise is the end result. I don't know which one is
worse. Perhaps the best thing to have this said about us at the end: He led an active life
and died after a brief illness.
Many of us will not be that fortunate. Our illnesses will allow us to linger for years of
inactivity and suffering. Yet we see people every day who are in the midst of struggling
with serious, debilitating illness, yet they face it with an admirable fortitude; we can see it
in their eyes . . . there is still a vibrant person in there.
These are the things we do NOT have a right to do:
•

We cannot allow an illness to force us into a despairing fear that makes us withdraw
from life and contact with it.

•

We cannot allow ourselves to cut ourselves off from others.

•

We cannot allow such an inwardly focus that there is no external radiation of our
life's essence.

•

We cannot so focus on ourselves that we become like neutron stars, imploding into
a black-hole of fear and self-pity from which even light cannot escape.
And THIS:
•

We must discover our own event-horizon and refuse to cross it.

•

We must discover our own event-horizon and refuse to cross it.

•

We must discover our own event-horizon and refuse to cross it.

•

Repeat the above as often necessary.

Can we decide to give up treatment and live the balance of our lives in as much comfort
as medicine can deliver? Of course we can, and that is an ACTIVE decision one can only
make for one's self. Our demise awaits us, and in the eternal scheme of things, what's a
month? A hundred years from now, what will it matter if we met our demise today, or
next week, or last year? How will that affect US in the long run? It may affect OTHERS,
but it certainly does not affect US.
It's easy for me to say what I think, right here and right now, and to ramble on about this
because I started this at 3:30AM and it is now 4:15AM. I am thankful that I am up this
early, looking forward to meeting with others who desire my input on a project, and to a
productive day. Perhaps I am able to write like this because I am able to do those things.
Perhaps it is because I am in a remission right now. Perhaps my own, deep, dark,
foreboding funk of despair and fear are waiting to overtake me. Perhaps I do not know,
and cannot know what other people feel and think. Perhaps I should keep my mouth shut.
If someone catches me in a foreboding funk of fear, please print this out and send it to
me, or better yet, bring it and make me listen to it out loud as you read it back to me.
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That will make me tighten up, because I detest an inconsistency in my own personal life
as much as I detest a cockroach. That will be good medicine.
It may not taste like that sugar cube, but it will be good medicine just the same.
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10/1/11 Wall Street Protests
The protests unfolding on Wall Street are an interesting development.
What are the protestors protesting? Do
they know? And are they certain of what
they know?
They claim to be protesting inequity in
American Politics, and the influence of
corporate money. They claim to be
protesting bail outs of large banks as the
men who run those banks receive
millions of dollars in bonuses. They claim
to be protesting the injustices of s
shrinking middle class and a system that
favors the wealthy over the common
man. Is this what they are protesting, or ultimately, is it CAPITAL they protest?
The protesters claim that these demonstrations is what democracy looks like. Over the
years, democracy has taken on many faces, including that of The Committee for Public
Safety in post-monarchy France during the French Revolution, which led to the Reign of
Terror in 1793-1795. Granted, there were many excesses in France during the years of
the Bourbon monarchy, even to the point of Marie Antoinette (the queen and wife of Louis
XVI) saying, when she heard that the people had no bread to eat, “Let them eat cake!” It
is not known for certain the exact context of her words, though it is not doubted she
uttered them. Some historians point out that she was callous. Others say she lived such
an insular life, that she had no clue that people actually had no bread, having been
separated her entire life from common people. If bread were not available, she may have
thought, then there was always cake; let them eat that. She miscalculated and it cost her
dearly.
But the Reign of Terror cost many people dearly, for France descended into mob rule in
the name of democracy, and mobs do not serve democracy . . . mobs serve themselves,
just like the barons on modern Wall Street. But that can't happen here! Neither can the
excesses of Joseph Stalin. Neither can the excesses of Hitler. Nor the excesses of
Chairman Mao, Mrs. Chairman Mao, or former Cambodian leader Pol Pot. This is America.
Here in this republic, we have the rule of law.
But what happens when law and order break down and the mob begins to rule? Well, the
answer to that is not pleasant. Suddenly the wealthy person who feeds off the poor looks
a lot like your neighbor . . . you know, the one who runs the tire shop, or is the contractor
that built your house, or owns the local bakery. He works hard. He has gone to the banks
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and secured capital with which to start and maintain his business. His workday starts at
4:00AM and finishes sometimes at midnight, after he gets through working all day, then
goes back to his office (or HOME office) and completes all the paperwork required of him
by the IRS, the Department of Labor, the EPA, OSHA, his own bankers, his bonding
company, his insurers, and, his various state and local regulatory agencies.
In spite of all this, he has been prosperous because he saw a need in his local community,
raised the raised the resources to meet it at fiscal risk to himself, and hired people to
work for him since he cannot do all the work himself; thus, several people rely on him for
their livelihood. Through him, they put food on their own table. Some of his employees
resent the fact that he makes more money then they do, and think he is a skinflint.
Others that work for him are glad to have their jobs. Either way, each of his employees
are free to strike out on their own and start their own businesses . . . nothing keeps them
there. They are not slaves or serfs.
He
either
has
provided
health
insurance for his employees, or he has
TRIED to, but after looking into it,
discovered he could not afford it, nor,
could he have afforded it, do some of
his employees want it, they being
young and thinking illness and the
need for major medical coverage is
something that only OTHER people
need. He would LIKE to offer health
insurance since it would help him
retain employees he has gone to great
expense to train and who have
become productive parts of his
business. But, many of the people who work for him are unskilled, did not complete high
school, or have work habits that make it hard for them to keep a job. Some of them have
landed this job and are intent on keeping it. Some are just parked here for a while. The
ones who want to keep their jobs are the ones who want the insurance. The ones just
passing through would rather have no deductions from their paycheck, and, if they could,
would not even have social security withheld, preferring to be paid in cash.
If this business owner and his success are what the protesters are crying out against, and
ultimately it must be, then if the protesters are successful, what you will wind up with is
the Committee for Public Safety. All throughout history, the merchant class (the
bourgeoisie) have been a despised class of people. They are independent enough to be
despised by the ruling elite, and successful enough to be despised by the working class.
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There, I've said it. CLASS. The protests on Wall Street are the signs of CLASS WARFARE.
Even some of the protestors are cogent enough to understand this and admit it. Many say
that they are just protesting the excesses of Wall Street. But Wall street represents so
much more than excesses of bankers who unjustly reward themselves at the expense of
the people. Wall Street represents Capital, and without Capital, there is no means of
production. There is no business. There is no work.
But Capitalism has gone amiss. Somewhere along the line, we have allowed the proper
and just regulation of corporations to become government involvement in corporations, to
the point wherein government bails them out when they fail, provided welfare to them in
the form of subsidies, grants, low interest loans, and protective tariffs. When government
bails out a failed corporation, why should not the failing people look to the government for
relief? A dangerous precedent has been established with the “too big to fail” scenario.
Why should a corporation that is too big to fail receive a government bailout, and in the
midst of its failure, reward the executives who contributed tot he failure with huge
bonuses and golden parachutes. When the common man fails, no one bails him out . . . he
looks around in his failure and sees that he has no friends, nor anyone that will even
recognize him except his creditors.
One of the protestors was interviewed and it was reported that she and her husband were
attending the protests because they had a lot of student loans. Were they wanting a
bailout, too? If corporate fat cats can get one, why not them, I suppose they were
thinking to themselves. They interview did not elaborate further, so I am forced to put
pieces of the missing puzzle together. This is a legitimate question for them to ask during
their protest, and it must be answered with great care, else the answer they receive be,
“Let them eat cake!” History has shown that this is not a wise response in a time of civil
unrest. But, not one held a gun to their heads and forced them to take out student loans.
They used the CAPITAL provided by the loaners (nearly always government guaranteed)
to make an investment in themselves.
Time will tell if they made a wise
investment. It was reported in the
interview that the woman said she was
tired of eating rice and beans. I wonder if
she would trade her rice and beans for
what poor people in Somalia are going to
have for their supper tonight?
Modern America is not Bourbon France. In
Bourbon France, when the people had no
bread, they were starving to death. No
one in America is starving to death. It is
being constantly reported in the media that the places of the greatest poverty in America
are also where the rates of obesity are the highest. This is an interesting phenomenon,
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and a modern invention. In former times, only the wealthy could afford to be fat. In
modern America, the wealthy can afford to be skinny; only the poor are fat! This was not
true formerly, nor is it true in the rest of the world today. Only America had produced an
environment wherein even the poor can has enough bounty so as to put on extra pounds.
If one does a search on the TODAY'S' state of poor people in Somalia, where drought has
brought famine, one will not see a single photo of an obese poor person; they are without
fail as skinny as a rail. They are without fail HUNGRY. Modern sociologists and
anthropologists will say that this is because of American's poor diet. But it is a sure
indication of an abundant poor diet.
History has shown that when the gap between the rich and the poor becomes too great,
revolution occurs. In this country, even the have-nots have. But what the people who
perceive themselves as the have-nots want is what the haves have. They want luxurious
living. They want a bailout that gets them out of debt, too. They want to be millionaires.
And if they get their way, we will ALL be millionaires, but then our money won't be worth
anything, since it'll take a million dollars to buy that loaf of bread. That can't happen here,
you say to yourself . . . but have you looked at the price of commodities (those
consumable things traded every day that people MUST have) lately? Corn is $8.00 a
bushel. Is that because CORN is WORTH more, or because MONEY is worth LESS?
I have heard it said that the goal of the protesters is to bring Wall Street to its knees. But
why would that be the goal? Wall Street is far more complex and contributory to our
immediate prosperity than the excesses of banks too big to fail would imply. Many of the
hundreds of thousands of people who make their livings on Wall Street are workers just
like many of the protesters. They own their homes in the suburbs, having perhaps had
their homes financed by one of the very banks that are too big to fail, with the mortgage
bundled and sold to Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac, and now they are like everyone else . . .
ties to a mortgage on a home that has declined in value so that they are upside down on
their mortgage.
Wall street abuses, most of them attributable to government intervention and government
corporate welfare, and the propensity of corrupt men to study the law and look for the
loopholes that allow them to take advantage of the law and the benevolent government
programs (this is what smart men do . . . this is what lawyers do!) . . . these excesses
should all be corrected within the framework of the law. But, unfortunately, one of the
protesters was Congressman Charles Rangel (D-NY), who no doubt seeing the opportunity
to identify himself with the protesters for political gain, made and appearance and
attempted to speak, encouraging the protesters. A heckler disrupted Mr. Rangel as he
made his impromptu speech, effectively running him away until the crowd came to his aid.
They should have let him go. Charles Rangel has firmly identified himself as part of the
problem. He was admonished by the House Ethics Committee for accepting trips to the
Caribbean paid for by corporate interests and had to give up his chairmanship of the most
powerful committee in congress, the House Ways and Means Committee (which oversees
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all the money!). The Democrat was later formally censured by a Democratically controlled
House by a vote of 333 to 79 for filing misleading financial statements, failing to pay all
his taxes, and improperly seeking contributions from corporations to fund a college center
that would bear his name, and the improper use of four rent-controlled apartments in New
York (That Charles Rangel had FOUR means that he was denying someone ELSE the
access to stabilized rent-controlled property which they may have desperately needed!).
The then chairperson of the House Ethics Committee, Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) said that
Rangel had, “Violated the pubic trust.”
Here is a perfect example of what is wrong with America. Charles Rangel has been a
congressman for 40 years. He is expected to easily win reelection to his House seat this
next term, which will give him 42 years of service in congress. He is now 80 years old.
How is it that, at 80 years old, he wants to continue serving in the House, and what is it
that makes him want to stay in the seat
of power, even after being disgraced?
And what is it in the human psyche that
makes us want to reward his unethical
behavior by returning him to the very
place wherein he violated the public
trust? Is it the corrupting influence of
power? Why doesn't he just go home. He
has done his service. Let his go rest in
his home ion the Caribbean. Let him go
and stay in his four rent-controlled
apartments in Manhattan. Let him have
an office in the university building that
bears his name. Other than his own
enrichment, what does he expect to accomplish with his political service that he has failed
to accomplish in the last 40 years? There is a great likelihood that if he has not
accomplished it by now, he will not do so in the next two years.
He passionately and tearfully pleaded from the House floor during his censure hearing for
his colleagues to exonerate him, though he admitted being guilty to the ethics violations.
After overwhelming vote to censure was cast, he became somewhat defiant. His defiance
led to him making this statement:
History would show that a different standard has been used in this case
where I did not curse out the Speaker, I did not try to have sex with
minors
Congratulations, Congressman Rangel, on your great ethical triumph at not having sex
with minors. You made yourself out to be a victim of abuse by your own colleagues and
political party, of which you have been a member throughout your long and illustrious
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career. You made yourself out to be a hero because you did not have sex with
minors. You abused your office and its power to enrich yourself in ways that are far
beyond the means of your constituents, who continually place their trust in you by
returning you to the same congressional seat wherein you continue your personal
enrichment. What a sorry legacy you have created for yourself! No wonder someone was
righteously angry at your trying to speak at a demonstration that was addressing
corruption.
And what a sorry indictment of American voters! We are so addicted to government bacon
that we turn our heads as those who bring it home carve
off a hefty piece of it for themselves. If we allow this to
continue, there is no hope for our republic.
No hope for our republic? Alas, if that is true, then we can
expect The Committee for Public Safety. After that? Well,
after democratic mobbery, the vacuum created always
calls for a strong personality, just like a Napoleon. Just like
a Hitler. Just like a Stalin. Just like Mao. Just like a Pol Pot.
Of course, that can't happen here!
Be careful what you wish for. If it's revolution you want,
you just may get it, and it may not look at all like what
you had in mind. It could look just like Pol Pot!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pol_Pot
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10/8/11 Presidential Prerogative Is a Powerful Thing
The presidential prerogative is a very powerful tool in the hands of the nation's chief
executive. He can issue directives that have all the impact of law, at least temporarily,
and the executive branch can choose, at the President's discretion, which laws and
regulations they will seek to enforce, or which will get no attention and resources.
Consider this: The President has made it clear that by his way of thinking it is the
exclusive domain of the Federal government to enforce immigration laws. States are in
error by passing laws of their own dealing with illegal immigrants (undocumented workers
is the politically correct way to say this!), or choosing to use state resources to enforce
Federal law. But, states enforce Federal laws all the time. State law enforcement agencies
arrest and detain bank robbers, kidnappers, persons who have crossed state lines to avoid
prosecution, violators of the Lacey Act, Mann Act, and various and a host of others who
break Federal Laws, and all the aforementioned are Federal laws, including the Controlled
Substances Act. The Feds never complain about any local law enforcement agency who
makes arrests or detains persons of interest on behalf of the Federal Government in these
cases. The Department of Justice has a different view about immigration law, though, and
seems to resent any local intrusion into areas of enforcement where the Feds have chosen
to turn a blind eye to the LAW.
Here's another thing to consider.
The President made a campaign promise to decline to use Depart of Justice resources to
enforce federal drug laws dealing with marijuana.
Candidate Obama said, “I'm not going to be using Justice Department resources to try to
circumvent state laws on [medical marijuana.]"
After Obama became President, a presidential spokesman said, “The president believes
that federal resources should not be used to circumvent state laws."
That would be unless those state laws are about dealing with illegal immigrants. The
President has shown a clear proclivity to interfere with those state laws. The spokesman's
comment was dealing with state marijuana laws.
But somewhere along the line, the President and his Department of Justice officials must
have changed their minds. The attached PDF file is a letter from the Department of Justice
to the Oakland, California, City Attorney, announcing DOJ plans to move against medical
marijuana dispensaries, and to seize real assets of those who rent property to the state
licensed operators of those dispensaries. This letter is dated February 1, 2011.
See the link to the PDF file of the DOJ letter HERE. You will need Adobe Reader to view
this file.
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Now, this is no skin off my nose, but it is critically important to those who have come to
rely on the legitimate medical use of marijuana in California for the treatment of medical
conditions as wide ranging as glaucoma and chemotherapy-related debilitating nausea,
down the spectrum to the ludicrous (its necessity for those who have an ingrown toenail!),
continuing down the spectrum to those who have obtained medical marijuana cards for
allegedly relevant medical necessity though their real interest in marijuana is purely
recreational. There is no reason to suspect some recreational users of Marijuana have not
obtained MEDICAL authorizations. This happens with other drugs (Hydrocodone,
Oxycontin, Xanax, Valium, etc.) so why should marijuana be any different?
The real question here is why the President has changed his mind? The most likely answer
is that having gotten his hands on Presidential authority, he does not like to see that
challenged by any state. He would not be the first president to take a dim view of this,
knowing that a relinquishment of any executive authority to the states establishes a
precedent down which presidents may not want to travel. Perhaps it has to do with
immigration laws. If the president allows states to pass marijuana laws, which as a
schedule 1 drug actually and legitimately fall within Federal jurisdiction, how is he to
legitimately object when states pass their own laws dealing with illegal immigrants?
The President has found Yossarian's Catch 22. He will offend one core group of supporters
(those who would allow medical use of marijuana, and actually legalize it), while
simultaneously offending those who would see Federal immigration law enforced and
those who would see the eye turned the other way.
It's not easy to be president. He shouldn't be worried with trying to make everyone
happy, because that's not possible.
He should worry about being CONSISTENT, though, because inconsistency will make him
look bad. Or might we rather say, pusillanimous?
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10/11/11 Stone Meets Steel
Columbus Day used to be a real holiday. Now it's just
a day for banks, the courthouse, and the post office
to be closed, along with state and local government
offices around the country. It is no longer celebrated,
but seems to be a day of national shame. History has
been re-written to take away any glory and honor
from Columbus . . . now he is the poster boy for
European colonization, aggression, and exploitation.
For good or ill, few people have changed the face of
the world as much as Columbus. I am here because
of Columbus. The chances are better than even that
you are here because of Columbus. The question that bears asking is this: Do we
European descendants like the life we have, or do we think we'd prefer the one we might
have had if Columbus had not dared to act on his dream? That is a difficult question to
answer, and no answer can be bonafide because the question stretches across centuries
of unknown variables; we can merely speculate.
I, for one, like the life I have. My European ancestors came here for SOME reason:
perhaps because they did not like the life they had where they were, or perhaps because
they saw opportunity on a new frontier, perhaps for religious freedom. I cannot determine
what was in their minds other than they MUST have seen the chance for a better life.
Of course, I cannot answer this question for Native Americans who did not fare well with
European incursion into the Americas. Nor can I answer this question for those who were
brought here against their will. They must answer this question for themselves. What
would their life be like if things had turned out differently? The answers can only be
speculative and rhetorical in the case of an individual. We can be more certain in the case
of groups, but even that more certain answer is rife with uncertainties.
Had it not been Columbus, it would have been SOMEONE from somewhere else (Europe or
Asia) who would have discovered the two continents that make up the Americas. Had it
been someone else, how might things have turned out differently? If it been someone
other than Europeans bent on exploitation, how would that have lessened native
American's lack of immunity to Smallpox and other insidious, communicable diseases? The
mere introduction of this new variable was bound to have dire consequences for Native
Americans.
And what view do we hold of the Native Americans who
lived here? Do we think it was an idyllic utopia of
hunter-gatherers all living in peaceful, communal bliss?
Do we ever pause to think about the types of atrocities
differing tribes committed against each other? Slavery
and genocide existed in the Americas before the
Europeans got here. Slavery and genocide have existed
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everywhere in the world. It is part of the nature of mankind which must be kept in check.
Other than a lack of natural immunity to communicable diseases, the other problem
Native Americans faced is that the Stone Age was introduced to the age of steel.
Columbus brought steel to the Americas. In his wake, he also brought horses, which were
not native to the Americas and were introduced by the Spaniards. These three things
contributed greatly to the decline of Native Americans. Throw in the fact that Europeans
were extremely mobile, and that vast numbers of them that would come to the Americas
in Columbus' wake to occupy lands that seemed to be there for the taking, and predicting
the decline of the final remnants of the stone age and its people would not be too difficult.
Were it possible to discover a land mass as tremendous as the Americas today, how might
things turn out differently? Are we more
advanced in the way we might treat those
sparse tribal populations that might inhabit
it? Do we think that organizations like the UN
would be effective in protecting those
populations? If we think so, then we fool
ourselves. If we were to protect those
populations,
what
form
might
those
protections take? What if the protections
offered were rejected by those who felt they
needed
no
protection?
Would
we
immediately demand that, for their own
protection,
the
entire
population
be
vaccinated against the things we carry with
us that are worse than steel? What other
“protections” might we demand they submit
to? Would we place ourselves in a place of
stewardship over them? How do we think
they might resist that stewardship and the
many protections we would insist they
accept?
If they did not freely yield their lands to our
presence, how might we compensate them? What if our compensation had no real value
to them, and we failed to understand what it is that they valued? Would we make all the
same mistakes all over again? Would stone triumph over steel, or is the inverse more
likely?
The last question is easy to answer.
If other advanced civilizations exist out there in the cosmos, I am thankful that they have
been placed beyond our reach. At least we are certain that we cannot do any damage to
them. The irony in the previous statement is as infinite as those cosmos which MUST
contain other advanced civilizations recognizable to us. The fact that they are so far away
as to be beyond our reach is not only good for us in the manner that WE may avoid
inflicting damage on THEM; it is REALLY that situation wherein if they could get to us,
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then I suspect it would be the same scenario as met Native Americans: STONE MEETS
STEEL.
If that ever happened, most likely, WE would be the ones with the stone axes. I shudder
to think about it.
Thank you Columbus, for your daring. Even though your dream was to reach the EAST by
sailing WEST, like a lot of modern discoveries, the things that happen by the accidents
caused in the process of DOING SOMETHING yield a better result than that which we were
looking for. I would not trade the life I HAVE for the one I don't know about. That is a lot
to be thankful for, since others may not be able to say the same thing!
Before you get too excited trying to point out the other Europeans who may have come
here before Columbus, I am aware of St. Brendan and the Viking incursions into North
America. They maintained no permanent presence here, perhaps not seeing any VALUE in
what they found that made them want to stay. It is with Columbus that the history of the
NEW WORLD really begins. For good or ill, that cannot be denied him.
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10/11/12 The Missing Doses?
Cetuximab (brand name ERBITUX) is a monoclonal antibody used to treat head and neck
cancer in combination with chemotherapy, and to treat metastasized colorectal cancer in
persons who have certain proteins (biomarkers) on their cancer cells. The way it works is
similar to the workings of the monoclonal antibody rituximab (brand name RITUXAN)
which persons with CLL take as part of the FCR (fludarabine-cyclophosphamide-rituximab)
chemotherapy. Both of these drugs are “chimeric”, meaning that the antibodies are
synthesized in mice. Putting mouse proteins in your body can be fraught with peril!!!
Monoclonal antibodies are not really considered chemotherapies, but are used to augment
and sometimes replace chemotherapies. Generally, monoclonal antibodies only attack the
cancer cells without destroying or damaging healthy cells, though they do not do this
without some risk to the patient. There are hazards everywhere for the cancer patient – in
the disease as well as the treatment.
If one wants to read up on cetuximab, one is free to do so. There’s lots of information out
there. In reading about it, one can learn that in certain types of cancers and conditions,
the use of cetuximab does not result in an increased survival rate or lengthened survival
time. Any oncologist may prescribe cetuximab as part of a patient’s cancer therapy, and
may do so in hopes that additional benefits may be obtained without causing any
additional harm. The oncologist may also prescribe more of the drug, or less, than has
been indicated in clinical trials, based on the oncologist’s own experience, or to mitigate
the side effects and adverse reactions the drug may cause. In some cases, cetuximab has
been shown to offer benefits not worthy of the increased risk to the patient in taking it.
That’s why tests must be run to see if the proteins which trigger the antibody to work are
indeed present in the cancer cell. The oncologist must make all these determinations
within the scope of prudent medical practice. Sometimes, they get it wrong. No good and
honorable physician ever wants to get it wrong; but such is the nature of medical practice
. . . such is the fickleness of our own bodies.
Funny thing about cetuximab, though . . . it does not manufacture itself; someone has to
make it. That someone is the corporate entity known as ImClone, with the drug’s North
American distribution handled by Bristol Myers Squibb. The rest of the world’s distribution
is handled be the pharmaceutical giant Merck. The drug is rather expensive (up to
$30,000 per course of treatment). Due to the complex and sensitive nature of its
manufacture, extremely tedious and accurate records are kept. If you were an oncologist
purchasing this drug for use in your oncology clinic, it would not be hard to find out how
much of you had purchased. It’s not like an oncologist can go down to Walgreen’s or RiteAid and buy this drug, though even if they could, Walgreen’s and Rite-Aid also keep
tedious records of their pharmaceutical purchases and sales.
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Somewhere along the way, the United States Attorney for the Southern District of
Mississippi has indicated, and court records reflect, that Dr. Meera Sachdeva (you
remember meeting her here earlier) purchased 45,100 milligrams of the cetuximab.
Allegedly, Dr. Sachdeva’s Rose Cancer Clinic in Summit, Mississippi, managed to bill
Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurers for 142,200 milligrams of the drug. Though it
might appear to some (Dr. Sachdeva) to be a merely an inventory discrepancy, since Dr.
Sachdeva has plead not guilty to the charges of Medicare and Medicaid fraud, the source
for the allegedly superfluous 97,100 milligrams is unknown at this time. Apparently the
U.S. Attorney and Bristol Myers Squibb think there are no records indicating that the
quantities of the drug billed by Sachdeva’s clinic was purchased from them . . . and they
are its sole legitimate North American source. Maybe Dr. Sachdeva, with many
international connections, was able to obtain it from the international distributor, Merck. I
suspect Merck has no record of selling the drug to the Rose Cancer Clinic, either, but my
suspicions may well be unsound.
Cetuximab seems to be given as an initial dose of 400 Milligrams for the first week, and
subsequent maintenance doses of 250 milligrams over the course of 6 to 7 weeks. Let’s
be generous and say 7 weeks. That’s a total of 2,000 milligrams of Cetuximab for a total
cost of $30,000. That yields a per milligram cost of $15.00, or $6,000 for the initial dose.
The missing 97,100 milligrams, those which the US Attorney’s office apparently cannot
find, are worth about $1,456,500. While I don’t know what price Dr. Sachdeva’s clinic was
charging, I suspect she was savvy enough to be charging the maximum amount that
Medicare and Medicaid would allow, or charging MORE than that and letting the
government reduce the amount to the maximum allowable. Of course, this is speculation,
and the missing 97,100 milligrams are ALLEGED to be missing, or never existed, or lost
track of due to bad accounting by Bristol Myers Squibb. Perhaps Dr. Sachdeva has her
own mice in which to synthesize the drug. May she made knock-off Cetuximab like others
make knock-off Nike shoes or Rolex watches. The allegations are allegations, and my
speculation on them is speculation, but somewhere out there is the TRUTH! Let’s get down
to it . . . the TRUTH I mean!
Cetuxmiab is just one of the many anti-cancer agents and chemotherapy drugs
administered by Sachdeva’s clinic. The allegations are that this drug was the one with the
largest discrepancy between the alleged amounts purchased and billed for. I am curious
to see what other chemotherapy agents and anti-cancer drugs are on the list, particularly
those given to CLL patients.
In the meantime, Dr. Sachdeva and two of her employees have entered pleas of not guilty
to all charges. Dr. Sachdeva remains in custody since she is considered to be a flight risk.
Two separate federal judges have denied her bail for the same reason. On August 12, U.S.
Magistrate Linda Anderson denied her bail, and in a separate hearing on September 9,
U.S. District Judge Daniel Jordan also denied her bail.
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In his ruling, Judge Daniel stated, “The charges regarding the treatment of her patients —
which at this stage appear to be based on credible evidence — demonstrate a disturbing
disregard for the law, morals, and even human life. Moreover, there is credible evidence
that Defendant laundered money and that she shredded documents in an effort to thwart
the investigation. This alleged disrespect for criminal proceedings adds weight to the risk
for flight.”
The full text of a press release from the Department of Justice US Attorney’s Mississippi
office can be found HERE.
Dr. Sachdeva has appealed the bond denial, and it is now before the 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals. I cannot determine if a date for this hearing has been set, but I also cannot
determine that any judge is in a hurry to hear this appeal, so heinous are the allegations.
Law firms are already lining up to represent patients of the Rose Cancer Clinic. Apparently
Dr. Sachdeva still has considerable assets in spite of the Justice Department’s seizure of
over $6,000,000 in cash, both in this country and in India.
In addition to the allegations of using diluted medications on her patients, AND the re-use
of dirty IV infusion materials, apparently Dr. Sachdeva allowed her employees to
administer chemotherapy agents without being present, since she frequently traveled to
India, or without having ANY physician present. Perhaps that patients who were treated
while she was out of town are the lucky ones . . . you know, the ones who got the full
dose of the drugs they were taking in hopes to save their lives, not the diluted doses!
I am not through with this story yet, and will have much more to say. In fact, I have not
been inside a courtroom in many years. I just may take some time off and attend the
court proceedings.
May God richly bless all of Dr. Sachdeva’s patients. May they all be healed from their
cancers. May they all have friends, family, and support that triumphs over the care and
service they allegedly received from their physician.
Dr. Sachdeva and her employee cohorts are innocent until proven guilty. The things
aforementioned about them and their behavior are allegations made by the US
Department of Justice. Someone knows the truth, and will be willing to plea bargain to tell
it. If I were a betting man, I'd bet on the 24 year old office clerk, Ms. McCoskey.
According to court records, Ms. McCoskey has no assets, could not post a $20,000 bond,
and was subsequently released by the court on her own recognizance and is under house
arrest and monitoring. This would indicate that Ms. McCoskey did not share in the
proceeds of the alleged fraud. Ms. Weeks, of Brandon, reported has a home in Madison,
Mississippi, valued at $450,000; But her work for the Sachdeva may have been done as a
contractor and she may have merely prepared billing for Medicare and Medicaid based on
the information forwarded to her by the clinic.. If that is the case, Weeks would have no
way of knowing anything other than what was presented to her on papers provided by the
clinic. This scenario is a possibility, though, Weeks was charged as a principal in the
scheme. If weeks was a knowledgeable participant in the scheme, then it might seem to
one that she benefited from her complicity. 3rd party billing is common in medical
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practice. The exact nature of the business relationship between Weeks and Sachdeva, and
Weeks' knowledge and willful participation in the fraud scheme (if any) and unknown to
me. Facts will be determined by evidence which must persuade the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt in Federal court criminal proceedings. The civil suits that are no doubt
coming will be decided in County Circuit Courts based on the preponderance of evidence
presented to a jury. In both instances, I hope the TRUTH prevails.
We'll see.
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10/12/11 Solargate? FastFuriousGate? SecondtermGate?
Remember Watergate? A simple burglary and its cover-up brought down a sitting
president, and caused a President of the United States to resign for the first time in US
history. Not only was this a simple burglary, but it was an obviously unnecessary one,
since Richard Nixon whipped George McGovern about as bad as anyone has ever been
whipped in a presidential election. But an overly paranoid Nixon could not help himself.
His needless paranoia was his downfall, though, perhaps, paranoia is not so needless to
the one caught in its grip.
Then, Ronald Reagan’s second term was bogged down with the Iran-Contra affair. Reagan
had a particularly “hands-off” style of management. He said so many times. In the IranContra affair, the US clandestinely sold weapons to Iraq to use in its war against Iran, and
used the proceeds to fund the rebels in Nicaragua who were fighting against the
Sandinistas. This was done in spite of and in contempt of Congress’ specific prohibitions
against providing US aid to rebel insurgents fighting in Nicaragua. Lt. Col. Oliver North
emerged as a rogue operative hero/goat, depending on your particular political view.
Nevertheless, it was plain from the special prosecutor’s investigation that others within
the Reagan administration were players, and what Reagan himself knew was more than
he had admitted to. The fact that contempt for congress seemed to be the worst thing
that happened here was in Reagan’s favor, since most American’s contempt for Congress
was rather elevated and remains so to this day.
Bill Clinton was dogged from the start with the Whitewater/Rose Law firm scandal, the
suicide of Vince Foster, and then in his second term, his impeachment over the Monica
Lewinsky scandal. For the second time in US history, a US president was impeached by
the House of Representatives, though he was acquitted in the Senate. In this case, Clinton
lied under oath about his affair with Lewinsky, and perjury, particularly by a President, is
a serious crime. It can be argued that these proceedings were merely a political smear,
but they are further evidence that modern presidents seem to have second terms that
become mired in scandal, awash with special prosecutors.
George W. Bush’s second term was bogged down with allegations of constitutional
recklessness (though the Patriot act was passed by congress and not a single court struck
it down), with the use of illegal wiretapping and harsh interrogation techniques in the
wake of 9/11, and the administration’s willful (or unintentional) misleading of congress to
persuade them of the necessity of invading Iraq. This yielded more evidence of secondterm scandal, more second term political malaise.
What will happen to Barack Obama if he wins a second term? He certainly seems to want
one, as every sitting president does, except for perhaps Lyndon Johnson, who declined to
run again. In his desire to hold the office for a second term, does he realize what he is
setting himself up FOR? And though I am not an Obama supporter, even I do not relish
the idea of the executive ineffectiveness I see facing the nation if he does indeed win a
second term.
As the elections roll around, we are looking at the potential appointment of a special
prosecutor in the Fast and Furious affair. I am not going to explain it to you here, it is all
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over the news if you want to learn about it, but the gist of it is that the Department of
Justice knew more about this program, wherein two federal agents were killed with guns
traced back to the program. The guns were illegally sold and transferred to Mexican Drug
cartels in the hopes of tracking the members of those cartels down. It seems of little
consequence to me WHICH guns were used to murder the federal agents. The Mexican
cartels also have had weapons seized that turned up from the Mexican army, the Mexican
police, and with the amounts of money available to the cartels, other countries and arms
dealers around the world would have been willing to furnish them with weapons. BUT, it
appears that the Attorney General has misrepresented what he knew about this program
and when he knew it, and is now being subpoenaed to appear to testify yet again.
There is also SOLYNDRA, and the apparent release of billions of dollars in loan guarantees
to green energy companies on the last day of the program which allowed the loan
guarantees. There seems to be lobbying efforts on behalf of the green industry
companies, and it seems that due diligence was not used by the Department of Energy
with their discretion of the dispensing of these loan guarantees to green energy
companies who were fiscally unsound. It also seems that members of the presidents on
advisory committees recommended AGAINST providing Solyndra with the loans. Others
companies are turning up in similar financial trouble, and it does not bode well for the
administration.
The smell of a special prosecutor is in the air. It is a distinctive smell, that of the special
prosecutor: the smell of paper, ink, and too much perfume and cologne worn by interns
and young fresh-out-of-college career-beginning bureaucrats in stiffly starched shirts and
business suits, looking to make their mark and make this job last as long as it possibly
can; hopefully an entire government career built around their service with the special
prosecutor’s office . . . it’ll look good on their resume. The more words they use, the more
obfuscating the language, the more editing that will need to be done, but the smarter
they will think themselves. They will get their share of the tens of millions of dollars that
will be spent by the special prosecutor’s office, and will feel important about the service
they are providing to the country, as they line up at the trough and wait for the feed to
pour out . . . that feed that is funded by you and me. When the special prosecutor has
completed his job and the report prepared, the office is closed . . . and those jobs are
gone, or rather shifted, for once someone seems to get into government employment,
they never seem to go away until retirement. Largesse breeds largesse, particularly when
someone else’s money is the source of the largesse.
With the strife and partisanship in American politics at a rather high level (not a RECORD
high, mind you, because partisanship and strife is not new to American politics), how can
President Obama expect NOT to be hamstrung by all sorts of investigations during his
second term, all of which will make him look bad, and are DESIGNED to make him look
bad. It is likely that the President, who enjoyed a supermajority in the house for the first
two years after his election and a filibuster-proof majority for the first 18 months of his
first term will be facing a Republican controlled House, and LIKELY will face a Republican
controlled Senate. The indications are not good.
I do not like what this portends for the country for the next four years if he wins
reelection. He (the President) will not like the place in which he will find himself. I could
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be wrong, but I don’t think so. History is not on his side. If there is something amiss in his
own administration over Fast and Furious, and green energy loan guarantees, he’d do well
to have a wholesale housecleaning NOW and get it over with, else he’ll be facing a long,
hard road during his second term.
What a sorry state we have allowed ourselves to get our own country in by returning our
senators and congressmen back to Washington to allow them to make LIFE-LONG
CAREERS out of their public service. We are the ones who wanted to reward ourselves
with their seniority so they could bring home the bacon. While the bacon tastes sweet at
first, we grow fat and lethargic, and our clogged carotids make us think opaquely, letting
us skip over the nagging thought of how we were actually going to pay for the bacon now
growing rancid in our overly stuffed stomachs. Just as we hooked ourselves on credit-card
consumption, we have hooked ourselves on government credit. We are junkies needing
our next fix. We don’t care where the money comes from, we just need the fix the money
will buy. Tomorrow? To a junkie, there is no tomorrow, there is only the next fix.
With the bailout of banks too big to fail, and the rewarding of those bank executives who
made bad business decisions by allowing them to take huge bonuses basically funded by
the taxpayers, and the throwing of billions of dollars of government money after bad
investments in failing green energy companies, the government’s programs aimed at
making home ownership and the money for it affordable to everyone, interfering with the
market simultaneously increasing demand and the money supply, thus dramatically
inflating real estate prices, and now passing banking regulations which capped credit card
and debit card fees in one area but failed to cap them in another, thus having processing
fees once borne by the merchant now passed on directly to the consumer (much to the
consumer’s dismay), it’s no wonder laws have grown to thousands of pages. As corruption
grows, so do the laws governing them. As the laws try to screw things down tighter, the
corporate lawyers find loopholes, either left there intentionally, or left there because of
the nature of language. The tighter the government tries to screw things down, the more
of a mess it seems to create.
Is there any wonder the beginnings of revolution are taking place?
Does anyone besides me see a connection between the Tea Party and the Occupy Wall
Streeter’s? While their ultimate goals may be dissimilar, the thing that has precipitated
their existence is EXACTLY the same. Government is corrupt and the average person feels
his voice lost amidst the clamor of cronyism and special interests.
That banks and corporate influence are viewed as evils is not a new philosophy. Thomas
Jefferson felt the same way. So did Andrew Jackson.
A wise man (a king) once said, “There is nothing new under the sun.” That wise man said
this when there was no such thing as banks and multi-national corporations as we know
them today. Banks and corporations existed as the kingdom or the empire. The
opportunities for corruption then rested solely on the personality of the king and his
appointed ministers, though the people could rise up when the king was an egregious
abuser of his power; but not without great cost to themselves. An empty stomach is a
great motivator, but here in this country, the poorest people are the fattest.
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King Solomon, you said there was nothing new under the sun. I’ll bet in your time, the
poor people weren’t the fat ones. Were you here today to see this phenomenon, you
might indeed say, “Ah!!! HERE is a NEW THING!!!!”
ON ANOTHER NOTE:
The left has constantly accused the Tea Party of having been instigated and backed by big
corporate interests (read that the Koch brothers, among others.) That the tea party is
loosely organized and seems to have no central authority makes no difference to those
who seem intent on making these assertions.
Now, similar claims are being made about the Occupy Wall Street groups, though they
appear to be even more loosely organized, with no clear agenda. That the Occupy Wall
Street groups resent this should hardly be surprising.
Both groups deny corporate/union backing, insisting that they are grass roots movements
formed by the PEOPLE in the PEOPLE’s interest. Though the Tea Party has denied secret
support and organization, this has been rejected by the left. That the right rejects the
Occupy Wall Street movement’s similar claims is not news or newsworthy. The Occupy
Wall Streeters should get used to this. It is not going to go away, particularly as unions
and career politicians attempt to attach themselves to this movement if they begin to see
some opportunity for it to benefit them.
I am enjoying watching the 53% movement grow. This movement is made up of people
from the 53% of the country’s population who actually pay federal income taxes and are
claiming personal responsibility for the control of their own destiny. Some of the things
they have to say and the photos they have posted are remarkable and worthy of further
study by those who expect the government to do something for them. Many of them are
posting signs with their photos that read, “I graduated college debt free by working three
jobs, and did so without any loans or grants. It was not easy, but I did it!” We’ll see what
happens here and watch this with great interest.
I am reminded of the young lady interviewed during her Occupy Wall Street stint who
remarked as to why she was there, “I graduated college. I don’t have a job, and I owe
over a hundred thousand dollars in student loans! Something should be done!”
I wonder what she is thinking that something should be? Forgiveness for her loans? A
guarantee of a job? A guarantee of a job that meets her conditions of providing a great
living while allowing her to buy a car, buy a home, and speedily pay off her government
backed student loans? Does she want to start at the TOP? What, pray tell, does she want
the government to do? What, pray tell, did she expect her college education to get her?
What type of dividend did she expect her $100,000 leveraged investment to pay? She
didn’t say. She merely stated her current unsatisfactory position. Perhaps she was
ashamed to say what she really wanted. Perhaps she wants the government to take away
what others have earned so it can be redistributed for her own benefit. Maybe she should
get a rake, a wheelbarrow, and a broom and get busy. One can make $30,000 per year
with just these items. Maybe she should be out looking for a job instead of occupying Wall
Street. One thing is for certain, she is not going to find a job there. Perhaps she should
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have counseled with some Wall Street executive on the nature of a highly leveraged
$100,000 investment and the things that can go wrong with them . . . now that might
have been good advice . . . perhaps even better advice than she got from her academic
advisors.
I hope the malcontented young lady’s name wasn’t Emily Starnes[i]! If it were, then I’d
know what she REALLY wanted.
I know this: I am responsible for my own decisions. No one can hoodwink me without my
CONSENT! While banks were reprehensible in the bundling and selling of mortgagedbacked securities to other banks, for their own enrichment . . . KNOWING the bust was
bound to come after the bubble, even on the GOVERNMENT BACKED mortgages, the idea
that people signed mortgage papers and leveraged themselves to the hilt so that they had
absolutely no breathing room is a sure sign that our schools are teaching the wrong
things. We should be teaching kids how to balance a checkbook and read a financial
statement.
How could an investment in mortgages backed by the government be risky? Were Fannie
Mae and Freddy Mac failing to use due diligence in guaranteeing loans in the sub-prime
market? Who loans money to people who can’t pay it back unless a 3rd party guarantees
it? Certainly not BANKS!
The list of things that government does poorly is as long as the list of people who didn’t
get invited to the royal wedding.

[i] A character from Atlas Shrugged
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10/16/11 Predatory Everything; Poor Consumers
Predators prey on the weak, the young, the aged, the infirm. Predators always consider
the risk to themselves when contemplating an attack on mature, strong, aware and able
prey; who are mostly avoided.
Predatory lenders prey on the weak, the young, the aged, the infirm. Predatory lenders
avoid wasting time on the savvy. The weak are those who had tons unsecured credit card
debt, and were persuaded to roll it over into a home equity loan, or roll it over into a
home refinancing, using the seemingly never ending expanding equity in their homes. The
predatory lenders did this because there was no risk to themselves . . . since the
government was backing those loans. The weak borrower relied on the fact that same
government that was backing the loans was the one pushing the lenders to make loans to
those whose credit-worthiness was suspect. In a sense, the predatory lenders were doing
business with predatory borrowers.
A significant number of the Occupy Wall Street protesters are young college graduates
with a heavy burden of student loan debt. These young people want something done
about this. They claim they were told that if they went to college they would get a good
job, but they knew, if they had any sense whatsoever, that a college degree was not a
guarantee of a job; for what was their degree in? What are their work habits? How do
they present themselves at an interview? Are they tattooed and pierced? Does their
appearance represent a counter-culture an employer might find undesirable? Do they
have friends who graduated from college before them who are unemployed or
underemployed? Did they listen to their (frequently) ineffective and uncaring college
advisors … you know , those who told them what classes to take, only to get down to
graduation to have those same college advisors tell them that they took the wrong classes
and now they'll have to go an extra semester, or YEAR, to get their degree? How many
college graduates can tell this story from their own personal experience?
How were student loans predatory? Were they predatory because someone expected them
to be repaid? Is THIS what makes a loan predatory? OK, I'll grant that a college freshman,
even a sophomore might be duped by the language contained within a loan contract, but
by the time one is a junior, senior, or a GRADUATE student, wouldn't one think that the
student should be capable of reading a contract and understanding its terms and
conditions? Of course!
So at this point, the lender cannot be considered predatory; its the borrower who does a
foolish thing because the borrower wants the money at ANY cost. The borrower thinks
tomorrow is tomorrow; I'll think about it tomorrow.
I heard one young lady in the Occupy Wall Street Crowd vocalize that she wanted
forgiveness of student loans. She said she was told the if she went to college, she would
be able to get her good job and be able to pay back her student loans with no trouble.
Who told her this? He parents? Her high school counselor? Her college counselor? The
student loan office at the college? She owed nearly a hundred thousand dollars in student
loans. Since when is it easy for any working person to pay back a hundred thousand
dollars?
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To forgive student loans, reduce home mortgage principal, forgive mortgage debt wold be
a slap in the face to everyone who worked hard to repay their obligations. Who is going to
reimburse me for the money I spent paying back loans? Who is going to reimburse YOU
for the money you spent paying back loans? Who is going to be happy with the idea that
OTHERS may get their loans forgiven while WE worked hard to pay them back? Why are
WE penalized because others claim predation from those who loaned the money?
On the other hand, why should BANKS be bailed out? Let''s explore this further. The
bailout of banks has not consisted of grants of money that the government does not
expect to get back. The banks and other entities that took TARP money have either paid it
back, or they still owe it. For the government to “loan” them money which the banks will
not have to repay would indicate that the GOVERNMENT was taken advantage of by
unworthy borrowers. Are our government representatives that unsophisticated? I hope
not. If so, they are without excuse. Fire them!
And on another note, our government, trying to continue to be the nipple at which we all
suck, announced yesterday that another part of the PPACA (Obamacare) was fiscally
unsustainable - - namely long-term care (nursing homes). The office of Kathleen Sebelius,
the Secretary for Health and Human Services, announced yesterday that they have
reviewed the numbers on this portion of the PPACA, which by mandate, must be selffunded through savings in overall health care costs in order to be applicable. The longterm care portion, it was announced after review, would required 270,000,000
participants to make it be fiscally sound. That number of more than the entire number of
working Americans, so they are dropping long-term care from Obamacare.
With waivers that have been granted to union insurance plans and other employee
insurance plans which remove participation from certain requirements of Obamacare
(namely the annual limitations), and the dropping of the fiscally unsound long-term care
portion, what is left of Obamacare, and what is going to be left after the rest of it is found
to be fiscally unsound?
The hallmark piece of legislation by the Obama administration will be found wanting, be
waived, curtailed, and repealed until there is nothing left of it but a memory. A this point,
YOUR only benefits from Obamacare is that you can keep your children on it until they
reach the age of 26, and LIFETIME limits have been removed. If you need a heart
transplant, a bypass, a liver transplant, an bone marrow transplant, or if you have cancer
and need surgery AND chemotherapy, you can and most likely will be dead, AND
BANKRUPT, before you reach your lifetime limit, since your annual limitation will render
those treatments out of your reach.
Maybe we should have forgiveness of health care debts, too!
Maybe, as it declares in the bible, we should declare the year of Jubilee! In the Old
Testament, every fifty years was the year of Jubilee, and all outstanding debts were
forgiven. No one owed anything! Though the year of Jubilee sounds like a good thing,
don't you think credit was increasingly hard to come by as the year of Jubilee
approached? Do you suppose credit was impossible to come by on year 49? Maybe,
maybe not, since there were fewer restrictions on debt collection agencies back then;
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maybe there were a bit more stringent than they are now. Maybe it didn't take so long to
get a case into court back then. Maybe it didn't take so long to execute a judgment back
then. Maybe justice was swift and certain; or maybe it was just swift . . . not so certain.
That mortgage backed securities traders gambled in a dangerous game and lost is
reprehensible. That executives of those banks who were in danger of failure and received
TARP money to keep them from failing continued to receive large bonuses is
reprehensible. That they had contracts with their employers that were approved by their
boards of directors that allowed those bonuses without demanding performance was
reprehensible. That Chris Dodd and Barney Frank., who were themselves a little too close
to those they regulated on OUR behalf, sponsored legislation further regulating the
behavior of banks that have legally allowed them to shift the cost of debit and credit card
transactions directly to consumers is reprehensible. That laws upon laws are written within
which loopholes are found, so that for all practical purposes, NOTHING changes is
reprehensible.
In the end, all costs are passed along to the consumer. The PRICE we pay is based on the
COST of the merchandise sold. This includes the cost of the product itself, the cost of
money used to finance it, the cost of transportation, the cost of compliance with safety,
environmental, and workplace regulations, the cost of compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the cost of labor, taxes upon labor, paperwork, union contributions, health
insurance, general liability insurance, product liability insurance, the cost of litigation from
lawsuits – both bonafide and frivolous, the costs associated with TV advertisements from
attorneys inviting you to sue for various and sundry reasons, and the cost of the people
who interface with government people who come to those business to verify compliance
with government regulations. The consumer pays for everything. Who else WOULD pay for
it?
Was the problem of the young lady previously mentioned really the predatory lending
practices of those who loan money to students, or was her real beef the price of a college
education? Why does college tuition increase at a rate significantly higher than the rate of
inflation? And, why do health care costs also rise at a rate significantly higher than
inflation?
Perhaps those students and former students who are concerned with their student loan
debts should be protesting in Washington, or on their college campus., not on Wall Street.
Of course, the forgiveness of any loan is considered taxable income by the IRS. Are these
people advocating forgiveness of their tax liability, too?
Forgive me if I find this all rather offensive. I never asked anyone to forgive me of any
debt I owed to any earthly entity. I owed a rather large debt in another sphere for which I
was granted clemency, and I am eternally thankful for this . . . but earthwise, I always
had to pay back every dollar, and now that I am getting close to retirement age, my own
government is beginning to call Social Security, into which my employer and I were forced
to pay, an ENTITLEMENT. You'll pardon me if I find the use of this word not just merely
offensive, but it makes me absolutely livid.
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And Medicare? Why do we have it in the first place? Because health insurers did NOT want
to continue to insure people over 65. Their actuaries told them that they would go broke
trying to provide insurance to people in this age group, so the government did something,
and people have come to rely on it. While we pay for this, too, with withholdings from our
wages, perhaps the government's actuaries should have gone to the same schools as the
private insurers . . . you know, those schools where the numbers are real, and the
forecasts are accurate. Maybe the talented actuaries went to work with private insurers,
leaving only the incompetent ones to work for the government. Now those incompetent
government actuaries get better wages, better benefits, and better working conditions
than those in the private sector.
The world has gone absolutely mad. We have become a nation of, “What can the
government do for me?” I can confirm to you this: The government has done damn little
for me that I did not PAY FOR. I am taxed. Then I am taxed again. I never considered it a
benevolence of the government when they let me keep more of MY OWN MONEY; and
though I recognize that taxes must be levied and collected, and I never minded paying my
share . . . it's the benefits I see others getting at my expense that always infuriates me!
I suppose I'd want to get forgiveness for my debts, too, if I saw a politically unstable
situation wherein I could claim this in the hopes of actually receiving it . . . and, if I had
any. The fact that I don't have ANY debt is something for which I am truly thankful.
My only question now is this: When student loans are forgiven, if they are, who is going to
reimburse me for the money I paid for my children to go to college? Is the fact that I
don't need reimbursement going to preclude me from getting it?
Are we down to this: From each according to his ability, to each according to his
need? If so, I will refuse to be patronized in this way. I suspect I will not be the only one.
The 99% may be somewhat surprised at the resistance they will find from those they
think they represent. It was social and economic equality that the Russians wanted . . . It
was Lenin and Stalin they got. It the restoration of German pride and economic stability
the Germans wanted . . . it was Hitler they got. It was equality, fraternity, and liberty the
French wanted . . . it was Napoleon they got. It was freedom from British and Japanese
oppression and colonialism the Chinese rightfully wanted . . . it was Mao they got. It was
the removal of the oppressive regime of the Shah that Iranians wanted . . . it was the
repressive regime of Ayatollah Khomeini they got. I don't know what the Cambodians and
Ugandans wanted . . . but it was Pol Pot and Idi Amin they got. I know what the
Rhodesians wanted . . . but it was Robert Mugabe the Zimbabweans got.
What one wants and what one gets may be very different things. That whole process can
go terribly wrong. It can, it has, and it will again.
Caveat Emptor!
One more thing: The day everyone makes a $100,000 a year – divide that number by 5
or 6 to get to that $100K's real purchasing power. It sounds good now, but it gains one
nothing.
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What has all of this got to do with CLL? I thought of it while having CLL! I wrote about it
while having CLL! CLL was on my mind as I wrote about the Obamacare part. In fact, CLL
seems to be on my mind nearly all the time; malevolent, lurking, hiding somewhere in my
bone marrow . . . just waiting to consume me in one manner or another right after it
consumes all my assets, since my insurer got itself waived.
“STOP IT,” I shout at the top of my lungs at my exhausted self.
Maybe I should go see Neil Earth-planter. I will, but I'll save that for another day. Maybe I
should go visit the chemo infusion unit at Hemosapien's clinic, and visit with someone
who's having a really rough time. I'll save that for another day, too. Today, I am just
exhausted, which is leading to a morose whiny-ness akin to the same thing I detest in the
young woman mentioned earlier. Sleep, if it can be found will be a welcome remedy. I'll
sleep on it . . . this is always good advice; and suddenly the mere connection of myself
with the behavior I witnessed which I detested in another seems to have brought me
around to some sense of balance which I find refreshing. I feel better already, still
exhausted and in desperately in need of some rest, but refreshed in a way that is nonphysical.
Perhaps I'll just get up and [big yawn] . . . . ZZZZzzzzzzzzz!
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10/21/11 All Those “Stans”
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Afghani president Hamid Kharzi shared a laugh over
Herman Cain's statement that he didn't know the names of the presidents of all those
“stans,” apparently referring to Uzbekistan in particular. This was a big joke between the
two of them at Cain's expense.
The former pizza company executive is not required to know the names of the presidents
of all those “stans” to be qualified to be the President of the United States. The
qualifications to be the President of the United States are:
1. Must be at least 35 years old.
2. Must be a natural born US citizen.
3.

Must be able to vote (i.e., not a felon or discharged dishonorably from the service,
etc.)

Those, my friends are the ONLY qualifications required to serve as president. Being first
lady for eight years is no qualification, or of any particular benefit. Having moved to New
York for the specific purpose of running for Senator, handpicked by the retiring Daniel
Moynihan to take his place without actually having any connection to New York other than
living there long enough to qualify for the seat is no particular qualification for president,
nor a particular benefit. There are lots of sitting and former senators we would not like to
see as president. Having graduated from an Ivy League school is not a particular
qualification for president, nor does it promise any particular benefit for the office, or
make one more fit. Having graduated from an Ivy League LAW school is no qualification
for president, nor does it offer any particular benefit, and I will submit that perhaps we
have had enough Ivy League law school graduates as president and sitting in high places
in government.
Being a junior Senator from Illinois without having even completed one term as a senator
does not offer any particular qualification or benefit to serve as president. Other than an
Ivy League education, and having served TWO YEARS as a US Senator, what beneficial
experience did Barack Obama bring to the office? How has this experience benefited the
American people? It might be argued that Barack Obama was too inexperienced to be
elected as Senator. It might be argued that Barack Obama was too inexperienced to serve
as President. It might be argued that his lack of experience has been detrimental to the
country. I wonder how names of presidents of “stans” he knew when he was running for
President?
What makes Afghanistan's president Hamid Kharzi, a former tribal war-lord and chieftain
qualified to joke with Hillary Clinton about the background and past of Herman Cain. I say
let the presidents of the “stans” learn who Herman Cain is. Let them do their homework.
Herman Cain's focus right now can, and should be, how to get the nomination of the
Republican Party. The fact that he is being joked about by Washington insiders, and there
is no one quite as inside as Hillary Clinton, should be worn as a badge of honor, since
America has not been served well by Washington insiders who seem mostly intent on
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serving themselves. Perhaps it's time to have a President whose focus is domestic. Let our
president be served by the professional diplomats of the State department. Let them
execute his will and let his will be tempered by their advice.
Barack Obama was qualified to be President of the United States because he was:
1. 35 years old
2. A natural born citizen of the United States (though some doubted this)
3. Was not prevented from being a qualified elector.
He managed to get his party's nomination and get himself elected President, and there he
is, whether you like him or not . . . He is the President, and is fully qualified, no matter
how inexperienced. I don't think any of life's experiences offer the experience needed to
be president. It can and must be on the job
training.
A lack of political experience or international
diplomatic savvy is not a prohibition from being
President. I would be willing to bet a dollar to a
dime that Secretary Clinton feels she is far
more qualified, through her experience, to be
President that our sitting President. I'll also bet
a dollar to a dime that she does not stay
Secretary of State through all of Obama's
second term, if he has one. That remains to be
seen.
The important thing for Herman Cain is that the
voters of the United States know who HE is,
not that he knows the names of presidents of
obscure countries unimportant to his election.
He'll have plenty of time to learn about them,
and plenty of conflicting advice offered about
each one of them by his senior aides and
advisers, if he gets himself elected; he will have no consensus from those would serve
him, because the nature of academics is not to be sure about anything . . . to explore
endlessly, use many words, and in the end, say nothing definitive.
This does not seem to be Herman Cain. He seems to be SAYING something. Time will tell
if his surge in the polls is a fluke, or if American voters connect with him enough to get
him the nomination and send him to the White House. It's a long road, fraught with the
peril of a single misstatement, or indiscretion from the past, but so far, he's shown that
he is game. As for his education, he graduated from Morehouse College with a degree in
mathematics, and received a master's degree from Purdue University. He went from being
a chauffeur to Coca-Cola's CEO to being a computer systems analyst for them. In addition
to being President and CEO of Godfather's Pizza (then a division of Pillsbury), he also
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worked as a private contractor in ballistics for the US Navy (ballistics is a science
completely unlike POLITICAL science!), and served on the board and as chairman of the
board for the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. All of these things seem like they suit
him to be the chief executive of the nation to me. Additionally, he has received many
honorary degrees from universities around the country for his achievements.
Of course, he is not well liked by the African-American community because he is
conservative, and this is considered by many in that constituency to be the ultimate
betrayal of things they view as in their own best interests.
Of course, he is not liked by the Democrats as he seems to be the Republican candidate of
the moment. But he is fresh, he is unpredictable . . . he is an outsider, and not likely to
play the game as insiders like to see it played. I think his plainspoken-ness is breath of
fresh air. Time will tell if it will get him very far. Time will tell if he can get the nomination.
If he does, time will tell if he can beat Obama. If he becomes president, time will tell if he
makes a good one.
Time tells a lot of things. Time has told us that hope and change is not what the people
thought it would be. Time has told us transparency in government is something still to be
hoped for. Time has shown us that PPACA is not what we were told it would be, and is
unsustainable. Time has told us that our sitting President does not have any new ideas,
could not get results when he had a super majority in BOTH houses of congress, and is
still blaming the last administration on the maladies that face the nation. Everything is
someone else's fault.
What happened to, “The buck stops here?”
Perhaps Herman Cain will have Truman's sign placed on his desk if he ever occupies the
Oval Office. Perhaps Hillary Clinton is angry that she is not up for election. Perhaps she is
angry that the timing is just not right. Why doesn't SHE challenge Obama for the
nomination? Perhaps she fears that she is not electable. Perhaps she resents Cain's rise in
the polls. Perhaps she and her chum, Hamid Kharzi, have lots of other jokes they share
together to which we are not privy. Perhaps Kharzi secretly thinks the educated idiot is
Hillary Clinton. Perhaps he is thinking that if this woman were not the Secretary of State
of The United States of America, he would not even notice her in a crowd, much less
speak to her. Perhaps he is thinking that it is idiotic of The United States to send a woman
to do men's work. He could be . . . Islam does not have a very good track record of how it
views women in public. Who knows WHAT Kharzi is thinking? Most likely, he wondering
how he can get his hands on more of the money the USA sends to Afghanistan for “aid”
and “development” as he spreads what's left of it around to the Taliban to help ensure he
keeps his head when the USA is gone and the power vacuum left in our wake sucks him in
like a leaf through a shredder . . . Mubarak-esque, Qaddafi-esque, or even Benazir
Bhutto-esque. He no doubt shudders when he thinks of these things. Perhaps he is hoping
to take asylum in the USA when this happens, as it most certainly will. He will most
certainly be viewed as the lackey America placed in the seat of power. Will he then
remember his quaint joke with Hillary Clinton about lack of sophistication of Herman Cain?
Will this be what is on his mind?
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If Herman Cain happens to be president when this occurs, it most certainly will be. He
shudders at the thought that it could be Herman Cain to who he turns for help. At that
point, Herman Cain may well ask, “Who is Hamid Kharzi?”
“Is he the President of one of those 'stans”?” President Cain may well ask?
“Yes sir,” may answer his Secretary of State, “He was our ally, but is of no use to us any
more, since his own people have turned against him because of his corruption.”
“Well, let those 'stans' work out their internal problems among themselves,” President
Cain may say, adding, “We've got enough problems to work out here at home. There's so
many 'stans', we just don't have the time, the resources, or the right to interfere in their
internal affairs. Best wishes to Mr. . . . what was his name, again?”
“Kharzi, sir,” one of his aides may answer.
“Best wishes to Mr. Kharzi,” then he may say, “Send him a prosciutto pizza with my
compliments. What's next on the agenda?”
And the cabinet may well then turn to other affairs.
And Hillary Clinton may well be retired to her home in New York by then . . . just a
footnote in a brief period of American politics, hating pizza, refusing to allow it into her
house, causing Bill to have to slip out at night to the local Godfather's, whom he thinks
has the best pizza around.
And on Another note:
Family Radio end-time (false) prophet and doomsayer, Harold Camping, is back in the
news. Today, October 21, 2011, is the day the world will end in a cataclysmic event. While
this has not yet been confirmed, the day is not over yet, except in Japan and the far east,
where it is already October 22. Mr. Camping had a mild stroke a few weeks after his May
21 prediction. I hope he is doing well. His aides have said they have been ordered to not
make any statements to the media about today's unfolding cataclysmic events, and
Camping, himself, has been unavailable for comment. It could be that he's in for another
“rough weekend” as he said after May 21. I wish him the best of luck. I wish his followers
the best of luck, though I wonder why he still had any after his first prediction of the endof-the-world in 1994 failed to come true. Camping is a civil engineer by training.
Engineers take to a lot of math to earn their engineering degrees, but Camping keeps on
making mathematical errors. I hope he did not make so many mathematical errors in his
engineering practice; if he did, he cost someone (his clients, or maybe the contractors) a
lot of money. Maybe that's why he took up biblical prophecy and gave up engineering. He
is bound to be better at one than he is the other, or perhaps he is excellent at both . . . or
not.
The world did end yesterday for Libyan King of Kings, the Lion of Libya, Muammar
Qaddafi. A Qaddafi spokesperson, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Camping's
prophecy was one day off. How does one spell his name anyway – Muammar-Mohhamar88
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Muhhamar-Khadafy-Khadfi-Gaddafi-Qaddafi-Ghaddafy . . . I don't suppose it matters
much, now. Reportedly his last words were, “You know what you are doing is against
Islam. Do you know right from wrong?” Mobs don't much like to be lectured by those they
are in the process of murdering, particularly those bad Muslims who lecture other Muslims
at their convenience about their supposedly bad Islamic behavior. Did Qaddafi consider
himself a good Muslim? Did he consider his murderers bad Muslims? I wonder if Qaddafi's
last thoughts were of Condoleeza Rice? I wonder what Condoleeza Rice would think about
this if it were true? Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton had already tried to kill him. He proved
a hard target. Folks have been trying to kill him for years. I wonder if this is the end he
envisioned for himself? What end do we ALL envision for ourselves? I wonder if he ever
thought HE did wrong, or did he govern by the divine right of kings? If he thought that, he
certainly didn't INVENT it! He would not have even been the first African monarch/headof-state/dictator to think that. The Pharaohs and Hannibal lived long before Qaddafi, and
inhabited similar climes. What will fill the vacuum he leaves is yet to be seen. I hope it's
not something WORSE. It could be.
I also suppose that the Pan Am Lockerbie Bomber, Abdelbaset Al-Megrahi is dismayed
that he no longer has the protection of the Libyan dictator to live out the rest of his life in
comfort as he deals with his terminal cancer. It could be that Al-Megrahi will die from
other complications before the terminal illness we were told led to his humanitarian
release from a British prison overtakes him. Maybe the new regime in Libya will not treat
this man as a hero. If they do, I will not be surprised. Maybe we can send Dr. Meera
Sachdeva over to Libya to treat Al-Megrahi for his cancer. I'd chip in to buy her a one-way
ticket if I could be sure they'd KEEP her there, but if they'll release Al-Megrahi from
prison, what would keep Dr. Sachdeva there if she were guilty of the crimes alleged
against her.
Tonight, if you go out, eat a pizza in honor of Hillary Clinton, Hamid Kharzi, and Herman
Cain. Be sure and order the prosciutto . . . that salt cured pork, the Italian equivalent of a
country ham. I hope Herman Cain thinks of Hamid Karzi, Afghanistan, and Hillary Clinton
every time he eats a piece of Pizza with prosciutto on it. I promise you, I will. And I will
order prosciutto every time, if I can get it!
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10/22/11 The Three Bad Forms of Government
There is Tyranny (The rule of the tyrant).
There is Oligarchy (The rule of the few – subclasses of Oligarchies are Aristocracies,
Monarchies, and Plutocracies).
There is Ochlocracy (The direct rule of the people, the mob).
The Ochlocracy, or the rule by the majority of the people, is the purest form of
democracy. In this form of government, the majority of the people have the absolute
power. This has never been a desirable form of government, as it frequently descends into
mob rule.
Below is a complete list of the historical indications of things that mobs did RIGHT:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nothing
None
Zilch
Zip
Zero

That is not a very good track record. The only thing that might be said good about mobs
is that they have risen up from time to time and ended Tyranny and Oligarchy, but from
that point they descended into an anarchic, unruly chaos that sweeps up thousands into
the vacuums they create.
Since, by their very nature, Ochlocracies are somewhat leaderless, governed only by the
passions of the moment, Tyrants and Oligarchs are always waiting in the wings to
ORGANIZE the Ocholocrats into something they can control.
During the French Revolution, the oppressed and starving people rightfully placed the
blame for most of their misery on the excesses of the Oligarchs (the Bourbon Monarchy),
and rose up and overthrew them. For a while, France was an absolute Ochlocracy.
Recognizing the need for some sort of order, the Ochlocrats elected themselves some
leaders (The Committee for Public Safety) who soon turned themselves into Oligarchs,
but these Oligarchs claimed to be representing the will of the people (the Ochlocracy).
This period of French history is known as the Reign of Terror. If you did not come from
the mob, look like the mob, smell like the mob, had any connections to the old order,
knew someone in the old order, had shined the shoes of someone in the old order, had
been given a piece of cake by someone in the old order, you most likely lost your head. In
fact, the members of The Committee for Public Safety lost their heads.
Soon, The Committee for Public Safety, being largely ineffective since no one wanting
to stay alive was willing to serve on it (it was as hazardous a job as a latter Roman
Emperor!), it was replaced by another government called The Directorate. It was a
larger Oligarchy, but unable to effectively govern. It was overthrown in a coup called 18
Brumaire. This coup was led by a clever little Corsican named Napoleon Bonaparte, who
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established a government called The Consul which was, itself, another oligarchy. This
occurred in 1799 and lasted until 1804. In 1804, the clever Corsican, who was called the
First Consul, overthrew The Consul and declared himself to be the EMPEROR.
Things had come full circle, as they always seem to do. The rule of the tyrant or the
aristocracy (oligarchy) is replaced by the rule of the ochlocracy (the mob), which, finding
itself unable and unwilling to govern, turns to an appointed or elected group of
representatives who eventually turn themselves into an oligarchy to restore order. When
one of the oligarchs finds an opportunity, he dismisses the other oligarchs and becomes a
tyrant. The more clever, subtle, or brutal the chief oligarch is, the sooner he is
transformed into the tyrant. The little Corsican was very clever, indeed.
France traded a bad government for a worse government, and then traded that for
something that was nearly as bad, though it is doubtful that anything is as bad as the
Reign of Terror. The entire generation of young men whose lives were consumed by the
dallyings and blood-lust of Napoleon might have preferred the Reign of Terror.
The videos and clips I have seen of the recent events in Libya look like mobs in action to
me, and mobs never lead to anything good. Mobs and prone to witch-hunts, lynchings,
stonings, rapine, pillaging, and killing those unlike themselves, at every whim. They are
police, prosecutors, judges, jury, and executioners all at one fell swoop. Mobs do not
respond to reason . . . they only respond to bullets. It takes a strong personality to stop a
mob. It takes a Napoleon to stop a mob.
While mobs may start out with the best of intentions, they soon turn bad, and becoming
unruly must then be governed. Mobs do not yield the power upon which they are drunken
so easily; someone must TAKE it. Sooner or later, the lack of organization in a mob yields
itself to an oligarchy, then a despot and a tyrant, then they are right back where they
started.
The excesses of the Romanov Czars of Russia led to their overthrow, just like the
excesses of the Bourbons in France. Two competing groups vied for political power in the
war that followed the downfall of the Romanovs. The Bolsheviks, led by Lenin, won. Pretty
soon after his consolidation of power, Lenin eliminated his comrades (his co-oligarchs)
who had fought alongside him to help him win, not wanting any competition or scrutiny
from them as he set himself up to be the supreme leader (the tyrant). After Lenin's
death, an even worse tyrant was revealed. What had started out as a movement of the
people, for the benefit of the people, wound up co-opted by a tyrant. This is what
HISTORY reveals to us as the NORMAL way in which things proceed.
We are fortunate in this country to have been able to sustain a Republic for 235 years.
Republics can only be kept as long as the virtue of the people and those who are elected
to govern it is intact. When the responsibility each member of a Republic has to be an
informed and diligent voter is shirked, and the people's only interest becomes their own
personal benefit and not the good of the nation as a whole, then the republic is doomed to
fail. There are ochlocrats waiting to replace it. There are oligarchs waiting to replace the
ocholcrats. There are tyrants waiting to replace the oligarchs.
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As he exited Independence Hall in Philadelphia after the Second Continental Congress, a
lady asked Benjamin Franklin what sort of government had the people been given.
“A Republic, madam, if you can keep it!” was his reply.
I wouldn't to trade this government for any other. It has its weaknesses, but the main one
has become the lack of independence of the people, many of whom want to feed endlessly
at the trough our government has so freely provided. But this provision has mortgaged
our future, and our dependence on credit has made us, technically, a government of
plutocrats, or a government of money and those who control it, which is another form of
an oligarchy, though still wrapped in the robes of a Republic. As long as the Republic lasts,
there are opportunities to correct excesses and abuses. I think we are in the process of
seeing this right now. Nothing precipitates the correction of excesses like hard economic
times. It is during those times that what we thought was OUR republic is revealed to be a
huge oligarchy made up of a class of professional politicians who serve themselves, their
pursuit of power, and their own re-election.
How we have allowed everyday people we elect as our servants to become millionaires
while in the process of serving us is a mystery to me. How is it that we have allowed them
to treat themselves to benefits that are unavailable to the rest of us? How is it that we
have allowed them to become the plutocrats that govern our lives in such a manner as to
see that their own personal interests are rewarded at our expense? How is it that we have
allowed people with known conflicts of interest to sit in high places in government, and
govern those with whom they have a fiscal interest. Barney Frank and Chris Dodd come
first and foremost to mind, but there are plenty of others. Mississippi's own former
Congressman Chip Pickering comes to mind, as does former Senator Trent Lott.
It is so easy to say, “I have an interest in the outcome of this legislation, and therefore
recuse myself.” What's so hard about that? And whatever happened to the blind trusts
that our elected leaders were supposed to have, wherein their assets were managed by
others in such a way that they did not know what stocks and bonds they had in their
portfolios? I suspect they aren't nearly as blind as they should be; perhaps they never
were.
Money has become the tool that
from special interests. We must
that I do not know how to define
moneyed interests buy influence
comes INFLUENCE.

guarantees elections, and that money invariably comes
have campaign finance reform in this country. I admit
it, but we must have it. Unions, corporations, and other
all the time. Money brings ACCESS, and with ACCESS

The US House of Representatives is that direct voice of the people. The Senate never was,
nor was it designed to be. It was to be the legislative branch made up of senior, more
experienced people who made long-range decisions governing international affairs and
other issues which faced our country. The Senate was to advise and give consent to
presidential appointments; To ratify treaties; To sign off on the money the House was
appropriating. The Senators were to be appointed by the STATE's individual legislatures to
allow STATES to have a larger voice in the Federal government. The 17th Amendment to
the constitution allows for the direct election of Senators by the people. This direct
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election process has certainly allowed the influence of moneyed interests to be injurious to
the political integrity of Senators. Maybe a repeal of the 17th Amendment is in order . . .
that would stop ANY money from being spent on Senate campaigns. Or it would at least
stop it from being spent the way it is now. Moneyed interests would still be able to lobby
your STATE representatives, but your STATE representative is much closer to you and
your castigation.
On another note:
There is a list of 13 demands reportedly by the Occupy Wall Street crowd circulating out
there in the blogoshpere and other media. This list of 13 demands is not coming from the
Occupy Wall Street movement, itself . . but is from a single person identifying himself
with the movement. I am not condoning or supporting Occupy Wall Street, but one
person's demands are being reported as the group's. While I suspect there may not be
much actual difference between the group's ideology and the man's demands, as Ben
Franklin said, “Half a truth is often a great lie!”
This list of 13 demands is a remarkable case of failing to think things through before
making a written commitment. The idea that ALL debts be forgiven might sound like
something of great benevolence and benefit to the people at large, but consider this: If
you have a bank savings account, you loaned the bank your money, for which they pay
you interest. In effect, your savings account is a debt the bank owes to you. If someone is
in favor of forgiving ALL debts, I'm sure they meant to omit this one.
“I'd like to withdraw a hundred dollars from my savings account,” the young lady told the
bank teller at the counter of the main branch of The First National Bank of Peoria.
“Haven't you heard?” the teller asked the young lady, a single mother, part-time student,
and an employee of the Peoria City Clerk's office.
“Heard what?” asked the young lady.
“All debts have been forgiven,” said the bank teller, “So you no longer have a savings
account.”
“What do you mean? Are you telling me you took my money?” the now frightened young
lady asked, incredulously. She didn't have much money, only having about $500 in her
savings account. She was hoping to withdraw the 20% of her savings to augment her
pocket money to get a new tire for her car, since she could no longer buy a tire for $70.00
since tariffs on imported tires had raised the price of tires overall by an additional $70.00
each, effectively doubling the price of tires in the USA, much to the dismay of the young
lady.
“No ma'am,” explained the teller, “We didn't take your money. All debts were forgiven.
Didn't you have some debts that were forgiven you under the recently enacted
legislation?”
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“Yes,” she said, “My student loans were all forgiven, as well as my car note, credit cards
debts, and the money I was behind on my rent. But what's that got to do with my savings
account?”
“You LOANED your money to the First National Bank of Peoria,” said the teller.
“But that money was in a savings account. It was not a loan!” she nearly shouted.
“Your money, deposited in our bank, upon which the bank paid you interest was the
bank's debt, and all debts have been forgiven, so the bank, by law, no longer owes you
any money,” explained the teller, who had been trained well by the employee education
department of the First National Bank of Peoria. She added, “I'd be happy to direct you to
a bank officer who may be able to explain this better, if you'd like.”
“Well, SOMEONE better do some explaining, and right way. My money is MY MONEY, and I
want it, and I want it now!!!”
“I'm sorry, ma'am, but the Pelosi-Reid Debt Forgiveness Act of 2012 has been
enacted and all debts have been forgiven. Your account has been closed. If you'd like to
open a new account, please go to the Customer Service desk near the lobby, or if you
need further explanation, one of the junior deputy assistant vice-presidents to your left
will be able to help clarify this for you.”
Surely she was dreaming, thought the young lady, who numbly walked out of the door of
the bank. It had never occurred to her that the money in her savings account represented
a debt for the bank, and that the process of debt forgiveness meant that she no longer
had any money in her savings account. Surely the law was not intended to work this way,
she thought to herself. What would she do now? She had to get that new tire, since the
USA manufactured tire, made by a union tire manufacturer, had belt separation and the
steel belting was sticking out of the sidewall of her tire . . . it could blow-out at any
moment, and due to the tariffs enacted to protect that same manufacturer that had
produced the defective tire, they were prohibitively expensive.
She thought of the credit card in her wallet. Since she no longer owed any money to the
credit card company and was well below the credit line that was formerly maxed out, she
could use that. Unfortunately, after she had the new tire put on and tried to pay for it with
the credit card, the tire retailer informed her that her card had been declined. Not
understanding why, she called up the credit card company right there on the spot,
needing to do SOMETHING since the new tire was on her car and she had no way to pay
for it.
“What do you mean 'When you forgave my debt you closed my account?'” shouted the
young lady into her phone.
“Ma'am,” said the man on the other end of the phone, “The Pelosi-Reid Debt
Forgiveness Act of 2012 required that we forgive your existing debt . . . it did not
require that we extend you any MORE credit. We mailed you a notice weeks ago. Don't
you read your mail?”
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And the phone connection was promptly terminated, leaving the young lady with her cell
phone in her hand, a new tire on her car, and a very impatient tie shop clerk behind the
counter thinking that perhaps there was some other arrangement he might work out with
this not-unattractive young lady . . . but she had not yet heard this proposal, it still being
just a thought in his mind.
In spite of the wonderful benefits she had received under the Pelosi-Reid Debt
Forgiveness Act of 2012, this was just NOT her day. It would get even worse when she
had to withstand the rage and embarrassment of the lurid proposal of the tire store clerk,
and then stand there humiliated as she watched them grudgingly put her OLD tire back on
her car, and drive away, only to have the bad tire blow out on the way to pick up her child
from daycare.
Nope, it was just not her day!
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10/23/11 A Foolish Coyote
Coyotes are not native to Mississippi. They are a terrible, dangerous nuisance here. They
should go back to Texas. Yesterday, while my brother was bush-hogging in a large field,
this young coyote shown below was enjoying dining on the field mice being scattered
wherewithal by the approaching tractor and bush hog. In her haste to enjoy a free, easy
meal, she made a very foolish decision in exposing herself to me, since I was armed and
just waiting for an opportunity for such an event. She was dispatched with one shot with a
55 grain bullet traveling at over 3,000 feet per second from a .223 calibre AR-15, at a
distance of about 150
yards. The bullet struck the
coyote just under the chin,
and exited just beyond the
last rib on her left side. A
good, fatal shot. This
young,
foolish
female
coyote has been removed
from the gene pool, and
will not be afforded the
opportunity to breed. Since
she was exposing herself in
broad daylight and could
plainly see and hear the
tractor, and no doubt see,
smell, and hear me as I
approached to get a good shot, she was most likely a coy-dog, half coyote and half
domestic dog. These are the worst, since they are not as wary of humans. We have the
townspeople to thank for this, who, rather than responsibly take unwanted dogs to the
animal shelter for fear that they might be euthanized, bring them out to the country, open
their car doors, and push them out. The male dogs are promptly killed by the coyotes and
eaten. The females are accepted into the coyote pack by the alpha male, who is
biologically programmed to spread his genes as far and wide as possible. The coy-dogs
are far more dangerous, having just enough domesticity to not have as much natural fear
of humans, while still being wild.
We have lost many of our own personal dogs to coyotes over the years; dogs we loved
and cared for. If you expect me to mourn or feel sad for this coyote, you are mistaken. My
only regret was that there was not more than one for me to dispatch. Unfortunately, the
stupid one has been killed. Her more savvy brothers and sisters will not be so easily
taken. They will pass their more wary genes on to their offspring.
When I got home, I dipped my fingers in the coyote’s blood and called my own dogs over
and held out my fingers for them to smell. They both took an interested sniff, then
immediately bolted in terror for about 50 yards. Stopping at that distance, they then
turned around and looked at me and came back joyfully prancing and skipping to their
Alpha male pack leader, proud of the fact that I was a predator worthy of their respect.
We understand each other remarkably well.
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All our dogs are adopted . . . and are either those who have been dropped off by those
cowardly, bad pet owners who shamefully abandon their dogs out here in the country to
starvation and death by coyote or log truck, or they came from an animal shelter. We
immediately get them neutered. There are plenty of dogs looking for a home, and a mutt
who has found a home sure makes a loveable, loyal dog. It seems they never forget what
their life was like before they found a HOME, and they never take that HOME for granted.
We should all be so loyal.
If the thought of me shooting this coyote offends you, so be it, but please do not be
further offended if you find me and my dogs absolutely unconcerned.
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10/27/11 Bond DENIED for the 3rd Time
After two separate Federal judges denied Dr. Meera Sachdeva bond, reasonably
considering her a flight risk since she has substantial assets in her native India, a three
judge panel in the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has affirmed the
decisions of the lower court judges. The last paragraph of the official Fifth Circuit US Court
of Appeals ruling is shown below.
The district court’s determination that the Government had shown by a
preponderance of the evidence that no condition or combination of conditions could
reasonably assure Sachdeva’s presence at trial is supported by the record. See §
3142; United States v. Westbrook, 780 F.2d 1185, 1189-90 (5th Cir. 1986).
Accordingly, the pretrial detention order is AFFIRMED.
Face it, Dr. Sachdeva, you ain't goin' nowhere. Five different judges of the court system of
the United States of America have decided to maintain you in its personal care and
custody until such time as you are tried for the crimes alleged against you by the same
United States of America you adopted as your home. They want to keep you where they
can get their hands on you because, as one Federal judge said, “[the charges]...appear to
be based on credible evidence — demonstrate a disturbing disregard for the law, morals,
and even human life. Moreover, there is credible evidence that Defendant laundered
money and that she shredded documents in an effort to thwart the investigation. This
alleged disrespect for criminal proceedings adds weight to the risk for flight.”
The three judge panel from the Fifth Circuit Court of appeals said, “...no condition or
combination of conditions could reasonably assure Sachdeva's presence at trial...” So, Dr.
Sachdeva, plans for a trip to India before your trial are out. It could be that plans for a
trip to India after your trial are out, too, if the allegations turn out to be true and you are
convicted.
The government thinks it has a very strong case. I suspect Dr. Sachdeva's attorney thinks
the government has a strong case, too. We'll see just how strong the case is. Time will
tell. In the meantime, no Kolkata (Calcutta) visits for Dr. Sachdeva . . . since five Federal
judges think it unlikely that she will return were she to get back to India, even though the
USA has had an extradition treaty in force with India since 1997. It could be that Dr.
Sachdeva's wealth is viewed as a means in India to avoid extradition. It is reported that
she still has substantial cash assets, even after the seizure of $6,000,000 in cash.
In the meantime, while she is in the comfort of a USA prison, I wonder how her former
patients are fairing, having allegedly received diluted doses of chemotherapy drugs. It
could be that at times they were not given the drugs at all. I wonder what comfort those
people have at this moment. If the allegations are true, I wonder how many of them
were, for all practical purposes, euthanized for the benefit of Dr. Sachdeva's personal
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wealth? If convicted, would not Dr. Sachdeva be a fraudster worse than Bernie Madoff?
Bernie just stole their money. Dr. Sachdeva would have stolen their money and possibly
their lives.
Do I sound more than a little angry about this? I am absolutely livid, I tell you.
And now, on to more lividity . . .
Though he received no complaints from Muslim students, the self-proclaimed Trial Lawyer
of Trial Lawyers, George Washington University's Professor John Banzhaf has filed a
lawsuit against Catholic University on behalf of Muslim students after reading an article
wherein they complained about having Christian symbols in rooms where they said their
Islamic prayers. Catholic University has indicated that no formal complaints have come
before them, nor have they, apparently, to Professor Banzhaf. He just seems to like being
the law's equivalent of the Devil's Advocate.
Last summer, Banzhaf filed another lawsuit against Catholic University for going back to
same-sex dormitories. This lawsuit was settled in mediation, with both parties agreeing to
confidentiality to the discussions in the mediation and the terms of the settlement. If I
were a betting man, I'd give pretty good odds that Banzhaf was paid some go away
money, which he, most likely, took . . . but of course, I'm speculating. Fortunately,
speculation is not against the law. In any case, the University still has same-sex
dormitories. Ironically, one of the reasons cited in one article about the Catholic
University's reverting to same-sex dormitories was complaints from female Muslim
students who felt that co-ed dormitories were damaging to their modesty. Is it the rights
and sensitivities of Muslim students Banzhaf really has as his motive, or is his motive the
aggrandizement and enrichment of Banzhaf? I'll let Professor Banzhaf answer this himself.
I'm not sure I'll take his answer at face value, but he can answer it just the same.
I noticed on his website that Banzhaf claimed to be the attorney that made the tobacco
companies pay with his anti-smoking lawsuits. While he may have played a role in this, I
thought, and perhaps I am mistaken, that the now-imprisoned Mississippian, Dickie
Scruggs, the brother-in-law of former Mississippi Senator and Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott, was the attorney who first cracked that nut. Perhaps, seeing the nut cracked,
Professor Banzhaf ripped out a piece of the pecan for himself. But there I go, speculating
again.
As an aside, the imprisonment of Dickie Scruggs is an actual story that may well have
come from the legal mind of novelist John Grisham. It is a story of lawyers gone bad. It
seems like the worst possible thing a lawyer could do is to bribe a judge, but this is what
Scruggs was convicted of.
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In this latest lawsuit against Catholic University, Banzhaf has claimed that the Muslim
students have a right to be allowed to form an Islamic worship group and be allowed to
pray in a room provided for their use that is free of any Christian symbolism or pictures.
Unfortunately, every room at Catholic University has a Crucifix and/or a picture of the
Pope, and they are unwilling to take them down . . . not for the Muslim students, not for
Banzhaf, nor for anyone else.
Catholic University is a private, religious, and apparently seriously Catholic school.
Proposition 26
Here in Mississippi we have a constitutional amendment on the ballot for the November 8
general election titled Proposition 26.
Below is the full text of the proposed amendment.
Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Mississippi: SECTION 1. Article III of the
constitution of the state of Mississippi is hereby amended BY THE ADDITION OF A
NEW SECTION TO READ: Section 33. Person defined. As used in this Article III of
the state constitution, "The term 'person' or 'persons' shall include every human
being from the moment of fertilization, cloning or the functional equivalent thereof."
This initiative shall not require any additional revenue for implementation.
I am a Pro-Lifer. To me, the use of abortion as a method of birth control displays a
heinous and callous lack of responsibility, and I cannot in clear conscience vote NO on
Proposition 26. It is women who bear children. It is men who impregnate them.
Unfortunately the responsibility for abortions and their (apparent) necessity fails to be
properly placed on both sets of shoulders. Women bear the overwhelming majority of the
burden, though it seems to me that it is terrifically difficult for a woman to get pregnant
without a man being present. I am glad that I am not a woman who has to make this
decision. I regret that women are placed in situations wherein this is a choice they feel
they have to make.
The intention of Proposition 26 is to outlaw abortions in Mississippi, but it promises to be
bad law. It is worded with such pin-point, Spartan precision as to be functionally vague.
Opponents of Proposition 26 have resorted to wildly fearful claims of the deaths of women
due to prohibitions the amendment will create barring women from receiving health care
for an ectopic pregnancy, to the ludicrous idea that women can be charged with a crime
for having had a miscarriage. Even before Roe v. Wade, women were not charged with a
crime for having a miscarriage. To use this as an argument against Proposition 26 is itself
a miscarriage of the truth. But the proposition, as worded, does create a window wherein
the nature of any of these issues must be defined in a string of lawsuits. This does not
make for good law, however well intentioned and noble its origins may be; because noble
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intentions do not necessarily yield good law. They frequently yield law that cannot be
sustained or applied as intended.
Though I can't vote NO, I can, with a clear conscience, NOT VOTE AT ALL on this issue.
Since Proposition 26 is an INDIRECTLY INITIATED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, not a
LEGISLATIVELY REFERRED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, under Mississippi law, it must
not only receive a affirmative majority of the votes to pass, that majority must be at least
equal to 40% to the entire number of people casting a vote in the ELECTION. Via this
technicality, NOT VOTING on this ballot initiative is almost similar to voting NO.
If this law is passed, it will be challenged and struck down by federal courts, only to be
appealed, struck down, and then on to the supreme court, who will choose to hear it, or
not. The Supreme Court could possibly claim any cases resulting from the passage of
Proposition 26 for themselves and bypass all lower courts. As this ballot initiative is
worded, I don't even think our current 5/4 conservative Supreme Court would try to use
this particular state constitutional law as a basis to overturn Roe v. Wade. There are too
many issues for the conservative-strict constructionists on the court to have to legislatefrom-the-bench to clarify as to when this law would be applicable and what exclusions are
to be admitted. Even Justice Scalia will not like that. Of course, I could be completely
wrong . . . I frequently am.
One thing is for certain: Abortion, Pro-Life, Pro-Choice, by whatever name it is called, this
is a tremendously divisive topic. Intense passions are aroused and tempers flare. Be
advised again, though: Proposition 26 is so articulately specific as to be uselessly vague.
Were it to pass, and endless stream of lawsuits will be required for its interpretation, and
judges will be telling us what it means . . . which, most likely, will not be what significant
numbers of the people who voted for it thought it would mean. There is a good chance
that if it passes, when it is challenged in court, as it most assuredly will be, Mississippi's
current attorney general, who appears to be headed for re-election, will purposefully
choose to not make a very good case in its defense. No doubt, papers have been drafted
by organized opponents of the proposition wherein scores of lawsuits will be filed
immediately on passage, even before the amendment were to take effect.
If one contemplating voting NO on Proposition 26, but one's conscience will not allow it
(and one should ALWAYS vote one's convictions), then do not vote on it at all. Skip it
entirely. No one can force you to make a decision about it.
I wish things were not so complicated!
There is also this to consider: Californians recently had the opportunity to vote on
Proposition 19, which would have allowed the recreational use of marijuana and its
cultivation for personal, recreational use. Things can go terribly awry with a ballot
initiative as indicated from this website posting by W. E. Messamore at the link:
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http://caivn.org/article/2010/03/27/recreational-marijuana-use-likely-become-legalcalifornia
In the link, on March 26, 2010, Ms. Messamore stated:
In all likelihood, California could be the very first state in the union to legalize the
recreational use of marijuana this November. After legalization activists submitted
nearly 700,000 signatures for a proposition to legalize marijuana, California's
Secretary of State Debra Bowen certified a ballot initiative earlier this week to
legalize the cultivation, possession, and sale of marijuana in the state of California
for recreational purposes.
The initiative will go on the ballot this November, and it needs only a simple
majority to pass and become law (just as if the legislature had passed it and the
governor had signed it), which should be a breeze considering that state-wide
polling shows that 56% of California's registered voters support legalizing and
taxing marijuana.
Ms. Messamore missed her prediction soundly, since the measure was defeated by a wide
margin. What she thought would pass breezily was soundly rejected by a majority of
California voters. It makes me wonder what polls she was looking at. Were the pollsters
using exit polls from people who were at the medical marijuana dispensaries? It also
makes me wonder at the marvel of how the voice of the people, when allowed to be heard
by direct voting on ballot initiatives, is frequently not the voice being heard prior to the
election. The sanctity and privacy of the polling booth makes us remember that what we
we hear people say about how they will vote and how they actually vote are frequently
two different things. Ms. Messamore is most likely right about one thing, though, in all
likelihood, California will be the first state to pass such a measure, but she sure got the
timing wrong.
I keep referring myself back to the great Jonathan Swift who said, “Do not mistake the
voice of a single London alehouse as the voice of the kingdom.” If we constantly surround
ourselves with people who think like us, we are bound to come away with the idea that
those who don't are in the minority, since everyone we come in contact with agrees
with our positions. The single alehouse (and perhaps the drunken wisdom belched forth
thereof) misleads us into a false sense of reality. Everyone doesn't agree with our position
on anything political – not by a long shot. As a result, Ms. Messamore and many other
Californians got a valuable political education. We will see this again in California, perhaps
in the next election cycle. Perhaps its supporters will approach it with more caution and
more purpose, rather than think it will pass breezily! California also made a similar
mistake with the gay marriage initiative. Ballot initiatives can be perilous.
In Mississippi, due to the more difficult process of getting an amendment on the ballot,
since the voters cannot directly place an issue, a similar proposition may never be seen
again, and the people who supported it could well be left wondering exactly what
happened as all their poll indications turn out to be wrong. The issue addressed in
Proposition 26 is so sensitive as to ensure that many will not reveal their true intentions
to pollsters about how they will actually vote.
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The voice of the people will be heard, though. And I cannot and will not surmise what it
will be; but it most definitely be what it will be. If it is no, and the proposition fails, then
we will know what to expect. If it is yes, and the proposition passes, the number of
unknowns jumps to a tangential point nearing 90 degrees. If you don't have enough
enough mathematical background to know what that means, then you should have paid
more attention in geometry class, and if you didn't take geometry then you should have
learned it in basic algebra, and if you didn't take basic algebra in school then I'd say that
is an indictment of our primary educational system . . . which is a whole other topic I will
not wrestle with today!
It has taken me hours to write this. I am exhausted.
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10/31/11 Facing Things Head-On
My friend Tom Roady posted this on his Facebook page on October 25, 2011. Since he’s
already posted this publicly, I am taking the liberty of re-posting it here on my website.
Please, you prayer warriors, pray for Tom and his wife as he goes through his struggle
with his cancer.
From Tom:
Ok…this is going to be different for me...I want to share something with those of
you on Facebook...some of you know of me...some know me and are maybe friends
or actual acquaintances...and some of you really know me personally and are dear
friends...this past Tuesday, Oct. 25th...I was diagnosed with stage 4 metastatic
cancer...I have it on several places including my stomach, liver, and a lymph
node...I met with an oncologist after having a CT scan last friday and was told this.
Mel and I were in shock even though we were there because we were told
something a little different after a colonoscopy and upper G/I scan on Oct.
17th...then they said I had stomach cancer and they would be scheduling me an
appointment with a surgeon to remove my stomach and attach my esophagus to
my lower intestine....My colon was clear thank the Lord....
The next morning I decided that I was going to take charge of my life and my
health and not leave it up to someone else...be they a doctor or whoever...I told
my GP ( who diagnosed me with an ulcer 6 months before and prescribed over the
counter medicine) that I wanted to see an oncologist and gave him a name I had
gotten from my pastor, Dale Robble at Highland Park Church here in Nashville...my
GP got me an appointment with him and scheduled the CT scan before that
appointment...tuesday. The oncologist said that removing my stomach was not
going to solve my problem...that It was not contained there..hence the stage 4
diagnosis...I was stunned...and asked THE question..."is it terminal?" and he said
"yes"...I asked how long I had and he said " a year, maybe more"...and he said he
was sorry and that there was always hope and that they may find a "cure" in a year
or two...not having a great day at this point...he said that they would be setting me
up with a "port" and start chemo treatments on monday Oct. 31...I asked what a
"port" was and he said they would be putting a device under my skin above my
heart to administer the "medications"...more on my thoughts on this later also.
We left his office...numb,shocked,devastated,and pretty much crushed...no one
ever expects to be told that their time on earth is running out quickly...we are all
going to die...its a fact...but when you hear that you definitely have a time frame,
your mind starts spinning...your heart starts racing... and all your fears come to the
front of your consciousness...We drove directly to my church where we gathered
with our pastor and two other dear and wonderful friends and leaders in our
church...we cried...talked...and prayed...they were as devastated as we were...but
Dale told me.." either way Tom, you are going to be ok"...and I knew what he
meant...but I really would like to choose the obvious way right now..
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After returning home we had received 2 or 3 messages from the oncologist's
office...they said my Insurance , which was fantastic 2 years ago for my heart stem
surgery, now would only pay for one of my chemo drugs...they wanted to try to get
me into a clinical study with me paying the balance...but I would get the discount
that the insurance would get...if they were paying for it...they wanted me to come
in and bring all our financial records including my income tax return, pay stubs,
Mel's financial info...It was ALL about money and really seeing if I was capable of
paying...but no one has told me what that would be...as best I can figure it out...it
would be between 5K - 25K.......per treatment...The oncologist also told me that I
would not be able to do the Skaggs Family Christmas tour again with Ricky and his
family...something I have been doing for 8 or 9 years and is a considerable part of
my yearly income...this really hurt...not just because of the lost income, but I
would be missing being around a family that I love and they love me...and are one
of the most Godly families I know and have the pleasure to work with...I
immediately called Ricky to tell him...I left a message and sent emails.
The next day started out very emotionally for me...lots of tears and the why
thing...but as the day progressed I started to pray and remembered something a
dear friend told me when we talked about it 3 days after my initial diagnosis of
stomach cancer...he said If I wanted to think about a different course of treatment
to let him know...he knew someone that had really worked a God miracle for a
mutual friend of ours wife...I called him...he sent me the info and I processed
it...then later that day I went to see a friend who successfully battled breast
cancer...18 months of chemo and radiation and she is cancer free for now...thank
god...but she explained the treatments to me...I left there and got a phone call
from another friend whose wife has gone through over a year of treatments....she
told him to tell me to not go the chemo route...it was the closest thing to torture
she ever experienced...they take you to the brink of death and hope that you
recover from it...after your body, will, and spirit are decimated....
Now I understand that everyone that goes through the traditional cancer treatment
of chemo and radiation has their own experience and journey as well as
outcome...every patient is different...as is every cancer...I know that many people
have beat it this way...and many others have not...many of them my friends...such
as my friend Chris Kent who passed away 2 days after I learned I had cancer...he
was a warrior for 13 years..thought it was beat 3 times I understand...and yet it
kept coming back...the day I found out Chris had gone to meet his father was the
day I went to play with Aretha Franklin at the Ryman....and she has been battling
cancer as well...it was a very emotional day...the joy of playing with her and the
sadness of my friend's passing. Two days later I had my CT scan.
The day after the oncologist told me what I didn't want or expect to hear..and I
heard from my friends...I had a truly God moment..I knew what I wanted to do and
felt for the first time a sense of peace...I am pursuing a different course of
treatment...one that has God first in the front of everything...with prayer, scripture,
meditation, etc... then diet to get my body in an alkaline state to not allow this
disease to live in me...and supplements to help me achieve that state and get
stronger...all brought together with the help of a Dr. I now have...and I feel so
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good about this choice...it’s my choice. THE QUALITY OF THE REST OF MY LIFE,
TRUMPS THE LENGTH OF MY LIFE. I know some people may not agree with my
course of treatment...including my oncologist who we are seeing tomorrow
morning...but this is my body and my life and I have made my choice...with God's
help I can be as strong a warrior as my friend Chris Kent...with dignity and an
attitude that can prevail
in
conquering
this
disease...I know as my
pastor has said, I'm
going to be ok no matter
what.
Ricky Skaggs and I have
spoken and he is very
glad with my decision
and I will be out on tour
with him and the family
including the Whites...I
know the power that this
family has and they will
take care of me out
there as well as pray for
me
every
day
and
night......
All I ask from my Facebook friends is that they first of all respect my choice and
that they if they are believers in Christ pray for me and a total healing...and I
would like to say one more thing...if you have stomach pain...get checked out as
quickly as you can...and not just the colonoscopy get an upper GI scan as well...If I
had just had the colonoscopy they would not have found my cancer.
Tom, you have my highest respect and admiration, and my unwavering prayers to
Almighty God for your full healing and recovery. The things we learn about ourselves at
such a time as this are tremendously revealing. May it always be that we like most of
what it is revealed and cling to it with determination . . . and may those things we see
that we aren’t so sure about be cast into the four winds, never to be seen again.
The ancient Chinese proverb repeats itself to me.
“Adversity introduces a man to himself,” it says. It SHOUTS at me. It will not be ignored.
From a distance, I can see Adversity crossing over the ridge next to my home. A cloud of
dust and light debris swirls all around him as crows circle about, cawing and making all
sorts of noise. He id dressed in black, but it is a black tempered with a light dust, a dirty
black that is not really black, but still absorbs every wavelength of light so that were it not
for the aura of dust and crows, it might be hard to see him: stooped, hunchbacked, and
limping on a game leg, casting about suspicious glances. He has a Marty Feldman-equse
look from his role as Igor in Young Frankenstein. I can hear his voice as he curses the
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crows, sounding much like a crow himself. For all his seeming infirmity, he moves rapidly,
and covers the distance between the ridge, and through the valley, and is now racing up
the hill towards me.
The closer he gets, the taller and more erect he seems to be. His face morphs into
something more akin to the that of Cary Grant rather than Marty Feldman. His ill-fitting
clothes become brighter, and whiter by the time he arrives, I note with great interest to
myself that everything has been transformed. His hunchback is gone, and the limp, and
standing in front of me in a spotless, tailor-made white suit could pass for Ricardo
Montalban, with a voice that is the essence of confidence and calmness. The entities
flitting about him that formerly looked like crows now seem to look a lot like doves. They
coo. One even lights on his shoulder. The transformation is remarkable.
I have seen him for what he is. But which IS he, The REAL Adversity, I mean? After
having witnessed this, I know that things are not always what they seem to be. The
picture painted for my immediate viewing is not at all like the one I was privileged to get
the glimpse of. Is this all a flashback from earlier days, I wonder?
Whatever, Adversity is now here, right in front of me. And he must be dealt with in
whatever form he presents himself, but I now have the advantage of knowing that his
essence is the same, no matter what his appearance.
He comes tight up to me. He stops just close enough to be violating my personal space,
making me somewhat uncomfortable. Neither of us extends our hand, though he nods
and smiles a big smile. I nod back but I don't smile. We look each other up and down for
a moment, and then he speaks.
“So,” say Adversity, “I see you’ve met yourself. Did you like the one you met?”
“Mostly,” I said back. “I think I mostly did.”
“Ahh! But there were some things about yourself you didn’t like,” Adversity said by way of
response.
“Yes, rather more than I thought,” I sighed.
“And?” Adversity asked.
“And, WHAT?” I asked back.
“And what did you do about those things?” Adversity asked me.
“I repented of them and turned them over to God,” I replied.
“And what good do you suppose that did?” Adversity asked me, with a laugh and haughty
toss of his head, ever they sly opponent.
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“It is written that God casts them as far as the East is from the West. He casts them into
the sea of forgetfulness and He remembers them no more,” I said.
“Well, I remember them,” said Adversity, in a low, conspiratorial whisper, but with a slight
wince, as if that stung him a bit. His face darkened and distorted for the slightest of
moments. I saw him shrink, but as if gaining control over some infirmity, he raised
himself back handsomely erect, proud, tall, almost regal.
I thought about this for a moment. I said, “That would not be unlike you.”
He shrugged his shoulders. “And where do you go from here?” asked Adversity.
“I’m not going anywhere from here. I am simply here. Today is today and now is now.
Here is here,” I said, shrugging my shoulders back at him, adding, “It is written ‘Take no
thought of tomorrow. Sufficient for today are the evils thereof.’”
Adversity winced again, then looked off into the distance. He seemed to be peering
through space, as if in a vision of something far, far away.
“I have some more things to introduce you to, yet, I think,” he said.
“I’m sure you do,” I replied, “But you aren’t the one who is in control of how I respond to
you, I am. You are merely that which puts obstacles in my path. I have learned that if I
respond correctly, I will grow no matter what is placed in my path. In that way, you have
no power or dominion over me. You cannot overcome me. You are tied to this world and
are a product of this world,” I said.
“That’s big talk for one so, shall we say, ineffectual. Are you not tied to this world, too,
and even more so than me?” whispered Adversity, almost seductively.
“It is written that a Greater One said, ‘Be of good cheer, for I have overcome the world,’”
I said, preparing to turn my back to Adversity, but before I did so, adding, “You will do
what you will do. I will respond to it the way I will respond . . . in my haste and
ignorance, my response may not always be the one I would have chosen for myself, but
as soon as I see that, I will change . . . and then where will you be? You will still be just
plain old Adversity, a thorn in every man’s side, as unwelcome as a thief in the night, but
an adversary that helps us hone a keen edge on our blade. Now, TODAY, leave me alone,
or I will turn the keen edge of the blade against you.”
And having met resistance, Adversity fled. At least he fled for today, immediately
transformed into the ugly, twisted creature I had earlier seen approaching. Ricardo
Montalban was gone, and so were the doves. All that I could now see in his retreat
reminded me of a small tornado scalping a Mississippi Soybean field: a whirlwind of black
dust and debris as the crows, caught up in its draft, struggled to maintain their balance in
flight, while making the most horrendous racket. Some of them, flung violently to the
ground lay still as if dead, but after a minute or two, got back to their feet with loud,
cacophonous caws, seemingly larger than before, and re-took to the air.
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A suddenly as he appeared, he was gone. I was left to myself for a moment to ponder
what had just occurred. I had no answers. I was not left to myself for very long.
My usual worry-wart, John Calvin appears and asks me, “You seemed to handle him
pretty well. Do you think it was foreordained that you would triumph over Adversity this
day?”
“John, ol’ sport, you are as trying to me as Adversity, in fact, sometimes you seem to be
Adversity itself,” I replied, “I don’t have an answer for that, nor had I an answer would I
take the bait you offer. I won’t even pause to consider it. I’m just going to sit here and
enjoy this moment, by whatever means it got here. Would you care to join me? If you can
be silent, you’d be welcome.”
“You’re asking me to join you and perhaps stay a while?” he asks, as if he can hardly
believe what he is hearing.
“Yes, if you can be silent.”
He looks thoughtful. I think he is choking up a little bit. He starts chattering like an
excited schoolgirl and says, “I never really hung out with anyone before. No one really
seemed to want me around. They always said I was too stern. Some even said I was cold
. . . I don’t think anyone really liked me very mu . . .”
“Shhhhhhhhh!” I said, holding my finger to my lips in the universal sign for silence.
Pointing to the West, I said, “Just look at that sunset . . . .” Together we turned to face it,
sitting on the grass in front of the Ridge House.
And in the silence, old warriors seemed to put aside their differences as they watched the
sun set in the midst of glorious fall colors, the oranges, yellows, and reds of the leaves
being magnified by the shifting and lengthening wavelength of the light as it played off
the clouds and the leaves, building, billowing . . . cascading into a fabulous crescendo of
light right before our eyes: A magic moment that seemed to extend into all eternity. And
beside me, Calvin smiled so big, and bigger, and bigger yet, as his persona diminished,
until, like the Cheshire cat, there was nothing left but the glowing teeth of his smile, which
stayed visible until the last faint glow of the sun, and then softly faded into the twilight.
I think he liked it. He never did say.
Of course it’s Hallowe'en.
As my friend Paul Birch pointed out, we should put the “ ' ” back in Hallowe'en. We
humans do seem to like the condensed versions so! Is it that we think we don't have time
for the real thing, so we'll settle for the condensed version? Life is not like whiskey, which
is the fruit, fermented and distilled, then condensed to its essence where it keeps forever
in a sealed jug. Of course, even whiskey is consumed. You can have it and drink it, too,
but you can't drink it and still have it; but what good is it locked in an airtight vessel. It
doesn't go bad, but it serves no purpose...unless the purpose is merely to observe, not
savor.
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That is a topic for another day. Perhaps a topic for an entire lifetime
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11/1/11 Our Presidential Leadership
I did not vote for Barack Obama. I will not vote for him in 2012. But I am witnessing
something I am enjoying seeing, which I find somewhat perplexing, but still enjoyable.
The President is LEADING.
Since the Congress has not shown much of a proclivity to work with him, and he has
compromised his positions somewhat to come up with something that Congress can agree
to, he has wisely decided to move on without them; leaving conservatives (like me), and
the Congress to mostly cry foul on his issuance of an abundance of executive orders. This
is the Presidential Prerogative. President’s usually approach this with great caution, until
they perceive a recalcitrant Congress, then they go after it with reckless abandon until the
Congress whines. This blurring of the lines between Executive and Legislative is not new
in American politics. The fact that the President has waited to do this until an approaching
election is somewhat disingenuous, though. By any standard, the number of Executive
Orders issued by this administration is less than that issued by previous administrations,
including the one just preceding it. Why would we gripe about it? It is not NEW! It’s the
gift of Congress to the President. Congress has much more important issues to deal with
than the mere drafting and passing of minor and mundane laws and regulations, mainly
its own re-election.
CONGRESS itself continually abdicates its legislative responsibility when it passes
legislation such as the recent Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act, wherein entire agencies are established, such as the bill’s Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau and are authorized to autonomously write rules and regulations
governing ALL financial institutions, both banks and non-banks that offer consumer
financial services or products. (There you go, the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT will be
regulating pay-day and title lenders, pawn-shops, life insurance companies, etc . . . why
can’t STATES do this?!) The head of this bureau will be appointed by the President and the
President’s appointment must be approved by the Senate. But isn’t it CONGRESS that is
abdicating its power to the executive branch when this occurs?
Also, we have the newly created or soon to be created IPAB Board, which will oversee the
administration of benefits and medical services under the PPACA.
There are two more potentially huge government bureaucracies just waiting for the green
light to tell folks how to act, what to say, and how to say it. This is where the voice of the
people gets lost . . . amid mountains of conflicting and cross-referencing government
regulations and agencies all created by Congress, all funded by Congress, to whom
Congress abdicates its authority. The Congress is wholly responsible for everything you
see listed below.
We have the EPA, the CPSC, the USPS, OSHA, the IRS, the FDA, the FCC, the FAA, the
FED, the SEC, the CCR, the CFTC, the FHA, the RUS, The REA, the EEOC, the FDIC, the
NLRB, the FEC, the FDIC, the FERC, MSHA, the FTC, the NTSB, the NUCA, the NRC, the
PCC, the PBGC, the PRC, the RRB, the SSS, the SSA, the SBA, the FBP, the TSA, TVA, the
ARC, the BIA, the BLM, the Corps of Engineers, this drainage district, this other river basin
commission, that environmentally sensitive area agency, that enterprise zone, this special
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commerce district, that particular waterway authority, and scores upon scores of other
independent, quasi-government, and government agencies . . . in addition to their big
brothers: USDA, DOC, DOD, ED, DOE, HHS, DHS, HUD, DOJ, DOL, DOS, DOI, Treasury,
DOD, DOT, and the VA. Of course, don’t let me leave out Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Sallie
Mae, Medicare and Medicaid, all of whom represent enormous liabilities for the taxpayers
who fund them all. This is by no means the entire list. Google USA.gov for yourself and
see all the government agencies. Remember as you are looking at all of them that most of
the hundreds and hundreds of thousands of people who work for these agencies make
more money and have better benefits than those of us who work in the private sector.
The best job one can have is a nice, cushy, safe, well paying FEDERAL job, particularly if
one is at the top echelons of a failing government financial agency, and can get the big
bonuses anyway.
Giving a big bonus to important, top executives of a failing company is like having a
Heisman-winning star and a top NFL rusher, on a team that is continually at the bottom of
its division.
“Coach,” I need a big increase in my contract if I am going to re-sign with this
team, the star running back said.
“Then, you’ll be doing the running for some other team,” said the coach.
“Hey, man, I’m the only thing you got! You ain’t got nothing without me!” the
running back said, certain of the truth of his statement.
Sometimes, though, there is no comfort in the truth. It can be dreadful. The coach
was also aware of the truth of the athlete’s statement, but he had a much larger
picture.
“I cannot deny what you are saying is the truth, but the fact is this . . . I can
continue to LOSE without you!”
“Case dismissed,” it seems to me as in my mind I hear gavels banging on huge oaken and
walnut desks in beautifully well-appointed courtrooms all across the country.
All of these aforementioned agencies are empowered by Congress to make and
promulgate regulations pertaining to the areas of influence granted to them by Congress.
All of them are funded by Congress, since the President can’t fund anything. All of them
have appointees made by the President. They all make regulations not laws, but the
difference between a regulation and a law is a difference in SEMANTICS, only, since these
agencies and boards are empowered by Congress to make those regulations binding on
the American people.
Barack Obama is not the first President to attempt to govern his way by Presidential
directive, nor will he be the last. When George W. Bush made some executive decisions
that were unpopular with the left, they cried, “Foul,” as conservatives defended him. Now,
friends, the shoe is on the other foot . . . and what’s good for the goose is good for the
gander.
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Don’t be surprised that this is a bitter pill to swallow.
What surprises me is the Congress’ willingness to this transfer of its power to the
Executive branch. Neither Congress, nor the people, should whine when the President
decides to use the authority that has been granted to him by the Congress.
Andrew Jackson was continually at war with Congress. It was he who wrestled a lot of
power from them. They were covetous of the power they lost then, but now seem to
abdicate it freely and at every opportunity, though they do seem to have a proclivity to
form investigative committees to find out what went wrong in some of those agencies
they created. Why don’t they just abolish them? Why don’t they just de-fund them?
I can see it now: the FPSRC (Federal Pawn-Shop Regulatory Commission) and its
enforcement arm, the FPSP (Federal Pawn-Shop Police). New regulations will be
promulgated preparing Federal guidelines for the value of items to be pawned and
guaranteeing pawners a certain minimum value for those items. Instead of a marketprepared bluebook of the value of items, there will be one published DAILY by the
government. It will no doubt be available on line, and Pawn Shop owners will be required
to access the value database before making any transactions. Pawn shops will be required
to take any and all items on the list, regardless of whether they already have shelves full
of those items. Since most pawn shops are also gun dealers, armed SWAT teams of the
FPSP (accompanied by the ATF, FBI, ICE and other officials of the DHS) will descend on
pawn shops, citing “anonymous tips” of failures to comply with regulations.
“I want to pawn this Burger King digital watch,” said the potential pawner.
“I don’t want no stinkin’ two-bit digital watch,” said the pawn shop owner.
“Under Section 3.1033, Article 7, Paragraph 16 of the Federal Consumer
Protection Bureau’s Federal Pawn Shop Regulatory Commission’s Pawn
Shop Regulations and Requirements, it’s worth much more than two-bits since
you are required to give me at least three dollars for this watch in pawn,” said the
pawner.
“But it doesn’t even work,” said the pawn shop owner.
“It just needs a battery,” said the pawner, “And under Section 3.10.33, Article 7,
Paragraph 16.A.7 of the Federal Consumer Protection Bureau’s Federal
Pawn Shop Regulatory Commission’s Pawn Shop Regulations and
Requirements, you are prohibited from discounting the pawn value or denying the
transaction for the need of a battery in any watches.”
The pawn shop owner looked the pawner up and down, eyeing him carefully. He
was trying to figure him out. Perplexed at the pawner’s sophistication, he finally
shrugged his shoulders and said as a joke, “You must have gone to Harvard Law
School.”
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“Yale! Class of 2008!” declared the pawner, poking out his chest, seemingly
offended that Yale was not the pawn shop owner’s first choice.
“Gee whiz! You graduated from Yale Law School and are in here trying to pawn a
three dollar watch?” asked the pawn shop owner, incredulously.
“Times are hard,” said the pawner, “and I’ve got student loans to repay.”
And thus, what was once garbage has now become something of value to the
pawner, but still garbage to the pawn shop owner, who fills out twelve pages of
paperwork, has the pawner sign and initial each page, hands him the three dollars,
and then throws the useless watch into a large box of digital watches which bears a
sign, “Free!”
“I want to buy that entire box of watches!” said the pawner.
“Why would you want those watches? You just got rid of one!” said the pawn shop
owner, but watching the wheels turn in the mind of the pawner, suddenly glimpsing
a fearful revelation of a dangerous loophole in the law, and just what was on the
obviously excellently legally oriented mind of the pawner.
“If you think I am going to give you those watches so you can come right back in
here, cite a bunch of regulations like you were reading them from the book, and repawn them to me for three dollars apiece, you’re crazy!” said the pawn shop owner.
“Crazy is one thing I’m not, as you’ll see. Under Section 1.72,1.21, Article 1,
Paragraph 1 of the Federal Consumer Protection Bureau’s Federal Pawn
Shop Regulatory Commission’s Pawn Shop Regulations and Requirements,
you are prohibited from charging more than the labeled price for any item and
prohibiting the purchase of the item or item(s) by anyone, for any reason, provided
they can pay for it in legal tender hat they are not otherwise prohibited by law from
owning the item. The law does not bar me from owning a watch, and I can pay full
amount of the labeled price in legal tender, so you’d better be handing them over.”
“Look, man,” said the exasperated pawn shop owner, “I’ll give you a hundred bucks
just to go away.”
“I want the hundred bucks AND the watches,” said the Yale Law school graduate
pawner. “Like I said, times are hard, and I’ve got student loans to repay.”
“You only get the hundred bucks if you promise me that you won’t try to re-pawn
those watches HERE,” said the pawn shop owner, realizing he’d been had.
“Done,” said the pawner, who walked out the door with $103.00 and a box full of
useless digital watches. He was as good as his word. He went to the very next
pawn shop and pawned all 127 of those watches, netting him a total for the day of
$484.00, thanks to the Federal Consumer Protection Bureau’s Federal Pawn
Shop Regulatory Commission’s Pawn Shop Regulations and Requirements.
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How about the UCBHPHRCA (Used Car Buy-Here-Pay-Here Regulatory Control
Administration); or perhaps the OTHSOAFPC (Old-Timey Hardware Store Open Account
Fiscal Protection Commission). Why not, since they all offer financial services to
consumers and will come under the guidelines of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau? Maybe we will have the PBYPCSRC (the Pay-Before-You-Pump Convenience
Store Regulatory Council) to ensure fair access to gas pumps and compliance by the
stores, since, technically, paying before you pump or not paying before you pump are
both sorts of extensions of credit.
What about the creation of an FRFSGA (Federal Restaurant and Food Service Guaranty
Administration)? This seems feasible since you consume something and then are asked to
pay for it, which, technically, is an extension of credit, or a financial service. What if you
don’t like what you just ate? Will regulations cover that and allow the consumer to file a
complaint with a federal agency, stating that they were misled into thinking that the food
would be to their liking, or of a sufficient quantity, or the service would be to their liking?
Will we have the FRFSGAREB? (Federal Restaurant and Food Service Guaranty
Administration Regulatory Enforcement Bureau?) Will they carry weapons? Will they have
helicopters? Will they have all the authority of other Federal Government police type
agencies? Will their authority extend to ethnic food service establishments, or will the DOJ
choose not to enforce the regulations on Mexican restaurants, perhaps exempting them
from inclusion?
Please, oh please, I am BEGGING for more help from the government.
Here is another way the government is helping:
A poll currently floating around the media sphere showed that up to 30% of employers
were planning on dropping health insurance entirely as a benefit to their employees when
the full effect of the PPACA (Obamacare) comes in to effect in 2014. I don’t know what
poll, or the pollster, and am aware that polls can be very misleading, but, for a moment,
let’s just take this one at face value ̶ and delightfully SPECULATE!
While health insurance costs employers up to $12,000 per year per employee, under the
terms of the PPACA, it will only cost them a $2,000 penalty if they do not provide any
health insurance at all . . . a gross savings of $10,000 per employee. The government will
subsidize health care purchased by private individuals in the health-care exchanges, so
that persons making all the way up to $90,000 per year will receive something in the way
of subsidies from the government. Of course, the less one makes, the more the subsidy.
So, if you make $30,000, and it currently costs your employer $12,000 per year for your
insurance, your employer can drop your coverage and increase your pay by $4,000 per
year, and keep the remaining $6,000 for himself. The employee would sure like to have
the extra $4,000 per year, $1,000 of which, it seems, will go to purchase the subsidized
government health insurance, grossing him an extra $3,000 per year, and the employer
realizes a net gain of $6,000.
The profit margin in the employer’s portion is tremendous, since there is a 100% profit
margin in a dollar one does not spend. The employer wins, the employee wins, and the
taxpayers lose big time. Of course, the employees and the employers will be in cahoots on
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this loophole, and the price of the PPACA will have been once again demonstrated to be
unsustainable, since it will swell with legions heretofore thought to remain covered under
some other health insurance program. It seems to me that the way it will ultimately work
is that the PPACA will guarantee we have a single-payer health care system, which is what
I think our President has wanted all along.
We’d better get used to the idea. Soon, it’ll be the newly created IPAB board making the
ultimate decisions about our medical care. Won’t that be fun? It’ll be VA health care times
ten. Ask a veteran who receives his health care from the VA. See how he likes it. Report
back to me when you do. It is possible to find one who is thoroughly satisfied . . . a dollar
to a dime says that when you find one, it’ll be one who does not have a chronic or other
serious illness. When I visited my long-time friend Ed Dye in the VA hospital in
Montgomery, I was amazed at the beautiful hospital and grounds . . . the five story VA
hospital, which had four floors with no patients. The nurses at that particular VA hospital
were delightful, and they loved Ed and treated him with great deference and respect, as
his doctors were continuing to treat him for an arthritic back, until a doctor other than his
main doctor finally decided to review a radiology report from a woefully long postponed
CT scan, and determined that the cause of his back pain was a terminal cancer
metastasized into his lungs and spine. I remember Ed’s sister calling to complain, and Ed’s
doctor calling her back only to complain about her complaint, stating that he was an
excellent doctor and that Ed had received the very best care possible and would continue
to do so in the future.
“But, Dr. Mustafashazzam, Ed is DEAD,” shouted Babs into the phone.
“I am sorry to hear that,” said Dr. Mustafashazzam. “Well it certainly was not my fault. He
certainly did not die from the arthritic back that I was treating him for!”
“No, Dr. Mustafashazzam, Ed did not die from what you were treating him for. The cause
of Ed’s death was completely unrelated to what you, the doctor to whom the VA assigned
responsibility for his health care and treatment, were treating him for.”
Babs was too upset to continue her conversation with Dr. Mustafashazzam and hung up
the phone. She was also too upset to discuss it with me afterwards. I wish I could have
gotten my hands on Dr. Mustafashazzam at that moment. When he stumbled into the
emergency room at a local hospital, most likely a private one, certainly not a VA hospital,
at a single glance the doctors there would have known what to treat him for.

“Somebody beat the crap out of you,” they would have said to him, in unison!
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11/4/11 Herman Cain's Qualifications to Be President
I need to take up for Herman Cain a little bit, though if I had to choose which one of the
Republican candidates that I think makes the most sense, it would be Ron Paul.
Herman Cain has every qualification to be the President of the United States as indicated
under Article 2, Section 1, Clause 5, of the United States Constitution, which is listed here
for your edification:
No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the
time of the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of President;
neither shall any Person be eligible to that Office who shall not have attained to the
Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years a Resident within the United
States.
AND, as indicated in Article 2, Section 1, Clause 8, Herman Cain must also be willing to
take meet this test before he can be President:
Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall take the following Oath or
Affirmation:--"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the Office
of President of the United States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve,
protect and defend the Constitution of the United States.
No where in there does it say anything about “foreign policy experience” or “having held
other senior elected or appointed offices” of having a degree from one of America's
prestigious universities, or having any degree from any university, or having attend any
school whatsoever; there is none of that . . . nothing . . . the ONLY qualifications are
outlined in the aforementioned Article 2.
Bill Clinton was only the Governor of a small southern state when he was elected
President. How did being the Governor of Arkansas get him significant foreign policy
experience? How did being the governor of a small southern state prepare him for the
office of POTUS?
Our sitting President only two terms in the Illinois Senate and served just part of one term
in the US Senate before he got himself elected President. When he became a serious
candidate for US President, he seemed to be rather neglectful of his duties in the Senate,
but perhaps no more so than other Senators who have run for President. His voting record
in the US Senate was pretty lax. Of course, being a Presidential candidate is an arduous
task. It is not his neglect of his Senate duties I am pointing out here, but rather, his lack
of experience, or as some may call it, “Qualifications” to be President. One can see from
his voting record that he was pretty diligent about his Senate duties from the time of his
seating (Q1-2005) until Q2-2007. After that, he seemed to be pretty busy with other
things.
Nevertheless, our sitting President is fully qualified to be President of the USA. His
Columbia undergraduate degree and his Harvard law degree are not qualifications, nor do
they offer him any superior benefit than the formal education of others. His Senate voting
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record, or lack thereof are not qualifications. His opinions about any subject are not
qualification. His erudition, the warm, fuzzy feeling that some get when they think of him,
the revulsion that others feel: none of those things are qualifications or disqualifications.
There is only Article 2, Section 1, Clauses 5 and 8.
Some may argue against this. They may put forth that in these modern times, a lookgood-on-your-resume formal education is essential to qualify one to be President. I would
argue that there are no such things as modern times. All current times are modern times.
George Washington lived in modern times. Andrew Jackson lived in modern times.
Zachary Taylor lived in modern times. So did Abraham Lincoln.
In the modern times of Abraham Lincoln, he had only a single year of formal education.
He mostly taught himself to read. He studied and read for the law, and passed the Illinois
bar without any formal legal training. Some of the best attorneys and legal minds this
country has ever produced have had no formal law school training.
Abraham Lincoln served for three years as a US Postmaster in a village in Illinois that was
so small, mail service there was discontinued. He served as an elector in the electoral
college. He served a several terms in the Illinois state legislature, and a single term in the
US Congress (That is to remind those of you who think Michelle Bachmann is not qualified
to be President because of her “lack of experience.”)
The New York Times said of Lincoln, upon his receiving the nomination:
The youngster who, with ragged trousers, used barefoot to drive his father’s oxen
and spend his days in splitting rails, has risen to high eminence, and ABRAM
LINCOLN, of Illinois, is declared its candidate for President by the National
Republican Party...
In other newspapers, Lincoln was called a “grotesque baboon”, a “third-rate country
lawyer who once split rails and now splits the Union”, a “coarse, vulgar joker”, a dictator,
an ape, and a buffoon.
The Illinois State Register called Lincoln “the craftiest and most dishonest politician that
ever disgraced an office."
The media (Newspapers) did not try to hide their bias so much back in those days. Most of
them were affiliated with one party or another. They were quite candid about it. Now, in
these modern times, they parade around in a cloak of “objective journalism.” The cloak
with which they shroud themselves sort of reminds me of the emperor's new clothes.
In these modern times, they say politics has become too divisive and partisan. I wonder
what advice Mr. Lincoln might offer about his observations of our modern politics as
juxtaposed with the divisiveness, partisanship, and BLOODSHED that he experienced in
his turn at modern times. Modern times . . . what an absolutely silly idea. It's as silly an
idea as modern medicine. Or modern science.
“But we know so much more now,” one says.
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“So much more WHAT?” I might ask back.
All of life's important questions remain unanswered by men's knowledge.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where did I come from?
Where am I going?
How did I get here?
What is my PURPOSE?

Socrates said, “I only know that I know nothing.” I think this was the basis of man's
wisdom. I think it still is.
The bottom line is this: Abraham Lincoln was perhaps
the least “qualified” man to ever hold the office of
President. Maybe Harry Truman, the haberdasher,
rates up there, too. But it seems to me a “lack of
qualification” as it is currently described, leads to a
plainspoken-ness which more “qualified” candidates
lack.
Thus, our least qualified President was perhaps our
greatest President, serving during a period of
tremendous political hardship, struggling to hold a
disintegrating nation together, amid the pains of
personal family tragedy, seemingly by the sheer force
of his will. The unhandsome, uneducated, gangly,
squeaky voiced “rail-splitter” from Illinois turned out
quite well as a President, don't you think?
Pizza, anyone?
“Mr. Sharp, what qualifications do you have in your bid for the Presidency?” the weekly
newspaper reporter asked me at my initial press conference, held on the courthouse
square in DeKalb, Mississippi.
“Well, I am over 35. I am a natural born citizen of the United States of America. And I
have been a resident here for more than 14 years.”
“We know that, but what are your qualifications to hold the office?” the reporter asked
again.
“I just told you,” I said.
The reporter scratched his head with his digital recorder. In former times that would have
been a steno pad, or perhaps a hardbound notebook, maybe looseleaf paper, and a #2
pencil sharpened with a pocket knife . . . perhaps a sharpened sliver of charcoal. “No sir, I
mean, what qualifications do you bring with you? What credentials? What experience do
you have that qualifies you to be President?”
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“I repeat, I already told you!” I said. Perhaps the young man was hard of hearing.
“But surely,” Asked the reporter, “You don't expect those things you just stated to qualify
you to be President?”
“I don't need any other qualifications to be President. Article 2, Section 1, Clause 5 of the
United States Constitution qualifies me to be President,” I said.
“But, that is hardly a qualification. The people need more qualifications than that in a
possible President.” said the reporter.
“Kings are qualified by the right of their birth,” I said. “Emperors and dictators are
qualified by the might of their arms. In America, we are qualified by Article 2, Section 1,
Clause 5.”
“But that's old hat. This is the modern world. The Presidency is far more complex than it
used to be. These are modern times,” said the reporter.
“Well then, in these modern times, which part of the Constitution do you feel is no longer
important enough that we need to keep it? Which parts should we ignore or just throw
out? Don't you know that there is a process by which the people may amend it?” I ask.
“Sir, it is customary in an press conference for the media to ask the questions and the
candidate to answer them, not the other way around,” lectured the young reporter, fresh
from journalism school.
“But you asked, and I answered, yet you ask again. Do you not comprehend or
understand English?” I ask.
“English was my minor,” said the reporter.
“Oh? Do you like pizza?” I asked him.
“Why . . . Yes! But I don't understand the relevance,” he said.
“Politics is a lot like making pizza. You take some domestic ingredients, some imported
ingredients, spread them on a carefully prepared surface, bake it carefully and watchfully
in a properly prepared oven, and present a vision of something good and make it
palatable to the people. It smells good. It looks good. It tastes good. And you make sure
everyone gets a slice.”
“I've never heard politics described in this manner,” the reporter said.
“I suspect there's a lot of things you haven't heard,” I said.
“Back to your qualifications,” he said.
“I thought we were on to something else, now.”
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“No sir, I'm still wondering at your qualifications,” he said.
“OK, then. I'm as qualified as Lincoln,” I said.
“No, no, no . . . Lincoln was fine for back then, but these are MODERN TIMES,” he said.
“Next! You! The lady in the back with the Queen Elizabeth hat!”
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11/5/11 Arguably, One of the Greatest Minds Humanity Produced
Francois Marie Arouet was a prolific and much loved (by MANY, not ALL) French writer,
philosopher, and poet. Religion, politics, reason, and
observations on human LIFE were the topics he
chose. He lived and worked during the period known
as the French Enlightenment, and was highly
influential in the public sentiment leading up to the
French Revolution. He was a champion of human
reason. You might know him better as Voltaire.
Few writers have influenced so many others. Were
he alive today, he might be the what we consider
the best late-night talk show host that ever existed .
. . ahead of even Johnny Carson, because few could
match the clever wit and repartee of Voltaire. He
was as funny, precisely satirical, and withering in his
arguments and prose as the late William F Buckley,
Jr. Few writers and thinkers, those of who came
after him all the way to those in these modern times
are not without having fallen within the sphere of his
influence . . . whether we know it or not.
As tremendously popular as he was with the French
public as well as readers around the world, he
seemed to stay in trouble with the established
authorities, including the extremely powerful state
religion of Roman Catholicism. Voltaire was among
the first widely published and widely read writers
who publicly denounced official ties between church
and state, arguing for their separation and the right
and freedom of men to choose their own religion for
themselves. His views cost him a lot in personal
liberty and money, but they cost him nothing on the
adulation of an adoring public, who found their voice
in him. Writers are still finding their voice in Voltaire.
I certainly find my voice in him.
He was widely criticized by both the church and the crown as a heretic and atheist, which
frequently put him at odds with the official state religion and consequently, the state. He
made reference to this with his maxim: It is dangerous to be right when the established
authorities are wrong.
To express his “rightness” he made the most clever use of satire, to which he could
always point to the obvious meaning, rather than the implied one as his true meaning. He
came just far enough behind Jonathan Swift for us to be able to see that he was perhaps
influenced by Swift's stinging satire, though this is speculation on my part because of a
similarity in their styles. Voltaire's Micromegas is very reminiscent of Swifts'
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Brombdinagians and Liliputians in Gulliver's Travels. Though Swift was somewhat more
senior to Voltaire, having been born on 1667 and Voltaire in 1694, they were
contemporaries, and many of their published works fall within a few years of each other.
It is hard to tell who influenced who. Perhaps they were mutual influences. Each was no
doubt familiar with the work of the other.
Voltaire spent many years in house arrest, having infuriated the church, and in turn,
infuriating the French crown. Though he was perhaps one of the west's most known and
beloved figures (much like Mark Twain, later) he was never very far from being
imprisoned. Only his widespread popularity kept him “free”, though free meant that he
could not leave his estate.
It has been cited many times that Voltaire was an atheist, but from his writings it is clear
that he believed in God . . . it was the restrictions on the access to God placed by the
established church which Voltaire abhorred. From what I can surmise from his writings,
Voltaire was a Deist, like many founding fathers of our own country. Perhaps, like so
many others, they were influenced by the writings of Voltaire.
The entire of France and most of the rest of Europe seemed to turn out for his funeral. It
is estimated that more than three-hundred thousand people came to pay their respects.
Perhaps Voltaire was the world's first superstar!
Everything he wrote is worth reading. His books, his essays, his histories, and his letters .
. . You'd better get started on this adventure. What it took him a lifetime to write can take
at least a half-dozen to absorb, and like Voltaire, we've only got one.
ON ANOTHER NOTE . . .
Things get seriously out of whack from time to time. An Occupy Wall Street participant in
New York was arrested for criminal mischief in a McDonald's restaurant near Zuccotti
Park, which has apparently become a bathroom place for many of the protesters. It has
been reported that Fisika Bezabeh, 27, went up to the counter and demanded free food.
When his request for free food was denied, he ripped up a debit card terminal and threw it
at the employees.
Now, Mr. Bezabeh does not seem to be the typical OWS protester, so I will not lump the
rest of the participants into the same category. Let's just label him a bad apple. But it
does give pause for one to ask how, in Mr. Bezabeh's mind, his threatening the employees
of a locally owned McDonald's restaurant and the demanding of free food are connected to
the protest of corporate greed?
Besides a free lunch, what else does Mr. Bezabeh want for free? He may have a very long
list. I suspect getting out of the New York City jail cell he currently occupies is high at the
top of his list.
AND . . .
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Here's where the 1%, as defined by the OWS movement, demonstrates behavior that is
real fodder for the class warfare-ists. On a recent trip to England, John Travolta had an
aide call ahead to a local KFC (They used to call it Kentucky Fried Chicken, now it's just
KFC) restaurant to MAKE RESERVATIONS for a table for himself and his party of friends.
The KFC employee thought it was a prank, and said no. It turns out that the employee,
upon learning that it was not a prank still said no . . . that Mr. Travolta and friends could
wait in line like all of their customers. “A customer is a customer,” the employee
remarked.
A KFC corporate spokesperson apologized on behalf of the corporation, saying that they
certainly would have made accommodations to Mr. Travolta, since, “It is not every day
that you get a big Hollywood star into one of your restaurants.”
Three examples of bad behavior need to be pointed out here:
1. Mr. Bezabeh's -- in thinking that any restaurant owed him free food; they don't
owe him anything. He is only entitled to what he can pay for. Maybe he thought
free food was a right guaranteed to him by the constitution? Maybe he thought
McDonald's was there to serve HIS needs . . . and they are, but there is an
EXCHANGE that needs to take place in BOTH directions. Mr. Bezabeh perhaps
thought the exchange should consist of simply his need (or maybe just his
desire...maybe he's addicted to Big Macs) and their ability to satisfy it, regardless of
his ability or desire to PAY for it. I would love to see a transcript of everything that
was said during the exchange between Mr. Bezabeh and the McDonald's
employees; it might be very revealing. It might be that Mr. Bazebeh's attitudes
about bourgeois restaurant owners could be more revealing than he meant for
them to be. He will get free food in the New York City jail. I hope the food there is
to his liking, though I suspect not.
2. Mr. Travolta – Though certainly not criminal, his actions are just about as revolting
as Mr. Bezabeh's. Why would anyone think they were entitled to special treatment
at a fast-food restaurant? Why would anyone even ask? While I might trade my
place in line to ANYONE who seemed to need special service or be in a really big
hurry, I'd be pretty pissed if the management of a fast-food restaurant moved me
back in the line for the benefit of a big Hollywood star.
3. The KFC corporate spokesperson – Apologizing for not providing special
accommodations for a big Hollywood star is an insult to everyone who has to wait in
line. The rest of KFC's customers should be livid about this. The rest of KFC's
customers would not include me . . . I don't like KFC (The
fried chicken from Louisiana's Popeye's beats it by a
country mile to me, and being a subsidiary of Pepsi, KFC
does not offer Coca-Cola in their company stores, and
probably raises hell about any franchisee's who do! I love
a Coke and can hardly LOOK at a Pepsi.)
Maybe Mr. Bezabeh should have called ahead to
McDonald's to make reservations. Maybe Mr. Travolta can
fly one of the large jets in his private aircraft fleet to
Newark and hire the Teamsters to deliver a whole jet-load
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of KFC to lower Manhattan's Zuccotti Park. Maybe if Mr. Bezabeh had Mr. Travolta's
money, he would buy all of the OWS crowd at Zuccotti Park a Quarter-pounder with
cheese. Maybe some of those there, upon being presented with their free Quarterpounder with cheese, would throw it back in Mr. Bazebeh's face, demanding a tofu burger
while lecturing him about animal cruelty. Maybe someone in Somalia would like to get
those hamburgers and that load of KFC and eat them while being thankful for every bite.
“I'm an Occupy Wall Street Protester,” said a belligerent man at the counter of a fast-food
restaurant near Wall Street to a young lady at the order counter. “I have been out here in
the cold for days now, and I demand free food.”
The assistant manager heard this, and came from the back towards the counter. “Man,
you better get out of here. There's nothing in here that's free. Everything in here costs
money. It costs me money and it costs you money,” said the fast-food restaurant
assistant manager.
“But you've made big profits off the extra business you've gotten because of the Occupy
participants. It's time you bourgeois gave back to the masses!”
“Man, if you don't get on out of here, I'm coming over this counter and kick your ass all
over Manhattan,” said the assistant manager, who looked a lot like a linebacker for the
New York Giants.
Enraged, the protester ripped a credit card terminal up from the counter and threw it at
the assistant manager and then fled out the door in a hurry. The even-more-enraged
assistant manager thought about chasing him down, but decided against it. He picked up
the broken terminal from the floor, and shook his head as he looked at what was left of it
and the wiring, now sticking bare out of the counter top.
After giving the protester's description to the police, the assistant manager sat down at
one of the booths in the restaurant for a moment, thinking that the $9.00 per hour he
earned as a part-time employee there, his second job, was not enough to cover what he
had been through the past few weeks. He did not even know what the word “bourgeois”
meant, but he knew it was offensive based on the tone with which it was delivered. And,
after further reflection, since he needed them both to make ends meet, he realized how
fortunate he was to have TWO jobs in the current state of the economy.
“Bourgeois?” he said out loud to himself after he learned what the word meant, “I ain't no
bourgeois. That's the man that owns this place. If it weren't here, I wouldn't have this
job.” An he reflected on how there had never been a time when he did not have a job,
even though some of those jobs weren't ones that he liked, including this one at
McDonald's. He had no answer. He just got up, put on his food-service cap, washed his
hands at the sink, and went back to the counter and served the next person, also an OWS
protester, who ordered a #2 meal, up-sized, and tried to pay for it with a debit card, only
to be told that the debit card terminal was out of order and she'd have to pay with cash.
The customer whirled around, and stormed out the door, uttering a bit of minor profanity
under her breath about restaurants and those integrated systems between banks and
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merchants that she had come to rely on, thinking that this was a merely a ploy by them
to create an inconvenience for the OWS crowd. She had seen the wires sticking out of the
top of the counter where the debit card terminal had once been, but she had no idea what
they were, and never for an instant thought that they might be the reason that they
couldn't take her debit card. She just knew that she was hungry and didn't have enough
cash in her pocket to buy a cup of coffee. She had already learned that every ATM
machine within walking distance of Zuccotti park had been vandalized.
She suddenly remembered a KFC that was two blocks down. Maybe their debit-card
terminal would work. As she approached, she could see that it must be working, since
there was a long line of people waiting outside, though there didn't actually seem to be
too many people inside the restaurant. This puzzled her. Reaching the queue of hungry
people, she waited her turn in line for a few minutes, when two stretch-limo's pulled up to
the curb. Out jumped a couple of security types, and a host of people were whisked inside
the KFC and seated immediately as their food was brought to their tables.
“Must be some high-level diplomat, or something,” she said out loud, though more to
herself than anyone around her.
The guy in front of her, who is taller and had a better view, turned around and said, “No.
That's John Travolta!
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11/9/11 The Drug Shortage
This is from the blog of Dr. Terry Hamblin, a noted research hematologist and CLL patient
from England. Dr. Hamblin is a professor at The University of Southamption.
Shortage of cancer drugs
There is a shortage of oncology drugs - particularly those that have been around a
long time like vincristine, carboplatin, taxotere, doxorubicin and leucovorin.
Oncology drugs are usually purchased by the oncologist and sold to the patient or
Medicare or an insurer. Since oncology is a knowledge-based specialty rather than a
procedure-based specialty, the oncologist makes his income by the mark-up
between wholesale and retail prices. Medicare looked at this mark-up and thought it
excessive, imposing a limit on it. This has acted as a deterrent to the prescription of
generic drugs which would make the practice of treating Medicare patients
uneconomic. For example the price of branded carboplatin is $120 a vial whereas
generic carboplatin is $3:50. Since Medicare allows only a 6% mark-up it would
cost the oncologist money to prescribe the generic.
This is the law of unintended consequences acting. Manufacturers have stopped
making generic drugs and even worse, some patients have received a wrong,
sound-alike, drug as a consequence. A grey-market has grown up with Indian and
Brazilian generics appearing on the market.
This is not much of a problem yet in the UK, but one can see it spreading over here.
I have heard of adjunct drugs that are necessary for the administration of some
types of chemotherapy being unavailable in hospital pharmacies.
This story is featured in today's NEJM.
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The law of unintended consequences. I want to ponder that for a while.
Oncology is a medical practice, a science, an art, and a business. If an oncologist fails at
his business, he cannot pay his staff, the cost of his facilities, the cost of governmental
compliance, the cost of his mortgage, the cost of feeding his family, the cost of serving his
patients, nor any of the costs associated with the practice of the science and art of
oncology.
Medicare's intentions were to control the costs associated with medical care. This is a
good intention, and well and proper that they do so. But they seem to be precipitating
consequences that were unintended.
Take the chemotherapy agent, carboplatin, listed above. It is used for treatment of
ovarian, lung, head and neck cancers. Carboplatin is a generic name. Another generic
name
is
cis-Diammine.
The
most
generic
name
is
1,1cyclobutanedicarboxylato)platinum(II), which is based on its chemical name. It is also
sold under the BRAND NAMES Paraplatin and Paraplatin-AQ. The brand name drugs are
manufactured by pharmaceutical giant Bristol Myers Squibb, and were introduced in the
late 1980's. The generic versions are manufactured, at least WERE at one time, by a host
of companies. Perhaps this is not the case any more, at least in this country, since there
seems to be a shortage of it.
It is still a commonly used drug, but no doubt, Bristol Myers Squibb has a newer, still
under patent version they would prefer to manufacture and distribute, rather than
compete with themselves by selling a lesser priced, but perhaps equally as effective drug.
They certainly don't want to compete with the generic manufacturers who cheaply
manufacture the drug that they used to hold an exclusive patent on, which has since
expired.
Carboplatin is not like toilet paper . . . it is not used by everyone. There is a limited
market for it, since it is only used to treat certain cancers. While grocery stores must
carry store brands and generic brands to compete with other stores, they also would not
carry generic brands if they did not have to. They'd rather sell you the CHARMIN brand. It
costs more and the profit margins are higher. Even if the margins are the same, six
percent of five dollars is better than six percent of a dollar. Which one would you rather
have as a business person? Which one would you rather have as an individual? Which one
would your wallet prefer?
Why should we think this is any different in the practice of medicine?
While we may think that there are ethical reasons why this should not be true in the
manufacture of live-saving chemotherapy drugs, or in the practice of medicine, there are
certainly no ethical reasons why the more expensive drugs are not used in the BUSINESS
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of medicine. And medicine certainly is a business . . . a BIG one. Unfortunately, the
RULES are the precise reason the generic medicine is NOT used. An unintended
consequence.
If I owned a generic drug manufacturing company, why would I want to use my plant's
resources to manufacture a drug, that once manufactured, brings only $3.50 per dose
when I could devote my time and limited resources to manufacturing one that brings in
$120.00 per dose? If I am a distributor of the drug, why do I want o stock my shelves
with the $3.50 drug rather than the $120 drug? If I am the DEALER for the drug, why
would I want to sell a $3.50 drug and get a 6% mark-up when I could sell a $120 drug
and get a 6% markup. Figure it up for yourself. 6% of $3.50 is $0.21. 6% of $120 is
$7.20. In essence, I am going to make $6.99 MORE for doing the same work, simply
based on what drug I choose to prescribe. This is good business sense. It may not be
medically ethical in our minds, but it is not illegal, meets every rule and requirement s set
forth by Medicare, and is not an unethical business practice.
“Dr. Sachdeva,” the patient may have said, “I would rather have the generic carboplatin
than the brand-name Paraplatin, so I can help Medicare save money and stay solvent.”
“I don't use the generic drug,” may have said Dr. Sachdeva, “only the USA-manufacturedunder-tight-scrutiny Paraplatin, which comes directly to this clinic from Bristol Myers
Squibb.”
Since Dr. Sachdeva is accused of so many different heinous things, perhaps she went
back to the pharmacy room in her clinic, grabbed a vial of generic carboplatin, mixed up
the chemo infusion for the patient, and marked down Paraplatin on the form she submits
to Medicare for reimbursement, netting herself and clear $122.70 per dose, since she
would be charging for the brand name but paying for the generic. This would be unethical,
because it is fraudulent. The many crimes with which Dr. Sachdeva is charged are
allegations. She has not been convicted.
While the above scenario is unethical, buying, dispensing, and billing for Paraplatin is not.
Neither is buying, dispensing and billing for generic carboplatin, though, why would any
business person do it?
The result of the law of unintended consequences is this: as Medicare has cut the margins
on which doctors must operate, and generics have taken the market that Bristol Myers
Squibb once enjoyed, Bristol Myers Squibb has devoted its resources to something more
profitable, so it no longer devotes as much energy or effort to Paraplatin, leaving that
market to the generics. As OTHER drugs come off of patent, the generic manufacturers
see more profitable potential in manufacturing those drugs, at the neglect and expense of
carboplatin . . . thus, no one has carboplatin, by whatever name it is called . . . and the
patient is no longer served. If carboplatin is not available, then the oncologist must
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choose a different therapy . . . one that perhaps costs THOUSANDS of dollars more, but is
no more effective. How can this be a benefit to Medicare? How can this be a benefit to
me? Of course, it can be a benefit to you oncologist, who prefers his 6% markup on a
$100,000 course of treatment rather than a $2,000 course of treatment.
Business 101. If you didn't take it in school, perhaps you should have.
“But, medicine is different!” you cry in protest.
For a fact, medicine is different, since other people are spending other people's
money, and we cannot shop for medicine like we shop for toilet paper. Would you want
to? I think, in a way, yes. I want to be able to shop, compare prices and services, and get
the best deal, but our human proclivity is to think that because something COSTS more it
is better. Perhaps Charmin is better than the store brand toilet paper, softer, gentler,
squeezable, as it says in the advertisements . . . but the RESULTS between it and the
generic variety are the same. If we are spending other people's money, perhaps we would
insist on the Charmin. When we are spending our own money, perhaps the store brand
looks more appealing, since we know the outcome of the use of either product.
Medicine and chemotherapy are a little more complex. We rely on our oncologist, but we
despise the thought that we are being charged more than we could be. The oncologist
despises the thought of a gross margin of 21 cents versus $7.20, and so does his CPA.
The drug manufacturers despise tying up their manufacturing resources when they could
devote those same resources to items that make them far more money. The distributor
despises tying up space on his shelves and the cost of inventory investment that were he
to triple his business with the item, would yield far less than an item that takes up 1/25th
of the space and turns much faster.
And the public? We really don't much care, since we don't really pay for it. Other people
do. Our insurer. Medicare. Medicaid. But we do care when we can no longer get it, and
this seems to be the case with carboplatin and other drugs.
What is the answer? Every answer I can think of that offers an immediate solution is one
that I despise; but until we, as consumers, are capable of comparing costs and weighing
outcomes, based on the counsel of our physicians, and are accountable for the money we
spend on our health care, the only answer is more, ineffective, counterproductive
government control. There are always ways around the rules. There are always angles
that can benefit the player. Oncologists don't want to go out of business . . . in fact, they
might reasonably argue that they did not spend eleven or twelve years in intensive
training so that they could file bankruptcy because they were saving their patients,
Medicare, and their patient's insurers money.
The conflicts of interest here are LEGION.
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Remember LEGION?
That was the name of the demon Jesus cast out of a man and sent into a herd of pigs who
threw themselves off a cliff. Perhaps LEGION has a new assignment. Perhaps he is in
charge of our medical system.
Perhaps the cure is worse than the disease.
Perhaps we are in the grips of the law of unintended consequences. Perhaps LEGION is
amused by all this as he wreaks his havoc where he will.
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11/10/11 Proposition 26: The Personhood Amendment
A group from Colorado (Personhood USA) came into Mississippi with professional lobbyists
and spent lots of money to get Proposition 26 on the ballot, after it failed in Colorado
(twice), thinking that Mississippi represented the best place to focus their efforts. The
proposed amendment did not say that life begins at conception . . . but at the moment of
fertilization . . . arguably, a dramatic difference. The terribly ironic thing about ballot
initiatives, as Californians are well aware, is that seemingly popular ones have a way of
not passing, and if they do, yield the fruits of the law of unintended consequences. Many
Pro-Life supporters not-unreasonably felt that, rather than being the law the precipitated
the overturn Roe V. Wade, Proposition 26 could actually have strengthened it by an
unfavorable Supreme Court ruling due to the ambiguity of the Spartanly precise language.
The summary of the initiative that appeared on Mississippi's ballot appears below.
Initiative #26 would amend the Mississippi Constitution to define the word
'person' or 'persons', as those terms are used in Article III of the state
constitution, to include every human being from the moment of fertilization,
cloning, or the functional equivalent thereof.
An intensely passionate proposition, 58% of the votes cast were against it, resulting in its
failure. There were few with NO opinion about it, and the initiative really seemed to lose a
lot of steam when physicians came out heavily against it. Many of those doctors were ProLife. I did not vote on it at all, leaving it blank. The voting machine warned me with red
banners that I had not cast a vote on that issue. If there had been a "Shut Up" button on
the voting machine, I would have pushed it.
The issue even divided many Christians. Some declared that there was no way one could
consider oneself a Christian and vote NO. While I understand this sentiment, perhaps this
was going a bit far. I was content to let people vote their conscience, as the passage of
this amendment would have served no useful purpose. At the first sign of a lawsuit or
petition to the court, I am certain a federal judge would have issued an injunction against
its implementation.
I was angered by the writing of some national and regional columnists and bloggers whose
implications were that the "ignorant, backwards" Mississippians finally got something
right. I am a Mississippian. If I am ignorant and backwards, then welcome to the club,
because you also bear all the qualifications of membership. State borders are not the
means wherein one can accurately determine ignorant and backwards. Being Pro-Life does
not mean one is ignorant and backwards, nor does being from the "Bible Belt", nor does
having faith. I am perplexed at how our orgy of the celebration of "diversity" seems to
automatically exclude so many. I am who I am; this should fit within the umbrella of
diversity. If not, then the definition of diversity should be re-examined.
Several positive things occurred as a result of Proposition 26 . . .
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Due to the nature of Mississippi's constitution, it is extremely difficult to get a popularly
initiated amendment onto the ballot. This election we had three. For the first time in
Mississippi's history, TWO of them passed. The two that passed were
Proposition 27:
Initiative #27 would amend the Mississippi Constitution to require voters to
submit a government issued photo identification before being allowed to
vote; provides that any voter lacking government issued photo identification
may obtain photo identification without charge from the Mississippi
Department of Public Safety; and exempts certain residents of state-licensed
care facilities and religious objectors from being required to show photo
identification in order to vote.
Ironically, those religious objectors would be Muslim. They will not have to show a photo
ID to vote, but they do have to have a driver's license (which is a photo ID) to drive a car,
to which they seem to have no religious objection: but driving a car is a privilege, not a
right like voting. The “certain residents of state-licensed care facilities” would be residents
of state hospitals. These are mostly for the mentally ill. Being mentally is is no restriction
against voting.
And Proposition 31:
Initiative #31 would amend the Mississippi Constitution to prohibit state and
local government from taking private property by eminent domain and then
conveying it to other persons or private businesses for a period of ten years
after acquisition. Exceptions from the prohibition include drainage and levee
facilities, roads, bridges, ports, airports, common carriers, and utilities. The
prohibition would not apply in certain situations, including public nuisance,
structures unfit for human habitation, or abandoned property.
The fact that proposition 26 was on the ballot led to a large voter turnout. Large voter
turnouts in Mississippi tend to favor REPUBLICANS and CONSERVATIVES. Many of those
who voted NO on 26 were otherwise conservative, and voted Yes on the two other
aforementioned initiatives.
It also resulted in Republicans sweeping EVERY state-wide office in Mississippi except for
Attorney General (Jim Hood seems to be well liked!), and resulted, for the first time since
reconstruction, in a Republican House of Representatives and a Republican Senate.
The importance for the left-wing pundits . . . do not take Mississippi's opposition to
Proposition 26 as an indication of a general leftward movement. That passionate issue
brought out voters who tended to vote conservative on every other issue. Now, many will
decry Mississippi's backwardness in requiring an ID at the polls before one can vote as a
restriction of access.
I have to show my ID at the bank, the doctor's office, when I write a check, when I use a
credit card, when I am stopped for a moving or non-moving traffic violation, when I go on
to any Military base, when applying for any government service, when registering my kids
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at school, when applying for a LIBRARY CARD, or before I board an airplane. Why would
showing an ID at the polls pose any problem?
And passionate? I admit it! I was more passionate about Proposition 31 than 26. Though
Governor Haley Barbour and the economic development interests in Mississippi lobbied
hard against it, I thought then, and still do, that to take someone's property against their
will by way of eminent domain, even though they are compensated for it, for the benefit of
private development is a violation of the 4th amendment. Eminent domain for the benefit
of PUBLIC infrastructure is not affected by the passage of Proposition 31. When Nissan
and Toyota came to Mississippi, there were people who had their property taken under
eminent domain. While it may be argued that this was ultimately in the public's interests,
it was for private development. The city of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, took property under
eminent domain and allowed a private real-estate developer to build a shopping center.
This was near 15th Avenue, where the April 2011 tornado did so much damage, and came
very near to destroying that new shopping center. People were forced to sell their homes
under the law for the benefit of this developer, because the City decided that tax revenues
generated by the shopping center far exceeded those generated by the private homes that
were taken. Many were forced to sell that simply wanted to remain in their homes,
regardless of the “fair market value” they were offered for them. In April, many of them
would have lost their homes anyway, and adjacent properties, still under the threat of
eminent domain for continued expansion, are now vacant. No one can PLAN on a tornado.
One can plan for shelter from one, but that's about it.
When Mississippi economic development groups look at the Tuscaloosa model, there was
nothing to stop them from doing a similar thing. A TOYOTA plant? That seems more
reasonable, but perhaps falsely so, since Toyota has not provided the jobs they promised
state officials, citing their woes with recalls and the recession.
But a shopping center? Hardly the same.
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11/11/11 What We Know Can Change at the Speed of Light; Veterans Day
Albert Einstein's Theory of Special Relativity deals primarily with the nature of light, its
propagation, and its movement. The
Special Theory indicates, among other
things, that the constant speed of light
is fixed at 186,000 miles per second.
Nothing can travel faster than that; it is
the maximum velocity that can be
achieved, period.
Einstein's theory is perhaps in the midst
of being shown to be wrong. It has
already been shown to be at odds with
Quantum mechanics, thus the work of
scientists like Stephen Hawking to come
up with a UNIFIED THEORY which will
link Relativity and Quantum Mechanics,
and bridge the gaps and explain their
seemingly irreconcilable differences.
There are ideas in which ways that light can travel faster itself, such as aiming a laser
pointer at a distant star and rapidly sweeping it across the sky - - covering light years of
distance in a fraction of a second - - but this does not answer, since the light starts its
journey across an infinite number of points in the sweep of the arc and continues to its
destination at . . . guess what . . . the speed of light. No photons or waves of light ever
travel faster than their same constant speed in a vacuum. This is the scientific truth as we
know it. But we don't know everything. Not yet . . . most likely, not ever.
I am no physicist, but I am interested in the philosophy of physics, which leads me to my
point. The October 10, 2011, issue of TIME had an article called Faster than Light: A
New Study May Upend Einstein, written by Michael O. Lemonick. It was a fascinating
article about current research and some significant, “if true” findings.
In 2007, scientists at the Fermilab Accelerator in Chicago seemed to notice that at times,
neutrinos (a mass-less sub-sub atomic particle) seemed to travel at speeds slightly faster
than the speed of light. Of course, this excited the scientists who thought they were on to
something big. It turns out that they were unable to duplicate this in a measurable way,
and were unable to secure the evidence they thought they had. Surmising that they had
an anomaly in their measurements, they continued to rely on Einstein's Special Theory as
immutable, and returned to their other research. They may have been too hasty in
abandoning their fleeting observations.
Now, the CERN super-hadron super-collider in Geneva has turned up similar information,
independently. No doubt this is causing the scientists at the Fermilab to work with
reckless abandon to dig out their old work and get after it again. It seems that the
observations from CERN indicate that neutrinos have been recorded at speeds of 0.0025%
FASTER than the speed of light. This may seem like a very small number, but in the world
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of physics, it is perhaps the biggest number in over a hundred years. It is a HUGE
number. Just how big remains to be seen, if true, as the author points out.
How this translates into something philosophical is just as huge and mind boggling. In
these modern times, we have lots of answers for lots of things. We sit at the very apex of
human thought and understanding. We are at the forefront and cumulative total of the
sum of all human knowledge (except for perhaps what was in Nicola Tesla's brain – but
that is another story). We modern humans are at the very cutting edge of knowledge, far
beyond anything our ancestors could have envisioned.
Copernicus was castigated for saying that the Earth revolved around the sun. Galileo was
similarly castigated for building on the Copernican model. Columbus had a difficult time
finding investors for his “Round Earth” theory, though he did not invent this idea. Modern
medicine has come a long way from Aristotle's four humors, all the way to an unwieldy,
unaffordable behemoth of miracles amid confusion. All these advances in science have
been beneficial to us. The discovery and exploitation of DNA and the human gene
sequence alone is opening broad avenues for further research that offers results that
benefit all of man-kind, at an increasingly accelerating rate.
Modern Anthropology has taken hominids back millions of years further than previously
thought, with new discoveries pushing back the epoch of man-like-kind by millions of
years; new discoveries erasing whole old schools of thought, not just pushing them back,
but actually rendering the old theories as untenable.
Modern historians are rewriting history as fast as they can do research and publish it.
What we thought we knew THEN was all wrong. What we know NOW is right. We are
fortunate to live in these modern times.
In the space of 44 years we go from Orville and Wilbur Wright to Chuck Yeager. We go
from Sputnik to Neil Armstrong in 12 years. We send various spacecrafts to the outer
reaches of the solar system and beyond. Explore the rings and moons of Saturn. We land
a satellite on a wayfaring comet from deep in space.
So many things have changed what we thought we knew into something completely
different.
Mr. Lemonick, in his article said it so succinctly:
The history of science may be littered with claims that were ultimately
proved false. But it takes only a single true one to overturn everything we
think we know about the universe.
We are always a single instant away from having everything we think we know nullified by
new research. When this has happened in the past, what did we say about the things we
were wrong about? When this happens in the future, and it most definitely will, what will it
tell us about ourselves and the things we thought we knew? How will man, the arrogant
“measure of all things”, respond to the new heresies that prove to be right, thus
discorporating his former measures?
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It seems that we just shrug our shoulders and say, “Oops! We had it all wrong back then.
Now, This . . . THIS is the truth, relatively speaking, or course . .. considering our limited
capabilities to observe and record extreme minute events that occur across a span a
millionth of nanosecond of time! But new the evidence is irrefutable!”
“If true,” I think out loud to myself. Einstein has proven true sine 1905. Until then,
Newton had all the answers, but as Einstein's work pointed out, Newton missed a few
things along the way . . . things he could not have known about . . . and no one is faulting
the great Isaac Newton, nor the great Albert Einstein. There are just many things that
they were not capable of knowing, though they diligently searched for the pieces of the
infinite puzzle upon which they gazed.
Some scientific research occurs at accelerating rates; we see this in the field of gene
therapy in medicine. From the discovery of DNA, to the understanding of its mechanisms
in genetics, to the sequencing of the human genome, to treatments for diseases based on
the information have and are occurring at increasingly accelerating rates. It was 200
years between Newton and Einstein. It was a century between Einstein and the discovery,
if true, that there are things that travel faster than the speed of light. Maybe it'll be 50
years before something is developed that is useable from this scientific revelation. Maybe,
in 75 years, the world as we know it now will no longer exist. Maybe in the next 100
years, we will have become like God, knowing everything.
Maybe, just maybe . . . if true . . . and until the truth changes, in favor of a new and
improved truth.
Veterans Day!!
I am not a veteran, but I have known many. I salute every man and woman who has
served this country, particularly those who have placed themselves in harm's way.
Three particular veterans come to mind this morning.
The late Mr. Worth Hodge of Shreveport, Louisiana. In a different life, I called on
Worth and his brothers at their business, R.W. Hodge and Sons. They were turf equipment
dealers and had a phenomenal business . . . one in which the entire extended family
worked. It was always a joy to call on them. Many other sales people did not like the
Hodges, who had been in business long enough to know exactly how they were going to
run their business, but I learned to love and respect them all, and they seemed to like
me. I would have done anything in my power to serve the Hodges. There was Jimmie,
Fred, and R.W. “Worth” Hodge, Jr, along with Mrs. Christine and her daughter Lydia. One
must be careful to spend some time with each one of the Hodges if one wanted to get
along there. After a few months of diligent effort (they made me pay my dues and earn
my stripes before getting any confidence from them) I was glad to go see them, and they
always seemed glad to see me.
Worth did the buying of the finished products and handled most of the equipment sales.
On many trips to Worth's office, I noted the honorary certificates and proclamations on his
wall and read them with great interest. During WWII, Worth had served as a bombardier
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on B-24 Liberators. He had flown on the famous mission to Ploesti, Romania, for the
daylight bombing run on the oil refineries there, which greatly crippled Germany's
capability to provide fuel to its war machine. The most interesting thing was the certificate
recognizing him for having flown 50 missions, when 25 missions were all that were
required.
Many thousands of the young men who served in the Army Air Corps bomber fleet and
participated in the daylight bombing runs over Germany did not make it back home. They
suffered terrific casualties from German fighters and anti-aircraft fire, since most of those
long range missions went beyond the range of fighter escorts until the introduction of the
P-51 Mustang. Previous fighters lacked the fuel capacity to be able to accompany the
bombers all the way to the mission and have enough fuel to return home. Those slow,
lumbering bombers, though heavily armed themselves, were like shooting goldfish in a
bowl to the Me109 and the FW190 German fighter planes.
Being on a bomber crew was so dangerous, if one could survive 25 missions, one was
entitled to go home. The combat war would be over for you. You would have used up all
of your 9 lives, and the United States Army Air Corps granted you a pass to go back home
to serve in some other way in the war effort, most likely as an instructor for other crew
members who would follow in your wake, but your combat days were over.
I peered at the certificate closely. “Silver Star for Valor and Courage displayed in
completing 50 daylight bombing missions over hostile territory,” it said. 50 missions!
Worth saw me looking closely at the award certificate that honored him. He stood there
silently. I was so intent on reading every word, amid visions of cold flight decks as one
peered out of the plexiglass nose of the bomber, looking through of the Nordan bomb
sight at the targets in Germany below, as the sound of 50 caliber machine guns roared
throughout the plane, and the whizzing of German 20 millimeter cannon shells and bullets
as they passed close by, or through the plane, all to the drone of four, fuel hungry
engines, as flak shells from ground based anti-aircraft artillery burst all around. The vision
was not one of calm serenity, but deadly bedlam.
I finished looking at the award. Worth just looked passively at me, waiting for the
questions he was sure would follow.
“50 missions? 50 missions?,” I asked. “You were only required to serve 25, then you could
go back home. Why, 50?”
“When our tour was over, our entire crew volunteered to re-up for another 25 missions,
provided we could keep OUR plane,” said Worth with a shrug of his shoulders.
“With all the death and destruction you must have witnessed, and the many members of
your squadron you must have lost, what on earth made y'all want to volunteer for another
25 missions?” I asked, my respect for this mad I already respected growing in leaps and
bounds, the curve on the line on the respect graph was arcing increasingly upward above
the X axis, perhaps even getting parallel to the Y axis, never intersecting it.
He shrugged his shoulders again. “We were young and foolish.”
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“And brave,” I added.
He shrugged his shoulders again. “And lucky,” he added.
“I'll say!”
“I don't have an answer. We did it, that's all. On hindsight, I would not have done it,
again. But once done, it was done, and we completed all 50 of our missions without
incident.” Like so many who displayed such brilliant valor and courage, he added, “It was
just not our time.”
I then stood at attention and saluted him. He snapped to attention and saluted me back.
Though I had shaken his hand many, many times before, as I came to see him and as I
departed, this time I asked him, “Do you mind if I shake your hand?”
He didn't say a word, just stuck out his hand.
This handshake was completely different than any prior handshakes. It contained things in
it that could not be adequately said, but could be conveyed by the touch of a handshake.
“Thank you,” I said.
“You're welcome,” he said back with a smile.
Our relationship was never the same after that, since the unbounded respect I had for him
must have been obvious. I can't say that the terrific improvement in that relationship,
which was good to begin with, resulted in any increased business for me, as any salesman
would have hoped, but Worth Hodge knew that I would have shined his shoes had he
asked me to. This was all that mattered.
The late Mr. Walter Schneider of New Orleans.
I also called on Mr. Schneider and his wife, Harriet, on Esplanade Avenue in New Orleans,
right at the very edge of the French Quarter. Mr. Schneider's Schneider Lawn Supply was
a terrifically successful business for him in a town where no individuals owned a
lawnmower, since lawns were the size of postage stamps, but his commercial business
was remarkable.
Mr. and Mrs. Schneider was as cantankerous and curmudgeonly as anyone you were ever
likely to meet. At first, I merely dreaded the traffic in New Orleans to get to Mr.
Schneider's place of business, but mostly, I dreaded the inevitable ass-chewing I would
get when I went to see Mr. Schneider. He was never happy about anything. He griped, he
cussed, he fumed and fretted, and don't think, for a single instant, that you were going to
get any relief from Mrs. Schneider, who was a perfect match for her husband!
I did learn one thing very soon, though. Mr. Schneider was an early riser. He got to work
every morning at 5:30. I learned that I could get up early on the days I was to call on Mr.
Schneider, drive from Baton Rouge and be there at 5:45, long before the New Orleans
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traffic built up, and be headed OUT of town as everyone else was heading in, since it
usually didn't take too long to do business with the abrupt, curt Mr. Schneider.
But my early visits began to change things. Mr. Schneider was fresh and ready for the day
in the early mornings, a lot like I am now. Over the months, my early morning visits
morphed into trips to the local Tastee Doughuts on City Park Avenue, where we'd have
coffee and doughnuts, with Mr. Schneider doing most of the talking, and me mostly
nodding. Our conversations were always interesting, though. Once you got beyond his
stern and gruff exterior, there was a remarkably interesting person in there. Mr.
Schneider never let me pay for the coffee and doughnuts, saying, “I don't want to be
beholden to any salesman.” He always paid. At first this was a courtesy to me, but after a
while, he'd smile when I pulled up, expecting me, because I had learned that it was better
to let Mr. Schneider know to expect you.
“Let's go!” he'd say, and we'd immediately get in his pickup and haul ass down to the
Tastee Doughnuts, where for the next hour, Mr. Schneider would hold court, be the
prosecuting attorney, the judge, and the jury while expounding on all the things he
thought was wrong with the country, Louisiana, and New Orleans, the company I worked
for, the state of our industry in general, and those nasty competitors of his who tried to
make their businesses successful by simply stealing his. If there was something Mr.
Schneider did not have an opinion about, it was because he did not know it was an issue.
I would have bet a dollar to a dime that on his first hearing of the issue, he would have
been adamantly against it, since he seemed to be AGAINST so much and FOR so little.
But, here's a few things I know he was FOR: America, his beloved Catholic Church,
personal responsibility, hard work, honesty, and integrity in everything . . . these qualities
in a person are hard not to like. Mr. Schneider met every test of personal responsibility,
hard work, honesty and integrity that he would have imposed on everyone else. He
consistently met every one of those things. He is on my all time short list of persons with
impeccable integrity. Congratulations, Mr. Schneider, the list is short, and you are
permanently enshrined there.
The tag on Mr. Schneider's pickup truck was one of those free tags given out by some
states to recognize veterans. In Mr. Schneider's case, his tag said ,”POW.” I didn't know
anyone else who had been a POW, or if I knew them, I didn't know THAT, so one morning,
on the way to Tastee Doughnuts in the same pickup truck that bore the POW tag, I
brought up the POW subject, hoping that would be the topic of our morning talk at the
doughnut shop. It was. I am so fortunate to be able to have heard it so I can share it
here. Though I am quoting Mr. Schneider, I am quoting him from my memory. I may get
a few things wrong.
“Right before D-Day, I was sent with my paratroop company on a mission behind enemy
lines. There were several hundred of us who were dropped in to secure certain points and
small villages for reconnoitering with the troops after they had landed. We were to secure
those areas and maintain covert status until the main body of the troops arrived.
“It was nighttime when we parachuted in. Unfortunately, everyone on my plane
parachuted right into the middle of an entire regiment of German soldiers. Many of my
buddies in my company were shot as they dangled from their parachutes descending to
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the ground. Those of us who weren't killed during the drop were immediately taken
prisoner. My combat experience lasted all of 8 minutes when I became a POW and served
out the remainder of the war in a German POW camp in what is now East Germany.”
“How did the Germans treat you?” I asked him.
“It was pretty bad at first. I saw a lot of things I hope I never have to see again. The
Germans were suspecting an invasion, thought we were it, or the precursors of it, and
interrogated us, shall we say, 'diligently,'" then he paused for a moment before
continuing.
“Though the treatment got better as the war drew to a close, the conditions inside the
camp grew a lot worse, since Germany was having a hard time furnishing it's own troops
with enough to eat, we POW's were not high on their list of priorities. We were cold and
hungry all the time. Several of my fellow POW's starved or froze to death, as the
population of the POW camp swelled after D-Day. It was not a pleasant experience. I
think the Germans tried to do everything they could for us, but as they ran out of
resources, they were more worried about tending to the basic necessities of those
guarding us than they were with us. We had to endure it or die. There were no other
options . . . endure or die.
“One morning, the guards were simply gone and the gates left open. We knew better than
to just go wandering around the German countryside, so we stayed put, except for a few
we sent out to try and find food and firewood. There was nothing. A couple of days later,
an entire American Battalion arrived and brought in food, clothes, blankets, stoves, fuel,
and it was like Christmas dinner to a boy. We were in heaven. We had known that the war
was over after the guards disappeared, but the sight of an American flag at the head of a
mechanized battalion coming to fetch us was a profound moment. We all knelt down and
thanked God for our deliverance. I still kneel down and thank God for this deliverance
every day.”
It was a powerfully moving statement.
Later on, after I had long since moved on to other employment, and Mr. Schneider had
retired, having lost his beloved Harriet to breast cancer, I felt moved to write him a letter
as a Veterans Day approached.
Dear. Mr. Schneider:
I was sorry to hear of the passing of Mrs. Schneider. May the Lord's peace be upon
you and your family.
As this Veteran's Day approaches, something made me think of you and want to
sent you this letter.
You are the only man I know who was a Prisoner of War. I am aware of the many
hardships you endured, and those you watched your friends and fellow soldiers
endure. I know that some of them did not survive. I am thankful that you did
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because I have enjoyed the great honor and privilege of knowing you as a business
associate and a trusted friend.
I am thankful for the sacrifice you and so many others made on my behalf, and on
behalf of every American and European who is a free person today. Those sacrifices
have not gone unnoticed. Thank you for your service to yur country, and by
extension, me. Every hardship you endured was a hardship endured on behalf of
me and my children, and my future children's children.
Thank you for the honor and integrity you have always displayed to me. I am
thankful to have you as my friend.
Highest and Best Regards,
Chris
A couple of days later, my recently invented and newly acquired cell phone rang. It was
Mr. Schneider. He did not have my number, but he had made several calls until he found
someone who knew how to contact me in some way besides a return address on a letter. I
was floored to hear Walter Schneider's voice on my phone, a voice I thought I would
never hear again.
“Chris, this is Walter Schneider,” he said, without any need to have done so since I knew
the voice immediately.
“Hello, Mr. Schneider. What a nice surprise to hear your voice.”
“I called about that letter you sent me,” he said, his voice wavering. He could barely
speak. No matter, I could barely speak either.
“Yes sir?” I croaked out.
“No one has ever sent me a letter like this. I have sat here all day reading and re-reading
it. I can't seem to put it down. Every time I try, I pick it right back up again,” he said.
“Thank you for this letter. You have no idea how much this means to me.”
“There is no need to thank me, Mr. Schneider, I was thanking YOU!”
“No, there are things I have carried with me all those years since my POW experience,
things which I could not seem to let go of. Some of them are very haunting and painful to
remember, but since receiving your letter, though I still have the memory, there is no
more pain associated with them. I suppose I waited for 40 years to get some sort of
recognition like this, just volunteered from a citizen who was not there, but who seemed
to appreciate what we all went through. I don't know . . . I can't really say much more
that would make any sense . . . perhaps I am not making sense right now . . . but your
letter seemed to close the final chapter in a book that had no ending . . .” I could HEAR
the tears in his eyes as he spoke to me on the phone, this stern, hard, recalcitrant Walter
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Schneider, now filled with an emotion I would have never expected, nor intended to
precipitate in a simple one page letter.
There was silence for a moment. No one could speak, other than, “Give me just a moment
. . . .” said Mr Schneider.
“I am asking you for permission to read your letter out loud at my local VFW on Veteran's
Day. I think it will mean a lot to my friends and cronies there, perhaps as much to them
as it does to me,” he said.
“Mr. Schneider, that's YOUR letter, you can do with it as you please,” I said.
“I would never think of doing such a thing without asking your permission,” he said, such
was the honor and integrity of Walter Schneider.
“Permission granted. In fact, Mr. Schneider, knowing you as I do, I give you permission to
speak or act on my behalf and in my name at any time or place and in any manner you
think prudent,” I said, “Cause I know I'd have a worthy advocate and they'd have a
worthy opponent.”
After a few more words in which the conversation became easier, until he told me the
details around his beloved Harriet's illness and passing, it was like Mr. Schneider and I
had were sitting at the Tastee Doughnuts, he holding court and me his willing court
spectator.
Since the Cafe du Monde was about as far South of Mr. Schneider's shop as the Tastee
Doughnuts was North, you might be wondering why Mr. Schneider and I never went
there. I asked him the same thing once.
“Nah!” shaking his head, “Bad coffee and bad doughnuts. It's for TOURISTS!”
And that ended that! I have dozens of Walter Schneider stories. Perhaps I'll tell another
one, one day.
There is a third veteran whose story I will tell, but I will not name.
This veteran was a long-time sales associate and co-worker. His story does not come
directly from WWII, but from 1986, when I witnessed a powerful exchange between him
and a Japanese sales representative who was NOT doing the right thing. It was a
frightening yet powerful privilege to see what I saw and hear what I heard. It is a as vivid
today as it was during its occurrence. I will never forget it.
I will call my co-worker Mr. Bubba. Though Mr. Bubba and I were close friends, I still
called him Mr. Bubba, because that is the way it works in the south when one addresses
one whom is of one's father's generation. I think this is a good thing.
Mr. Bubba and I interfaced on several things within the company, me responsible for sales
to those customers we both served for the company, and he responsible for obtaining
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spare parts needed for those customers to repair their equipment, particularly those
spares that had to be purchased from outside vendors. When the string trimmer (WeedEater) craze hit, we had no capability to manufacture them, and like so many others,
turned to outside vendors to make private labeled products which we sold under the
company's name . . . sort of like Sears, who makes NOTHING, but has the Kenmore brand
manufactured FOR them.
We bought container loads of string trimmers, blowers, hedge clippers, and other items
from a Japanese company called Maruyama through a Japanese brokerage called C. Itoh
and company. C. Itoh and company displayed significantly more than a LITTLE bad faith in
their furnishing of replacement parts for the equipment we purchased through them, in
spite of their prior commitment to do so. Obtaining the parts as nearly impossible under
the terms that Maruyama placed on us through C. Itoh. We had equipment all over the
world, branded with our company's name, for which we could not furnish replacement
parts. It was a bad deal . . . bad!
I will tell this story just like I witnessed it. I will run the risk of being boring, since Voltaire
said, “The way to be boring is to be sure and leave nothing out!” I will also run the risk of
being offensive. So be it.
Mr. Bubba had served in the United States Marines during WWII. He fought in the Pacific
theatre, serving on Guadalcanal during the time when the Navy abandoned our Marines
there, leaving them short on food, ammunition and supplies, and leaving them to their
own devices for months. He later served in the invasion of Okinawa. He never talked
about his WWII experiences other than where he served and what outfits he served with.
If pressed, he would just shrug his shoulders and remain silent and offered no details in
such a manner as to prevent further questions.
“I went where they told me to go and did what they told me to do, like any good Marine,”
he always said, then changed the subject.
On that day in 1986, during negotiations with the recalcitrant C. Itoh company and the
young Japanese representative they had sent, who was near my own age, I got a very
real glimpse of what Mr. Bubba had experienced in a most vivid manner. It was clear from
the beginning of the negotiations that Maruyama did not have the replacement parts,
having discontinued the items we had purchased from them, but we were obligated to
furnish replacement parts. Maruyama was WILLING to make some replacement parts, but
the prices they were going to charge us were exorbitant. It was like we were being held at
gunpoint. I have never been part of any dealings that were conducted with more bad
faith.
This was not particularly the C. Itoh representative's fault, as he was operating under
orders from his superiors, but he was sticking to them without wavering, leaving our
company in a lurch just about as bad as if the ship approaching our ship, having formerly
flown the Union Jack, suddenly struck colors and hoisted the Jolly Roger. We were the
victims of PIRATES. It seemed so to me then; it still seems so to me now. It certainly
seemed so to Mr. Bubba, whose face grew redder and redder during the faltering
negotiations as he tried to maintain his composure, at which he would soon fail.
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At one critical point in the negotiations, the young Japanese man vary matter-of-factly
said, as a way of ending the negotiations, “I will have to check with Tokyo before I can
agree to anything beyond what I have already told you!”
This was a faux pas as big as the Pacific ocean.
Mr. Bubba jumped up from his chair and walked directly up to the young Japanese
salesman, with faces at point blank range, and started poking him in the chest with his
finger. Poking him hard, pushing him ever more backwards towards the wall, until finally,
the wide-eyed frightened salesman was pinned to the wall.
Continuing to poke him in the chest, Mr. Bubba said, while trying to keep from shouting,
but containing his voice only barely below a shout, red-faced and furious, rather plainly
said this:
Listen here, you slant-eyed m-----f-----, don't you EVER say to me you've
got to 'check with Tokyo.' I ain't takin' no more s--- from you, and I sure-ashell ain't taking no s--- off of Tokyo. You g---d----- sons-of-b------ come in
here and d--- around with us like you are now, while thinking it's funny that
you you've got us by the balls, well let me make something perfectly clear to
you and 'Tokyo.'
Just a few short years ago I was killing slant-eyed m-----f------ like you. I
killed hundreds of you. I wouldn't think twice about doing it again. I'd pull
the hammer back on a 45 and shoot you right between your chicken-s--eyes and never have a second thought. If I had a pistol in my hand, I'd do it
right now. It wouldn't be any skin off my ass.
I don't give a s--- about you, about your f------ company, nor about any of
your slant-eyed, s---t-eating Jap friends, and for g--d----- certain not about
no f------ 'Tokyo'. So you pack up your s--- and get out of here before I kill
you with my bare hands, and I mean NOW! When I turn around, the one
thing I'd better not see is your chicken-s--- face! Dismissed . . . you and
your whole f------ country. If I ever see you again, I'll kill you, pure and
simple.
Mr. Bubba, the U.S. Marine Sergeant from Guadalcanal had arrived in full battle regalia
and had taken over the meeting. He seemed to have been transported back to a foxhole
on Guadalcanal as bullets whizzed all about his head.
All the while Mr. Bubba was poking the terrified Japanese salesman in the chest, harder
and harder until it seemed to us that the next poke would penetrate his ribs like a Ka-Bar
knife. That was it. The interview was over. As we all stood there, having all jumped up
from our seats in amazement at this transformation and outburst, wondering if Mr. Bubba
was going to kill him or if we would have to intervene to prevent him from doing so;
which in his rage and no doubt flood of memories of fallen comrades at the hands of the
Japanese, passionate, painful memories he had silently harbored for all the intervening
years; restraining him could have proved extremely difficult.
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Mr. Bubba, thankfully, after having said what he said abruptly turned his back on the
Japanese man and walked over to the window on the opposite side of the room and stared
out the window intently to give the man time enough to gather his papers and get out.
You could see his pulse throbbing in his neck. All the while the Japanese salesman was
bowing profusely, saying, “I'm sorry. I'm sorry. So very sorry . . .” His face changed from
red to white then back to red again almost as many times as Mr. Bubba had poked him in
the chest. Red from embarrassment at having lost face, and white from terror as his own
death stared him right in the eyes. None of had any doubts that Mr. Bubba would have
killed him such was his fury, once unleashed.
I accompanied the Japanese salesman out to his car. Shaking with terror and nearly in
tears from his embarrassment, he kept repeating, “I am so very sorry.”
“You'd best go now. We still have some business to attend to, but have someone else
form you company call me. I'll meet them at a neutral place and we can figure out where
to go from here.”
Bowing to me several times, every one of which I returned, he got in his car and sped
away. Today was not his day . . . nor was it Mr. Bubba's. When I got back I went into his
office and opened my mouth to ask him about what had just happened.
“Not a word,” he said, still defiant, but some embarrassment beginning to show on is face
at his loss of composure.
So nary a word was passed, nor was his outburst ever mentioned again around him. He
never brought it up, and we all knew better.
Over the years, I had many more dealings with C. Itoh and Company, and they were a
nasty bunch to deal with, but I was able to obtain the necessary replacement parts,
though not without paying exorbitant prices. Later, we were able, after diligent research
and search, to find parts we could purchase from other vendors that filled the need for the
aging fleet of Maruyama products we had sold under our own brand, until one ay, they
just all went away: a memory, no longer a problem for us, perhaps unlike Mr. Bubba's
memories.
Many of you are reading this and perhaps thinking about how racist Mr. Bubba was. You
might be right . . . but I will submit that the late Mr. Bubba had every right to think
whatever he wanted to about the Japanese. Though he never said so, one can read about
the hardships the Marines faced on Guadalcanal, and Iwo Jima, and Okinawa. The
Japanese were his enemy. The Japanese were fierce. The Japanese were ruthless. The
things he saw, witnessed and suffered, though never communicated to us, must have
continued to live right below the surface of the everyday exterior we all paint on for the
world to see. The world mostly sees what we choose to reveal. Had I the nerve to have
asked Mr. Bubba, and had he the inclination provide and answer, he might well have
answered that he had revealed more of himself than he meant to on that day.
I do know this . . . somewhere in Japan, there is a salesman, or perhaps now a vicepresident or president of C. Itoh or some other company, who has told more than one
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young salesman following in his wake who would be traveling to America, “There are
American men of certain ages that may have fought in the Pacific theatre in WWII, who
are not to be trifled with, but must be treated with great deference and respect when one
is in their presence. They, perhaps, will not like you and with good reason in their minds.
To try to persuade them otherwise is a waste of valuable time and resources. That
generation is rapidly passing, as is that of our fathers who also fought in the great war,
but there still may be some out there.”
My only glimpse of what Mr. Bubba faced in WWII came as a result of that encounter. He
was my friend, and I appreciate the salesman from C. Itoh and Company who, at great
expense to himself, afforded me the opportunity of a glimpse into this former Marine's life
that I otherwise would not have seen. The things I knew about Mr. Bubba's service in the
Marines are of my own surmising . . .. based on that incident, and they could be
completely wrong.
Mr. Bubba, Mr. Hodge, and Mr. Schneider have all been consigned to the ages, God bless
them all, and we are all thankful for their service to their country, to us, and our children.
Thank you, Veterans, all, for your service.
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11/14/11 Insulated Boldness
Someone posted a photograph on a public forum of a deer splattered across the front of
an 18 wheeler. It showed just exactly what can happen to a living entity when it
encounters an 18 wheeler when it is traveling at highway speeds. The deer didn't stand a
chance. While the posting of this photograph may have been in poor taste, I was amazed
as I scrolled down through the 7,650 comments it had generated. The extreme range of
these comments and the boldness of some of the commenters is very reveling about our
society. Most of the comments were of the “Ick” and “Bleechhh!” variety, but others were
profoundly hostile towards the truck driver, and to other people who made comments.
In this age of blogging and comments from those who have “handles” or screen names,
wherein they are insulated from their remarks as they hide behind a keyboard and
computer screen, we have become a vile and profane people for the most part. Attack!
Attack! Attack! Seems to be the mode of operation, and forget attacking the issue, attack
the person . . . and attack the person immediately, and attack them with profanity and
vulgarity, insulting them personally.
The insulation between the attacker and the one being attacked makes the attacker as
bold as a cowardly dog in a frenzied pack after a harried hare. As long as the protection of
the pack is there, the dog is bold. But, remove the pack, and the once brave dog retreats
with his tail tucked between his legs, head down, and skulking and slinking away, hoping
not to be noticed. I suspect such profane, personal attacks would be much subdued if the
attacker were in immediate jeopardy of receiving a swift and painful lesson in politeness
and civility.
Of course, were such a lesson be delivered, the outcry would be FOUL!!! Fingers would be
pointed because one resorted to violence, but when one waves one finger in another's
FACE, and calls him a stupid f---ing d---head, why, would one suppose, the person thus
attacked would restrain himself from delivering a painful lesson in manners on the spot? I
wonder what kind of lives many of these people lead who resort to such personal attacks
over disagreements in slightest issue . . . and a deer getting run over on the highway is a
slight issue. It is not a cause for contention or disagreement. It was an accident! Neither
the deer nor the truck driver wanted that encounter. Each, more than likely, was minding
his own business when the encounter occurred.
One poster said that the &*##%&* truck driver didn't know how to drive. Obviously, this
person doesn't know what he is talking about. He must live in an urban environment
where there are no deer, or else, he doesn't drive, or else, he's just been lucky. Perhaps
the deer he has driven by at night on the highway have been lucky when he passed.
Another person made the frightening comment that this is the result of what happens
when there are too many *&$*#@&* people on the planet. How did the he determine
that? How would he fix it? By what criteria would he decide who is superfluous and who is
not? Who gets to stay, and who gets to be eliminated to bring the world back into
balance?
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What about the person who commented on those G*&D#&%*ed Mother*&%$#*
truckers? I wonder what he was thinking, all insulated behind his keyboard as he was
perhaps munching on a twinkie, or if not a twinkie, perhaps a soybean-gluten-free organic
granola bar? Did he pause to consider how his snack got to him? Did it get to him because
he simply DROVE to the store and bought it? And how did it get to the store? How did it
get from the manufacturer to the grocery wholesaler? How did the raw materials get to
the factory? How did the soybeans get to the dryer and storage bin? How did the
combines get to the soybean fields?
I live in a place where I see deer along the road all the time. In all my years of driving I
have hit only two. One, I centered and killed; my options were to hit the deer or leave the
road. I chose to hit the deer. The other, I had come to a complete stop in the road as a
deer ran ahead of me while a SECOND deer ran straight into the right front fender of my
pickup truck as I was completely stopped . . . I suppose you might say the deer hit me.
Did this happen because I was one of the planet's superfluous people? Does this make
me a stupid f---ing d---head? Would the person who thought so, had then been there as I
was examining the damage to my truck, have had the balls to say that to my face? I don't
think so. I think they only have the courage to say such things from behind their
keyboards.
The ability to seem anonymous on the internet leads some to behave in a manner in
which they would not were their names, addresses, and photographs linked to their
comments. I suspect many of these people are in the 13 to 16 year old category, and
have nothing but profanity to offer by way of comment, having spent their entire lives
behind computer keyboards and video game controllers. This is a sorry way to spend
one's life . . . in an anarchic commentary that has no basis in reality, since the commenter
has no real basis by which to gauge things, only a skewed, virtual world within the safe,
comfortable confinement behind the locked doors of their home. But that is not where the
world is. The world is where the truck met the deer in an unfortunate accident.
I will be careful how I speak to you in disagreement. While I may completely fail to
understand your motivation and thinking as to why you believe certain things are true, I
will confine my disagreement to the issue at hand. I will not resort to calling you names
and insulting you personally because we don't agree on some things. Why should we
agree on everything?
I fear an entire generation is being lost to the art of civil disagreement. This is hampered
by our news media, which focuses on the extremes of disagreement as they are looking
for the ratings, and the ratings are not supported by stories that read, “Nothing of
national importance happened today.” Each and every advocacy group must have its
continuing crisis in order to stay relevant and to continue to receive the money by which it
supports itself and those it employs. The crisis must never end. The publicists who are
hired must make those crises ever-present and ever-available to the media so that on a
slow news day those crises become the focus of the news.
And we, who seem to have lost our critical thinking skills, see the news, and are drawn to
the extremes . . . either adamantly opposed or ardently for whatever issue that is being
advocated for or against. We are tossed about by too much information provided to us by
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those who have a purpose. It is hard to determine what their purpose is, but rest assured
they have one.
Behind a computer screen, an imbecile is spewing forth a vitriolic string of profanity at
someone who simply disagreed with him. Unable to debate the issue, the imbecile has
exhausted all the vocabulary he has at his command in that one string of profanity. He
seems to understand the concepts of “you” and “I” the verb “to be.” Beyond that, his
understanding seems to be limited to the use of profane words as adjectives, verbs and
nouns. I wonder has he ever held a book in his hands, or a magazine that was made to
read, not look at the pictures?
There are those reasonable people who declare that one must never resort to violence.
There are other reasonable people who will not stand there and be insulted by a string of
profanity directed at them. There are also those who, were they face to face with the one
they are insulting, might choose to not do so, or they might choose their words with more
tact and discretion.
Boldness can be subdued when it looks right into the eye of retribution; particularly when
that boldness is the product of an ignorant cowardice. I have been amazed at how big talk
quickly resorts to a tender “misunderstanding” when the insulter and the insultee are
suddenly brought together face to face.
Hiding behind a keyboard is a lot different than reality. Attacking people for no reason and
personally insulting them when there is no chance for a penalty is not courage.
It is, rather, its opposite.
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11/18/11 My Mind Is Enslaved
As Christmas approaches, the story of Washington Governor Chris Gregoire and her
earlier decision to let atheists be represented by the
placement of this sign next to a nativity scene in the
State Capitol in Olympia, has once again come into
media focus. This is not new news, since it first
happened in 2008. Why does old news continue to be
controversial? Perhaps it is a slow news day.
The wording on this sign was first reported to have
been used as a slogan by the Freedom From Religion
Foundation (FFRF), which is a Madison, Wisconsin,
based group started by Anne and Annie Gaylor (like
mother like daughter). The group’s main focus seems
to have been to file lawsuits challenging things they
believe violate the constitutional boundaries between
church and state. Along the way they have had some
victories for their cause in the courts, as well as some
setbacks.
The controversial sign reads as follows, for those of
you whose eyesight is about like mine:
At this season of THE WINTER SOLSTICE may reason prevail. There are
no gods, no devils, no angels, no heaven or hell. There is only our
natural world. Religion is but myth and superstition that hardens hearts
and enslaves minds.
It is true: religion can be enslaving.
There are perhaps as many people who find this sign offensive as those who are offended
by the nativity scene. The sign is not without controversy, even in Washington. I don't
have a problem with its display. I don't have a problem with both the sign and the nativity
scene being displayed in the Washington State Capitol, nor the representation of any
other groups. I also have no problem with a rule that would prohibit any display of any
religious symbols or other faith based symbols in the Washington State Capitol. In
particular, what is done in the Capitol of Washington is of no particular matter to me. Each
state does what it does within the limits of their own constitutions and Federal law.
The only thing about the sign that irks me is that someone else has decided for me that
my heart is hardened and my mind is enslaved because I have faith. That someone thinks
this way is not a cause for public controversy, and certainly not a cause for a lawsuit, but
it is an annoyance. That there are atheists who are sincere in their beliefs is beyond
debate, but the sign above is itself pregnant with faith which atheists would shroud
beneath a cloak of “scientific evidence.” Examine it for yourself:
•

There are no gods, no devils, no angels, no heaven or hell.
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•
•

There is only our natural world.
Religion is but myth and superstition that hardens hearts and enslaves minds.

These are as emboldened statements of FAITH as any believer can muster. There is no
evidence that precludes any of these things. To deny them categorically can only be an
extension of faith. I much prefer the agnostic who might reason that there is no scientific
evidence to support religious faith, and therefore chooses to withhold judgment with an “I
don't know” or “I don't care” attitude. It takes no faith to be an agnostic. It takes more
than a little to be a declared atheist; but you won't find any atheists who will admit to
this. They will emphatically deny it and debunk anyone who suggests it. The atheist
doesn’t say, “I don’t think there is a god.” The atheist says, “There is no god.” There is a
dramatic difference between those two statements; the former is based on belief, while
the latter is presented as fact which cannot be supported by any EVIDENCE, which is
therefore a belief.
The very fact that this sign has been given an equal opportunity to be displayed as a
second viewpoint alongside a scene that is a symbolic of faith should make the atheists a
bit more than uncomfortable, since it gives it equal billing as a statement of faith. I think
the atheists might deny this, too.
I am a firm believer in Freedom OF Religion. I am also a believer in Freedom FROM
Religion. This is the one country that promises all men that they can exercise their private
freedom of religion in any way that does not violate the rights of others. Freedom FROM
Religion is not a right spelled out in the Constitution, but I will grant that a state capitol is
not the proper place for the displaying of any religious symbols. Perhaps Washington
would be better served if a copy of the Washington State Constitution and the United
States Constitution were on display. Neither God nor any reference to deity is mentioned
anywhere in the US Constitution, except for in the closing when the date is mentioned as
“in the year of our Lord,” which was the common way of listing dates on formal
documents at that time, long before the designation CE was in use.
Ironically, the Declaration of Independence, which is not the law of the land but frequently
quoted as such, mentions the Creator as endowing us with certain inalienable rights: that
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Though the Declaration of
Independence is not the basis for our law, the fact that it lists certain rights as being
derived from God and not the Government is extremely important and is embedded into
our national psyche. The government does not grant us those three rights that are among
others, nor does it bless us with these rights...they are granted to all men by the Creator,
and this supersedes the right of government to deny men these rights without due
process. Of course, atheists could sue to stop the display of the Declaration of
Independence in any public place because it declares that men were created, thus the
need for a Creator.
There were Atheists involved in our struggle for independence (Thomas Paine). There
were Deists (Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, perhaps George Washington), and
there were Christians (John Adams), and no doubt many agnostics. They all worked
together for a common cause, and in their own mutual self-interests. They struggled to
strike a balance, separating government and religion, detesting the idea of any state
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sponsored religion or any religious tests which might be imposed on those who would
serve in government. How can this be a bad thing?
It might be reasonably argued that when the state gets into the business of religion, it
sets itself up as the object to be worshiped. Rome fell into emperor worship as the
emperors deified themselves. In former times, if not current, the Japanese worshiped
their emperor as a god. Marx, Lenin, and Stalin set the state up as an all powerful object
to be worshiped by the people since the state was the entire reason for their existence.
Hundreds of millions of blue-suited Chinese, waving little red books, deified a ruthless
Chairman Mao. English and French kings at one time governed under the “divine right of
kings,” which technically made their words the equivalent of God's voice. Of course, any
good Marxist will argue that Stalin and Mao were perversions of Marxism, not the real
thing. Might they not allow that any excesses historically committed in the name of
religion also be similar perversions and not authentic? Somehow, I think this test will fail
to be applied equally.
The biggest objection I have to the credo of the FFRC is that, by their declaration, I have
allowed my mind to be enslaved. Enslaved to what? Enslaved to a belief that there is a
Creator out there that is independent of me. I have looked into the great void and I will
declare with the utmost and sincere faith that God is out there, and HE IS NOT ME.
Instead of being enslaved to this concept, I find it tremendously liberating. I am not
enslaved to anything. Atheists are not smarter than me. They are not more articulate than
me. They have no advantage over me that is a product of their atheism. I will maintain
that it is nothing beyond themselves they perceive, and therefore, it is they who are
enslaved to a vision that is less than it might be.
“There is no God!” the atheists say.
“Man is the measure
Protagoras said.

of

all

things,”

“When you see a sundial or a water-clock,
you see that it tells the time by design and
not by chance. How then can you imagine
that the universe as a whole is devoid of
purpose and intelligence, when it embraces
everything,
including
these
artifacts
themselves and their artificers?" said Cicero.
“God, in different times and in different
manners has spoken to men,” says my
paraphrase of the writer of the Book of
Hebrews.
“If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent Him,” said Voltaire.
The telelogical argument for the existence of God, while legitimate, proves nothing. That
argument presents that one can look around and observe that there is an intelligent
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design to the universe. Reason has led many men to this conclusion, as it seems
unreasonable to many thinkers that our universe, the things beyond it, our world, and
our lives just happened by random chaos. In fact the second law of thermodynamics
teaches us that things do not move towards order, but towards chaos...and if the DNA in
the cells of my body are not orderly, then what are they? All throughout history, thinking,
reasonable men, enslaved to nothing, have looked around and come up with similar
answers...there is an intelligent design to the things they observe. The sign shown at the
right might be considered by atheists to be a perversion of what it is that they believe,
just as there are many perversion of authentic, genuine things inflicted on mankind for its
general detriment and the benefit of those who would inflict; however, this makes as
much sense as the “reasonable” statement offered by the credo of the FFRC.
I am through stating the positions of others. Here's mine:
•

You can believe in the existence of God or not . . . I will honor and respect you as a
human being either way.

•

Your belief one way or the other has no impact on God or His existence

•

God is out there and He is not me

•

You can love God and seek Him, and it does not change Him

•

You can not believe in Him, or revile and despise Him, and it does not change Him

•

God has spoken to me, both through the scriptures and in other ways; I am not
unique in this

•

I believe that in order to approach Him, we must believe that He exists and that He
is a rewarder of those who seek Him

•

I believe in the “good news” of the gospel of Jesus...that it is not a burden, but the
means to a joyful, more abundant life.

•

I believe that God came to this world in the form of a man to reconcile us to Him.

•

I believe that “God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whoever believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal life.

•

I believe that
•
In the beginning was the Word
•
And the Word was with God
•
And The Word was God
•
And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us

•

I believe in the testimony of “doubting” Thomas, one of Jesus' disciples as
contained in the book of John chapter 20:24-28, who would not believe until he saw
with his own eyes. Thomas and I share the same testimony, except the greater
blessing is mine, since I did not see!

•

I believe the words of Jesus, when he said, “In my Father's house are many
mansions: if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you.
And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and receive you unto
myself; that where I am, there ye may be also.”
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•

I believe that faith has the power to move mountains. So did Abraham. So did Job.
So did Moses. So did Joshua. So did Elijah. So did King David. So have millions of
others who have come after them.

•

It is my faith, and I will not be moved from it.

•

“Here I stand,” said the Christian reformer Martin Luther; I share that with him.

•

I offer you no proof of my faith; I am not required to prove it if I could...it is my
faith.

Here's the HARD part.
Jesus also said this: I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the
Father, but by me.
I'm not the one who said this. I didn't make it up. It is recorded that Jesus said it. This is
a stumbling block for many, many people who would otherwise be Christians.
“What about all the good, sincere Muslims? The billions of Buddhists? The billions of
Hindus? Are they all just going to hell because of the nature of what they were raised to
believe by their parents and traditions of the places of their birth?” so many have asked
themselves and others. This is a legitimate question, and my answer: God is
approachable by those who believe that He exists and is a rewarder of those that
seek Him...this is the essence of faith. Perversions of this simple faith, in the same way
that perversions of things meant to be good and enjoyed properly never lead to good
results, will never serve mankind.
I further believe this:
• God is perfect in wisdom
• He is perfect in justice
• He is perfect in mercy
• He cannot do the wrong thing
I offer everyone the good news of a personal relationship with God that is rewarding,
joyful, and liberating...not enslaving. It is God's free gift to all of us who would receive
it...but a gift, offered by the giver, must be received by the one it is intended for to be of
any beneficial use; without the gift, or the benefits of it, one is left to one's own devices
on how to obtain the benefits the gift would have provided, since something so precious
as a gift from God cannot be purchased.
The scriptures teach that God created man in a state wherein we could have a direct
communication with Him...but man failed. Because of man's failure, we could no longer
continue in that direct communication with Him, or be in His presence because of the
essence of His holy nature. The example of the veil in the temple separating everyone
from the Holy presence of God is our example of man's separation from God in
general...because of our nature, we are prohibited from entering into His immediate
presence...not for His protection, but for ours. God himself fixed this for us; thus, the
example of the veil in the temple being torn from top to bottom. The veil no longer exists.
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The stain of the sin of Eden (by whatever means it is told) no longer exists. If we want to
walk through that torn veil and have a direct, light-pipe communication with God, Jesus is
the direct way to it. If our Christian faith experience was like playing Monopoly, then we
drew the “Get Out of Jail Free” card. Other than that, the scriptures say to work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling, since the grave is the great equalizer and leveler of
all mankind...the stark reality that all human beings face.
There was once a great French mathematician, philosopher, and physicist named Blaise
Pascal. He was a man of reason and science...and also a man of faith...just like Isaac
Newton. Pascal lived in the early 17th century. He came before Isaac Newton, and no
doubt, Pascal was one of the giants on whose shoulders Newton stood.
Blaise Pascal said the following notable things:
•

The heart has reasons that reason cannot know

•

There is a God shaped vacuum in the heart of every man which cannot be filled by
any created thing, but only by God, the Creator, made known through Jesus

•

Truth is so obscure in these times, and falsehood so established, that, unless we
love the truth, we cannot know it.

•

In faith there is enough light for those who want to believe and enough shadows to
blind those who don't.

•

Men blaspheme what they do not know.

•

Faith is different from proof; the latter is human, the former is a Gift from God.

•

If you gain, you gain all. If you lose, you lose nothing. Wager then, without
hesitation, that He exists.

And what of Sir Isaac Newton, the great English mathematician and scientist who worked
in the 18th century? He said the following things:
•

We build too many walls and not enough bridges.

•

And for rejecting such a Medium, we have the Authority of those the oldest and
most celebrated Philosophers of Greece and Phoenicia, who made a Vacuum, and
Atoms, and the Gravity of Atoms, the first Principles of their Philosophy; tacitly
attributing Gravity to some other Cause than dense Matter. Later Philosophers
banish the Consideration of such a Cause out of natural Philosophy, feigning
Hypotheses for explaining all things mechanically, and referring other Causes to
Metaphysicks: Whereas the main Business of natural Philosophy is to argue from
Phaenomena without feigning Hypotheses, and to deduce Causes from Effects, till
we come to the very first Cause, which certainly is not mechanical; and not only to
unfold the Mechanism of the World, but chiefly to resolve these and such like
Questions. What is there in places almost empty of Matter, and whence is it that
the Sun and Planets gravitate towards one another, without dense Matter between
them? Whence is it that Nature doth nothing in vain; and whence arises all that
Order and Beauty which we see in the World? ... does it not appear from
phaenomena that there is a Being incorporeal, living, intelligent, omnipresent, who
in infinite space, as it were in his Sensory, sees the things themselves intimately,
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and thoroughly perceives them, and comprehends them wholly by their immediate
presence to himself.
•

And from true lordship it follows that the true God is living, intelligent, and
powerful; from the other perfections, that he is supreme, or supremely perfect. He
is eternal and infinite, omnipotent and omniscient; that is, he endures from eternity
to eternity; and he is present from infinity to infinity; he rules all things, and he
knows all things that happen or can happen.

“But,” someone is apt to decry, “These great men did not live in modern times. We know
so much more now than those who lived in those times filled with superstition!”
That is true...these are modern times...but the times in which we live will be as archaically
viewed by future humans as the hindsight through which we view their former times.
There is no such thing as modern times. There are just times, and all the revelations to
come of the things we do not know. Simultaneously, there are no modern times and all
times are modern...there is simply time, in which we as humans are stuck. It is the
paradox of human existence.
There has been nothing revealed in these later “modern times” that would cause the
diminution of the faith of Pascal and Newton. Philosophy doesn't. Science doesn't. In fact,
were Newton and Pascal here to look at Einstein's work, and the discovery of DNA, or the
revelation of Quantum Mechanics and the race of physicists to discover a unified theory
that reconciles Relativity and Quantum Mechanics, the result might just be that these two
great minds, among the most able minds of all time, might be drawn to a deeper faith, as
are many physicists who look out into the far reaches of time and space and indicate that,
beyond a certain point, all they can say is, “That is where God exists.” They don't try to
define Him, but they can see His handiwork, His design, and His imprint on everything,
and from lofty perches at the very edge of what it is that humans know, or fail to know, or
rather yet, know without understanding, is that He is out there; the Prime Mover...the
One who created order from chaos.
In a sense, religion has enslaved many. Jesus, himself, was a harsh judge of the
religious people that were around him. He called the Pharisees, who did everything right
in their own estimation, “a wicked generation of vipers.” Jesus claimed that His kingdom
was not of this world...that He would establish it Himself one say...thus, it is not our
province as Christians to see that our faith is legally projected onto other humans...it is
our job to keep the water vessels full for those who thirst and would come for a
drink...and freely offer them that with which the Lord has blessed us. This is faith, not
religion.
If my faith has resulted in my mind being enslaved, then I would ask the atheists to
define for me the nature of my enslavement so that I can understand it for myself. What
am I a slave to? To that which I have submitted freely? And what are your observations of
the evidence of my enslavement?
I'm keeping my faith. I will cling to it with the last breath of my life, and beyond. If my
faith proves to be false, then I will expire and return to the dust, all my knowledge and
memories just random 1's and 0's like a hard drive gone bad, drifting out into and being
absorbed by the ether, which modern science has revealed not to be the vacuum of ether
at all, since the mass of the dark in space exceeds the mass of the things that are visible.
I will also keep science, for it is the duty of man to explore that which needs exploring...to
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study, to research, to quantify, to deduce, to label, to examine via empirical method all
those things for which man would seek an answer. There is no opposition to this in faith.
A wise man of faith once said, “Faith is the evidence of things unseen; the substance of
things hoped for.” This is not religion. This is not myth. This is faith.
That same wise man also said, “The things which are unseen are more real than the
things that are seen, because the things that are unseen are eternal.” Faith is where the
temporal meets the eternal. I will cling to that, and I will enjoy the liberty that goes with
it, bypassing the enslavement thrust on me by others who cannot, or will not, see what I
see. Should they continue to try, I will be forced to break out my “Get Out of Jail Free”
card. If I do, it's OK. I've got an infinite supply.
How liberating!
Unfortunately, since the “Get Out of Jail Free” cards are themselves free, others fail to
perceive their value, and instead, try to buy one or earn one...thus, the birth of all the
snares, confinement, and enslavement of religion; which is as far removed from faith as
the edge of the universe is from its center.
If what I have said is offensive to you, then I regret that you find my faith offensive. It is
not exclusive, but welcomes everyone who thirsts and would be quenched. If you insist on
being offended, then you must find some other blog to read that lines up with what your
faith is, or isn't; or start you own blog and write your rebuttal there. You can't do that on
this page: it is mine. My faith is precious to me and I will not yield an inch on it, but have
planted my feet firmly and will not be moved. Here I stand. I don't expect any less of you
and your faith.
Is my faith my religion? The answer to that will vary with the person asked. The difference
between the two is subjective in that my faith is as personal to me as the observer’s
opinions of it. Religion, though, sometimes makes demands of its own that requires others
to have the same faith as us. It is religion that makes those demands, not faith.
I will keep my un-enslaved mind AND my faith. Washington's governor can keep her
multi-purpose holiday displays. And the atheists can keep their faith, too, or their lack of
it, by whichever one they would define themselves. I hope they'll keep their atheism from
becoming their dogmatic religion, enabling them to avoid mind enslavement, the odds of
which, perhaps, are less favorable than they might like to think.
I am reminded of this.
Former Louisiana Governor Edwin W. Edwards is a master of the craft of politics; that is
an acknowledgment, not an endorsement. When the Louisiana Legislature used some
crafty semantic chicanery in a bill during Edward's second term, which attempted to “put
God back in our classrooms” in a way that might withstand court challenges, the governor
vowed to veto the bill due to the enormous expense the state would have in trying to
defend this law before all the court challenges he knew would come.
Louisiana had tried this once before in a case that went all the way to the Supreme Court
as Edwards v. Aguillard (482 US 587, 1987) in which the governor was appealing a lower
court ruling which stuck down Louisiana's “equal treatment” of creationism in the
classroom. Having seen what a conservative supreme court had already decided,
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Governor Edwards knew the folly of this type of legislative, semantic end run. It was
headed nowhere.
Governor Edwards was widely criticized for his promise of a veto (and later on many other
things since he wound up serving some time in prison for a bit of his own chicanery
concerning the licensing of one of Louisiana's casinos). His defense of his position though,
is so plain and well-reasoned as to be worthy of repeating here: The idea that an
earthly court can exclude God from anywhere, or that the Legislature can restore
Him, is simply ridiculous. No one can exclude God from anything.
God doesn't need the law to protect Him. Nor does He need us. In fact, God doesn't need
anything at all. I would argue that things are the other way around.
I have great faith in that.
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11/19/11 Reasonable Faith
Apparently I am not through with yesterday's long exegesis on atheism, religion, and
faith. I could be that I'll never be through with this topic. It could be that the world will
never be through with this topic, since it is one that men have explored in all ages at all
times. It could be that I was rather curt with yesterday's post, and am feeling more than
a bit of remorse about some of it. Everyone has an opinion and they are entitled to it. I
am required to treat everyone with courtesy, dignity, and respect...even those who would
despitefully use me. This is easier said than done, like so many things.
That there have been excesses in religion is beyond question, for it is religion that fosters
laws, regulations, and precepts which determine how it is that other people must live. It is
faith that determines how I must live. Faith is those set of beliefs that we hold on to that
we apply to ourselves. In essence, it is this type of faith that is true religion.
If we explore the excesses in religion, we can come up with many egregious examples of
behavior that no one who is not part of that religion would say is correct. The Puritans in
New England were quick to dispense a misguided justice during their Salem witch hunt.
Islam as practiced in under Saudi Arabia's Wahabi sect metes out harsh physical
punishments to those who violate its numerous laws and regulations, and views women as
incapable of self-determination. Suttee, as practiced by some Hindu sects seems surreal
to us. And, let's not leave out the infamous Fred Phelps and his Westboro Baptist Church,
whose heinous protests at the funerals of fallen American soldiers are done in the name of
a religious dogma that is beyond comprehension to me: perhaps this is what happens
when your church is solely made up of dozens of family members who have ALL been to
law school. Then, there are the Harold Camping's of the world, whose religious doctrines
and motivations are, at best, very unclear to the rest of us. There are many, many others.
You can list them out loud to yourself, or go and look them up. There is no need to name
them here, though if you needed some guidance on where to look, send me an e-mail. A
lifetime of study can be devoted to the terrible excesses of the applications of religious
dogma by one set of people onto another.
In many religious sects, the founders and leaders have no scrutiny. They march to the
beat of whichever drummer they hear with no one to guide and counsel them. This can
and does lead men into great error, for when they fall into error, what is it that sets them
back on the right path? Religious people hear from God all the time, and the voice that
leads them is sometimes the same voice that leads them into error. So, WHOSE voice are
the really hearing?
As I study my own bible, and I study it constantly and have for many years, everything I
read seems to focus on me and my behavior. While I see many references in it that are
obviously speaking about others, those that stand out and speak to me the loudest are
those things which force me to take a look at myself. I am the only one that I can change.
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I cannot change others, but I can certainly govern my own behavior. I cannot even
effectively counsel others unless those others have, of their own volition, come to me for
counsel; even then, the nature of men is that in counsel we seek license, not counsel,
itself, which tends to deny us the license we seek.
Jesus approached each of his 12 disciples and said, “Follow me.” It is not recorded how
many he had to approach before he found 12 that would follow him. We do have records
of others who would have followed him and asked to do so, but were unable to give up
things in their own lives they would have placed ahead of him, thus rendering their
commitment to him as secondary to their other purposes. When they declined, he did not
press the issue, but let them go on to whatever it was they thought was more important.
We must approach God willingly...for He does not force us in this age. We do know from
the scriptures that God has a judgment mode, and being on the receiving end of it is a
terrible thing. But this age has been set aside for God to be able to draw all people to him.
I think we are seeing signs that this age is coming to a close. It does not matter what I
see, since there have been people from every age who thought that their own personal
epoch was the time for God to judge the earth.
What I think and what God thinks are frequently two different things, for I do not have,
nor can I put on, the mind of God. The bible tells me that His ways are higher than my
ways, and His thoughts are higher than my thoughts. This seems like a reasonable
thing...therefore there is no shame in admitting that there are a lot of things I don't know
about God, in particular, those things that are not clearly defined in the scriptures, and
more so, those things that I would surmise about how God deals with and treats OTHER
people. The only thing I can act on with certainty are those things that God is continually
applying to me and my own behavior.
I am a reasonable person. I respect and admire reason and use it to guide me in every
step of my life. Our ability to reason is a wonderful gift from God. He does not expect us
to abandon our critical thinking skills, or to abandon reason. In fact, the scriptures say,
“Come, let us reason together, saith the Lord...” At these times, it could be that God
would show us the errors in our reason. It is doubtful that our reasoning abilities are such
that God would be otherwise persuaded. This concept is ludicrous. But frequently, my
reason fails me and I look back and wonder, “Just what was it that made me think that I
was doing the right thing?” I get lots of things wrong. My reasoning capacity is limited by
my lack of information, and by the lack of understanding of the information I have, and by
the lack of wisdom which leads me to my understanding. I am not alone n this. I have lots
of company. It is common to all men. What makes me different?
There are things behind me now with which I no longer wrestle. Some of them are
doctrinal things which I determined that I have correctly discerned and have moved
beyond them. There are other things that I have learned are simply not worth continued
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contemplation, for they can lead nowhere. And there are others I contemplate but choose
to limit my contemplation, because, not having the mind of God, I cannot fully understand
them. I try to focus on the things I can DO something about...and the one thing I can do
something about is my own heart and my own behavior. I am capable, qualified, and
permitted to govern myself, my thoughts, my words, and my actions. Though capable of
doing these things, it does not mean that my waywardness does not exceed this capability
from time to time. I am full of mistakes.
But being full of mistakes, misunderstandings, and personal failures is not limited to me.
The bible is full of examples of great men who failed themselves, their people, and God.
Within that context, there are several types of these men. There are those who were
wicked and continued to choose wickedness, for this is within the heart of men. There are
those who were wicked, but became aware of their wickedness and repented, turning to
the Lord for forgiveness. And there are those who were sincere followers of God, who
struggled to serve Him at every turn, yet still failed, and at worst did wicked things, or at
best merely disobeyed God to their own personal misfortune.
The lessons of all these various types of persons in the bible is that all of them were
precious to God, and God never judged a single one until they had abandoned themselves
to their wickedness. As long as they were able to recognize the error of their ways and
turn towards God in repentance, God never abandoned them. In fact, God never
abandoned anyone. It is we who abandon Him, and ourselves, into a pit of vileness from
which our own hardened hearts prevent us from escaping.
When we allow envy, strife, revenge, and the lusts of our flesh to become our gods, we
have chosen poorly. But humans do this all the time. Why does repentance come so hard
to us? Why are we such a hardheaded and backward lot? Why do men abandon
themselves to things their hearts tell them are not right? Why do we read our holy
scriptures and seek to apply them to other people first, rather than use them as a gauge
to determine what is in our own hearts that needs mending?
Here is something I am certain of.
The apostle Paul says in the book of Galatians, Chapter 5:
This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh.
For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh: and these
are contrary the one to the other: so that ye cannot do the things that ye would.
But if ye be led of the Spirit, ye are not under the law.
Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which are these; adultery, fornication,
uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations,
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wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and
such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past, that
they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God.
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is no law.
And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts.
If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit.
Let us not be desirous of vain glory, provoking one another, envying one another.
And in Chapter 6, Galatians says this:
Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an
one in the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted.
Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ.
For if a man think himself to be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth
himself.
But let every man prove his own work, and then shall he have rejoicing in himself
alone, and not in another.
For every man shall bear his own burden.
Let him that is taught in the word communicate unto him that teacheth in all good
things.
Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap.
For he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth
to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting.
And let us not be weary in well doing: for in due season we shall reap, if we faint
not.
As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto all men, especially unto them
who are of the household of faith.
There, in just parts of two chapters in the overall bible, is enough for me to deal with in
how to govern myself which will take me a lifetime of self-introspection, repentance,
reflection and constant vigilance. I could spend the rest of my life just reading these two
chapters and NEVER come away with the fullness of the things contained therein. Had I
thought I scored a complete triumph, the minute I think so, there is more than one verse
contained above that immediately indicts me. Were the indictment against ME read in
God's court, God himself would say, “Guilty as charged!”
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And what court would have a higher jurisdiction? What judge would have more authority
than the One who just passed judgment? To which court does one appeal this conviction?
What reasonable argument could I use to persuade the Judge that He had made some
mistake in His courtroom proceedings? How would I argue the facts of the case before
One who is discerning of all things? Is His judgment imperfect? I think, perhaps, I'd just
anger the Judge in His own courtroom, much to my own detriment. The most ludicrous
idea is that I would curtly give that Judge a piece of my mind, and just tell Him what I
actually thought of Him and His court. No doubt, words would fail me, and tricky legal
ploys would be to no avail before a Judge that can see into our HEARTS and now what is
there. Before such a Judge, there can be no appeal. Who will tell Him He is wrong? If we
dared, would He be persuaded? The very concept that God lacks understanding, has an
incomplete knowledge of the facts of the case, and has made an error in His judgment
flies before the face of reason.
Galations indicts me: Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap.
Again, Galatians indicts me: For if a man think himself to be something, when he is
nothing, he deceiveth himself.
For a third time, Galatians indicts me: For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the
Spirit against the flesh: and these are contrary the one to the other: so that ye cannot do
the things that ye would.
When I see the errors of others (of course, these are easily seen) and point them out, I
am again indicted by Galatians: Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are
spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also
be tempted.
In spite of these indictments, Galatians offers me FAITH and HOPE!
By God's continual guidance, if I allow it: This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
not fulfil the lust of the flesh.
As for the indictments, above: But if ye be led of the Spirit, ye are not under the law.
If I submit to Him as a child to a father, I can have dominion over my own lusts and
afflictions: And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts.

But this challenge is laid before me: But let every man prove his own work, and then shall
he have rejoicing in himself alone, and not in another. For every man shall bear his own
burden.
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The thoughts are mine. The actions are mine. The works are mine. They are not someone
else's. And though I have weaknesses and infirmities that would lead me to do those
things which I would NOT do, I can have dominion over them and my own actions. I,
alone, and responsible for my thoughts, words, and deeds. I cannot rely on Flip Wilson's
Geraldine response, “The devil made me do it.” I must take responsibility for my own
actions. The quicker and more adamantly I admit my own failings, the better it is for me,
lest I allow myself to get to the point where sin has hardened my heart beyond my ability
to see my own errors. When I fail, which I most certainly will, my only recourse is
repentance, which God not only allows, but wholeheartedly encourages.
The evidence? And my reward? And that by which others can see the workings of God in
my day to day life? The fruit of God's Spirit at work in my life? The effectiveness of the
law that would indict me? All of those things are contained below.
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is no law.
My goodness, I am indicted and pardoned all within parts of two mere chapters. I have a
lifetime of work and study in this and this alone.
No matter what one thinks about the bible, its author(s), its editing, or origins, or exact
nature of the words it contains, there is a lifetime of instruction and wisdom therein. No
wonder it still speaks to men across the ages and presents itself as a fresh, living
document to each succeeding generation. It never gets old and stale. As long as it can
help us to produce fruits in our lives that are desirable, and I'd say love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness and temperance are all desirable traits
In a human, the bible will continue to be a life-changing guide to those who would simply
pick it up and read it.
Is this not REASONABLE?
Heavenly Father, help me to see the log stuck in my own eye rather than using my
skewed vision to concentrate on the speck that is in the eye of my brother. Help me
remove the blinders I have placed on myself that hide those things that need
attention in my own life. Send your true servants in my direction that I may receive
good instruction and counsel. Give me the wisdom to know good counsel when I
hear it, and the strength and determination to receive it and obey it. Make me
aware that it does not always come in the manner I might expect it, but help me to
recognize it when it arrives. Help me to walk in Your Spirit so that I manifest the
fruits of Your Spirit in my everyday life. With thankfulness for your patience, mercy,
and guidance, AMEN.
So, what's any of this got to do with CLL? Everything, of course, and nothing. Though I
am in remission, I still have CLL. It is a chronic disease. But my remission, precipitated by
the hard work of so many medical professionals who have devoted their careers and lives
to the study and treatment of this disease, and a merciful God by whose providence I am
enriched, has allowed me this respite to pause and consider other things; and theology
and politics are top on the list of things to be considered.
At this Thanksgiving time, three years onto the odyssey of CLL and two years into a
remission, I am extremely thankful for having had this time. I am thankful for NOW. I am
thankful for TODAY. I am thankful for what I HAVE. I do not mourn what I LACK. It's
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rather difficult to mourn what I LACK when I cannot identify anything it might be, other
than some of those fruits I mentioned earlier, which are a continually working process.
My beautiful and wonderful step-sister called me yesterday from her new home in St.
Thomas. There was more than a little frustration in her voice from the trials and
tribulations of her adventure to paradise.
“Here I am,” she said, with a tension that was easily discernible in one that has been my
sister for nearly 40 years, “right here in paradise, and I don't know what to do with my
time.”
“Give yourself a bit longer to adjust to island life. You are on island time now, and things
can happen slowly on an island. No one gets in a hurry,” I said, as if I had some
experience as an island dweller.
And she will adjust. She will learn to enjoy the relaxed pace and the unstructured,
lackadaisical life of a tropical island dweller. I gave her the best advice that I could
possible give her, since she is now far removed from the distractions of her former
everyday life, and is left, temporarily, with the time that can pass so slowly when we are
left to ourselves without distractions.
“Regina,” I said, “I carry paradise with me everywhere I go. It is where you are, never
somewhere else. May tomorrow's sunrise greet you with a new day that is filled with
wonder, right in the very place you inhabit, because it's all around you. You'll see it, and it
will welcome you with open arms. Enjoy your time and your current respite from
responsibility.”
Yep, it's another day in paradise. It can be filled with wonder or boredom. We will make of
it what we choose. If we are fortunate, we choose correctly, but that is easier said than
done.
“Easier said than done,” I repeat to myself. “Haven't I already used that, today?”
“You have,” I said back to me.
“I seem to use that a lot,” I say.
“You sure do,” I say back to me, adding, “It seems to be a constant theme in what you
think and write about. I think You've got something stuck in your gullet that needs to be
regurgitated.”
“Yep. No doubt,” I say to myself in answer to a continuous dialog we all seem to have
with ourselves. “But so many things in life are that way. I wish everything in life were as
easy as saying it, but it's not. The saying of it can be so easy and the living of it is another
matter entirely.”
“Everyone goes through life with on-the-job training,” I said, asking myself, “What makes
you think you would be any different?”
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“I don't think I'm any different than anyone else,” I retort, getting a bit impatient with
myself with the tack of this conversation.
“Oh! Yes, you do!” I shout back at me. “You think you're special!”
“You're a smart-ass,” I say to myself.
“And you're NOT? Ha! The pot has just called the kettle black!”
Sitting here with my mouth agape, for once, I had no reply, completely nonplussed and
speechless. When one loses an argument with one's self, it is a good time to stop.
I'm off to enjoy paradise...the one that is right here in East Central Mississippi... the one
that magically appears right where I am. I will rejoice in that and be thankful for it.
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11/22/11 Where Have You Gone, Mr. Eisenhower?
Below is the full text of President Dwight D.
Eisenhower's farewell address. His warnings about
the future pitfalls and course of America are
prophetic in scope. The world owes much to this
man who served his nation with honor for over 50
years, and to his entire generation. Perhaps it is
time we had another real soldier as president...one
familiar
with
the
costs
and
dangers
of
war...including those that are not quite so obvious.
There is no analysis or wisdom I can add to his
address; I can only say that I see the results of our
national, purposeful, and callous disavowal of every
warning he put forth...thus, we are where we are
today.
Great times produce great men. I hope the times
never get so great as to produce another
Eisenhower.
His farewell address is reproduced here in its entirety.
Good evening, my fellow Americans.
First, I should like to express my gratitude to the radio and television
networks for the opportunities they have given me over the years to bring
reports and messages to our nation. My special thanks go to them for the
opportunity of addressing you this evening.
Three days from now, after half century in the service of our country, I
shall lay down the responsibilities of office as, in traditional and solemn
ceremony, the authority of the Presidency is vested in my successor. This
evening, I come to you with a message of leave-taking and farewell, and
to share a few final thoughts with you, my countrymen.
Like every other -- Like every other citizen, I wish the new President, and
all who will labor with him, Godspeed. I pray that the coming years will be
blessed with peace and prosperity for all.
Our people expect their President and the Congress to find essential
agreement on issues of great moment, the wise resolution of which will
better shape the future of the nation. My own relations with the Congress,
which began on a remote and tenuous basis when, long ago, a member of
the Senate appointed me to West Point, have since ranged to the intimate
during the war and immediate post-war period, and finally to the mutually
interdependent during these past eight years. In this final relationship,
the Congress and the Administration have, on most vital issues,
cooperated well, to serve the nation good, rather than mere partisanship,
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and so have assured that the business of the nation should go forward.
So, my official relationship with the Congress ends in a feeling -- on my
part -- of gratitude that we have been able to do so much together.
We now stand ten years past the midpoint of a century that has
witnessed four major wars among great nations. Three of these involved
our own country. Despite these holocausts, America is today the
strongest, the most influential, and most productive nation in the world.
Understandably proud of this pre-eminence, we yet realize that America's
leadership and prestige depend, not merely upon our unmatched material
progress, riches, and military strength, but on how we use our power in
the interests of world peace and human betterment.
Throughout America's adventure in free government, our basic purposes
have been to keep the peace, to foster progress in human achievement,
and to enhance liberty, dignity, and integrity among peoples and among
nations. To strive for less would be unworthy of a free and religious
people. Any failure traceable to arrogance, or our lack of comprehension,
or readiness to sacrifice would inflict upon us grievous hurt, both at home
and abroad.
Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the
conflict now engulfing the world. It commands our whole attention,
absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile ideology global in scope,
atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method.
Unhappily, the danger it poses promises to be of indefinite duration. To
meet it successfully, there is called for, not so much the emotional and
transitory sacrifices of crisis, but rather those which enable us to carry
forward steadily, surely, and without complaint the burdens of a
prolonged and complex struggle with liberty the stake. Only thus shall we
remain, despite every provocation, on our charted course toward
permanent peace and human betterment.
Crises there will continue to be. In meeting them, whether foreign or
domestic, great or small, there is a recurring temptation to feel that some
spectacular and costly action could become the miraculous solution to all
current difficulties. A huge increase in newer elements of our defenses;
development of unrealistic programs to cure every ill in agriculture; a
dramatic expansion in basic and applied research -- these and many
other possibilities, each possibly promising in itself, may be suggested as
the only way to the road we wish to travel.
But each proposal must be weighed in the light of a broader
consideration: the need to maintain balance in and among national
programs, balance between the private and the public economy, balance
between the cost and hoped for advantages, balance between the clearly
necessary and the comfortably desirable, balance between our essential
requirements as a nation and the duties imposed by the nation upon the
individual, balance between actions of the moment and the national
welfare of the future. Good judgment seeks balance and progress. Lack of
it eventually finds imbalance and frustration. The record of many decades
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stands as proof that our people and their Government have, in the main,
understood these truths and have responded to them well, in the face of
threat and stress.
But threats, new in kind or degree, constantly arise. Of these, I mention
two only.
A vital element in keeping the peace is our military establishment. Our
arms must be mighty, ready for instant action, so that no potential
aggressor may be tempted to risk his own destruction. Our military
organization today bears little relation to that known of any of my
predecessors in peacetime, or, indeed, by the fighting men of World War
II or Korea.
Until the latest of our world conflicts, the United States had no
armaments industry. American makers of plowshares could, with time
and as required, make swords as well. But we can no longer risk
emergency improvisation of national defense. We have been compelled to
create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to
this, three and a half million men and women are directly engaged in the
defense establishment. We annually spend on military security alone
more than the net income of all United States corporations.
Now this conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large
arms industry is new in the American experience. The total influence -economic, political, even spiritual -- is felt in every city, every
Statehouse, every office of the Federal government. We recognize the
imperative need for this development. Yet, we must not fail to
comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources, and livelihood are
all involved. So is the very structure of our society.
In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the militaryindustrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced
power exists and will persist. We must never let the weight of this
combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should
take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery
of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and
liberty may prosper together.
Akin to, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in our
industrial-military posture, has been the technological revolution during
recent decades. In this revolution, research has become central; it also
becomes more formalized, complex, and costly. A steadily increasing
share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Federal government.
Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been
overshadowed by task forces of scientists in laboratories and testing
fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the
fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery, has experienced a
revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs
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involved, a government contract becomes virtually a substitute for
intellectual curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of
new electronic computers. The prospect of domination of the nation's
scholars by Federal employment, project allocations, and the power of
money is ever present -- and is gravely to be regarded.
Yet, in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we should,
we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy
could itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite.
It is the task of statesmanship to mold, to balance, and to integrate these
and other forces, new and old, within the principles of our democratic
system -- ever aiming toward the supreme goals of our free society.
Another factor in maintaining balance involves the element of time. As we
peer into society's future, we -- you and I, and our government -- must
avoid the impulse to live only for today, plundering for our own ease and
convenience the precious resources of tomorrow. We cannot mortgage
the material assets of our grandchildren without risking the loss also of
their political and spiritual heritage. We want democracy to survive for all
generations to come, not to become the insolvent phantom of tomorrow.
During the long lane of the history yet to be written, America knows that
this world of ours, ever growing smaller, must avoid becoming a
community of dreadful fear and hate, and be, instead, a proud
confederation of mutual trust and respect. Such a confederation must be
one of equals. The weakest must come to the conference table with the
same confidence as do we, protected as we are by our moral, economic,
and military strength. That table, though scarred by many fast
frustrations -- past frustrations, cannot be abandoned for the certain
agony of disarmament -- of the battlefield.
Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing
imperative. Together we must learn how to compose differences, not with
arms, but with intellect and decent purpose. Because this need is so
sharp and apparent, I confess that I lay down my official responsibilities
in this field with a definite sense of disappointment. As one who has
witnessed the horror and the lingering sadness of war, as one who knows
that another war could utterly destroy this civilization which has been so
slowly and painfully built over thousands of years, I wish I could say
tonight that a lasting peace is in sight.
Happily, I can say that war has been avoided. Steady progress toward our
ultimate goal has been made. But so much remains to be done. As a
private citizen, I shall never cease to do what little I can to help the world
advance along that road.
So, in this, my last good night to you as your President, I thank you for
the many opportunities you have given me for public service in war and in
peace. I trust in that -- in that -- in that service you find some things
worthy. As for the rest of it, I know you will find ways to improve
performance in the future.
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You and I, my fellow citizens, need to be strong in our faith that all
nations, under God, will reach the goal of peace with justice. May we be
ever unswerving in devotion to principle, confident but humble with
power, diligent in pursuit of the Nations' great goals.
To all the peoples of the world, I once more give expression to America's
prayerful and continuing aspiration: We pray that peoples of all faiths, all
races, all nations, may have their great human needs satisfied; that those
now denied opportunity shall come to enjoy it to the full; that all who
yearn for freedom may experience its few spiritual blessings. Those who
have freedom will understand, also, its heavy responsibility; that all who
are insensitive to the needs of others will learn charity; and that the
sources -- scourges of poverty, disease, and ignorance will be made [to]
disappear from the earth; and that in the goodness of time, all peoples
will come to live together in a peace guaranteed by the binding force of
mutual respect and love.
Now, on Friday noon, I am to become a private citizen. I am proud to do
so. I look forward to it.
Thank you, and good night.
I reckon they just don't make Republicans like that any more! I reckon that you take
every warning, admonition, and exhortation given here and ignore it, and you have what
we see before us today.
I'm reckoning because that is what we country Mississippians do. We RECKON. Reckoning
is thinking and analysis that has led us to a conclusion. We also SWANNEE. If our
reckoning leads us to decide things are not so good, which is the usual result of
reckoning, we soon start to swannee.
Excuse me. I'm about to swannee.
I swannee, we've had some bad presidential leadership. I swannee, that congressional
debt-reduction super committee, appointed by the President, has decided to do nothing
until after the election, though. I swannee that, by design, nothing the debt-reduction
super committee was GOING to do was to be EFFECTIVE until after the election, anyway. I
swannee, the stock purchasing and investment records of members of Congress seems to
have been influenced by legislation that appeared before them for their votes. I swannee,
Congress passed laws which requires members of the executive and judicial branches to
put their assets into blind trusts to avoid a conflict of interest, but Congress has placed no
such restrictions on itself. I swannee, when asked about this, every Congressman or
Senator seems to be miffed that one might think they lack integrity when one sees them
engaged in an obvious conflict of interest. I reckon they think we're all idiots. I swannee,
to claim that actions were not ILLEGAL is no defense for integrity or ethics. I swannee,
there seems to be a lack of integrity everywhere in government, and I double-swannee at
the disingenuousness I witness in the words and actions of those who represent us in the
nation's capital. I reckon an honest man is hard to find. I reckon integrity has flown in the
wind as the exponential multiplication of laws, regulations, and programs has made us all
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into lawyers, looking for ways to exploit the loopholes that, while violating the spirit of the
law, benefit us but are not ILLEGAL. I reckon we've become a nation of Pharisees.
I swannee we have. I reckon every one of us who voted for the re-election of our own
congressional representatives because they “brought home the bacon” is guilty of eating
too much pork. I swannee, I sure do like pork, but it has proved to be bad for me at the
expense of others. I swannee, what was once sweet has turned to gall and wormwood in
my stomach.
I reckon I need to repent.
I swannee at myself, sometimes. I reckon I should swannee at me regularly.
Diogenes walked through the Capitol, his lamp hanging from his staff. He peered about at
the teeming multitude of Congressmen and Senators, their aides and staffers, through the
throng of lobbyists made of up former members of those august bodies, and he seemed to
be failing to find whom he was searching for. Though he was out of place in his ancient
Grecian attire, with his oil lamp, no one seemed to notice him. He was invisible to the
busy people rushing about the business of the nation and their own, personal business.
A young staffer from a long-time senator's office saw him and puzzled over that which she
was seeing. Was it a vision? Was she having a mental breakdown? She marveled at this
vision from another epoch. Having majored in Western Civilization with a focus on
classical Greece, she knew she having a hallucination of Diogenes. As she approached the
vision, it did not go away, but became more real, firmer, less phantasmal.
Diogenes stopped peering around, sensing her approach. He fixed his gaze on the young
aide. He stared her directly in the eyes. She was transfixed by his captivating look. He
seemed to peer deep down inside her. She was drawn towards him in such a was that she
could not have stopped herself from approaching him if she had wanted to, which she
didn't; though she cast about a furtive glance to see is they were being watched.
No one was watching them. It was as if no one could see them any longer. The closer she
got to him, the fewer people there seemed for be in the Capitol foyer, until, face to face,
there was only she and Diogenes.
He smiled at her. She flushed with joy for some reason.
“You are the one I have been looking for here,” he said to her. “Do you know that you are
the only honest person I have seen so far, and I've been here all morning. Why are you
here with all these dishonest people?”
“I wanted to work in Washington and one day, perhaps, have my own political career. It's
just an entry level job. They used to have pages, but they're gone now. I'm the equivalent
of a page,” she said.
“You're in a place of much corruption. Do you expect to stay here amid all this and not be
tarnished by it?” he asked.
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“I hope to make a difference,” she said.
“Ahhhh! So you are the one to change things?” he asked.
“I can't change anything here. It'll more than likely change me. In fact, it'll have to if I am
to become effective at my job and move up the ladder,” she said.
“So wise for one so young,” he remarked, still looking her directly in the eyes without so
much as a blink, which she found very uncomfortable, but not threatening. “Do you
suppose the change this place will make in you will be good for you? Will it make you a
better person? Will you grow in wisdom and integrity?”
“Too many questions!” she cried loudly, so loudly that she looked around to see if she had
attracted any attention, since she could not be seen talking to this person whom others
might think is some sort of terrorist. There was not one else to be seen.
“Where did they all go,” she wondered out loud, more to herself than to Diogenes, but he
answered.
"They can't see us. None but an honest person can see me. Now that I am engaging you,
they can't see you either. Don't worry about being seen...you are safe talking with me.”
She sighed with relief, for she had worried what others might think since they had all
avoided this man, so out of place in this place.
“I found you today, so my task is finished,” he said. “I don't do anything once I have
found an honest man, other than give them an exhortation.”
“And what would that be?” she asked, exhilarated, breathlessly waiting for this wisdom
would come to her across the millennia.
"What you get in exchange for your honesty is no bargain. What you have in your hand is
real and precious. In spite of its appeal, and the huge, beautifully wrapped package, there
is no prize behind door number 3, only empty space,” he said, adding, “I like to watch
'Let's Make a Deal' when I can,” then asking, “Would you trade what you have for what I
have told you is behind the door?”
“Oh! No!” she cried.
“Others have, why not you?”
“Because, even though I suspected what you just told me was true, you have just
confirmed it,” she answered.
“And you believe me?” He asked.
“Of course,” she answered, “You spent your entire life looking for an honest person . . .
and you managed to find ME!”
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“There are many here who once were honest, too. But they traded their honesty for the
emptiness of a fancy package. Do not make the same mistake,” he said to her.
“Thank you, Mr. Diogenes,” She said, offering a slight curtsey, which was all the big stack
of papers and briefings she held clutched to her bosom would allow.
“You can call me Dwight,” he said back with a smile.
She looked carefully at him as he dematerialized right in front of her. The dimmer he got,
the more noise she heard, and the shimmering shadows of other people once again
became the moving forms of countless scores of humans running to and fro about their
business. At last, she was back in the middle of the crowd of people, and being
motionless, was a traffic hazard. A long-time congressman, hurrying to a committee
meeting, bumped square into her, knocking all the papers she held onto the floor,
scattering them in every direction.
“Watch where you are going,” the Congressman snapped at her, neither he nor any of the
entourage of aides in his wake offering to help her pick up of her papers as the vacuum
they created as they passed sucked the papers after them.
She thought it odd that he told her to watch where she was going, since she was standing
still. She also thought it odd, that underneath his big white beard, Diogenes seemed to
look a lot like the late President Eisenhower.
Other than those two things, there was no more oddness about the entire episode, which
she thought was rather odd in itself.
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11/22/11 From Bully to Friend
“Wanna fight?” the playground bully asked me.
“Fight about what?” I asked.
“It don't matter . . . just fight!” he said.
“Nah!” I said, shaking my head. “I've seen you in action. I don't think I'd fare very well,
but I knew that sooner or later, you'd get around to me. I suppose today's my day”
“You wanna make something of it?” he said, poking me in the chest, nose to nose.
I stepped back as the crowd of other kids drew up, all of them glad it was me and not
them that Bully had chosen.
“You're either gonna take that back, or I'm gonna punch you in the nose,” said Bully.
“Take back what?” I asked.
“What you said. Take it back, and take it back now, or I'm gonna beat you up.” He
stepped closer.
I stepped back, again. “I don't know what to take back. All I said was that it looks like
today is my day, and I still think it looks like today is my day. It's the truth . . . why would
I take it back?”
“OK, then,” said Bully, “You asked for it.”
WHOP!!! The instant he moved forward I summoned all my might and hit him with a
straight right smack-dab on the center of his chin. He hit the ground like a sack of
potatoes thrown from the back of a pickup truck, all collapsed in a heap.
Cheers went up from the crowd of kids who had gathered round.
I walked away as Bully slowly recovered, not wanting to be within his immediate sight. As
it turns out, he got up, sobbing, and ran to the teacher, whining to her that I had hit him
in the face. His rapidly swelling lower lip and the ooze of blood were pretty good evidence
that SOMEONE had hit him.
The teacher came over to me and asked me, “Did you hit Bully.”
“Yes, ma'am,” I said.
“Did Bully hit you first,” she asked.
“No ma'am,” I said, “I hit him first.”
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“Then you started the fight.”
“No, ma'am. I didn't start the fight,” I said.
“You just admitted you hit him first, therefore you started the fight,” the teacher said,
angrily.
“No, ma'am. Bully started the fight. I stepped back twice, and when it seemed plain to me
that he was fixin' to hit me, I hauled off and hit him first. I threw the first punch, but HE
started the fight,” I explained.
My reasonable explanation failed to satisfy the teacher, and I was hauled off by the ear to
the principal's office where I explained things again, to no avail. The principal called my
mother who came to school to pick me up, as angry as all-get-out. I was suspended for
two days.
“No TV for you, and straight out to the chicken coop to clean it out,” said mother, curtly.
That wasn't much of a punishment. We only had one TV channel that faded in and out,
and the chicken coop had to be cleaned out, anyway. That was my job. After finishing the
chores, I ate the supper Mama had fixed for me, and went to bed without any discussion.
She was pretty mad at me.
Two days later, when I returned to school, Bully came walking right up to me. I clenched
both my fists, ready for anything he might be willing to try. He and his swollen, busted
bottom lip stopped well short of striking distance. There seemed to be no malice in him. I
was relieved.
“We all missed you while you was out,” he said. “It weren't no fun down on the
playground. We're all glad you're back.” And everyone smiled, patted me on the back,
patted Bully on the back, and we all couldn't wait until recess to get back out to the
playground . . . maybe choose up sides and have a round of country jake.
I had become a sort of hero on the schoolyard. I was the one who had stood up to Bully. I
had been as scared as anyone could be, but my only thought had been that I couldn't let
him hit me first . . . that would have been a big mistake. Bully never was a bully anymore
after that. That one lick had taught him a lesson, I suppose. It taught me one, too. Before
that, I had been too scared to stand up to a bully. Now, I knew that when my escape
route has been cut off, there is only one option left . . . that the best defense is a good
offense, no matter what the ramifications afterward.
Bully? He turned out to be as good a friend as anyone ever had. Loyal, faithful, and would
not bear anyone to say anything bad about one of his friends in his presence. He later
went to the state college and played football there, went on to law school, became a state
legislator and a US Congressman. We still kept in touch; the occasional hunting trip, or a
fishing venture. I couldn't really afford to move in his circles, but he was always a good
friend.
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Me? I never amounted to much. I just worked, raised a family, paid my bills and got along
like everyone else. Sometimes things were good. Other times, they were hard. I was so
absorbed in the living of my life that I hardly noticed the passing of time, until one day, it
just seemed that I was an old man...tired, haggard, white-bearded, frequently unshaven,
and somewhat curmudgeonly.
One day I looked down the driveway, and it was old Bully pulling up in a brand new car.
He jumped out with a smile as big as Texas. We sat on the front porch and caught up on
old times, recent times, and what we were now doing with our time.
“I also wanted to thank you,” he said.
“For what?” I asked.
“For that smack on the chin so many years ago,” he said.
“You needed it,” I said.
“I sure did. It changed my life when I learned that there could be a penalty for how you
treat other people. All these years, and I never said thank you.”
“You're welcome!”
With a raised eyebrow, I asked ,“You want me to do it again?”
Our guffaws of laughter sent the dogs under the porch, sure that all this racket could not
be anything that was good for them. Just about the time our guffaws had lapsed into
giggles, my wife came out of the house with a steaming pot of coffee and some cups, and
Bully and I sat there sipping our coffee as we watched the sun go down and talked of
many things . . . he of important things done in Washington and in places around the
world, and me of things done on my small farm, both of us now relegated to the only
roles that we were fit to play anymore . . . simply old friends in a world that had passed
up both by, since the world waits for no man.
One can make a friend of an enemy, but one sure can't do it without standing up for
himself. It's respect we must have for each other, and some can only learn it one way . . .
and that's not the easy way.
And THIS . . .
A man that hath friends must shew himself friendly: and there is a friend that
sticketh closer than a brother.
Proverbs 18:24
Different bible translations for this verse offer alternative meanings to the King James, but
I like the King James just fine. The New American Standard says this:
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A man of too many friends comes to ruin, But there is a friend who sticks closer than a
brother.
For accuracy, you cannot beat the New American Standard. For poetic beauty, it’s hard to
beat the King James. Both translations are worthy of a lifetime of study.
If you are going to have a friend, you need to be a friend. The quickest way I know of to
get people to like you is to let them know that you like them. It does not always work,
because some people will not want you to like them, nor will they care that you like them,
because they simply do not like you, nor are they going to. But it can't hurt to let them
know you like them; so being friendly is a good starting point.
If we can be counted on to BE a friend, we will have friends. Hopefully, when all has been
weighed in the balance, we will be found to have been a friend that stuck closer than a
brother, which brings us to the real meaning of this verse. Out of our myriad friends,
there are only a few of whom, when the shit hits the fan, we can look around and see
them still there with us . . . they did not abandon us at a time when the offensive stuff
was flying, when they bore the risk of getting tarnished, themselves, for our benefit. That
is a true friend.
Most of our friends are friends not only because they like us, but because it does not cost
them anything to be so. When our friendship gets expensive for them, or there is a risk to
themselves, we might look around to see that their number has been greatly diminished .
. . it is at this point that one finds out who their true friends are.
When you wallet is full and open, the number of your friends outnumbers the visible stars
in the universe.
And THIS breaking news from the west . . .
There was a Sasquatch sighting recently in Olympic National Park on the Olympic
Peninsula in Washington State. Several campers apparently stumbled upon the Sasquatch
at it was catching and eating its breakfast in a stream adjacent to a remote camping area
near the Hayes River. The excited and frightened campers reported what they had seen to
the park rangers, who mobilized to find the Sasquatch.
“We've had several reports of unauthorized fishing in a tributary of the Hayes River. Many
of these tributaries are closed to fishing for several months of the year, and when open,
are available for fishing only by special permit,” said a park ranger on condition of
anonymity.
When reminded that it was a Sasquatch, not a person, that people reportedly witnessed
catching and consuming the fish, the park ranger replied, “I don't care about the minor
details. It is my job to enforce the game regulations. There is no fishing without first
obtaining a proper permit. Fishing without the proper permit is an illegal poaching of
game in protected waters.”
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Federal and local authorities have received an APB on an 8' tall hairy man-like creature
with big feet that emits a peculiar odor. The authorities want to question him in
connection with the alleged illegal fishing incident. Meanwhile a team of wildlife forensic
scientists, dispatched from the Puget Sound Marine Research Laboratory, had gathered all
remaining evidence of the unauthorized fishing incident, and took it back to their
laboratory for analysis.
Fishing in closed streams on Federal property, or fishing without the proper permit carries
a maximum penalty of $500 and up to 30 days in jail upon conviction of a first offense.
Based on the sworn affidavits of several witnesses to the incident, the Justice department
has indicated that the evidence will be brought before a federal grand jury in January. If
the there is enough evidence to persuade the grand jury that a crime has been
committed, the US Attorney's office will proceed with the prosecution of “Sasquatch” in
absentia.
We tried reaching Sasquatch, but our calls as we trekked through the forest were not
returned.
An spokesperson for the Olympic Area Sasquatch Society (OASS) said that the Sasquatch
probably had no comment related to any charges of illegal fishing, citing that it would not
be prudent for him to comment while an investigation was underway. Upon further
investigation, it was unclear if Sasquatch would be entitled to an 5th amendment rights or
the right to an attorney paid for by the state, but the OASS spokesperson said that they
would use every means at their disposal to mount a legal defense for Sasquatch if he
were apprehended.
The idea that Sasquatch might be exempt from any permitting requirements was
dismissed out-of-hand by the park ranger's office.
“Any fishing in any of these waters MUST in conformance with all Federal, State, and Local
rules, regulations, and permitting,” said the anonymous park ranger.
A permit to fish in that area in question is $3.00, and one must have additionally possess
a valid Washington State Fishing License.
The Under-Under-Junior-Deputy-Assistant Secretary of the Interior said during a press
conference in Washington (DC) that in these austere times, the DOI was cracking down on
illegal, non-permitted fishing.
“We want our $3.00,” said the Under-Under-Junior-Deputy-Assistant Secretary of the
Interior.
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11/23/11 The Department of Homeland Security's No-Fry List
Our ever watchful Department of Homeland Security wants to protect us from ourselves,
and to keep in check the national security implications of the dangerous deep-frying of
turkeys this Thanksgiving. While millions stand in line with their shoes off in airports, and
elderly matrons are bypassed for “random” secondary screenings and pat-downs favoring
buxom young celebrities, some claiming that a few of those pats might be LINGERING,
the DHS is on the lookout for dangerous turkey fryers, whose carelessness could have
national security consequences.
It was originally a crap-shoot as to which cabinet level department was going to get to
issue this warning, but heated exchanges broke out between the Department of Education
(ED) , The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), the Department of
Agriculture (USDA), and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). In a cabinet
meeting this morning, which the President did not attend, high-levels in the White House
gave the nod to DHS after a fist-fight broke out between DHHS Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius and DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano. Secretary Napolitano won the argument
with a sweeping right hook after delivering two quick, stinging left jabs. Sec. Sebelius
never saw it coming and went down for the count.
USDA Secretary Thomas J. Vilsak and ED secretary Arne Duncan were over in a corner
arm-wrestling to see who got to fight the winner of the Sebelius/Napolitano bout when
Napolitano got the nod to deliver the message, apparently from White House Chief-ofStaff Bill Daley, after Napolitano was restrained from simultaneously attacking both men
by Secret Service agents in attendance at the meeting.
Secretary Sebelius thought that the dangers of deep-frying turkeys and the proper
cooking of poultry was a health issue, while Sec. Vilsak thought that this fell under the
USDA since turkey production and cooking oil are primarily regulated by the USDA, and
food preparation techniques by the USDA's Cooperative Extension Service's Home
Economists. Sec. Duncan thought that the dangers of deep-frying turkeys are an
education issue, and that with proper education could be done safely. Duncan and Vilsak
had already had an argument and were arm-wrestling over it when the fight broke out
and Napolitano cold-cocked Sebelius.
Both Sec. Vilsak and Sec. Duncan seemed somewhat relieved when Daley made the call,
after having seen the punches that Napolitano delivered.
“She's hits as hard as a frozen rutabaga hurled from a home-built trebuchet,” said Vilsak.
“She has certainly received an excellent, first-class pugilistic education, which goes to
show one the unmatched value of practical education,” said Duncan.
Sebelius was unavailable for comment.
Napolitano later held a press conference informing the nation of the dangers of deepfrying turkeys.
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“If you are reported by your neighbors as preparing to do something foolish, we WILL
investigate and place you on our no-fry list,” said Napolitano.
When asked about the altercation during the cabinet meeting, Napolitano denied any
knowledge of any altercation and seemed not to be able to hear any similar questions.
“What did you say? I can't hear you,” repeated Secretary Napolitano over and over, then
added, “This year, there will be NO deep-frying of turkeys on any commercial flights, or in
any airport waiting areas, and there will be severe restrictions placed on the
transportation of turkey meat that has BEEN deep fried. All airlines and airport
concessions have been advised to make sure that the turkey they use is baked or smoked
. . . not deep fried.”
The next issue to face the cabinet will be which department gets to handle the warnings
about the dangers of a five-gallon gasoline container in the back of your pick-up truck.
The Department of Energy, ED, The Department of Commerce, DHS, DHHS, and the
Department of Transportation are all claiming oversight and jurisdiction of this issue.
“If you think a frozen turkey dropped into boiling oil is bad, wait'll you see a five gallon
gasoline can go off,” said Napolitano. “We've got to regulate and stop the unauthorized
transportation of dangerous, highly inflammable gasoline by individuals without
background screening or proper training, since this represents a grave threat to America's
security.”
Regulation of the personal transport of gasoline is being resisted by the Outdoor Power
Equipment Manufacturer's Association (OPEMA). When contacted, a representative of
OPEMA said that one of the suggestions put forth by the government so far had been to
ride your lawnmower down to the local gasoline outlet and fill it up. “That may work for
some people, but It's hard on those who live 20 miles from a store, and remember, it's
hard to ride a chainsaw anywhere,” the OPEMA spokesperson said.
The odds are 7:2 in favor that Napolitano will again get the nod. The odds were calculated
by the Treasury's Tim Geithner, who, it has been spuriously reported, ran a book-making
operation to cover his living expenses while he earning his undergraduate degree at
Dartmouth, and learned to be an excellent odds-maker.
“No one wants to tangle with Janet, except maybe Leon,” Sec. Vilsak was overheard
commenting to Sec. Duncan.
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11/24/11 Energy Solutions from Novo-Energy, Fort Collins, CO. (Formerly, Barlow
Projects, Inc.)
The story of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania's fiscal plight is an interesting read. It is the story of
gross mismanagement and the price one
sometimes pays for the opportunity to do business
with the lowest bidder. There are lots of links to
Harrisburg's bankruptcy filing and its Waste
Incinerator project. Here's just one:
http://frontpagemag.com/2011/10/18/garbage-ingarbage-out/
Despite the fact that this was already a deep
money pit, the City of Harrisburg and its Harrisburg
Authority spent millions and millions of dollars to upgrade a trash incinerator that had
been previously shut down by the EPA, hoping that the re-vamping of the plant would
allow it to pay for itself, turn trash into electricity (only a measly 25 megawatts, enough
to run a city of about half the size of Harrisburg, provided it doesn't have substantial
industrial load) and become a money-maker for the city. Though the incinerator's track
record had never shown it to be a money-maker, the city imprudently decided to go
ahead with the reconstruction to bring it into compliance with newer EPA regulations. The
project failed on all counts. Now, the City of Harrisburg has declared bankruptcy to avoid
being taken over by the State of Pennsylvania, and a judge has ruled that the bankruptcy
filing is illegal. Lawsuits, appeals, more lawsuits.
Perhaps the first lawsuit filed was against the contractor who low-balled the project by
$40 million. That contractor would be Barlow Projects, Inc., of Fort Collins, Co. Barlow was
unable to provide a performance bond for the job, as contractors are required under
nearly every state law in the country for state and municipal projects, so the City went
through some tremendous twists and turns to allow Barlow to proceed without a
performance bond, since it claimed that it could not afford the forty-million dollar higher
price of the #2 bidder. Forty million dollars is a lot for a contractor to leave on the table.
Things went terribly awry during the project. It wound up costing the City far more than
the forty million they thought they were going to save. So much for the wisdom of always
going with the lowest bidder, particularly when the scope of the project was beyond
anything previously done by the contractor..
Barlow Projects, Inc., is now called Novo-Energy. Their website is shown below.
Apparently, a very bad lack of understanding of marketing has led Novo-Energy to
continue to list the Harrisburg Incinerator as one of their successful Trash-to-Energy
projects. Here is a link to their web site: http://novo-energy.com/
I'd think they'd rather keep a lower profile on this. I'd most likely think that no one from
Novo-Energy wants prospective clients calling the Harrisburg Authority or the City of
Harrisburg, or the governor of Pennsylvania, or the Pennsylvania's Contractor's Licensing
Board to ask them how the Harrisburg project went, since, from what I am able to
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discern, the contractor's performance of the contract got them debarred from doing
business in Pennsylvania at least until July of 2012. See the following link:
http://www.dgsweb.state.pa.us/Debarment_list/default.aspx
If I were looking for an energy solution, I might be inclined, knowing what I know now, to
look for some other contractor. Novo-Energy may have many, many successful energy
projects under its belt, but the Harrisburg Incinerator was not one of them. The fact that
they still list this as an example of their projects on
their website, for reasons inconceivable to me,
indicates a misplaced business fundamental which
might serve them well if they were able to find it.
I don't wish anyone any bad luck: especially not the
people who let contracts and the contractors who
perform them. Good luck on your future projects,
Novo-Energy (formerly Barlow Projects, Inc.). May all
your future projects be safe, profitable, and
beneficial for yourselves, your employees, and those you would serve.
If, for just a moment, you might be willing to take under advisement a slight suggestion, I
would offer that you might consider updating your web site to eliminate any references to
Harrisburg, or Pennsylvania, since these do not seem to be in your own best interests. I
would, if I were you. If you have another incinerator project, list that one instead. If
Harrisburg was your only incinerator project, then perhaps it would be better not to
mention Waste-to-Energy projects at all.

Calvin Coolidge, a man of few words, said the following notable thing,
“I have never been hurt by words I did not say.”
He also said,
“You cannot know too much, but you can say too much.”
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11/24/11 Michael Moore's Proposal
Below is a link to Michael Moore's website where he proposes the following agenda to the
Occupy Wall Street movement. You can see all of what he had to say at the link:
ttp://www.michaelmoore.com/words/mike-friends-blog/where-does-occupy-wall-streetgo-here
I looked around on his web site and never found a copyright notice. If there is one, his
speech is political, and the things he is proposing are about how he would encourage the
OWS protesters to demand the nation be governed. I think my reproducing the text of his
proposal here makes for fair use.
First is what the OWS people he met with told him was their goal:
We Envision: [1] a truly free, democratic, and just society; [2] where we, the
people, come together and solve our problems by consensus; [3] where
people are encouraged to take personal and collective responsibility and
participate in decision making; [4] where we learn to live in harmony and
embrace principles of toleration and respect for diversity and the differing
views of others; [5] where we secure the civil and human rights of all from
violation by tyrannical forces and unjust governments; [6] where political and
economic institutions work to benefit all, not just the privileged few; [7] where
we provide full and free education to everyone, not merely to get jobs but to
grow and flourish as human beings; [8] where we value human needs over
monetary gain, to ensure decent standards of living without which effective
democracy is impossible; [9] where we work together to protect the global
environment to ensure that future generations will have safe and clean air,
water and food supplies, and will be able to enjoy the beauty and bounty of
nature that past generations have enjoyed.
Some of our past generations have had a significant number of their people starve to
death, or die from communicable diseases, so beautiful and bountiful is the harsh,
unforgiving natural world we inhabit.
I thought that in our system of government the people made their voices heard through
their elected representatives they send from their states to Washington. I can get the
attention of my Congressman and Senator, or I can work hard to send them home. It is in
our own city, county, and state governments that our voices are heard the loudest, and
where we can bring about change. Nothing in the nation can get done if everything is put
to the consensus vote of the people. If that happened, cowboys safely get nerf-ball
slingshots and camels; but maybe the time of cowboys is past. Someone should tall that
to the cowboys.
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The next step the OWS people might need to understand is that the 99% they claim to
represent are not truly theirs to represent. 99% of the people are not Occupying anything.
99% of the people certainly are not down in Zuccotti Park. The 99% may have a truly
different idea, even oppressive, were the laws of the land left to popular concensus. No
where do the OWS protesters mention the constitution or amending it, just the rule of the
people by consensus vote. They may not be happy with the results. Perhaps they meant
to say they prefer the rule by the consensus of THEIR vote. I
By the way, I already HAVE personal responsibility for decision making . . . perhaps I
missed something.
The text of Michael Moore's Proposal follows:
10 Things We Want
A Proposal for Occupy Wall Street
Submitted by Michael Moore
1. Eradicate the Bush tax cuts for the rich and institute new taxes on
the wealthiest Americans and on corporations, including a tax on all
trading on Wall Street (where they currently pay 0%).
2. Assess a penalty tax on any corporation that moves American jobs
to other countries when that company is already making profits in
America. Our jobs are the most important national treasure and they
cannot be removed from the country simply because someone wants to
make more money.
3. Require that all Americans pay the same Social Security tax on all of
their earnings (normally, the middle class pays about 6% of their
income to Social Security; someone making $1 million a year pays
about 0.6% (or 90% less than the average person). This law would
simply make the rich pay what everyone else pays.
4. Reinstate the Glass-Steagall Act, placing serious regulations on how
business is conducted by Wall Street and the banks.
5. Investigate the Crash of 2008, and bring to justice those who
committed any crimes.
6. Reorder our nation's spending priorities (including the ending of all
foreign wars and their cost of over $2 billion a week). This will re-open
libraries, reinstate band and art and civics classes in our schools, fix
our roads and bridges and infrastructure, wire the entire country for
21st century internet, and support scientific research that improves our
lives.
7. Join the rest of the free world and create a single-payer, free and
universal health care system that covers all Americans all of the time.
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8. Immediately reduce carbon emissions that are destroying the planet
and discover ways to live without the oil that will be depleted and gone
by the end of this century.
9. Require corporations with more than 10,000 employees to
restructure their board of directors so that 50% of its members are
elected by the company’s workers. We can never have a real
democracy as long as most people have no say in what happens at the
place they spend most of their time: their job. (For any U.S.
businesspeople freaking out at this idea because you think workers
can't run a successful company: Germany has a law like this and it has
helped to make Germany the world’s leading manufacturing exporter.)
10. We, the people, must pass three constitutional amendments that
will go a long way toward fixing the core problems we now have. These
include:
a) A constitutional amendment that fixes our broken electoral system
by 1) completely removing campaign contributions from the political
process; 2) requiring all elections to be publicly financed; 3) moving
election day to the weekend to increase voter turnout; 4) making all
Americans registered voters at the moment of their birth; 5) banning
computerized voting and requiring that all elections take place on paper
ballots.
b) A constitutional amendment declaring that corporations are not
people and do not have the constitutional rights of citizens. This
amendment should also state that the interests of the general public
and society must always come before the interests of corporations.
c) A constitutional amendment that will act as a "second bill of rights"
as proposed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt: that every American
has a human right to employment, to health care, to a free and full
education, to breathe clean air, drink clean water and eat safe food,
and to be cared for with dignity and respect in their old age.
I find it remarkable that I agree Michael Moore on anything, but we're not so far apart on
the restoration of the Glass-Stegall Act (in fact I'd like to see the Federal Reserve System
dismantled and a return to the gold standard, and for sure reverse the Bill Clinton era
bank deregulation!), nor on campaign finance reform (other than the government paying
for it! I prefer shopping centers, shaking hands, and town hall meetings, and the oldtimey way of being too honorable to actually CAMPAIGN for office...rather the OFFERING
of one's self for service!), nor that everyone should pay the same percentage of their
income for social security taxes regardless of their income (Why one can "pay out" of
Social Security annually after their gross income reaches $112,000 has always been a
mystery to me!), nor the removal of "people" rights from corporations. While corporations
have to be legally recognized entities so they can enter into enforceable contracts, the
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idea that their status is equivalent to "personhood" and that their "personhood" extends
to political speech in the form of campaign contributions is taking things a bit too far.
Here's where Michael and I get so far apart as to be hardly reconcilable, since this one
clause of his proposal, though it sounds noble and reasonable, has an impossible
practicality of application and as much potential for abuse as the former Soviet system.
Throwing in Roosevelt's name neither detracts from this, nor adds any relevancy:

10 c) A constitutional amendment that will act as a "second bill of
rights" as proposed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt: that
every American has a human right to employment, to health
care, to a free and full education, to breathe clean air, drink clean
water and eat safe food, and to be cared for with dignity and
respect in their old age.
How could one not be for these things? How could any reasonable person disagree with
this noble proposal?
I am a reasonable person, and this proposal is rife with danger for life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness due to its noble effort to guarantee happiness, which cannot be
guaranteed by any earthly entity, and certainly not government.
If this became an amendment to the US Constitution, I would be guaranteed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Employment
Health Care
A Free and Full Education
Clean Air
Clean Water
Safe Food
Dignified and respectful old age care

How delightful!
How would this be implemented? Would a Second Bill of Rights Guaranty Administration
(SBORGA) be created to assure that all my rights under this amendment are properly
being observed? What powers and authority would SBORGA have to enforce the law?
EMPLOYMENT
I have the human right for employment. Therefore, someone has to provide that
employment for me. My right of employment trumps my own incompetence and laziness.
Since I have the human right to a job, someone has to provide it, and if not private
enterprise, then it is the government's responsibility. That I might be a danger to my coworkers is irrelevant, since my right to employment supersedes their right to a safe work
environment. Since I am guaranteed employment, my mobility in employment is limited: I
am not at liberty to change jobs freely, but must apply to SBORGA for permission to
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change jobs, particularly if that job is a move upwards, since no one would change
DOWNWARDS. Any job movements would be always assigned by the appropriate SBORGA
jobs agency. In reality, is it a job I am guaranteed, or is it an income? The human right to
employment assumes that all people WILL work with competence and efficiency at their
jobs . . . but the guarantee employment will remove the incentive to PERFORM from many
workers . . . since I am ultimately guaranteed an income from guaranteed employment.
Would this also mean that I am guaranteed employment even if I cannot get to my job
because of a lack of transportation? Would the next step be that since I have a basic
human right to employment, it is my employer's responsibility to see that I have a way to
get to work? Does my transport then become the responsibility of another?
Since I am guaranteed employment, is the amount of employee compensation I am to
receive to be guaranteed as well? How will this be established? By collective bargaining?
By Davis-Bacon Act type requirements? By my level of education? What if I have a Ph.D.
but no marketable skills, cannot get along with my co-workers, am incompetent, and not
capable of consistently putting the right piece of paper in the right file? Who will
compensate me based on my level of education? Will I have a right to that as well?
What if my real goal of employment is simply to receive a check? Will SBORGA guarantee
me the income from my job simply for BEING there, or am I expected to perform some
useful work for my employer? If I can stay home and still receive the check, since I
cannot be terminated, what is to stop me from just sleeping late every morning, since my
happiness is assured, not the mere pursuit of it?
I like playing my banjo more than I like working at my regular job. Will I be assigned
permanent, valuable, and substantial compensation as a banjo player? What if it turns out
that this is all I am competent to do, and I make sure of that by being purposefully
incompetent at everything else I am assigned? Do I still have a right to a reasonable,
living wage for this, or will I be guaranteed as much money as I currently make? If so,
sign me up immediately!
HEALTH CARE
Is that quality, immediate health care?
Along with the rest of the free world, I am glad to be guaranteed the basic human right of
free health care, though this can only occur at someone else's expense. As Greece, Spain,
Italy and Portugal seem to be in the process of learning, SOMEONE has to pay for the
benefits I immediately receive from the government . . . either some 3rd party, or a
mortgage borne by our children and grandchildren. When Germany balks at the fiscal
failure of the aforementioned countries, where will that leave them? How will they pay for
what they have guaranteed their citizens? How will their citizens react when they are
denied what it is that they thought they had a basic human right to? We may be seeing
some evidence of this right now.
How will I access the free health care? Who will pay the doctors? Who will make the
decisions on what health care I need, and how much of it is proper? Who will decide that
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it is no longer prudent for me to receive treatment, based on a cost/benefit analysis? In
other words, when the cost of my treatment exceeds the future benefits I may offer to
society, who decides when it's time to call in the dogs and send me over to hospice care?
Who will train the doctors? Who decides who will go to medical school or not? Some
people enter the field of medicine because they want to be health care providers. Many of
them enter the field of medicine because of how much MONEY they can make. If that
incentive is taken away, who will want to attend 12 years of extremely difficult and
tedious training to become a doctor, if doctors can make no more money than mechanics?
If I am trained as a doctor, does that mean I am guaranteed employment as a doctor
regardless of my competence? Not all licensed medical practitioners are competent in
their fields.
If I am guaranteed health care, am I also guaranteed a way to receive it? If I have no
transportation, does it come to me, or am I provided a means to arrive at the place
wherein I can receive it? Will doctors again be required to make house calls?
Who decides what doctor I will see, or what hospital I will be treated at? What if I have no
confidence in my doctor (This is a BIG part of health care . . . ask any doctor!!) What if
the health care facility to which I have been assigned has had numerous violations in
practice and procedure and I am uncomfortable with that? Will I be able to switch to
another, or will I be forced to go to the once chosen for me in much the same way that I
cannot choose a public school for my children?
FREE AND FULL EDUCATION
Don't we get that now, all the way through the 12th grade? Oh! COLLEGE, TOO! But what
does this practically mean?
Will I be free to choose which public school my children attend, based on the track record
of performance of those schools? I am not able to do that now, so I welcome the freedom
to choose. I don't think he meant this type of freedom, since some of the teachers who
have been guaranteed employment would not have any students at their failing schools.
If everyone is guaranteed the human right to a free and full education, then everyone is
guaranteed the right to a diploma. They cannot be allowed to fail, since the right to a free
and full education cannot be denied. “But, having been brought to the trough, the horse
will not drink,” you might argue. That is not the point; the point is that a free and full
education is a right of birth. But what if it takes me a lifetime of being in school to get my
full education, do I get to be a student all my life, at someone else's expense? And who
would pay my living expenses while I am in school for the rest of my life? Who make the
decisions about who gets into what colleges, and what course of study they take, and
what constitutes a FULL education? Will that mean that the FULLNESS of my education is
achieved when someone else decides that I have gone as academically far as my intellect
will allow me? What if I were assigned to a different school? Surely a small state run
liberal arts college is not as difficult as a major research university. Perhaps my lack of
achievement is the fault of SOMEONE ELSE, not my own.
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I am guaranteed a right to a free and full education, so YOU deliver it! Pay for my
apartment, pay for my transportation, pay for my food, pay for my books, pay for
EVERYTHING while I continue my education, perhaps for the rest of my life. These will be
the academics of tomorrow.
CLEAN AIR
How can you argue against clean air? But how can you guarantee it? Just shut everything
down? No more cars, no more electricity, no more airplanes, no more jobs, no nothing.
The people who are guaranteed jobs as farm workers will grow our food, and the
teamsters can deliver it by wheelbarrow. Everyone will have a job, so transportation by
footpath and basket will be all that's necessary. Maybe we will all eat at work.
Heat is a different matter. Maybe everyone will move down south . . . but wait, it gets
cold here, too. Well, it won't matter, we'll just use battery powered electric blankets at
night. But wait, what about the disposal of those batteries?
CLEAN WATER
Ah! There's the rub! I am all for clean water, but my own bodily wastes pollute the water
(not to mention the air) in my sphere. We will just stop doing those unpleasant things.
Where will the energy come from that will power the waste water treatment plants? We
won't be able to dig for coal. We would not be allowed to drill for natural gas or
petroleum, but that wouldn't really be necessary, since the use of fossil fuels is precluded
above. The government will just deliver to us fresh bottled water every day. They will
have to, because having it is our basic human right.
SAFE FOOD
Not only is it food, it is safe. Mankind will be free from the toil for his daily bread. SAFE
FOOD is now a basic human right, and I would have it, delivered, first to my home, then
to my job site or school, or retirement home. Everything will be organic, with no use of
chemical fertilizers or hi-yielding seed strains. Since meat is not good for us, there will be
no more meat, helping to ensure that CLEAN WATER is maintained by the lack of the
offensive waste products of farm animals. We'll all just eat TOFU . . . but wait, isn't that
made of soybeans? Don't the yields of soybeans dramatically drop off without the use of
chemical fertilizers, genetically modified seeds, and herbicides? Not to worry, we'll use our
own feces to fertilize our rooftop soy-gardens, with millions being guaranteed life-long
incomes for maintaining those roof-top gardens, but bearing no penalty for their
incompetence beyond their own starvation if they fail . . . but that is not possible, because
the government has guaranteed us all SAFE FOOD.
A chili-dog is FOOD, but it's not SAFE, neither is a chocolate milkshake, says the newly
revamped Guaranteed Safe Food and Drug Administration. But CANNABIS . . .
though it's not food, it certainly is safe, they tell us. Maybe if we have enough of it, we
won't need any food until the munchies set in.
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There will be no preservatives, thus food will spoil quickly. There will be no refrigeration,
since refrigerants pollute the air. There will be no transportation of foodstuffs across the
country, since those methods of transport and the fuels they require fouling of the water
AND the air. I suppose that each person will be given a multi-purpose packet of seeds
every spring. Plant them at your discretion, or peril. Not to worry; if times get so hard
that you are forced to eat your seed . . . it is the government's responsibility to deliver
SAFE FOOD, and I will have it, and plenty of it, right now.
Plenty of it? It is not SAFE to eat too much, so the food police will regulate our ingestion
of food which can only be done in the appointed times at authorized eating areas in
government sanctioned food distribution areas. Since we cannot guarantee that the food
we cook at home (with WHAT would we cook it anyway?) will be prepared properly, we
will eat government rationed food in front of telescreens.
“You, there, 6371258Smith, eat ALL your broccoli, and also that last remaining organic
beet!” shouted the endless voice from the telescreen in the Safe Food Haven.
6371258Smith stared down at his plate. He hated broccoli and beets, and waxed wistful
over a sudden, profound memory of fried chicken.
The telescreen warned him, “Under Article 1, Section 3, Paragraph 5 of the Safe Food
Provision Act, as authorized by the 2nd Bill of Rights, you are required to exercise your
basic human right to eat all the SAFE FOOD on your plate that has been provided for your
consumption. Furthermore, you are not allowed to think of forbidden, unsafe foods, like
fried chicken, when you do so. Feel free to wash your SAFE FOOD down with as much
CLEAN WATER as you would like.”
“Those telescreens are getting a little too efficient,” 6371258Smith mused to himself.
“There'll be none of that,” the telescreen promptly warned.
Choking back a gag reflex, 6371258Smith put the last piece of organic beet in his mouth
and began to chew. It had the texture of a shredded tire, and a taste not unlike it either.
DIGNIFIED AND RESPECTFUL OLD AGE CARE
Right now, sometimes, money can't buy it, nor can multiple of government agencies
guarantee it. Suppliers of the dignified care sometime fail to deliver what we are paying
them for, in spite of government oversight.
But, in the long run, this will not really be necessary, since no one will live very long due
to all the CLEAN WATER, CLEAN AIR, and SAFE FOOD. If the government can't deliver
CLEAN AIR, I will be prohibited from breathing. If the government can't deliver CLEAN
WATER, I will be prohibited from drinking. If the government can't deliver SAFE FOOD, I
will be prohibited from eating. Since all the risks have been removed from life, no one will
get to enjoy (or endure!) what is left of it for more than the briefest of periods. Our life
spans will revert back to what they were when people had CLEAN AIR and CLEAN WATER,
and organically grown, locally produced SAFE FOOD. In the unlikely event that one lives
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long enough to get to the point where they need assistance and dignified treatment in
their old-age, please refer to Kurt Vonnegut's ETHICAL SUICIDE PARLORS; They certainly
were dignified, and their use was widely encouraged.
I promise you I am no more over the top than what Mr. Moore has proposed. If what is
proposed ever becomes the LAW of the land, then, welcome to the Soviet Union, which,
perhaps, Mr. Moore thinks is a better political idea, anyway.
Did you notice the part of the proposal that said everyone was to be registered to vote
immediately upon their birth? Who, I wonder, gets to cast the vote on behalf of the
infant?
I welcome divergent ideas; and in a twisted sort of way, I welcome Michael Moore and the
far left vision he has for America, though I do not share it. Being liberal or coming
politically from the left is not UN-AMERICAN. Joe McCarthy and the Senate Un-American
Activities Committee was Un-American. Having differing views IS AMERICAN. Having a
constitutional republic form of government that protects the rights of the minorities from
the obstreperous, belligerent, and oppressive rule of the majority is a good thing. We can
only make sure we keep it if everyone is allowed their voice, which should begin in their
own home state. The only vote we get to cast nationally is for the President, who is just a
PART of our government. We can only keep our republic as long as we take personal
responsibility for our own actions. We can only keep our republic as long as virtue and
ethics are easily identifiable in us by others.
Please liberal friends, be sure to ask me, with a disingenuous incredulity, “So you are
against jobs, education, affordable health care, clean air, clean water, safe food, and
dignified, respectful old-age care?”
I am against the government guaranteeing me these things. One can point to the
European model all one wants to. This is a new development in the history of mankind. It
remains to be seen how long the post WW2 European nanny state can be sustained . . . in
some places, it seems to be failing right before our very eyes.
And please, don't point to Iceland. What may work in a NATION the size of SHREVEPORT,
with its abundance of clean but not totally risk-free geothermal energy, just may not be
practically applicable to a nation as large and diverse as ours.
The government can't guarantee a happy life; to try and do so is as swift a road to
tyranny as a fanatical fascism, since “happy” will consist of the least common
denominator of our existence for the benefit of others, as determined by the state. That
doesn't sound very happy to me. When we've dulled the edge of life down so that there
are no risks, there will be no rewards. I have examined “From each according to his
ability; to each according to his needs.” I rejected it. I still do. That does not mean that
there can be no COMPASSION. But COMPASSION does not consist of depriving me of what
I have EARNED because of your NEED; it is my job to be compassionate. It is the job of
the receivers of compassion to grasp the extended hand which helps pull them from the
mire, lace up their boots and keep marching.
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If I survive the aftermath of the revolution that must come to bring Mr. Moore's vision to
reality, I think I'll just stay home and get my check from my guaranteed job, continue my
free and full education, breathe the cold, clean air, drink the warm clean water, enjoy my
safe, tasteless food. I can need as much as anyone, and, there would be no penalty for
needing, only for being capable. And I won't need much in the way of health-care, since
my guaranteed safe and blandly abundant life will be so boring as have me seeking out
the Ethical Suicide Parlor, long before the government decides to escort me there. The
government will even provide free transportation and a free, final last meal of my
choosing.
I sure hope I get a chili-dog.
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11/24/11 Happy Thanksgiving
And I mean it, too! To you, and you, and you, and you, and you . . .
This is my third thanksgiving as a cancer patient. If you don't think I am glad to be here,
you are mistaken. And if you think that I don't care that some are unable to get the same
level of healthcare I have received, you are again mistaken. If you think I am happy about
where health care seems to be headed, then you've made your third mistake. The PPACA
has left me behind, just like the "No Child Left Behind" program has missed its mark. The
future does not bode well for it . . . nevertheless, I am THANKFUL for what I HAVE!
We would have things different if we could make them so, but if I could make things the
way I wanted them, I wouldn't have this cancer. Neither would Ronnie, Rick, Neil, Jack,
Lori, Margaret, Rachel, Donnie, Mike, Chris, Pat, Philip, Tom, Sheila, Franklin, Richard,
Richard, Richard, Steve, Becky, David, James, Jim. John, Jim, John, Bob, June, Bill, Lewis,
____________, or Wilford. I left the blank so you could insert your own name or the
name of someone you know and love.
May we be thankful for what we have, today, and mindful of the needs of others, not
overlooking them, nor ever making light of them but racing to share the bounty which our
tables cannot hold.
We are blessed as a nation. May we show our thankfulness by touching someone else's
life in a meaningful, real way.
People are only as far away as our hand.
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12/2/11 The Trip Through Unreality
We have one life. The facts speak of no other, though our faith speaks mountains to a
different approach. Our trip through this mysterious adventure called life is filled with
many things that puzzle us along the way. One of those puzzling things is how humans,
who have all of the experiences of humanity in common, can have such vastly differing
ideas and be diametrically opposed on so many issues. It seems that the more time
passes, the more we are in opposition and the less we admit to having in common. I find
this regrettable.
The world seems to have gone mad. But the madness, at least partially, is because of the
exponential increases in the speed and quantity of information that is directed at us. News
has traveled at the speed of light since before the civil war. President Lincoln used to go
to one of Washington's telegraph offices to pass the time and obtain real-time news from
the fronts of battle. Such a thing had never before been possible in the history of the
world. Since then, without naming all of the various methods of communication, the
quantity of information and the speed that it reaches us nearly overwhelms us, splitting us
into factions of micro-divisions and advocacy that separate us from each other in every
sort of way.
It's hard not to have an opinion on everything since we are so well INFORMED. It's hard
not to have an opinion of anything when advocacy groups are shouting in our face, using
the news to do so, why it is that our opinions should be like theirs and why we are wrong
if they are not. It is so easy to dislike the thing advocated if the one advocating is in our
face, shouting all the time.
I don't want to have an opinion on EVERYTHING. It is not necessary, nor required for a
healthy, satisfying life. In fact, it might be argued, that spending too much time focusing
on endless divisions and an infinite amount of information, while trying to wrap our brains
around them to develop what we (sometimes mistakenly) think are informed opinions,
breeds an endless cynicism in our own hearts, and a distrust for everyone who does not
think like us.
In this age, there are some things that are new, which no previous age has seen before.
The digital age has made every musician a recording artist, with his own home studio and
methods of distribution. Rather than helping, I think this has divided music up into smaller
and smaller sections until a least common denominator has been reached, and what
succeeds commercially in music is the product of that least common denominator; it is not
art. It could be that commercially successful music is what Simon Cowell tells us it is. It
also may mean that Simon Cowell is simply good enough with his method that he can
determine what that least common denominator is and give it to us in large doses. The
live-TV-production of talent development as entertainment certainly gives the flagging
recording industry a way to test products and spend their energies and efforts on those
the public has preselected. This makes good business sense, but is terrible for art.
Digital cameras and photo editing software have made everyone a professional
photographer, without requiring anyone to have a knowledge of photography.
Photography was brought to the masses with the invention of Kodak's Brownie camera in
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1900. You took your photographs, mailed the camera back, and received your photos and
your camera, reloaded with film, in just a couple of weeks. Then, the photographers never
knew exactly what their photos were going to look like, since “point-and-shoot”
technology had not come very far. Now, everyone has a camera in the pocket at all times,
a digital darkroom to edit those photographs, AND a method to instantly distribute them
to a world wide audience.
Everyone has also become a movie maker. From 8mm silents, to super 8, to super 8 with
sound, to BETA and VHS cameras, to our phones that can record and instantly distribute
video, video recording of events is as near as your cell phone.
When all of the above things are combined with social media, every human being has
become a one-stop producer AND distributor; a stand-alone news gathering and reporting
bureau. As more and more people become involved in the daily collection and distribution
of news events, most without the benefit of an editor, our real news media, in its rush to
compete with every individual, has reduced itself to a least common denominator of
reporting in the ways that seem to be most popular, hopefully guaranteeing them the
largest audience and helping maintain their ratings from which their income is derived.
Alas, it seems that Simon Cowell is in charge of our news, since his method is how we
select our news presentation nowadays.
With the glut of information comes the need for analysis and commentary. Today, we
have reporters, news analysts, and commentators. In former times, there was an Eric
Sevaride or another commentator, who was introduced to us during the news broadcast
as just that, a commentator, who analyzed and made comments on a particular story or
two for the day. This segment usually was 3 minutes or less of the news broadcast's time.
Now, the 24/7 news cycle means that the time must be filled with SOMETHING, so news
commentary and analysis passes for news . . . and this divides. It's hard to agree or
disagree with a news report that is simply reporting on events that occurred; but by
definition, we must agree, disagree, or be apathetic with the interpretations of the
significance of those events. It is far easier to have an opinion that it is to be apathetic. I
am coaxed and persuaded to have an opinion. It is never the intention of commentary to
lead me towards apathy.
I suppose I should be relieved that there are so many providing me with so much
information, and coaxing me to gather my thoughts on each and every event so that I can
maintain an informed opinion which has been predeveloped on my behalf. This saves me
a lot of time. Commentary is so rife, that the distinction between news and commentary
are daily becoming more obscure. With TWITTER and FACEBOOK, everyone has become a
news distributor and a commentator. The endless shares, links, and comments on them
are available for all the world to see. Everyone has become Eric Sevaride, or William F.
Buckley, Jr., without the capability to deliver something useful, only divisiveness.
So many things are reported on the national news now that are not newsworthy. A local
crime, no matter how heinous, is still a local crime . . . but if there is video to show the
crime in action, it is a national news event. We've always had local crimes. They are no
more heinous or occur in any greater quantity than they ever have, but the news reports
all of them. Things formerly confined to the 3rd page of the local newspaper are now
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broadcast on national news, because the 24/7 news cycle demands that something must
continuously broadcast to fill the time.
Big scandals were always news stories. Small scandals, petty sexual scandals, and things
scandalous only to one's spouse were pretty much overlooked, particularly by the national
media, who chose not to waste their time on such things. If Louisiana's Huey P. Long had
been caught in a scandal with a woman, I doubt it would have gotten much attention in
1930. If he had been caught in a scandal with a minor of the same sex, this would have
probably made the news, though many editors would have said that this type of reporting
was beneath them, and left it to the tabloids.
But all news organizations have become the “National Enquirer” in a way. When they have
gaps in the facts, they simply insert the opinions and speculations of “experts” and
“insiders” as to what may have happened, or what may be on someone's mind. Expert
testimonial is not news, nor are experts somehow above the conflicting human emotions
that we are all subject to. Having a Ph.D. Is not a certain path to the truth. Frequently,
under the banner of “fairness,” news organizations air the views of disagreeing experts,
and the hearer is left even more uncertain of what the truth is. There are also the legions
of “unnamed sources” and “anonymous spokespersons.” I suspect that many of these are
invented, and that editors are willing to turn a blind eye in order to capture the ratings.
We are continuously halved. We can be halved forever and never reach zero, but
eventually, through this division, we become so minute as to be insignificant. We have
chosen this insignificance. What a sorry choice.
In the process of all this news reporting, the world itself seems to have gone simply mad.
If it were as mad as it seems to be, it would collapse on itself like a neutron star. There is
still some rationality and stability out there, perhaps as much as it ever was, but
rationality and stability are not newsworthy; only madness is; only anomalies; only
aberrations.
Mark Twain, in his essay What is Man? wrote, “No man ever originates anything. All his
thoughts, all his impulses, come from the outside.”
Our thoughts and opinions originate outside of ourselves. As men, we are not capable of
thinking anything that is truly original, but assimilate those outside influences over the
course of our lives to temper our consciousness. In this process, we think that we have
developed new and creative ways of thinking, but the truth is that every thought we have
has had its seed planted by others. We do not live in a vacuum. Our training, our
experiences, our motivations are all learned through the input of others or our
observations of others. The resulting actions are always those things which profit us
FIRST, and others SECONDLY. There is no true self-sacrifice or self-denial; there is only
US and what causes us pain or joy, or insulates us from pain. Every other motive is
secondary to those.
Our multiple and unrelenting news outlets and commentary are all subject to the same
outside influences and motivations that any human being is, but of necessity, it is our
responsibility to gauge the motives behind news commentary, whose ultimate goal must
be to persuade. If persuasion is not the goal, then what? Profit? Inflammation?
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Exacerbation? Amelioration? What other purposes could commentary have? Education? If
education, then to what conclusions would the commentators lead us?
Due to the sheer volume or reporting and the commentary that follows, it is easy to
surmise that the world has gone mad. It is no madder than it ever was . . . we just have
more reason to hear about it. That is my commentary. I, too, have become a news bureau
commentator. Rather than deliver news, I just comment on it, but here, my goal is not to
divide, but unite men in our common humanity, because, just below the surface, we are
not very much different; no man is. We are all composed of the same chemicals, have a
great similarity in hopes and fears, and want to live out our lives in peace, prosperity,
liberty and safety. How we might obtain those things are points of divisiveness, but that
we all long for them is not . . . that we all long for these things should unite us, at least in
some form of a common bond. So often, though, people will not allow themselves to be
united. We resist union far more than we resist division. Our UNIQUENESS perhaps
prohibits our unity. We are unique, just like everyone else.
Here's a bit of reporting, local in scope, but of interest to many. My friend Ronnie Warren
succumbed to complications of his Lymphoma on Tuesday, November 29, 2011. Ronnie
had a brief but violent fight with Lymphoma after being diagnosed Stage IV back in
August. The complications Ronnie faced were overwhelming. They finally claimed him.
Ronnie was a line crew foreman for East Mississippi Electric Power Association in Meridian.
He and I have worked side by side to restore people's power after more than one
hurricane. He will be sorely missed by his family and co-workers, and his passing is
particularly mourned by all of us with blood cancers, and by those co-workers of his who
also shared cancer with him. The club of cancer patients and survivors is a close
community, united in a remarkable way . . . but hopefully it is a club of a very restrictive
membership. We do not solicit members and would turn everyone away if we could.
We'd post a sign at our clubhouse door that says: YOU ARE NOT WELCOME HERE!!!
Hopefully that would keep folks out. If they were admitted, on the inside a sign would
read: YOU ARE US! WE ARE YOU! WE ARE EACH OTHER!
It's not that the cancer club would make people feel unwelcome, it's that if we could keep
people out, we would. But we don't get to decide who becomes members . . . it is out of
our hands. It is our job to let everyone who has unfortunately found themselves qualified
for admission that they are welcome, and not alone.
I spoke to Ronnie about a month ago, just as he was returning to the University of
Alabama in Birmingham for more treatment. He never left the hospital after he entered it
the second time. He told me that he had been having a hard time. We both got a bit
emotional on the phone. We said things, frankly, that only one cancer patient would say
to another. In his short time in dealing with his illness, he had learned the language of the
cancer patient well. We shared a couple brief references to old times, and I told him I was
going to continue to pray for him. He thanked me for that and asked me to continue.
During his treatment, his condition worsened, he went onto organ failure, developed
pneumonia, and was put on a ventilator. After a couple of weeks of hovering near death,
he rallied, was taken off the ventilator, then suddenly succumbed to the complications. At
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a certain point known only to the inner-architect of each person's body, our bodies just
decide they have had enough . . . and they just shut down. I hope Ronnie's passing was
peaceful.
As the world seems full of madness, and the cares of the world bear down heavily, and we
all worry about our future and the future of our children, I am reminded of the words of
Jesus who said, “Be of good cheer . . . for I have overcome the world!” What a comforting
thought, and one that the input of others, all my training, all my experience, and the sum
total of my FAITH allows me to cling to! I am so thankful for that.
On another note . . .
Please watch with interest the things that develop around the military appropriations bill
that has passed the senate, which contains an amendment that allows the military to
detain American Citizens indefinitely if they have been taken on a battlefield in another
country, or in this one. This flies in the face of the 5th amendment, and many
conservatives, who typically finds themselves diametrically opposed with anything the
American Civil Liberties Union stands for will find themselves uncomfortably allied with
them. At least, my hope is that ACLU will be on the correct side of this issue (AGAINST
IT!). The last time the military was used to police American Citizens was during
Reconstruction after the Civil War.
The Constitution's 5th amendment applies to “persons”, not just citizens. When we restrict
this, or redefine it in restrictive ways, we are progressively damaging our own liberty. In
effect we trade liberty for safety, and wind up with neither.
This bears further watching!!
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12/3/11 Pandering to Pathos
Sometimes poetry erupts from me for no apparent reason. This is a rare phenomenon, but
one I have learned must be indulged. If it is in there, it must come out. I can't even be
sure if this is poetry or prose. I think it's poetry. You may think it's prose, or you may
think it's garbage. It has served its purpose, since whatever precipitated it in me has now
subsided. Thank you for your indulgence.
The Wonder of Hands
He looked down at his own now-familiarly empty hands
observing every calloused line and their scars,
the badges of former endeavors, thinking how they once served himself and others
with their dexterity, but no longer.
They still had the sharply honed skills that native talent had lent them
and experience had taught them but they now were mostly turned from labor
to being thrown in the air, the universal gesture of futility, for it was futile he felt.
“Futile,” the future whispered from a place he could not see.
“Futile,” he said aloud more to the universe than to himself.
“Futile,” said the universe back, not whispering.
He wondered to what he should apply these hands these days?
The only thing they seemed good for any longer
was a well-placed scratch behind a loyal dog's ear.
The dog thought this the best possible use for them,
but the dog, so enjoying the scratch, had ceased its wondering
about the emptiness in its belly as its brain automatically released endorphins
bringing it great pleasure at the touch of its master's now fiscally-superfluous hands.
When the endorphin rush subsided, the dog returned to its canine musings about the
emptiness that hounded it as its wet nose automatically nuzzled at the worshiped hands.
“A noble use,” he said to himself, again scratching the dog's ear.
Hands, wonderful, opposable-thumb hands, deftly capable – able to carve, shape,
to wield the ax and hammer, the chisel, the lathe, the torch, the wrench;
to assemble strangely complex riggings of pulleys, cables, levers
and gears into wonderfully functional arrays to serve their intended purpose.
Hands capable of accomplishing work, which does not exist
in the attempt, but in the final execution. Hands undeterred by the
inevitable obstacles that may thwart the owners of hands less capable.
Man's hands; able to turn rocks and mud and clay
into a sublimity of architecture, art, and sculpture;
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able to tune the instrument and have its members fly over manuals and fingerboards
to sweeten the lives of all of us; to pull out the stops, one by one,
until there are no more and allow us all to catch a glimpse of heaven or hell,
until failing to produce enough for their own sustenance they feebly return
to the furred ear, as the dog's leg keeps time to the cadence of its master's scratch.
He wonders at how these hands of his came to be thus solely employed;
wondering at how hands once in great demand had been turned from former purposes,
no longer able to serve that which was necessary to sustain them
over a long, dark, never-ending winter.
The hands flew into the air with such suddenness they startled the dog,
and yelping as if struck retreated to a safe distance to observe,
wondering now, about the emptiness that nagged it.
Man and dog both wondered; the dog as far
as hunger, sleep, or a strange scent would allow it;
but the man had no such boundaries to blissfully supplant
the wonder at his pain with the wonder of the scent of a nearby squirrel.
Everywhere there were men who wondered at this,
there were twice as many unemployed hands,
and dogs licking four times as many paws, as sniffs of empty food bowls
reminded them of their master's hands.
Will wonders never cease?
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12/4/11 The Pitfalls of Persistent Diversion
Beware the barrenness of a busy life.
Socrates
When Socrates threw this statement out to his students, I'm sure that it shocked many of
them. They probably waited breathlessly for its solution, since it was a hypothesis that
would need exploration and testing: for how could a busy life be barren? We are seldom
alone with our own thoughts in this modern world. We are pressured further and more
diligently to spend every moment in an endless pursuit of distractions, like we don't have
a moment to waste on being still.
How could being quiet and still be a waste of time? And, with what things are we
distracting ourselves? Are they profitable?
The distractions themselves are endless. I shudder to think of how many hours I have
spent in my life flipping through 170 satellite TV channels, and finding nothing worth
watching, settled on the thing that I disliked the least, thus wasting my time on
NOTHING. While I was focusing on the thing I disliked the least, I had work that could
have been done, music that could have been written, instruments that could have been
played, books on my list (the rapidly increasingly longer list) that have yet to be read, and
words to write that have yet to be written. In addition to those things, there was also the
opportunity to sit alone and still, letting my mind wander where it would as it sought to
balance itself, which our minds are wont to do if we give them a chance. But rather than
any of those things, I watched things on TV that I disliked the least. I was too busy with
the remote control to simply do nothing, yet it was worse than nothing which consumed
my time.
I could have been busy taking a walk, visiting my grandchildren, wrestling with my dogs,
or looking at the clouds. I could have been busy, busy, busy at productive things rather
than busy noodling with my iPhone or the TV. I could also have chosen the business of
purposefully being not-busy.
Beware the barrenness of a busy life.
Is that the rushing to and fro to DO things? Or, is it the rushing to and fro in such a melee
of activity that we fail to bear the fruits a purpose and its accomplishment might have
given us? The word barren has more than one meaning. Formerly, it was frequently used
to describe a woman who was incapable of bearing children. Is this the barrenness
Socrates is referring to? Our busy pursuit of distractions prevents us from giving birth to
anything creative in our lives? That we fail to give birth to ourselves?? Maybe it refers to
the soil in which we find ourselves planted . . . a poor soil, devoid of nutrients, wherein we
are incapable of bearing any fruit that would bring a lasting pleasure to us and those
around us.
The vision of my middle-aged (OK! . . . POST-middle-aged) self sitting in a fluffy recliner,
remote control in hand, scrolling through endless droll TV channels is not a vision I had for
myself as a youth. Why is it that I can so easily submit to a vision that is so foreign to the
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one I held, and remarkably, still hold? How will a TV remote help me achieve my vision? It
certainly will keep me busy.
Of course, there are times when we must be busy, and there is the argument that no
matter what we are doing, we are busy, even if we are asleep. There is work around our
homes that must be done which cannot be neglected for very long, so we have to make
time for those things. There is a living to be made so that we will have food and shelter,
so we must be busy about the things which contribute to our living. We have families and
friends with whom we must share our time if we expect to keep them, so this cannot be
neglected. We all have personal needs which keep us busy in the times when we are not
doing the things previously mentioned. And we must have time for rest. With all those
things, there seems to be little time left.
SO HOW WILL WE SPEND IT?
Time spent alone and in silence is never wasted. We may not be able to tolerate it but for
short intervals, but if we practice it gets easier, and soon enough we long for even the
most brief respite from EVERYTHING while still being awake. This one thing can produce a
bounty of fruits of personal development. Some people call it prayer. Some call it
meditation. Some call it a quiet time. Others call it pensive reflection. Some don't call it
anything . . . they simply STOP.
The constant seeking of diversions to our remaining free time, which can keep us so busy,
is like a constant drain on a battery that just doesn't quite get the time to recharge fully.
It gets weaker and weaker, until it is not able to provide the energy for the task at hand,
even though it is not dead. If we never take the time to stop and discover who we are, or
the seeds of who we are, and spend time on the nurturing of those seeds so that they will
flourish, we can become as barren as a blistered rock in a seething caldera.
How will we spend our time? Maybe it would be better if we managed to be less busy, and
learn, bit by bit, to be alone with ourselves. If we discover during those times things
about ourselves that we don't like, we have time to prepare ways to mend them. And
mending things in need of repair always yields a dividend. And a dividend is the fruit of
our investment. And fruit comes from fertility. And fertility is the opposite of barren.
A busy life! It sounds good, doesn't it? But what are we busy ABOUT?
There's a question worthy of Socrates.
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12/8/11 Beating Cancer
You met Tom Roady here earlier. He had been
diagnosed with stage IV metastatic cancer back
in October, and posted a profound and uplifting
story about how he wanted to live out his
remaining days. Since, ultimately, humanity's
end result never changes, life is not a question
of simply how long it lasts, but what we make of
the short time we all have here. Tom made the
most of his time, which ran out on Sunday,
November 27, 2011. He died in his sleep from
heart failure on Ricky Skaggs' tour bus on the
way to the opening performance of the Skaggs
Family Christmas Tour. He was 62.
I had the pleasure of working with Tom once, in 2003, during a performance of The
Nashville Jug Band at The Station Inn in Nashville. If you met Tom once, you met a friend
you were able to keep for the rest of your life. Tom was like that. I am pleased to be able
to say that I once worked with the great Tom Roady.
Many other people can say that, too, so I am in good company. Those many others
include: Ricky Skaggs; Art Garfunkel; Dr. Hook; Pure Prairie League; Kate Taylor; Roy
Orbison; Emmy Lou Harris; Sam Bush; Bela Fleck; The Newgrass Revival; Maura
O'Connell; Mark O'Connor' Randy Travis; Mac McAnally; Joan Baez; Delbert McClinton;
Etta James; Suzy Boggus; Tanya Tucker; Lorrie Morgan; Martina McBride; Mary Chapin
Carpenter; Kenny Chesney; Rhonda Vincent; Percy Sledge; Crystal Gayle; Vince Gill;
Hank Williams, Jr.; Steve Wariner; Confederate Railroad; T. Graham Brown; Chet Atkins;
Tammy Wynette; The Nashville Mandolin Ensemble; Trisha Yearwood; Steve Forbert; Bob
Seeger; Pam Tillis; Wynonna Judd; Brooks & Dunn; Iris Dement; Lynyrd Skynyrd; The
Dixie Chicks; Tracy Byrd; John Denver; James Taylor; Wilson Pickett; James Brown; Mavis
Staples; Tom Jones; Donovan; Tony Orlando; Phil Driscoll; and Alabama.
The one time I worked with Tom was simply all about having a good time sharing the joy
of music. Joy is what he brought to music. It showed on his face as much as it showed in
his playing. If you dig out your CD's and vinyl LP's, look closely at the credits. More than
likely, you have one that features Tom's percussion on it. I have several. Most of them I
had long before I knew who Tom Roady was.
Tom was not a drummer, but a percussionist. His playing never overshadowed the entire
sound of the song, but lent itself to supporting the MUSIC. Sometimes, when the music is
just right, each instrument gets lost in the overall sound, so that the music swells to a
crescendo of the synergy that is achieved when the GROUP is working as a single UNITY.
Music is powerful when this phenomenon occurs. Music that is merely equal to the sum of
its parts falls short of the mark; it is far less than it could be. Music that fails to equal the
sum of its parts is not worth listening to. Music that achieves SYNERGY draws us in, and
the layman doesn't wonder about the mechanics of why this music is drawing like it does .
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. . he is just drawn, and filled with wonder, unable to keep his feet still as the music
moves him. We all look for this in music. It is why we listen.
Tom raised the bar higher for all of us. We are all better musicians for him having done
so. We are also better people for having known him. I am thankful for that, and thankful
for his personal testimony of Jesus.
Tom's cancer failed to claim him. He beat it the best way he could. His last days were
filled with a quality of life that he was determined to enjoy for the short time the doctors
told him he had left. And being translated from a berth in a well-appointed tour bus on the
way to one's next gig, filled with the promise and hope of making wonderful music, to a
new mansion in heaven, where all drummers have been transformed into percussionists? I
can think of worse things.
May God richly bless and comfort Tom's wife, Mel, and his many legions of friends. We
have all been touched by his presence and the kind, gentle, and generous spirit that
inhabited him. That spirit has returned to That which is its essence. We will all meet him
again, soon enough.
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12/16/11 “Our Wall Street Guy”
“We literally called Jon Corzine. We called Jon because we knew that he knew about the
economy, about the world markets, about how
we had to respond,” said Vice-President Joe
Biden as he and President Obama were trying
to figure out how to jump start the economy.
“He was an ally with the Obama Administration
in helping us develop a national recovery plan,”
said the President about Jon Corzine.
But he doesn't know where the money is.
There were lots of things Jon Corzine did know.
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

He knew how to bundle campaign contributions for Obama.
He knew how to get Wall Street tycoons to contribute campaign cash, and get them
to a face to face meeting with Obama in the White House Blue Room where they
were able to talk to the President about “hot” issues, such as regulation.
He knew how to throw a lavish, $35,800 per ticket Obama fundraiser at his New
Jersey home.
He knew how to sell special MF Global securities that had notes indicating they
would pay a 1% higher interest rate if the President appointed him to, and he got
Senate approval for, a high-level government position before July of 2012. (Might
that be Treasury Secretary?)
He knew the banking and investment banking business inside and out.
He knew the President thought he was, “Our Wall Street guy.”
He knew how to get the Wall Street-ers to make significant campaign contributions,
in spite of the Administrations outward hostility and anti-Wall Street rhetoric.
He knew that Republican Wall Street types would be glad to contribute money to
Democrats if they could get INFLUENCE with their contribution.

But he doesn't know where the money is.
•
•
•
•
•

•

He knows how to make a lot of money, himself.
He knows how to be a US Senator, though he quit his job to become Governor of
New Jersey.
He knows how to be the Governor of New Jersey, though he knows that Republican
Chris Christie can and did beat him.
He knew that the chairman of the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
was a former employee of his at Goldman-Sachs.
He knows that CFTC Chairman, Gary Gensler, has recused himself from the
investigations into the fiscal mess that is left of MF Global, in favor of the “excellent
career staff” that usually handles these sorts of things.
He knows that the public affairs director of the CFTC, Nancy Watsman, also used to
work for him at Goldman-Sachs.
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•

•

He knows that in October of 2010, the CFTC was planning on implementing
regulations that would prohibit the use of private investor money in the purchase of
foreign sovereign debt instruments.
He knows that he personally and successfully lobbied to persuade the CFTC to delay
implementation of these new regulations.

But he doesn't know where the money is, though he is very sorry about that, and it was
not his intention that any rules be violated by any of his underlings at MF Global.
•
•

He knows that he is the only former US Senator since 1908 to be forced to return
to the Senate Chamber to testify.
He knows it would look really bad if he took the 5th Amendment, as is his right, so
he knows that he can always know nothing.

So, he doesn't know where the money is.
•
•
•
•
•
•

He knows that potential buyers for pieces of MF Global's business cannot look at
financial statements and rely on the information they contain.
He knows that the financial information that should be available immediately under
any accounting standard has taken “Hours” to be put together.
He knows that others have looked at the bookkeeping and accounting at MF Global
and declared it to be a mess.
He knows that there are those former employees of MF Global who had cash cut
from their paychecks, and the amounts were invested in special MF Global Stock.
He knows that there are former employees who claim they were persuaded to buy
now-worthless MF Global Stock for their IRAs.
He knows that many checks were mailed out to MF Global investors, who found out
that those checks were drawn on accounts with insufficient funds.

But he doesn't know where the money is.
•
•
•
•
•
•

He knows that there are those who thought he knew how to run a large investment
bank.
He knows that there are those who thought he knew how to run a large
commodities trading company.
He knows that there are those who thought he knew how the system works.
He knows that there are those who thought he knew how to run the economy.
He knows how to rub elbows with the rich and powerful, and be a man of influence.
He knows that MF Global was not “too big to fail.”

But he doesn't know where the money is, and he is very, very sorry.
•

•
•

He knows that the White House has indicated that all the money raised by Jon
Corzine for the re-election of the President will be given back if he is implicated in
any wrongdoing.
He knows that the White-House amended that, saying the BUNDLED money would
not be given back, only that which Jon Corzine had PERSONALLY contributed.
He knows that he has become somewhat, shall we say, TOXIC.
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This is what I know:
•
•
•
•
•

I know that I don't know anything about international commodities trading
I know that I don't know anything about foreign sovereign debt instruments
I know that I don't know anything about foreign sovereign debt repurchase
agreements.
I know I can certainly run a large international investment bank and commodities
trading firm every-bit as effectively as Jon Corzine.
I know I could perhaps run one even better.

Perhaps Jon Corzine isn't so smart after all. Perhaps he didn't know as much as he
thought. Perhaps he didn't know as much as others thought. Perhaps he was just lucky for
a very long time. Perhaps his life was lived amid a strange grace that for some reason has
failed him now. Perhaps his house of cards collapsed before he could get all the pieces in
place to get OUR government to bail out all those Foreign Sovereigns that are in a debt
deeper than our own. Maybe he planned to execute political chicanery from behind the
scenes once he became Treasury Secretary, if becoming Treasury Secretary was indeed
his plan. Perhaps his luck simply ran out. Perhaps, when he actually tried to DO
something, this is the result. Our top levels at corporations and governments are filled
with highly educated, good-looking, smart-talking people with no particular skills or talent
(other than being good-looking and smart-talking), who DO nothing.
Perhaps he knows where the money is after all . . . or perhaps he is telling the truth . . .
that the money is scattered all over the Earth in such a manner that he REALLY does not
know where it IS.
He certainly knows where the money is NOT.
I suspect, before this is over, Jon Corzine, the amazing Democratic, Senatorial,
Gubernatorial, Wonder-Boy of Wall Street could become Barack Obama's Haldeman and
Erlichmann, his John Dean; perhaps his Oliver North; maybe his Monica Lewinsky. If I
were the President, I'd be studying the LBJ 2nd term strategy. The President may yet
discover that he is a bit too close to the fan on this one!!!
Cronyism knows no party boundaries. Neither does corruption.
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12/17/11 Mourning Christopher Hitchens (1949-2011)
The late Christopher Hitchens was a writer
who had few peers in his lifetime. He always
provided me the greatest opportunities and
challenges to examine my own faith. He
certainly made me think. And the thinking
was frequently about things of which I did not
want to think - - the sure sign of a great
writer, who is able to cajole, inflame, debunk,
and precipitate thought in ways we otherwise
would not have experienced had we not read
their work. We should always be thankful for
this.
His esophageal cancer killed him this past
week. I won't say that his “battle with cancer
is over.” It just killed him. His battle was with
his own mortality. We all lose this one in the long run, hopefully, or in the short run if
we're not so lucky; though we still lose. It's the dash between the two dates above that
represent our lives.
I have already taken some criticism from fellow Christians over my unabashed admiration
for Hitchens' work, and I am unrepentant. Though he was an ardent atheist, a devout
unbeliever, Hitchens was a fellow human being. He was as honest about what he thought
and felt, and his motivations, as any writer I ever read. While there were opinions we did
not share, why should that be a cause for dis-fellowship with him as a human being? I
reject any such notions. How could he be wrong about what he thought? By definition, we
cannot be wrong about what we think. The practical results of those thoughts may be
erroneous, but not the thinking of them.
Of course, our thoughts, feelings, and musings cannot be trusted to always lead us in the
right direction. Nor can they be relied on to always give us the outcomes we expected,
since there are so many things about which one can be wrong. But the fear of wrongness
is not a valid excuse for failing to consider. Christopher Hitchens never failed to consider,
though the result of his considerations frequently led him in a different direction than my
own. Why would this be a cause for enmity?
Many have felt their personal faith personally assaulted by Hitchens, and at this they took
great offense; but I must argue . . . did his assault diminish their faith in any way? If so,
how? Is their faith so weak that the opinions of one man are sufficient to alter it? If the
answer to that is a yes, then one should pull out all the stops and examine his faith, and
do it right away. Hitchens offered nothing new in the roadblocks thrown in the paths of
believers . . . not one single thing. Every idea and thought he had about faith, religion,
and God (and His existence or lack of it) was not original, even though his abrupt,
bulldoggish tenacity made it seem fresh to our generation. This is the genius of
Christopher Hitchens: He made those arguments seem boldly fresh. I enjoyed every
challenge, since each caused me to examine my own faith carefully, and the result was
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that it emerged unchanged, or perhaps even stronger. Thus, if Hitchens motive was to
persuade, we are back to the point that our thoughts cannot always be relied on to
produce the outcomes we expected. I seldom sensed that he was trying to persuade . . .
he was merely telling us what he thought. What he thought was what he thought. He
could only be wrong about what he was thinking if he was being dishonest with himself
and his readers. The point is this: If he was honest (and no one ever accused him of being
intellectually disingenuous), then he could not be wrong about what he thought, though
he could be entirely wrong about the practical outcome of what he thought.
For example, suppose I have heard of electricity, and someone has told me that there are
large amounts of electrons flowing down the power line that comes to my house. I cannot
see it, though I have evidence that it exists, as well as the fact that others have warned
me, but I think that the power line is harmless. I think this over and over, and having
considered it at length, still do not see the threat. So, I obtain an aluminum extension
ladder, place it carefully against the power pole, since I have learned from experience that
even though I cannot see gravity it is extremely reliable, and proceed to climb up the
ladder towards the top of the pole. Once there, I reach out and grab the power line only
to be blown off the ladder in a violent eruption of fire that sends my smoking, singed and
lifeless mass straight to the ground. It killed me so fast that I did not have time to
ascertain the practical results of my thinking. Obviously, the practical results of my
thinking were an outcome different than my thinking had led me to expect, but there was
no error in my thinking it, since it was exactly what I thought. The error was in the
application of my thinking to a real world test, since, having been tested it was found,
shall we say, imprudent, at best.
This seems to many to be semantic hair-splitting, but semantic hair-splitting is exactly
what one has to resort to when one tries to articulate matters of faith to someone whose
thinking will not allow them to consider that which cannot be easily demonstrated. If there
is an error in the thinking of anyone, it is that matters of faith can be argued rationally
and logically, and lead others to share a similar faith based on a semantic, intellectual
argument.
Hitchens said this about MENSA (you know . . . the high IQ bunch) members in a 1996
editorial that appeared in Vanity Fair: The standing joke about Mensa people is that if
you didn’t know they were so all-get-out brilliant you would never guess.
He might as well have said something similar to Christians.
If I have to tell you that I am a Christian, what does that say about my faith? Where is
the evidence of my faith other than my words about it? When we hear our faith derided by
the expressions of the thoughts of another, why is it that we feel a compulsion to defend
it when it needs no defense beyond our belief? Does God need me to defend Him? Surely
not! I submit that God doesn't need anything, and He certainly doesn't me to furnish
anything He may be lacking. It is we who are lacking. We feel it necessary to defend that
which we believe, as if another's disbelief should be capable of invalidating our faith in
some way. It is at this point we should welcome the challenges brought to us by thinkers
like Christopher Hitchens. If our faith is altered by his thinking, then it must be reexamined. If we can shrug it off with nothing more than an acknowledgment that we now
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understand what someone else is thinking and that in making the acknowledgment we
find no compromise, nor should we, of our faith, then we have a faith that transcends a
pointless, semantic hair-splitting which seems to be so important to so many. That
Christopher Hitchens and I would disagree on this causes me no distress, no discomfort,
and is a point wherein we understand each other a bit better. I think this is cause for
celebration.
As for the late Christopher Hitchens? In my case, his thinking had practical outcomes
which I think he did not contemplate, though I am at great risk in thinking about what he
might have been thinking. I never had the opportunity to meet him, so we may have
found each other disgusting, but I don't think so. I think I might have enjoyed his
company, at least for a while, since he no doubt would have provoked me to think on
many levels I had not already considered. This would have been a benefit to me, and
perhaps perplexing to him, though I doubt it. He simply thought what he thought, and
wrote honestly about what he thought, not caring who he angered along the way.
He has gone off into eternity now, his time on this earth over. I mourn his passing as all
men should. That there are Christians who have verbally expressed joy and pleasure over
the news of his demise should be a time for all Christians to consider their own thinking.
Why would the death of any writer and thinker who, as far as I can determine,
perpetrated no physical violence to any other human being, whose only violence was
committed against what we thought by telling us, pointedly, what he thought, be a cause
for celebration? I mourn this manner of thinking as much as I mourn the passing of a
brilliant writer.
That some Christians think Christopher Hitchens' consistent atheism meant he was
somehow less valuable to God than themselves is far more an indication of the nature of
humanity than the nature of God. Christopher Hitchens has gone out into eternity to face
whatever it is that he will face, or not. My faith says so. His lack of faith told him
something different. And there's no way I could be persuaded to trade what I have for
what he offered me with his thinking . . . but he helped me to hone a keen edge on my
faith that he was never able to dull.
Perhaps, this is not the outcome he expected. I think not. I think he didn't care. I think he
just thought what he thought and wrote about it with great clarity, deliberation, and
presence of mind. He would be the first to admit that my opinion must be very flimsy if he
was able to damage it with the mere reading of a few sentences of one of his essays, or
the hearing of witty rejoinders on any of myriad sound bytes from television talk shows.
He more than likely would have expected me to hold on to my opinions with the same
fearless tenacity with which he embraced his own. He probably would have been
disappointed with anything less.
“A witty saying proves nothing,” the great Voltaire wrote.
I mourn the passing of this modern day Voltaire. There are few left whose challenges
motivate me enough to critically think about my own thinking. For that, I am truly
thankful. He will be missed.
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12/19/11 Kim Jong Il is Dead
“Mr. President! Mr. President!,” the aide to the Chief-of-staff shouted as he rushed into
the second floor living quarters at the White House.
“Yes?” replied President Sherman, interrupted from watching the Redskins unexpectedly
beating the Giants, but not enjoying this intrusion even though the game was not going
his way, since his favorite quarterback, Eli Manning., was having a dismal game.
“Mr. President, I was sent to inform you that Kim Jong Il is dead,” said the aide.
“Who?” asked President Sherman.
“Kim Jong Il,” the aide repeated.
President Sherman thought for a minute. He was unable to shake the game from his
mind. “Kim WHO?”
“Kim Jong Il, sir, the President of North Korea."
“Oh! Him! Well, he has been Il all his life,” the President snickered to himself at his joke.
The aide didn't think this pun was very funny, but managed a nervous laugh,
nevertheless, since one always laughed at any of President Sherman's few attempts to
display his extremely dry, acerbic form of humor.
“The Chief-of-staff has indicated an immediate meeting of the Joint-Chiefs-of-Staff,
Homeland Security (DHS), and STATE. They will meet us in the war room in 30 minutes,”
said the aide.
“What the hell for?” the President asked, adding, “I want to watch the game.”
“I can't answer that, sir. I was just sent to alert you that the meeting is in 30 minutes,
and they are requesting your attendance.”
“Oh, bother!” said President Sherman. “I'll be down. Dismissed.”
As the aide turned to go, President Sherman kicked off his slippers, went in to the
bathroom to wash his face and comb his hair. As he came out of the washroom, the
presidential valet greeted him with a clean, starched shirt. He stood there looking at the
shirt. He thought for a moment.
“I don't want this,” he said. “I want an Army T-shirt.” He was thinking about Army's
recent loss to Navy during the classic Army-Navy game. Navy seemed to have had the
upper hand on this duel for the last several years, but it didn’t diminish his loyalty to
Army. The Presidential valet, a career civil service employee, had served many presidents,
and shook his head as soon as he was out of sight of the President, not quite
understanding the lack of formality of this particular President that he served. He opened
a brand new Army T-shirt. There were hundreds of them. Every week, the army had
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dozens more delivered, ever since they had heard of the President's proclivity to wear
them. The Navy had once protested, complaining that it was a disservice to sailors to
always see their Commander-in-Chief wearing an Army T-shirt, though they dared not say
this to his face. When word of this reached the President through back channels, his only
visible response was a quick shrug of his shoulders. This was enough for everyone to
know that that was the end of this conversation. President Sherman did not mince his
words. What the President was thinking was, “Screw the Navy,” though he did not say so.
The Navy knew this, too, and didn't like it, but they dared not say so. When it came time
to pony up on the budget, they knew President Sherman knew of the importance of the
Navy. They decided that was enough, and, perhaps, asking the former West Pointer to
wear a Navy T-shirt was just a bit too much. In the Presidential valet's eyes, too much of
the Army's budget was being spent on T-Shirts.
As he rounded the corner, headed to the war room, the Presidential valet was holding the
door of the elevator open for him. On each side of the elevator door, standing at
attention, were his personally assigned secret service agents. They went with the
President everywhere.
“At ease, men! I'll just take the stairs,” said the President. He was always a bit perturbed
by how everyone wanted to do everything FOR him. He thought about this every time he
went to the bathroom, and wondered what they might want to do for him next. A man
had to draw the line somewhere. Today he'd take the stairs and decline the waiting
elevator. He whisked through the door, opening it himself, before anyone could grab the
knob and open it for him, and fairly flew down the stairs, racing ahead of the secret
service agents as they struggled to keep up with him.
The President was in the war room exactly nine minutes after he had received the notice.
He knew he would not have to wait very long. Every person had learned that President
Sherman would not tolerate tardiness, and he expected that within about ten more
minutes every person required to be in the meeting would be there in an attempt to be
early. He laughed to himself about this. He would make it a point to make them feel like
they were late even though they were early. This was always a great source of
amusement to him. That they found this uncomfortable was an even greater source of
amusement, as grown, educated senior government advisers and ministers seemed to
clamor to be the one the teacher called on the erase the blackboard. “Everyone was like
this but Kissinger,” he thought to himself.
“Kissinger would have said 'let them erase their own blackboard',” he said out loud.
“Pardon me sir?” said one of the secret service agents, “What did you say?”
“Nothing,” said President Sherman. “I was just talking to myself.”
The rich, thick, woolen brocade carpeting turned into a stark tile floor as they descended
deeper into the bowels of the White House, through several layers of security, and into
the war room. There were several military staffers there, monitoring all sorts of computer
screens and communications equipment. They all jumped to attention as someone
shouted “POTUS on deck!” as the President entered the room.
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“As you were,” said the President. They all sat back down, and pretended to be far busier
than they really were, though they had been placed on alert status.
President Sherman sat down at the head of the table. He drummed his fingers on the
marble surface inlaid with leather. He tried to appear as impatient as he possibly could,
enjoying the tension in the air his contrived impatience seemed to cause.
“Where is everyone?” he demanded to the aide nearest him.
“Ahem! Uh, sir, we, uh, uh, we are perhaps a bit early. They aren't here, yet,” said the
aide, squirming in his seat like someone had rubbed turpentine on his tender parts.
“I see!” said the President, acting like he was really put off by this inconvenience. He let
out no hint of a smile, looked as stern as he possibly could, and sighed a sigh so loud that
he knew no one could mistake for anything but anger.
“Excuse us sir,” said the senior aide, as the room emptied of all the aides as they rushed
out into the halls, each one making calls to cell phones to the aides of all the meeting's
required attendees, expressing the President's apparent displeasure, and getting fussed at
by the aides of the generals, admirals, and cabinet level officers. In unison, each aide
seemed to say to the person they had on the other end of their calls, “But the president is
ready to start the meeting. It's not MY fault that he is EARLY!”
Now that no one was looking, except the two secret service agents, the president smiled
to himself. He winked at them. They tried to suppress their laughter, since they both
knew him very well and knew what he was up to, but they were unable to do so. All at
once, the President and his two permanent secret service agents burst out in huge
guffaws, laughing until tears flowed. At the sound of approaching footsteps, the President
quickly placed his finger to his lips in the universal gesture for silence and the two secret
service agents immediately suppressed their laughter, as did the President, and they
occasionally let out a chuckle as the perplexed aides returned to the room, wondering
what has just transpired that they had missed. Whatever it was, they resumed their
nervous banter as they looked at the stern face of the President.
Exactly nineteen minutes after the President had received notice of the emergency
meeting, every player was seated at the table in the war room. There was the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs (CJC), the Secretary of Defense (SecDef), The Secretary of the
Department of Homeland Secutiry (DHS), and the Secretary of State (STATE), along with
several STATE attaché's specializing in North Korea.
“So who is in charge of this meeting?” the President asked.
“You are, Mr. President,” STATE replied.
“The hell I am,” said President Sherman, “I was enjoying the football game. I didn't call
this meeting. Whoever did call it needs to get on with presenting whatever it is that so
urgently needs presenting.”
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They all looked around at each other, nervously, each waiting for the other to start
talking. No one wanted to start, so the STATE continued, red-faced with a bit of anger at
the absent Chief-of-Staff who had precipitated this meeting.
“Your Chief-of-Staff called the meeting, sir, but he is away at the Bears game. He will not
be here, so I will get on with the point of the meeting. Mr. President, you are aware that
Kim Jong Il is dead,” said STATE.
“Yes, I am. And …?”
Not liking this role she had been forced into by others, STATE replied, “Well, sir, I'll let the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs (CJC) take over, now.”
The President looked directly at CJC. CJC looked around at his partners on the staff. They
seemed a bit too passive for him, so he had no choice but to speak, but he spoke poorly.
“Mr. President, we are here to listen to what YOU have to say on the matter, and carry out
your wishes to the letter.”
“What?? What do you mean you are here to listen to me. I am here to listen to you. I
didn't call this meeting. I assumed that there was something you all wanted to tell me
besides the news of the death of Kim Jong Il. So get on with it,” the President demanded.
They all looked around at each other, again. No one seemed willing to speak, and the
President was content to sit there in stern silence and let them squirm. They all looked
like someone had rubbed turpentine onto their tender parts. The silence, though only for a
few brief seconds, seemed like an eternity as minds around the table raced to think of
something intelligent and cogent to say, casting furtive glances at each other, each
preferring to defer to the one who seemed willing to speak first. No one did so. The
President just sat there like as silent as the Tar Baby.
Finally, DHS spoke up. “Mr. President, I was called to this urgent meeting, too. Since we
are all gathered here, we perhaps need instructions from you on how to proceed with this
news of Kim Jong Il's death, and what steps we should take to secure the country and our
assets in South Korea, as well as the South Korean nation. Sir, what steps would you
have us take?”
The President sat there silently, other than a constant drumming of his fingers on the
table. They all leaned forward in their seats, breathlessly waiting on him to speak. He let
the tension build to an unbearable level while he maintained his silence and kept up the
drumming. Finally he spoke.
“OK! Here's what I want you to do, and this can all be handled by STATE. Send a
sympathy card to his widow. Get it ready and I will sign it. Send a sympathy card to his
son, what's his name?”
“Kim Jon Un, sir,” interjected one of the low-level aides standing beside the far more
senior people seated at the table. All the senior level officers narrowed their eyes and
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looked devilishly at the aide who dared to speak at this meeting. The aide, knowing he
had stepped out of bonds, slinked back, wondering what damage he may have done to his
own career with his protocol faux pas. “Too late,” he thought to himself.
“Thanks,” the President said, turning to STATE. “Send him a card, too. And send a funeral
wreath, not too fancy, but nice, to their White House equivalent, and put on a card that
reads, “To the People of North Korea: Condolences on the loss of your Dear Leader, from
the people of the United States of America. Spell it out: T-h-e U-n-i-t-e-d- S-t-a-t-e-s o-f
A-m-e-r-i-c-a. Don't say 'The USA.' And ship them via FEDEX, not through diplomatic
channels. We'll just be regular people sending condolences to real human beings who
have had a loss in their family.”
With that, the President fell silent. They all looked around at each other at the table.
Surely this was not All the President thought was necessary. STATE spoke up.
“Mr. President, we should DO something. There are several signs of beginning instability
in the region. Kim Jong Un is an unknown variable. The Asian markets are showing
extreme volatility. Perhaps it would be wise to send a message to them by placing our
troops in South Korea on a high-alert status and began conducting some military
exercises in the area. Maybe flex a little muscle.”
President Sherman looked around the table after STATE had finished. He looked directly at
the joint chiefs, who were all nodding. He then spoke directly to CJC.
“Do we not maintain a high-alert status on all our troops in South Korea, particularly
those along the 38th parallel?” he asked.
“Yes, sir. They stay in a state of constant readiness,” assured CJC.
“Well, then, STATE, carry out my orders, and we'll dismiss this meeting and I can return
to my football game.”
Everyone in the room thought of the time when then-general Sherman had been judged
to be insane by a military tribunal. Evidence of his insanity became visible to each of them
from time to time. This was one of those times.
“But, Mr. President,” erupted DHS, “Don't you think we had better take some extra
precautions to protect our interests in the Korean peninsula and here at home?”
“And just what would we do. CJC just said that our troops are always on high-alert status
there. Do we place them on double-extra-super-high-secret-alert, then run around
showing off our military assets in such a way as to make them think this is the time we
will quote make our move unquote and have them think our motives are to depose Kim
Jong Un, who's probably about to wet his britches anyway with the sudden rush of his
own ministers to paint darkly perilous scenarios for his consideration?
“You said, yourselves, that Kim Jong Un is an unknown variable. How would we test this
unknown? What reaction might we get? What dangers might we expose ourselves to for
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no reason? We escalate, they escalate, we up the ante, they up the ante, we bluff, they
bluff, until finally, someone decides to call the bluff? Then, what do we do?
“Nope, I'm not going down that path. I’ve SEEN war up close and I will not bluff. I may be
forced to call someone else's bluff, but when I do, it wont be with another bluff; it’ll be
with iron and scorched earth. Send the cards, send the flowers, change nothing about any
status here or in Korea. Right now, more than likely, a son is mourning the loss of his
father, while a nation is perhaps secretly celebrating the passing of a tyrannical despot.
We'll let it go at that. Y'all let me know if the North Koreans DO something, and when I
say ‘do’ something, I don't mean a useless chutzpah and bravado, I mean something of
substance that poses an immediate threat . . . not a damn potential threat, we’ve already
got that . . . something that reeks of immediate peril.
“If that occurs, we will respond decisively with sudden, sure, and swift retribution.
Though jaws were slack all around the table, no one said a word.
“I thought so. No one has anything to say. Every day, I regret having agreed to do this
job, and I regret the fact that I have to be surrounded by those who care more about
protecting their jobs and looking good in the media than serving their country. If anyone
wonders where I am, I'll be watching the football game. After the Giants get through
being whipped by the Redskins, I plan on watching Denver upset the Patriots. Dismissed!”
And with that, the President got up and walked away, leaving them nonplussed as he
usually did. Going up the steps with his two secret service agents, they paused in the
stairway in sub-basement level one, and all began to laugh uncontrollably.
Between guffaws, the President managed to say, “Did you see the look on DHS's face?
And STATE? And I though the CJC was going to soil his uniform!”
They laughed and laughed until there was nothing left but a joyful exhaustion. The secret
service agents laughed in earnest, but they said nothing, since it was not heir job to SAY
anything. Their job was protection with discretion. The President admired them and the
job they took so seriously. He knew that they both would fulfill their duty to the best of
their ability, until their very lives were forfeit in the pursuit of that duty. THEY knew,
however, that the President cared enough about them that he would throw caution to the
wind, and face perils himself if he thought that they were in peril. Though they had served
many presidents, they had never served one like this one. Before them was a President
that had stared danger and death in the face. He was not a bluffer. They saw him every
day and were with him constantly. They thought he was the most sane President they had
ever seen. They admired him because he was always the same, sane person. Steady,
deliberate, though sometimes more stern than he might have been. This did not really
matter, since he inflicted the same sternness on himself.
Later on that evening, as Kim Jon Un mourned his father, the President was mourning the
loss of the Broncos at the hands of the Patriots.
“Sometimes,” he said to himself, “Things just don't work out like we plan.”
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He hoped the cards would arrive in North Korea the next morning. If they were sent via
Fedex, as he had instructed, he was certain they would be there by 10:30.
“No miracle in the fourth quarter this time, Tim?” he asked the TV. “Well, there is no
shame in losing a game to Tom Brady. You aren’t the first, and you won’t be the last. I
wonder what the sports pundits will say about that?”
"Pundits! The world is full of pundits.”
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12/20/11 Nearly Christmas
And this will be my third one as a Leukemia patient. Though in remission, they tell me I
still have this leukemia, so I am always particularly thankful for every additional event I
get to see. Some people get cancer and they don't get to see their next holiday. In my
post cancer diagnosis time I have been able to witness the birth of my second grandchild,
three birthdays, three Thanksgivings, three Christmases, and three New Years. Well, my
third Christmas and New Year may yet be thwarted since they are not here, yet, but if I
fail to see them it will be extremely unlikely that this Leukemia of mine will be a
contributor. I think the odds are in my favor at this point . . . but they are not impossible
odds, though no better or worse than anyone else's, today, it seems . . . I think . . . I
hope.
But in spite of the thankfulness, dark thoughts lurk about. The always lie just below the
surface, ready to invade an otherwise beautiful day and suck the joy out of it like a leech
sucks the blood out of whatever living thing it can attach itself to: slimy, squirmy leeches,
growing fat and thick with the blood of their host as they inject their anti-coagulating
saliva. Just think about them . . . in the not too distant past, Hemosapien may have been
treating me with them, draining off the bad blood, the poisonous humors, in order to
restore my body to health. In these modern times, the poison my own body produces are
treated, not by being siphoned off by leeches, but by poisons administered in the name of
medicine: expensive, toxic cocktails that hang from roll around carts, that flow into pumps
that inject them into your veins in hopes that they kill the cancer before they kill the
patient.
It's morbidly perplexing how morbid thoughts can overtake you when you're not expecting
it, especially when you're tired. Among other issues I have with sleep, I have a really bad
case of Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS). Chemo seems to have exacerbated this beyond all
measure. Sometimes the main medicine I take for it works. At other times that medicine
has to be augmented with other medicines. And yet, at other times, NOTHING works. The
situation builds on itself, just like a cancer . . . the more tired I am, the worse the RLS is.
This builds over the course of three or four days until I collapse in total exhaustion, and I
will sleep for hours and hours. Then the cycle starts over again.
But this is merely inconvenient. The lack of sleep frequently interferes with my ability to
travel, since I cannot safely drive long distances when I get that tired. You'll appreciate
that, because I am not only unsafe for me, I might be unsafe for YOU, since in the midst
of my tiredness, fits not unlike narcolepsy overtake me. It's not that I cannot go to sleep,
I just can't seem to stay asleep. I can GO to sleep instantly, but in just a minute or two
it's like a pair of jumper cables have been attached to each big toe, and someone flipped
the circuit breaker on, and a wave of electric current jolts my body into an instantly
awake mode. I find this rather tedious. Tedious, I said.
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But that is all. I have so much to do when I cannot sleep. So many wonderful blessings. I
write in my blog (you have the proof of that here!), I write songs, I practice on any one of
several musical instruments, I read books and magazines, I have actual work I can do
(though sometimes my calculations are rather inaccurate when I do this too sleepily and
must be checked when I am in a better frame of mind.) I have pen pals that I write to,
musical instruments that need repair that I work on, dozens and dozens of fiddles that
always need some sort of tinkering, and I have music and video files that always need
editing. I can do all of these things until the dark funk overtakes me.
The dark funk! It consists of those morbid, fearful thoughts that incessantly lurk just
below the surface, waiting to spring out at the provocation of an excessive sleeplessness:
fearful thoughts that make me think of chemo infusion centers, bone marrow biopsies,
and flow cytometry to determine my current state of bone marrow involvement. This
leads me off to wondering about the future costs of treatment, and how ObamaCare
means nothing to me, and how people with no assets or money get treated for their
cancers, but I cannot get treated without the expensive but woefully inadequate health
insurance I have. This leads me to thinking about Chapter 7's and Chapter 11's, and how
my illness may damage my wife of thirty-two years and leave her with nothing. That gets
me to thinking about how I may just decline any future treatment.
And then I REPENT curse the dark funk because it has sent me racing straight to the
gates of delirium, banging on them, demanding admission . . . only to realize my foolish
frailty, because I am wasting a remission with these kinds of thoughts. But they come
easy in the depths of the night when you are on your second day with no sleep,. And your
eyelids feel like they have been propped open with pointed, wooden toothpicks: stinging,
burning, heavy with sleep, but sleep won't come . . . only the waking nightmares that
continually lurk just below that surface . . . that fragile, easily disturbed surface. It is like
a thin veneer of ice on the surface of the pond, covered with a thick layer of snow. There
is no safe step in any direction.
“Stop it!” I shout at myself. “Don't you realize what you are doing?”
I sigh and shake my head. I know what I am doing, having seen this in myself before. I
am consuming myself with negative energy. Then I think about it for a minute. It is just
the dead of a sleepless night. The sun will be up in just a few hours, and the terrors my
own mind inflicts on me will be gone with the first sign of daybreak. But it's not daybreak
yet. Intellectually I tell myself many things that make good, reasonable sense. Spiritually,
in the dead of this night, I am a mess. My normal stoicism has fled in the face of the dark
funk like a field mouse flees the shadow of the now-rapidly descending raptor, its wings
folded and talons outstretched, and its beak longing to tear into the flesh that will die to
will sustain it.
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“Stop it!” I shout at myself, again. “What's the matter with you? Why are you doing this
to yourself?”
I hang my head in shame at my own self-indulgent angst. I cannot think of a reply that
will satisfy the same self that is rebuking me.
Apparently he sees me wrestling with my demons that are not actually there, tilting at
windmills as it were, and John Calvin decides to pay me a visit. He is never very welcome,
always a thorn in my side with his mental gymnastics.
“What troubles you my young friend?” He asks. “Why are you so down in the mouth?” He
can call me his young friend because he is 502 years old.
“Awww! I'm just down in the mouth and very tired. This causes me to run away with loose
thoughts abut my own mortality.”
“Aye! And your thoughts are indeed loose. You should better control them lest they lead
you astray. Your internal dialog is dangerous to your state of mind. I consider looseness
with words no less of a defect than looseness of the bowels. Watch your step and mind
your Ps and Qs, else you'll be overcome with your looseness of the words you have for
yourself,” he admonishes.
“That was rather crude and droll,” I reply.
“I thought the crudeness of it might spring you from this sorry state of self-pity in which
you have flung yourself.”
“It got my attention.”
“Good,” he says. “Now, consider this, and consider it at length: Seeing that a Pilot steers
the ship in which we sail, who will never allow us to perish even in the midst of
shipwrecks, there is no reason why our minds should be overwhelmed with fear and
overcome with weariness.”
“I'm not worried perishing amid the shipwrecks of others. It's the shipwreck of my own
body that has me concerned,” I said.
“Whose shipwreck do you think I was referring to?” he asks, and dematerializes in a way
that reminds me of water vapor sucked up by the sun burning down on a hayfield on a
hot, Mississippi August afternoon; the lines in the heat shimmering in the distance like a
mirage.
Now I am left to my own devices, again. As suddenly as he appeared, he is gone, always
gone, leaving me to ponder what he said. And I begin to ponder, and ponder, and ponder
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some more. And in the midst of pondering, my thoughts racing in a different manner than
before, I am led to these words, which return like a refreshing afternoon rain on the
same, hot, August hay field, “Take no thought of tomorrow; Sufficient for today are
the evils thereof.”
Perhaps for the first time, ever, I am thankful for Calvin's normally unwelcome midnight
visits. What are typically trying mental exercises in theological futility, tonight, have
brought a great peace and clarity with them: unexpected, but welcome. I wish he would
come back so I could thank him.
“He never seems to come around when you want him,” I say to myself.
“I heard that!” Calvin says, just as I look out the window and see the faintest brightening
in the Eastern sky. I laugh out loud at myself and think of all the things I have to be
grateful for, and at this thought, and the steadily brightening in the East, all the dark funk
flees to the West before the advancing light, and I fall fast, and peacefully asleep,
dreaming of light rains on dry hay fields that bring a quenching coolness to that otherwise
stiflingly hot, August afternoon here in Mississippi, until only the coolness rain-softened
breeze is left lightly caressing me as I dream so vividly that the fragrance of the rain on
the hot earth makes me smile in my sleep.
“It's not August,” Calvin says, “It's December.”
“That was a simile, a metaphor,” I managed to mutter, “Go away now, and let me sleep.”
“That's the way to do it,” Calvin says, as I have a vision of him smiling as he stands watch
like he has hold of the ship's tiller in these treacherous waters, but he yields to the
Captain, Joshua's Captain; and it He who has his hands on the tiller as I rest in
dreamland. I look down and smile to see my bare feet, glad I don't have my shoes on.
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12/21/11 Computer Trouble: Downloaded Major Operating System Upgrade
If you read my blog from just a couple of days ago, you were able to see that I was
having tremendous trouble with my computer’s operating system. Deep in the bowels of
the operating system software, legions of unseemly, unseen things were happening.
Though they could not be directly seen, the manifestation of their occurrence could be
easily discerned to those who know about such things. I knew it, but was incapable of
doing anything about it, except become its victim.
My system start-up profile had lots of useless entries. Programs that had no business on
my computer had found their way there from the nefarious designs of those who seem to
like to simply thwart our computer’s limited resources. These programs manage to bypass
our firewalls because we unintentionally allow them access. In their invisibility they seem
innocuous, but they sit there, lodged deep in the system memory, running useless
routines and chipping away at the memory and bus resources, crowding out the things I
want to do, leaving them little time or space. Every time I installed a new program, all
kinds of useless garbage got onto my computer competing with the things I need to use,
and showing themselves to be extremely difficult to remove.
Temporary files, useful when we are doing particular tasks, sometimes fail to remove
themselves when they are no longer needed, draining precious virtual memory, keeping
the CPU searching through millions of unneeded files and billions and billions of bits of
useless information, denying our hard drives the ability to create new temporary files that
are needed to keep our computers running fast. Why they don’t go away as they should,
and cling to their virtual lives with a real-time tenacity is a mystery to me.
My system tray was filled with memory consuming “quick start” files, supposedly for my
convenience, but sapping limited resources for their own purposes. These were coupled
with dozens and dozens of spyware files and cookies tracking my every move, forcing my
computer to do things that were not for my benefit, but the benefit of others. Hundreds
and hundreds of now useless registry entries, pointlessly pointing to ethereal nothingness,
serving no more tangible purpose than to keep my computer continuously looking for
things that were no longer needed, but being called for just the same; forcing endless
loops, computations and algorithms, distracting my computer from the purposes which I
needed, forcing it into arenas into which I would not have had it venture. I was impotently
powerless to stop this from happening.
Spyware, malware, key-stroke loggers, trojan horses, viruses, etc.: all those things that
computers get from contact with the outside world were just eating my CPU’s time and
processing capability alive, delving deeper into confusion, and further away from the
things from which I could derive benefits from my computer.
A particular program would require an update, which would cause some other program to
suffer, or was completely incompatible with other programs, interfering with my operating
system, requiring other updates to other programs, demanding BIOS upgrades, all of
which had been accomplished in piecemeal form, each thing working, but not working
with a combined energy and purpose, which just led to a non-ending stream of protocol
errors, useless loops, error messages, aborted programs, screen blackouts, and a general
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malaise of slowness. I received continuous demand messages on my screen to update
programs I didn’t even know I had, nor had I ever used. I cursed at my computer. The
more things I tried to do, the worse it got, until my computer and I were completely lost
in a world of random 1’s and 0’s which eat denied access to the resources needed for
useful work; they precipitated unresolved algorithms that caused crashes, conflicts,
phantom port addresses, multiple redundant port addresses, duplicate pot assignments,
peripherals that may or may not work, data input devices that only partially collected data
and then could not get it properly into the computer, and even worse: hard drive and
memory maps that falsely cataloged addresses and failed to locate the important things.
Ultimately, my computer’s overloaded and bewildered CPU tried to simultaneously and
faithfully execute millions and millions of conflicting instructions, until it failed in a
resounding crash.
The crash, though dangerous, was not fatal. It perhaps was a life saver. Once all the
conflicting instructions caused the overloaded and overworked computer to crash, it
ceased all activity, and basically, after a short period of something akin to CPU fibrillation,
a new program properly triggered itself to send the computer into sleep mode, restoring
the CPU to its designed frequency and allowing it to cool down. This opened up a whole
new realm of possibilities.
After being in sleep mode for a couple of hours, the CPU responded to a few new
programs that properly triggered themselves to execute. The anti-spyware program
automatically accessed the server where it identified and downloaded all the latest
malware detection profiles, inserted them into its routine, and executed itself to locate
and destroy all programs it considered to be dangerous and compromising. It logged
hundreds of damaging and potentially damaging programs, and thousands of useless
ones.
When it finished running, the anti-virus software then executed, downloaded all the latest
detections and virus definitions, inserted them into its virus scan routine, and promptly
executed itself to scan the entire system. It found numerous viruses, including deeply
hidden ones which resist removal by hiding within the code of a trusted program, and
then re-seeding itself once it determines that it has been removed by scanning the
registry to see if it found the proper reference to itself there. If not, it re-established itself
and continued to cause problems even after it had been thought to he successfully
removed. The latest virus definitions that were downloaded had a fix for these nefarious
programs, and permanently killed the maliciousness that had been so hard to remove
before.
When this had finished, the computer accessed the developer of the operating system,
compared itself to the files the developer said SHOULD be on the computer to fix security
issues and known conflicts that could be caused by other programs existing on the
system. In fact, the upgrade the developer insisted be installed was so massive as to be
essentially a new post-beta tested version of the operating software. It downloaded itself,
and then installed itself, replacing the current operating system with one far superior.
Upon doing so, the computer displayed the following flashing message, “Reboot required
for system upgrade to take effect.” My computer sat there, patiently waiting for a reboot
as I was lost in the uncounted fathoms of a dreamless, much needed sleep.
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Then the Captain of the Lord of Hosts reached down from heaven and pressed the reboot
button, and my computer rebooted, swiftly and surely displaying my desktop, now
unencumbered by all the things I had foolishly allowed to tax and emasculate it and rend
it infertile.
I awoke in a completely new frame of mind; one which yielded clarity, purpose, and
peace. My former internal dialog which had been encumbered by thousands of undesirable
things which I could not seem to control had been replaced by a stillness and patience I
have not noticed in weeks. I was able to sit still. I was able to think logically and
rationally. I was also able to shut off my internal dialog and simply rest.
When I arose, took my shower, and got the coffee prepared, I was able to sit on the front
porch, in a peace and tranquility that even my dogs were able to notice, enjoying the
quiet morning and watching the beginnings of daybreak.
I posted this on Facebook:
December 21. It's 4:50AM, dark, slight drizzling rain, and I'm sitting on my front
porch with two dogs quietly resting at my bare feet, comfortably clad in a t-shirt
while sipping my first cup of coffee in absolute silence except for the gentle
raindrops, the occasional cricket's chirp, and the wisp of a salty Southerly breeze
caressing the now bare trees. Welcome to Mississippi, y'all!
I felt that peace this morning, and it has been with me all day. I am thankful that while I
rested, my own personal and very complex computer was able to clear itself of so many
useless worries, fears, and vexations, and that the software developer was able to install
the upgraded operating system. It refreshed my computer to the point that the peace that
passes all understanding has accompanied me all day. It is with me now as I write this.
The restful sleep I had while my internal, built-in computer was upgraded and relieved of
the unnecessary junk I tried my best to hold on to for some self-destructively strange
reason completely and fully restored me.
Sometimes we are aware of the need for an upgraded operating system, and can wisely
and competently choose it. Other times, our systems are so disastrously contaminated we
are unable to even recognize that we need one. At these times, I am thankful I serve a
wise Captain who sees the danger, very graciously and patiently gets rid of the junk,
changes my attitude, restores me while I rest, and then reboots me to a new frame of
mind.
AS I sipped my coffee, I had the presence of mind to discern that I had been in the midst
of something holy. Notice my reference above to my bare feet.
“Loose thy shoes from thy feet,” said Captain of the Lord of Hosts to Joshua as he stood
on the far side of the the banks of the Jordan, “For the place whereon thou standest is
Holy ground.”
May your reboot come just when you need it. Mine certainly did. Take your shoes off. Set
a spell.
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Merry Christmas to you all.
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12/22/11 SNL's Fearless Spoofing
Saturday Night Live has given us nearly four decades of comedy, parody, satire, and
music. I used to be a fan, but gave them up a long time ago. The original Not Ready For
Prime Time Players were fresh, near-genius, and FUNNY. The late John Belushi did not
have then, nor has he now, any peer, with the possible honorable mentions of his
contemporaries on the show, the late Chris Farley, Eddie Murphy, and Adam Sandler. I
also admired the work of Chris Kattan, who is terribly funny. As the years have gone by,
and the show has tried to continue to appeal to the current, in-vogue, immortally youthful
and chic generation, it has passed me by. I no longer find it consistently funny, just
profane and irrelevant. The entire Will Ferrell years completely escaped me, as does his
movies.
Parody and satire have always been a significant part of Saturday Night Live. Nothing was
considered taboo for their wicked satire, and several times I have found myself steaming
rather than laughing, so I just stopped watching it. The skit this past week, spoofing Tim
Tebow and Jesus were just over the top, though. I cannot let it pass without comment.
The parody of Tebow and Jesus did not damage Tim Tebow or Jesus in any way, not did it
damage me, nor should it have damaged any Christian. Saturday Night Lives's writers,
producers, and actors have no dominion wherein they can damage anything: they an only
imitate it and belittle it for fun and their version of humor; however I want to congratulate
them for their fearless portrayal of Tim Tebow and Jesus. They pulled out all the stops in a
brave and hearty spoof, threw caution to the wind, and risked condemnation and perhaps
their personal safety to do this skit which they must have felt was a very important
satirical commentary. They are to be commended for their chutzpah.
Now, I am waiting for the skit that parodies the Taliban and its treatment of women, or
perhaps the Wahabi sect of Islam as practiced in Saudi Arabia, where we learned this
week the high school textbooks still have instructions on how to properly cut the hands
and feet of thieves in a manner that is compliant with Sharia law. Maybe they'll have a
spoof of Iran's late Ayatollah Khomeini, with an actor dressed up and portraying the
Prophet Muhammad, relaxing in heaven with his heavenly houris, or perhaps they will
have an actor portray Allah, Himself, speaking to Muhammad. If they have the stones to
do the Jesus spoof, Why would they not have the stones to do the Islamic spoof . . . and
go ahead, throw caution to the wind, and fearlessly portray some image of Muhammad?
Perhaps the producers, if approached about a skit like this, might say that they don't want
to offend Islam or make sport of any group's religions views. But that argument wouldn't
hold any water. They haven't been reluctant to offend Christians in the past or in the
present; so not wanting to offend people because of their own sensitivity to the feelings of
others cannot be used as a persuasive argument.
It could be that they don't want to be called Islamophobes. They may be trying to
maintain an aura of diversity around the show and its cast that would prohibit the
producers from allowing anything that may link them with any hint of intolerance. But
since they have the right to free speech, and have no problem with spoofing other
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religions, why would any spoof of Islam be considered to be Islamophobic? Nah, I think
I'd reject that argument as too disingenuous.
Perhaps they are frightened to do so. Perhaps they fear that to do so would put their very
lives in jeopardy, with Fatwas being issued by Ayatollahs, Mullahs, and other Islamic
leaders from around the world, calling for the faithful to see to their immediate deaths and
offering free trips to heaven to enjoy the pleasures of the virginal houris for all eternity. I
suspect they'd deny that. They'd say that they are certainly not afraid, and might even
rebuke me as being Islamophobic for suggesting such a thing as Islam, a religion of
peace, would show them anything but a shrug-shouldered toleration. If they did, I
suppose I'd have to reject that argument, too.
Here's the challenge, Saturday Night Live, your producers, your directors, your writers,
and your actors . . . I suggest that you are fearful to do any skit that would poke fun at
Islam; that you'd represent that the very thought of it is absolutely repugnant to you, and
you'd hold yourselves out as noble for being Anti-Islamophobes, and sensitive to religious
diversity, not wanting to give offense in the most magnanimous, self-serving way.
The truth is that you would simply be afraid to do so for your own safety.
No, you say? Then lets have one of your actors dress up as Muhammad. Have him in a
skit where he eats a piece of bacon, drinks a little whiskey, or cavorts around with his
Houris. Don't wanna do that, you say? I'll bet.
“Chicken?”
“Of course not. What could there possibly be to be afraid of? No, we're Just considerate of
religious diversity.”
To which I reply, “Horse shit, you'd be scared as hell to do any such spoof. You'd tremble
in your boots at the very thought of it, though offering excuse for yourself because of your
sensitivity, when in truth, you'd be excusing yourself to go and change your soiled pants.”
“Not so!” you BOLDLY say.
I don't buy it. If not, then increase your boldness and throw a bit of Muhammad spoofing
and humorous caricaturing in there. Continue your fearlessness. Continue to parody
everything that offends those who cost you nothing, and at the next cast party or awards
show, be sure to congratulate yourselves on your peerless satirical wit, which, in your own
minds, makes you modern-day prophets of truth, as the rest of us, as others say, in
frustration cling to our religion and our guns; we who are unable to comprehend your
erudite expressions of truth through humor with which you are so wisely blessed.
Just be sure to change addresses frequently, vary your daily routines, and hire some exsoldiers who fought in Afghanistan and Iraq to follow you around . . . just to be on the
safe side . . . to protect you from Tim Tebow and all those right wing fundamentalist
Christians clamoring for your beheading for having offended them. Ooops, sorry, I meant
fundamentalist, radical, jihadist Muslims. What was I thinking?
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Maybe when you work up the nuts to do an Islamic spoof, complete with actors portraying
the Prophet, you can take the show on the road to Yemen. I'm sure they'd love to
entertain you over there. You'd all be treated like Kings . . . King Louis XVI, that is, or
perhaps King Charles I. No? Don't want a road show to Yemen? I thought not.
Brave, bold, revelators of the truth through humor, parody and satire; carry on to great
and glorious heights of entertainment achievement and political savvy. We are not afraid
to hear it if you are bold enough to speak it . . . I just don't think you're that bold. I think
you're just the opposite.
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12/25/11 Christmas Day
I had lots of things I planned on writing today, but the ideas for them seem to
have receded from my mind like a high latitude's outgoing tides. Perhaps this is a
good thing. I will not force myself to say something about things that no longer
seem relevant for discussion, though, I am not completely without words.
On this Christmas day I note in passing the ominous news from Iraq. After nearly
ten years of policing and nation-building there, the vacuum left in the wake of our
troop's withdrawal will be filled. What it gets filled with is a source of much
concern for everyone in Iraq . . . but mostly, for those just like you and me. They
have families, children, perhaps elderly parents they are caring for. They want to
live out their lives in peace, stability, and at least a modicum of liberty and
prosperity. They want to put food on their own tables. They want to go down to
the local market, purchase their daily bread, and return home without having their
bodies shredded by explosive devices that send shrapnel and debris speeding
away from the source of the explosion at velocities not diminished by the obstacles
of human flesh in their ballistic paths. They want to have air at its normal pressure
and density surrounding them, not air compressed to the density of steel which
liquefies a persons internal organs as the shock wave passes through them. They
do not want a fleeting glimpse of their own body parts scattered among the debris
in the street as the light quickly fades. They do not want to pick up the body parts
of loved ones who were simply going about their business when their business was
abruptly and terminally interrupted by those who use religion in the name of
politics, or worse, politics in the name of religion.
What they really want is to watch their children grow up without want and fear.
They want them to go to a good school. To see them grow up and have families of
their own. They want to have jobs. They want to earn a living for their families.
When they cannot do so in peace, they get angry, sometimes responding in ways
they would not have chosen had others not been pointing out that all their
troubles come from the folks a neighborhood over, who, while having the same
religious foundation, have a differing version. Some would rather have their
version of religion triumph at any cost, even at the cost of the lives of others.
There are those who use religion for political and personal gain and they are at
work distributing their religion for their own benefit at the point of a sword. This is
how religion can work in the hands of men. It has done so many times in the past,
yet men are no wiser for having this history at their disposal. Men just want to
have dominion over other men. If religion offers them a vehicle for this, and
legitimacy in their own eyes and the eyes of those who share their religion, they
will be glad to appropriate it for their own designs.
Our politicians knew the day would come when our absence from Iraq would leave
a vacuum that wicked people would rush to inhabit. Physics tells us that nature
abhors a vacuum. Political science tells us that that absence of power creates a
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vacuum so strong that power will violently rush to fill it. Woe unto those who find
themselves between the vacuum's source and those sucked in. The difference in
pressure created by the vacuum and the violent struggle for equalization is
disastrous for anyone within the sphere; it takes no note of intentions or purpose,
nor of guilt or innocence . . . it just destroys. Strings of hollow words spewed from
the mouths of impotent diplomats have little effect on rapidly expanding gasses
from molecular disruptions of chemical compounds at the moment of detonation,
placed by those who long to create misery for others, or carried on their own
suicidal backs.
Diplomatic words cannot stop those who so urgently want to destroy others they
will take their own life in the process. Diplomatic words appeal to reason.
Diplomatic words are frequently offered to get people to do things that they
believe are against their own self-interests; and words can be twisted, distorted,
and bent to serve purposes other than that for which they were intended. Words
don't cut through steel, but so often, words are the only tools we have to use.
Words are simultaneously the highest and lowest of tools which mankind wields in
its dealings with men. They are both omnipotent and impotent; determining which
when offering them is no easy task. Determining which as one is collecting the
remains of loved ones after an explosion is not nearly as difficult.
On this Christmas day, I wish for peace for everyone. I would love to have a
solution for world peace, but I don't, nor does anyone else. As individuals, we can
only extend peace to those who come within the influence of our reach. If we
made an effort to look to the comfort and safety of those within the influence of
our reach, the world would be a better place. I can't govern how people half-aworld away will conduct themselves, nor the conduct of my next door neighbor; I
can only govern my own conduct, which is where peace must begin.
As the new year approaches, we can still have the hope that 2012 will be a year in
which humanity makes great strides in extending peace as far as the next person,
which can be the very thing that brings about world peace. Humanity has been
shown to be mostly a series of failures at this, with occasional outbreaks of
peaceful sanity. Though rare, it is certainly welcome.
Men must be governed, therefore we must have governments. Governments must
protect us from other governments, but its first responsibility is to protect us from
each other. If we needed no protection from each other, imagine how much less
government we would have to have. If we as individuals see the needs of those
who come within the sphere of our reach and focused our efforts to see to that
those needs were met, imagine how much less government we would have to
have. If we could show a common decency, courtesy, and respect for the property
and dignity of others, imagine how much less government we would have to have.
The reasons why we need protection from each other are as old as humanity . . .
and on the large scale the nature of humanity is not going to change. It is far
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beyond me, or the scope of government, to change humanity. I can only change
myself.
Government starts with self-control. I wish it could end there, too.
Here is a photo of a tiny portion of space showing a remarkable number of
galaxies, some similar to our own Milky Way. Somewhere out there, amid the
Higgs-Bosons of dark matter, God is watching us. While many can look at this
photo and see the random chaos of a godless infinite space, others see the
handiwork of an infinite Creator. We yearn for a glimpse across infinity, but
seldom think of the infinity that exists between our shoulder and the tips of our
fingers, and the eternal significance of a caring, human touch.

Merry Christmas, everyone . . . To those half-a-world away, those next door, and
those in my own household!
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12/29/11 Reality TV? Really?
Television has gone from bad to worse. From worse to the dregs. TV is filled with the
wonder of the reality show. And I'm not even referring to the reality shows produced by
the networks; those like Survivor, and American Idol, but those shows produced by
independent producers for cable TV channels like Discovery, TLC, The History Channel and
countless others. We have shows about cops on the job, pawn shops, moonshiners,
medieval jousters, biker bar owners, gunsmiths, gold prospectors, shrimpers, crabbers,
lobstermen, fisherman of other sorts, survivalists, swamp loggers, mountain loggers,
helicopter loggers, hog callers, hog hunters, paranormal activities, Bigfoot hunters,
housewives of various cities, lottery winners, gamblers, vehicle custom shops, more pawn
shops, celebrities who are celebrities only because of their celebrity, former mega-star
musicians, dangerous animal handlers, additional dangerous animal handlers, shark
hunters, shark fishermen, shark petters, shark kissers, shark chefs, sous chefs, bad chefs,
bad restaurants, nasty restaurants, more restaurants, exotic foods, women in prison, men
in prison, imprisoned prisons, imperiled prisons, tattooists, the tattooed, the grotesquely
tattooed, the cover-as-many-square-inches-of-your-skin-as-you-can tattooed, bulimics
and anorexics, exotic Amazonian tribes, exotic tribes of Oceania, tribes where men wear
penis sheaths with supporting cantilevered scaffolding, fashion designers, myth decliners,
drivers of Freightliners, coal miners, gold miners, disgruntled diners, home designers,
mountain-climbing carabiners, emergency-room flat-liners, dirty jobs as head-liners, and
several more I'm sure I'm omitting.
Not only do we have all these shows, we have endless reruns of them; all of them one
hour shows produced with a mere eight to twelve minutes of actual video footage, not
only rerun as a show in perpetuity, but each scene on the show internally rerun before
and after every commercial break. The trailers for these shows are like movie trailers for a
bad comedy . . . everything funny in the movie is shown in the thirty-second trailer . . . so
you sit there suffering through the entire move for the expensive pleasure of seeing the
thing on the big screen that you've already seen for free at home, knowing against hope
that there is going to be something else in the movie that is funny besides what we have
already seen. But trailers never show the insipid parts of the movie . . . they only show
the highlights . . . and there is more than enough time in a thirty second trailer to see ALL
the highlights of a bad comedy, leaving nothing else but the expense and frustration of
the rest of the movie.
At least movie-makers employ actors, writers, cinematographers, set designers,
costumers, make-up artists, gaffers, riggers, lighting technicians, sound technicians, and
a host of others. Cheaply produced reality shows only need a cast of non-actors who
simply want to be famous, a few camera men, a good editor, and . . . A NARRATOR! All
these shows have narrators who are able to tease us with non-scripts filled with suspense
over the mundane. They entice us with the insipid. With their voices they lure us into the
ridiculous. We have become a nation of those who identify ourselves by the reality shows
we watch. We are vicariously transported into the midst of dangerous, manly jobs, and do
them from the comfort of our recliners and thermostatically controlled air-conditioning.
We eat our processed dinners along with those who are eating scorched fruit bats and
wiggling worms, warning them out loud to be careful not to get their penis sheaths too
close to the fire as they do so. As we live our lives vicariously through the electronic
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opium of reality-TV, we become as fearless as the dangerous animal handler who
ventures into the stream where salt-water crocodiles are waiting impatiently for their
afternoon meal.
The proliferation of these shows has come about by the increasingly decreasing price of
high definition video cameras. Of course, these shows all have professional film crews, but
professional film crews are a bit different than they used to be . . . if one gets enough
guys who can hold a fully automatic HD camera steady, and shoots enough footage,
eventually, they are BOUND to get some nice shots. What one needs for a show then, is a
mediocre writer, an over-the-top narrator, and a good editor who is able to scotch-tape all
this together into forty-five minutes of broadcast time, since the channels that carry these
programs give us endless two-minute commercials for weight-loss devices that promise
rock-hard abs, dietary supplements that promise a certain rock-hardness of their own,
and useless gadgets shipped directly to our doors. If one can get some of these folks as
sponsors, before you know it, you can have your own reality show on TV, ideally, one
about pole-dancing strippers and the drama that surrounds their life, since, with a little
cleavage thrown in and the promise of sex and exposed flesh, this is bound to be a hit.
Wait . . . didn't we already have this? Sorry, we did. Anna Nicole comes to mind. Well,
not to worry, this format will be resurrected, soon enough, if it hasn't been, already. It
may have been omitted from the lengthy list, above.
So many have abandoned themselves to the voyeurism of the reality show, and the
dangers of voyeurism are such that we soon have no lives of our own since we have
become dangerously entwined with our observations of the lives of others. Out thirst for
living is satisfied by the developing and controlling peeping tom that is being nurtured by
TV's reality, which is not real life, but TV's grotesque distortion of it. To trade the reality
for this illusion is a bad trade.
Then, we have the ultimate reality show . . . the endless 24/7 news broadcast. The line
between reality TV and TV news has become a bit blurred, much to our detriment. When
one looks at a news channel and a reality show on TV and sees many similarities, this
cannot be a good thing. Today's news is a patchwork of strings six-second video and
sound bytes followed by endless analysis and repetition. So are today's reality shows.
When one removes the cleverly crafted sound bytes, the similarity to the emperor
removing his new clothes is remarkable. . . no one can see any difference.
If we go from social networking on our computers, to social networking and texting on our
smart-phones, to sitting and devouring reality shows, and from there to a game console
and controller, when on earth will we have time to mow the grass? To scratch our dog
behind his ear? To look up and witness a sunset? To look up and witness and be thankful
for a sunrise?
Oops! I forgot . . . there is a cable channel that shows soothing scenes from nature,
coupled with bird chirps and a low-volume muzak. Rather than experience it for ourselves,
we can experience it through the wonders of TV. Not too worry, though . . . through
modern technology, a beautiful sunset is so accurately and majestically rendered through
the pixels of a large screen high-definition TV as to leave no compelling reason to
experience the real thing, where the threat of cold or heat, the bite of insects, or the
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uncomfortable trip to a remote location may distract us from the overall experience. In
the comfort of our own living room, the sanitized, edited, condensed, and actual reality of
the world is safely delivered with the push of a button on a remote control. How
convenient!
It's every bit as satisfying as a digitally enhanced video of someone biting into a
perfectly grilled cheeseburger is to someone with an empty stomach.
IN THE MEANTIME . . .
I had a checkup with Hemosapien on 12/27. More on this later.
I went back to Hemosapiens's office yesterday (12/28) to accompany my cousin to the
chemo infusion center for his chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer. He went back to a
lower dosage single agent chemotherapy, after being unable to tolerate the side-effects of
a more aggressive three agent chemo cocktail. This whole business is fraught with peril
for my cousin. Perhaps cancer is more dangerous than its treatment . . . perhaps not.
Regardless, the three chemo agent cocktail offered him the best prospects of progressing
towards a surgical tumor removal. The single-agent chemo is far less promising. My
cousin has his chin up, though, and is fighting his cancer along with his own mortality, as
we all are. I have always admired his talent and achievements, now I admire his
determination in the face of adversity.
I also got to see Margaret in the chemo room. She is doing well on her chemo at the
moment, but we all regret that additional chemo was necessary. I smile every time I think
of Margaret. I think the Lord does, too!
Me, my cousin, and Margaret are all patients of Hemosaipen. God bless him! We all are
praying for his great success! With so much spiritual reinforcement, how can he fail?
My health insurance, a self-funded plan by NECA-IBEW Local 480 our of Jackson,
Mississippi, you may remember, one of those union plans that got themselves exempted
from compliance with the PPACA's annual limitations requirements, one of the many,
many unions to do so . . . well, they changed administrators of the plan. We went from
PPOPlus to CIGNA Healthcare. This became effective for me on December1, 2011. There
was no change in benefits, just a change in plan administration and PPO networks. I
rushed to the website provided to me in the papers to see if all my doctors and health
care facilities were part of the new network, since I didn't want to give up Hemosapien,
Gooday, Mainmost, and Uroman.
In an effort to be helpful, they made their website as self-compelling as possible. Each
step of the process of logging on had to be followed meticulously, and a general search of
a PDF document or the ability to download one was not possible. Of course, this is what I
wanted, but I had to play by the extremely restrictive rules the web site insisted I use.
Eventually, I found all of my health care providers listed in CIGNA's directory as “innetwork” but offering the caveat, as they all do, that the directory may not be up to date.
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When I went to see Hemosapien on Tuesday, he wanted to send a blood sample off for a
particular genetic test. I was having deja vu all over again. I did not look up the
laboratories I had formerly insisted that Hemosapien's office use because the ones they
normally used were out of my network at the time. Now I had a new network.
He mentioned to me that they now used a lab called GENOPTIX. He made a call to the
insurance office, asked them if Genoptix was a part of the CIGNA network, and his own
insurance clerk promptly told him she did not know. He accepted that for an answer and
hung up. I would have told her to find out and call me right back. I would not have
accepted I don't know as an answer. He left me to my own devices to determine if
Genoptix was on my preferred provider list, having written their name down on a sticky
note for me. He was happy to send the blood to another lab he had previously used if we
could find one suitable.
When I got home, I rushed to CIGNA's website. Om their website, searching for ancillary
services is quite different than searching for a physician, clinic, or hospital. Their built in
search engine was forcing me to specify a City and State into the mix. I did not know
what city and state Genoptix was in, so I tried various and sundry manners of searching
the database. No luck. I finally Googled Genoptix and found their home page, which listed
them as being in Carlsbad, California. Back to the website . . . no luck. I could not find
Genoptix listed, but the way the search engine was working made me suspicious. I
searched again and again. No luck, still. I decided to go back to Genoptix's website and
look there. While they had lots of information, most of it was for health care professionals
and not for patients.
I then went back to the CIGNA web page, and read the instructions to call the member
services number listed on my insurance card. I called the toll free number and got an
automated attendant who recited an exhaustive menu. I waited patiently for the
attendant to get to the appropriate menu choice for my questions, but, alas, there was no
menu choice that was relevant, and OF COURSE, I was not given an option to speak to a
person. I mashed “0,” and was rebuked by the automated attendant, “That is not a valid
menu choice, goodbye!”
I was dismissed.
I tried again, sure that I had overlooked something, but no, though I did listen closely
more closely to the choices this time, and the only thing I found relevant was a redirect
back to their website. So I went back. From there, I tried to log in with my group ID as
the page that was suggested to me required.
“GROUP NOT FOUND. INVALID GROUP ID#!” was the response.
It seems reasonable that my group was too new to be in their website database, but it
seems equally reasonable that the newer one is, the more likely they will have questions,
since on has no experience. This faux pas must have escaped the attention of the website
developers.
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I eventually e-mailed Hemosapien back and told him the I had diligently searched and
found no reference to Genoptix of Carlsbad, California, in my PPO, but I knew that a blood
sample was only good for a while (and they had probably already sent it off anyway!) and
to proceed.
It is an extremely difficult thing to make sure that ancillary services are covered under
your preferred provider organization. Your doctor will not confirm this before
subcontracting services out to them, and sometimes, you cannot ascertain it yourself. I
could have told Hemosapien to find one that was in my network and send the blood to
them, or I could have provided him with a list of those that were, and insisted he use one.
A certified lab is a lab is a lab. If they are a good lab and staffed by qualified people, using
qualified procedures and properly calibrated equipment, their results should all be the
same, don't you think? For some reason, Hemosapien's clinic chose Genoptix. Was it
faster turn around time? Cheaper price? Better quality work? Did they offer the clinic a
potential for a higher profit margin? The big Swiss pharmaceutical company NOVARTIS
has recently acquired Genoptix, so does this mean that exclusive use of Genoptix means a
better price or availability of Novartis' chemotherapy drugs like Afinitor®, Exjade®,
Femara®, Gleevec®, Proleukin®, Sandostatin®, Tasigna®, and Zometa®, and perhaps
better pricing and availability of chemotherapy drugs produced by its generic
manufacturing arm Sandoz®?
Something made the clinic make this change to this one-stop giant lab that is part of
Novartis. It could be something as simple as they all like the salesperson that calls on
them. It could be a unique business arrangement, one benefiting the clinic, Novartis, and
those the clinic serves, which is how ALL business decisions should be made. I am not
privy to their decision, but will choose to believe that the latter is the reason.
The one thing I am pretty sure of at this moment is that Genoptix is not in my network,
which means the flow cytometry Hemosapien has ordered on my blood will cost me more
than it could have. Yet this could be less than what another lab might charge. I'll have to
wait and see. I know that when the bill comes, I will not pay 50% of an undiscounted
price. I will call them, ask for their most favored customer discount which they will allow
to other PPO organizations, and while I may not get that, I will get a substantial discount
just because of the temerity to call and ask for it.
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12/27/11 Four Hundred Years of the KJV
The rapidly expiring year of 2011 saw the four hundredth anniversary of the completion
and first printing of the bible's King James Version (KJV). This durable and beautiful
translation still enjoys widespread and popular use today. Of all translations, it is the one I
prefer for reading, though for study, I prefer the New American Standard.
An interesting thing about the KJV is that it is still protected under copyright. It seems
that a CROWN copyright never expires, but is granted in perpetuity. In Britain, only the
CROWN PRINTER has the right to print the KJV, though the Crown has extended this right
to some others. In lands other than Britain, the Crown has long since chosen not to
enforce its copyright.
I don't think the copyright was ever a question about securing royalties for Royalty as
much as it was about preserving and protecting the work authorized by King James I. The
KJV is the official text used by the Church of England, and the Crown is the head of the
Church, with Queen Elizabeth II effectively serving at its foremost officer on the planet.
On another note, I have a visit with Hemosapien today. It's my quarterly checkup.
Other than that, I have absolutely nothing to say, no points to make, and nothing to write
about.
Remarkably, I find this refreshing. Perhaps you do, too!
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12/30/11 The Modern Myth of Happiness
My lifelong friend, Martin Murphy, is a theologian, author, and publisher (Theocentric
Publishing Group). He posted this the other day and I've been thinking about it non-stop
ever since.
The Book of James is an excellent resource to study for a better
understanding of the trails and temptations that Christians meet with each
day. The inspired Word of God makes a bold statement against the modern
myth that good health, wealth, and happiness are the abiding companions
for the Christian life.
If one wanted to find a book where one might say “the rubber meets the road,” it is surely
the book of James. While I suspect that there are many things about which Martin and I
would not quite agree, there is always that central core around which all Christians can
stand together in unity. Martin and I share that. Apparently, we also share the idea that
health, wealth, and happiness are inherent rights belonging to all TRUE believers in Christ
is a relatively recent departure from biblical wisdom; it is simply not true.
One promise, one guarantee that all Christians have is that of victory over death and the
grave. Another is that the Lord will be WITH us through all our tribulations; that we can
yoke ourselves with Him and He will help us bear our burdens so that we can find rest.
Jesus said, “Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye
shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.” (Matthew
11:28-30)
This invitation and promise from the Lord indicates His willingness to allow us to come to
Him in times of duress. Being called out and being receivers of the Lord's grace enables us
to share in His ultimate victory. Insulation from the travails of life and every misfortune
that can overtake a man between his birth and his death are not promised. As long as we
inhabit this fleshly tabernacle, we are subject to the ills of the flesh that are common to all
mankind. If we allow ourselves to stay yoked to Him, we are the beneficiaries of His REST,
which is a joy, peace, and contentment that transcends the sufferings of our flesh,
knowing that ultimately, through the HOPE that is in Him, the triumph over the flesh, the
world, and the difficulties we have in it are ours. That I will wake up every morning
singing like a bird, or be able live out my life in constant health, happiness, and prosperity
are not part of this equation.
The real evil of the modern prosperity gospel is the idea that if I am lacking in the THINGS
we all perceive as good in this life, that somehow MY faith has failed me, and I am not a
TRUE believer, or that some secret, unconfessed sin is at the root of my troubles. If only
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my faith were complete . . . if only I would confess those things which, unconfessed, are
obviously causing my trouble, then God would restore me to wholeness . . . The root of all
my troubles is some inadequacy in my personal relationship with God . . . If I fail to
receive the material blessings I am asking for, then the failure is with ME . . . If only MY
faith were strong enough, God could heal me from this fatal disease and restore me to
complete health . . . If I pray hard enough, I can forestall this mortgage foreclosure . . .
Oh! Why? God! Why won't you grant me these things? . . . How is it that I have failed
You?
Hmmmm! Sound familiar? Is this what some teach these days? If they are teaching this, I
must ask . . . Have you ever read the Book of Job?
They might reply, “Of course, I've read the Book of Job! But Job was written in the days of
the Law, and the days of the Law are past. Job didn't have Jesus. Job couldn't have a
complete relationship with God like we can, because he lived before Jesus.”
True . . . Job lived before Jesus, but Job also lived before the Law. Bible scholars tell us
that Job is the oldest book of the bible. It predates Moses and the law. How it came to be
in the canon of scriptures is unknown to us, but the Hebrews considered it a holy book
before they had the Torah, long before Moses was selected by God as His prophet to
deliver the law. Job came from an earlier epoch . . . obviously a descendant of Noah,
sharing in a relationship with God perhaps similar to that which God had with Enoch, or
perhaps as mysterious as that which God had with the unfathomable man, Melchizedek,
the high-priest of the Most High God and the king of Salem, whom Abraham encountered
in his travels and to whom he paid a tithe.
Somewhere between Abraham and Moses, there was Job. Though mysterious, Job
certainly had a relationship with the God of Abraham. While apparently not as
immediately personal as the relationship between Abraham and God (which was
remarkable in its own right), it was certainly a powerful one, and remarkable itself, for
this is what GOD had to say about Job . . .
. . . Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the
earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth
evil?
No where else in the bible does God say this about any descendent of Adam (mankind)!
Not about Moses, not about Abraham, not about Elijah, not King David, nor any of the
apostles. He certainly never said it about me, either. Job was a man subject to all the
same passions and frailties which encumber you and me, with the same veil stretched
before his eyes that is before us. [please note that the term 'descendent of Adam'
specifically excludes Jesus, the nature of whose relationship with God is an entirely
different matter and not relevant here] What God may or may not have said about Enoch
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and Melchizedek was not recorded, and therefore remains a mystery, but what God said
about Job was recorded for our benefit. God not only said it once, but it is recorded that
He said it TWICE (Job 1:8; Job 2:3). The only evidence we have of a man being perfect
and upright, by GOD'S own declaration, is that of Job. The results?? If the results of being
a perfect and upright man yield the experiences of Job, then I'll remain content to be less
than perfect and take my chances. Who would trade places with Job?
In the midst of his travails, Job's friends, Bildad, Eliphaz, and Zophar, kept suggesting hat
if he would just confess his secret sins to God, he would be forgiven and God would
deliver him from all of his troubles. But Bildad, Eliphaz and Zophar had it all wrong. Unlike
us, they didn't have the benefit of knowing what God had already declared about Job.
They said, in my own short-version paraphrase, “Job, old pal, all your troubles are caused
by your own unrighteousness and your unwillingness to admit it.” Refer back to what God
said, above.
Were they right? Was God WRONG? Perhaps Bildad, Eliphaz and Zophar understood some
things that God could not quite get a grip on. That notion is ludicrous. Nevertheless, in the
pain they felt at the suffering of their friend, and in their desire to serve him in any way
they could, they kept insisting that Job had brought this on himself by his own behavior.
His continued refusal to confess sins he claimed not to have was a sure sign to his friends
that Job's pride was the cause of his troubles. Job's sin of pride? Again, refer back to what
God said, above.
Is God's idea of the word “perfect” incomplete? Is “perfect” a concept God does not fully
grasp? In our willingness to help God have a complete understanding, will our semantics
be of any assistance to Him? The ludicrous-ness of this grows exponentially. Please tell
me, if you can: What does God lack that I can help Him find?
Job lost his entire family, his household, his wealth, his possessions, and his health. In the
end, he was restored, but did his restoration mean that he no longer felt the pain of the
loss of loved ones and loyal servants, now far beyond his reach? While a new family
certainly brought him joy, the pain of loss of all those precious and dear to him must have
accompanied him throughout the rest of his life, just as it would us. In the end, in the
midst of pain and loss, there was JOY for Job. It is summed up in the last line of the book,
“And Job died old and full of days.” I am loath to say this is my favorite verse in the
bible, but it is way up there: near the top, if not at it!
For reasons unfathomable to us, the lesson in Job is that true believers, and truly
righteous people can experience suffering in this world that borders on the unimaginable.
Job did. What makes me different? And if were in a similar situation, and my wellmeaning friends . . . my well-read, well-schooled, well-doctrinalized friends . . . pointed
out to me that my own shortcomings are what brought suffering on me and are what's
preventing my restoration, would they see themselves in Bildad, Eliphaz,and Zophar?
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The other lesson in Job, perhaps by far the most valuable, is that when we would serve
our friends and loved ones in a time of want and pain, we do so best with our presence,
our touch, our hands and feet to expedite their business, and our silence. It's the silence
that's the hardest part. Just ask Bildad, Eliphaz, and Zophar. As long as they were silent,
they served Job faithfully; it was when they began to speak that they added to his misery.
“How does this relate to the book of James?” I can hear you asking yourselves?
A significant part of the book of James deals with controlling our tongues. It also deals
with how to obtain wisdom, how to conduct our everyday lives, and how a relationship
with God is essentially about more than just WORDS. When we would serve Jesus, it is
our words that ring hollow, and our actions that stand the test of fire.
If we fail to see ourselves in the book of James and the book of Job as we study them,
and for some reason see only others, we have missed their point entirely and they can be
of no benefit to us. When James indicts, I am the one indicted. When James convicts, I
am the one convicted. When Job suffers, I am the one suffering. When Bildad, Eliphaz,
and Zophar speak in an ignorant lack of understanding, it is me speaking. When God
challenges the foolish ones, it is my foolishness that is revealed. When God rebukes them,
he rebukes me. When God speaks in fury, it is me who stands cowering and naked before
His majesty. And when God restores and heals, it is my restoration and healing.
I replied to Martin's post the other day. I said, “James is like a piece of flint that can dull
or sharpen the edge of the hardest steel; the reader decides which.” James is hard. James
is extremely hard. The great Protestant reformer Martin Luther said that he wished he
could rip the book of James out of the bible and throw it into the river. I wish he could
have, too. But that is not possible. James remains there, making uncompromising
demands of us. As long as we recognize that James is making those demands of US, then
James sharpens, not dulls. If we were to weigh ourselves by the measure of James and
the scales tipped in our favor, it is a sure sign that either the Lord has placed His thumb
on our side of the balance, or our scales are in desperate need of recalibration; the costs
of misjudging this are incalculable.
Hard? Yep! The book of James is hard. Just about as hard as the book of Job. Somewhere
in that hardness is victory, peace, and purpose for those who would find it.
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1/24/12 Still Here, Musing
I haven't written in a while. Forgive my tardiness. I have been involved in a host of
activities . . . one of them a film and writing project to help document some things I think
are important for posterity. You will learn more later.
We are fortunate to still have a weekly newspaper in Kemper County. The KEMPER
MESSENGER has been around for a long time. Sometimes, there is not much in the way of
news in this small, rural county in East Mississippi. Accordingly, one of the main features
of the newspaper is reprints of excerpts of things that were published in the past. The
summary below was published this past week. Debbie and I laughed at the PROMISE of
things good that went entirely WRONG, until there were tears in our eyes. This would
actually be funny, were it not so tragic.
75 Years Ago [1937]
FARMERS WILL PLANT KUDZU
Farmers in the Kemper County Soil Conservation District will plant
489 acres of Kudzu seedlings next spring for soil conservation on
their farms, according to P.R. Daly, Work Unit Conservationist.
“The Kudzu plant is a plant of many adaptations, being used as (1)
a means to control erosion, (2) a means to improve soil, (3) a hay
crop, (4) a plant for vegetable terrace outlets, and (5) a plant for
road bank protection.”
I doubt that Mr. P.R. Daly is the one who came up with this idea. He was most likely
operating under instructions from the United States Department of Agriculture, and under
the benefit of the educated botanists, agronomists, and agriculture professors at
Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College (now Mississippi State University.) He,
surely, thought he was being helpful. He may have even said to the local farmers, “I'm
from the government. I'm here to help you!”
So, the well meaning but apparently simpleton-esque government agricultural scientists
and experts decided it was wise to introduce into the Southeastern USA an alien, invasive
species of predatory plant. It was the wrong choice for all the right reasons. As a hay
crop, one might say that cattle prefer Kudzu as a source of nutrition to bare, eroded dirt,
but only slightly so. Undigested Kudzu seeds pass through a cow's system and propagate
themselves everywhere. Their evil rhizomes reach out to ensnare anything they
encounter, shooting out roots that are hardy with an evil intention. You see, Kudzu has a
MIND and a WILL. A one acre parcel of ground with an established Kudzu patch requires
six laborers armed a machete in each hand flailing away 9 hours a day just to keep it's
TWO FEET of daily lateral growth in check. They have to do this to avoid being consumed
by the Kudzu; It's either cut away with diligence or become a missing person.
Once, a school bus made a wrong turn one morning and found itself suddenly surrounded
by the malevolent vine. The governor had to call out the National Guard to rescue the
children. The school bus, itself, was never recovered, all at a great loss to the school
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district, who sent a bill for the bus to the USDA, but it was returned, the envelope
unopened, stamped “Addressee Unknown.” Later, when a USDA official dared show his
face in Kemper County, the bill for he school bus was presented to him, and he forthwith
declined government's responsibility, saying, “Well, YOU are ones who planted the Kudzu,
not the government.” He was tarred and feathered and escorted across the state line into
Sumter County, Alabama, but he fared no better there, it has been told. He later retired
from government service, disillusioned, and moved to Michigan, where they planted no
Kudzu. He could not bear the sight of it, it seems.
As for Mr. P.R. Daly? Years later. he was located, retrieved, and forced into a helicopter,
since no one dared take a wheeled vehicle near the evil weed, and flown into the thickest
part of Kemper County Kudzu desolation. As the helicopter hovered and the Kudzu tendrils
reached up towards its skids to ensnare it, Mr. Daly was thrown out into the middle of the
original 489 acres, now grown to twice the size of Texas within the borders of Mississippi
alone, which he had persuaded the farmers to establish. As the helicopter crew hacked
the clinging Kudzu tendrils from the helicopter and it flew away, one crew member
recalled seeing Mr. Daly wrestling with the Kudzu vines in as animated a manner as if he
had stepped into a bed of fire-ants, or danced to avoid the bite of venomous vipers, which
may well be the case, since fire-ants and pit-vipers are about the only things that find
Kudzu useful.
As a people, we Southerners have cursed Kudzu with the strongest profanity, which it
simply ignores. We have cut it with the largest of tractors and bush-hogs, which simply
seems to anger it into growing faster, since the more one prunes it the faster it grows. It
LIKES a rumble! It THRIVES on it!
We have sprayed it with the harshest of poisons (2-4-D – also known as AGENT ORANGE
and 2-4-5-T), to which it responds with an immediate anger and indignation, attacking
those who spray it, then seemingly, by some sort of alchemy, converts the poisons into
Nitrogen, Potassium, and Phosphorus, which literally cause an explosion of growth,
shooting it out far and wide, and sending it up the tallest trees, choking and killing them,
leaving entire counties a wasteland of useless, green, uninhabitable, and unmarketable
real estate.
Were it in California, and were Yosemite National Park for sale at a tremendous bargain
price, it might be said, “Yosemite is for sale at auction at a starting price of $79,500,” and
then whispered, as a darkly held secret passed by those in the know, “But, KUDZU has
been found on the property.”
Then, fearful for the liability that might follow, with it threatening cities like Los Angeles
and San Francisco, it may well remain unsold at auction, no bidders being willing to touch
it, no insurer willing to insure its potential liabilities, and potential bidders, fearing it would
wrest Half-Dome and El-Capitan from their lofty perches, pulling them into the valley
below, choking, clogging, smothering everything that was beautiful.
“Based on the recommendations of the nation's foremost and best educated agricultural
experts, we'll start this Kudzu program in Mississippi, then later expand it into Alabama,
and Georgia,” said the depression era Secretary of Agriculture. “We'll put people to work
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by planting this wonderful crop that offers so many potential benefits for farmers all
across the Southeast.”
As it turns out, all they needed to do to establish it in Alabama and Georgia was to plant
those 489 acres in Mississippi, where it got a toe-hold and was grandfathered in before
the state legislatures could pass laws against it. Now, legislation keeps it out of other
states, though I have seen some evidence that Kudzu has ignored some of the legislation
in West Tennessee. After it was summoned to appear in court and failed to show, a judge
sent out dozens of deputies to round it up and hold it in incarceration until a court date
could be set. That was in 1953, and sightings of those deputies going faithfully about their
task occur at about the same frequency as sightings of Big-Foot.
Kudzu is also found in Louisiana, but apparently disliking French and spicy food, decided
to sojourn only in the North part of the state. Had it been available to him at the time,
General Grant, in his efforts to skirt the guns at Vicksburg by digging a canal on the
Louisiana side of the river would no doubt have ventured to try a Kudzu bridge, instead. It
would have only taken a few days for the Kudzu to cross the mile-wide Mississippi river in
such a tangle that it could have been paved over well enough for his entire army to pass,
with not so much as a foot or a hoof getting wet.
There are many ways for a person to get even with someone against whom they are
holding a grudge. Might I suggest this simple one, UNLESS they are also your NEIGHBOR:
Just stick ONE snippet of Kudzu in a secluded spot behind something in their backyard,
then sit back and give it about a month! If they are your neighbor, then your foolish
grudge will have gotten the best of YOU, too!
The illegal transportation of Kudzu is a federal crime. The real crime was that the federal
government thought Kudzu would be a good thing. Now that I think of it, I laugh out loud
as I recall crossing the border into California, and being inspected to see if I had any fruit
or produce to declare; the State of California understandably not wanting me to
contaminate their huge agricultural crop with as much as a single fruit fly.
The main thing they should be worried about is whether I have any Kudzu or not. They
should make me sign an affidavit, under the penalty of perjury, under the penalty of law
(like those tags on your mattress), that I swear that I have no Kudzu about my person or
vehicle.
“What's that?” the CHiPs motorcycle patrolman asked the out-of-state traveler, pointing at
a baggie filled with a green, leafy substance.
“Oh! Nothing,” said the nervous driver.
“Hand it over,” said the officer, who opening it, peered into the bag and gave it a sniff,
then handed it back to the driver.
“It's just WEED!” said the officer. “I was afraid it might have been KUDZU!”
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When government-sponsored scientists and experts presume to tell us that they have the
answers we need to make the world a better place, it might do well to take their advice
with a grain of salt . . . and remember KUDZU. But then, our scientists are so much
smarter now in these modern times . . . never mind!
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2/3/12 Upside Down Mortgage Holders . . . the government is coming to help you!
Never having been a popular lot, bankers have learned over the years to have thick skin.
Always portrayed as greedy and evil, from the clownish avarice of Mr. Drysdale at the
fictional Commerce Bank of Beverly Hills, to the wicked men portrayed in many a B-grade
western as the ones who team up with the railroads and mining companies to rob people
of their homesteads down on the farm, the portrayals of bankers have been that of
adversary, not friend. Adversary has sometimes been the case, but mostly not. Mostly,
mostly not. Almost universally, banks don't want your land, they simply want you to repay
the capital they furnished you that enabled you to buy it.
I am not defending the huge national banks . . . the Wells Fargo’s, the Bank of America’s,
the Citibank’s, etc., whose excesses, real and fabricated, have been brought to our
attention, but I am going to take just a moment to defend your local bank . . . you know .
. . the one that lends people money from YOUR deposits; those banks in which you
deposit YOUR money, who turn around and lend it to other people to help them get what
they need to finance the day-to-day operations of their business, make capital
improvements, or perhaps allow you to buy a car, or a home. The bank I deposit MY
money in needs to be a prudent bank, making loans to the credit-worthy whom they have
carefully vetted using due-diligence to inspect and determine their credit-worthiness.
Banks were once heavily regulated and required by the law to limit their activities to
things that were solely the premise of banks. During the Clinton administration, banks
were deregulated so that they could also be in the insurance business, the brokerage
business, or just about any other business that the owners and the boards of directors
thought were prudent. I thought at the time that this was a mistake. I still think so.
In this post-great-depression era, banks have had rules and regulations governing how
they did business so that depositor's money would be protected. There were additional
rules and regulations put in place so banks could get Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) coverage so small depositors would be protected in case of the bank's
failure. Banks are allowed to lend out a certain fraction of their depositor's money and
required to keep a certain amount in reserves. Regulators come in from time-to-time and
review their books, particularly looking at their loan portfolio, making them set up
additional reserves for non-performing loans. The more non-performing loans a bank has,
the higher the reserves they are required to keep, and the less money they have to lend.
If banks want to make money, they need to make good loans. This makes perfect sense,
doesn't it?
But, having their evil reputation, which is sometimes well deserved (but mostly NOT),
banks have become even more of a pariah than they were in former times, because they
make money. They make lots of money. They make money for themselves; they make
money for their investors and owners, and a good bank makes money in spite of having
people who sometimes fail to pay them back. A bank that loses money will not be in
business very long, nor will any other business. No one is in business to lose money.
In last week's State of the Union Address, the President announced his proposal for a new
program to help homeowners who borrowed too much money to buy over-valued houses
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in too hot a market who are now upside down since the real-estate bubble burst in 2008.
It is entirely possible that government programs and bank deregulation precipitated the
bubble by making mortgages too easily obtainable, allowing banks to buy and sell
mortgage paper like they were pork-bellies, and forcing banks to make certain
percentages of their loans to finance properties in areas they thought might be risky, or to
people whom they otherwise might consider to be unable to repay the loan.
Now, the government wants to fix this problem it helped create. Under the President's
plan, here's how this new program would work:
•
•
•

If you are UPSIDE DOWN on your mortgage (meaning that you owe more than the
property is worth),
If you are CURRENT on your mortgage (meaning that you are not declared in
default and you are not behind on your payments),
and if you have been late on a payment no more than once in the past six months,

then the government wants to help you refinance the entire amount of your mortgage,
lock you in on a much lower, fixed interest rate, allowing you to get rid of the variablerate mortgage or the higher interest rate mortgage you currently have. In return for
forcing the bank to refinance your home if you qualify, the government then wants to
obligate itself by guaranteeing your mortgage to your bank, which is really nothing, since,
most likely, the government already guarantees your mortgage to your bank through the
insolvent Fannie Mae, the insolvent Freddy Mac, the FHA, or the VA. The President
proposes to pay for this new program through a special tax on the banks themselves.
Now, here's the rub.
•
•
•

•
•
•

If you are in default on your mortgage, tough luck.
If you are behind on your payments, tough luck.
If you were a day late on a mortgage payment more than once in the last six
months, whether through your own negligence, your thoughtful unwillingness to
write a check for which you had no funds at the moment to cover, or the
incompetency of the United States Postal Service, tough luck.
If you lost your job during this recession and could not make your mortgage
payments, tough luck.
If you really, desperately need the help, tough luck.
If you are in the midst of foreclosure and in danger of losing your home entirely,
tough luck.

AND
If you and your spouse are fortunate enough to be working six jobs between you so you
could manage to make timely payments on your upside down mortgage, tough luck. You
can continue to work those six jobs and make those timely payments on a house that is
worth less than it was when you bought it – the government has no relief for you because
you don't need it. Conversely, if you really need it, the government has no relief for you.
Doesn't this seem odd?
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Upon further examination, a more sinister problem becomes apparent.
The government wants to force banks to refinance homes at lower interest rates for the
people whose payment history has indicated that they are the ones most likely to pay
their mortgages – in other words, the government wants to tax banks so they can force
them to make less money on those customers who have demonstrated their ability to be a
responsible borrower (A GOOD CUSTOMER!). This will leave your local bank with lower
profit margins on performing loans and nothing to reinforce their non-performing loans,
thus reducing their income, forcing them to increase their reserves, therefore making less
capital available to the people who use their credit at the bank to finance the day to day
operations of their business or make capital improvements. Less capital means fewer jobs.
Earlier, I had foresworn writing about politics, but this blog is not is nearly as much about
politics as it is about BUSINESS 101. The first lesson one should glean from BUSINESS
101 is that the government is here and they are not going to help you. I can't help that
this has turned political. The bait was just too tempting.
Good luck, local community bank, as the government taxes you to pay for your smaller
profit margins on your good customers, and leaves your profit margins intact on those
who are not paying anyway. Good luck, business community, as you try to find working
capital only to discover that your local bank has increased its reserves, leaving less capital
available for you to use to grow your business. Good luck, unemployed Americans, as
more and more government regulation and intervention continues to inhibit job creation
and growth. Good luck, employed Americans, as some of you watch your jobs vanish
before your very eyes as another expensive, gigantic government program provides
nothing of substance to those who need it the most, for the benefit of those who don't
really seem to need it, at the expense of the rest of us, but seemingly paid for on the
backs of BANKS! Consumers ultimately pay for everything. Only government creates
wealth from nothing. The rest of us are required to add value by sweat, enterprise, or
ingenuity. The government adds (or steals) value by simply operating a printing press.
This all makes perfect sense, if you are from the government and are here to help me.
By the way . . . I have some stocks which I am upside down on that I am holding in my
IRA. They are worth less than they were when I bought them. Do you suppose the
government will come out with a program that will restore me since I ignorantly and
foolishly bought some stocks when they were high and regret it now that the price has
declined?
Answers? I am looking for them, too. I just don't expect to get them from the
government. I don't even expect to get the social security that me and my employers
have paid on my behalf for the last 35 years. I regret that we have allowed the language
to be perverted so that this is now called an entitlement, even though I am certainly
entitled to it. Having paid into it and being entitled to it, I suppose it is an entitlement
after all; but it is an entitlement by contract, not by birthright. I think this is an
important distinction.
As Mark Twain said, “The only distinctive American criminal class is Congress!”
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2/10/12 Clemency and Executive Power and Privilege
This post is not about politics, but about our government and how it works. I am not
trying to persuade anyone of a particular political premise, but rather warning about how
subtle changes in the way our government works tend to magnify themselves after a
while, becoming something other than what was intended. Well, this post may turn
political, and politics is in the eye of the beholder, but my goal here is to inform about
government duty and function, not persuade on the current issues government is
influencing. You can persuade yourself on the issues if you are of a mind. I have views
about the issues, but the issues themselves are not my point here, though separating the
two may be nigh impossible. If you see this as being partisan, than please believe I am
striving to avoid that, though, as I said, it may not be possible. What one sees is what one
sees; I cannot govern that.
The President and most state governors have the power to grant clemency, commute a
convicted felon's sentence, or issue a pardon. In the case of the President, this has no
restrictions for its application to persons, nor does this power have restrictions in most of
the states that have it, though some have a specific legal means whereby this may be
accomplished. Traditionally, this has applied strictly to persons in criminal, not civil,
situations. It has not applied to organizations, or to interference with the law. It was
applied to set aside criminal convictions for cause (the cause could be as simple as the will
of the President), restore citizenship rights to felons who have served their time and have
re-embraced society as a productive member, and for Presidents to use to pardon those
whose case was of particular interest, or those who are being threatened with
prosecution, or convicted of crimes that the President felt were politically motivated. Just
as local prosecutors can grant immunity from prosecution to witnesses, the President can
threaten a pardon in a politically motivated case and stop what he may think is a
belligerent Congress or court system from encroaching on the Executive branch. This is
part of the separation of powers wonderfully and wisely built into our government by our
founding fathers. We would not have a king, nor a dictator, nor mob rule by Congress, nor
the usurpation of our laws by the courts. This is a good thing.
Somewhere along the way, things have gotten a bit muddled, though. As the Federal
government has grown in scope and authority, Congress has continually abdicated many
of its responsibilities to the Executive branch by passing legislation which creates and
funds various commissions, administrations, and authorities which are overseen by the
Executive branch, and charged with the authority to create and enforce regulations (laws)
which affect how we do business, how we manage our property, and how we live our
lives. I think this abdication by Congress displays a cowardly lack of responsibility, but it is
one WE have allowed. This lack of responsibility of Congress has not been unwelcomed by
the Executive branch, since every abdication of Congressional authority places more
power in the hands of the President.
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We all remember the recent case (Citizens United vs. Federal Election Commission)
wherein the Supreme Court made the decision about the political speech of corporations,
thus their ability to donate money without restrictions to political action committees. The
idea that corporations are entities similar to persons did not start with that ruling . . . it
actually started happening back in the early 1800's (Dartmouth College vs. Woodward)
and was cemented in the 1930's (Connecticut General Life Insurane Company vs. J.
Johnson), starting with the premise that corporations were fiscal entities, thus able to be
bound by contracts just like people, and held accountable to the law. This enabled a
vehicle for tremendous business expansion in America and the world. But this, itself, was
not without its controversies and dangers as warned by Presidents Jefferson and Jackson,
who recognized the corruption that corporate money, power, and influence could wield in
American politics. It is still controversial.
I don't know anyone who would say that there’s no evidence of this today. While the
courts left laws that prohibit large corporate donations to political candidates, it allowed
them to freely donate money to political action committees who support a candidate via
supporting his cause or party, or rather by debunking his opponent, thus the birth of
today's SUPERPACS. In the long run, this cannot be a good thing. The interesting thing,
though, if one takes the time to read the Supreme Court's ruling in the Citizens United
case: it seems that the courts were inviting Congress to pass specific legislation to limit
corporate person-hood, but Congress may have a difficult time of it based on the legal
precedents already in effect. For all practical purposes, the 1819 Dartmouth case
established corporations as persons, and subsequent rulings have expanded this in what
is a legally rational manner based on the premise that if corporations are indeed persons,
then their rights as persons cannot be restricted. While one may vehemently disagree
with this, it is nevertheless the law, and not without some legal basis, though to quote
Dickens, “If the law says that, then the law is an ass!” Maybe so! It certainly is not
uncontroversial.
At the very least, it seems that the Supreme Court's majority opinion on the Citizens
United case was an invitation for a constitutional amendment. While the ruling that made
corporations fiscal persons able to enter into contracts makes sense to me, later
successful cases using the 14th amendment as a protection for corporations seem a bit
much. You decide for yourself. That is as far as I will take that. I invite the reader to
express his opinion and vote in the manner of his (hopefully educated) choosing.
The current climate of government by Executive order is not new. Several Presidents have
used Executive orders to thwart an uncooperative Congress. In order for this not to occur,
it is the duty of Congress and the States to stop the Executive branch from abusing this.
The courts are a way to stop it. So far, not only has our Congress seemed reluctant to do
much more than whine about it, I think they are relieved that they have someone at
whom their collective fingers can point. This seems somewhat shameful to me. How does
it seem to you?
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But, then again, Congress can overreach itself, as indicated in the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (Obama-care as it is commonly known, but that term has become
pejorative, so I will not use it here, rather the PPACA). This never came to an actual up or
down vote on the Senate floor (where the rules call for a 60% majority for a bill to pass),
but was passed by a maneuver called Reconciliation which allowed a simple majority of
51% to pass its reconciliation with the House bill. Had it not been for that political
maneuvering and usage of the (legitimate) rules already in place, the PPACA would not be
controversial; it would be dead. Though much chided for this, it is not shameful that
Congress knows how to use its own rules for its own purposes; it is expected.
Having been passed through reconciliation, since it was legislation initiated and supported
by the President, he immediately signed it into law. In becoming the law of the land, it
has and will continue to raise many constitutional issues. As I write this, 27 states have
sued over the “individual mandate” portion which leans on the commerce clause in the
Constitution as a justification for requiring that everyone purchase something (health
insurance) or face a penalty . . . a tax on being alive, some have called it. It is beyond
naive to say that this is not controversial.
In the PPACA we also have hidden among its three thousand pages the Independent
Payment Advisory Board (IPAB), a fifteen member commission which will determine the
prices for medical care, and ultimately, some have said, will decide on whether the
continued treatment of a patient with a serious illness has become cost prohibitive,
determining who will receive care, at what price, and where. Some have called it a ration
board. Others have called it a death panel. This is certainly controversial, but it is not the
most controversial part.
The PPACA, as passed, says that the rulings of IPAB are not subject to judicial review.
There have been no suits filed against this part of the PPACA yet, because there is not yet
an IPAB, since it will not come into existence until 2014. This, surely, will face many
challenges, with conservatives locked arm-in-arm with the ACLU in what they both will
feel is a strange relationship. I cannot imagine that any Federal judge is going to like
about Congress' attempts to restrict his right to review whatever it is he thinks is worthy
of review. Our rights as citizens to challenge the law rest in our ability to petition the
courts. For Congress to deny us this access is not without great controversy. I suspect the
Supreme Court will have a very dim view of Congressional hegemony of its domicile.
Now, a new controversy surrounding the PPACA has sprung up: the requirement of
religious institutions to pay for health insurance that must furnish contraceptive devices
and pregnancy termination services that are against its core religious beliefs. Rather than
comment further, since it is such a passionate topic for many, I will let the attorney's
general for three states answer as to the controversy surrounding this.
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Hmmmmm! This does not seem uncontroversial to me. How does it appear to you?
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This brings me back full circle to the Executive privilege and power to grant clemency.
Rather than have this challenged in courts, and to stymie the outcry from religious groups
of nearly all persuasions, and those who cry foul at any restrictions of First Amendment
rights, the President is toying with the idea that he may just waive compliance for
religious groups in opposition to this PPACA requirement. It has been indicated by the
Executive branch that those wanting a waiver must apply for it, thus, those groups will
have to meet certain restrictions which have been developed by Executive regulation
through the abdication of Congressional authority. When Congress passes a law, it seems
reasonable enough that Congress should be the only ones capable of waiving it. But this is
not the case where Congress has empowered the Executive branch to develop,
promulgate and enforce regulations.
The Executive branch has already issued many waivers to unions, corporations, and other
entities from compliance with the PPACA’s annual dollar limitations on health insurance,
and those waivers granted have become permanent until 2014. You are free to determine
the government's reasons for granting these waivers from earlier posts on my blog, or,
since you're reading this, do your own research and make your own decisions about the
prudence of granting these waivers. What has been waived has been waived, and no
lawsuits have challenged them, though the entire PPACA is subject to overturn by the
Supreme Court when it hears the individual mandate case as brought by all those twentyseven state's attorneys general.
The problem here is that the Executive branch seems to think itself able to grant waivers
of the law to entities that meet its qualifications, and doing this under the aegis of the
Executive privilege of being able to grant clemency. To make this leap is a dangerous
precedent, since the Executive branch is claiming for itself the power to set aside the law
at will. If one is consistent, then it must follow that granting clemency to a convicted felon
as opposed to setting aside (waiving) the law for expediency, or for political reasons,
which seem obvious to many in an election year, makes about as much sense as a
corporation being a person entitled to First Amendment protection for political free
speech.
Would we protect a corporation's First Amendment rights for political free speech and
deny First Amendment rights to religious organizations, whom, it seems, are among the
very groups the First amendment was designed to protect?
Would we allow the Executive Branch, citing clemency, to set aside any laws it finds
objectionable?
Will we continue to allow Congress to abdicate its responsibility to make law by
authorizing the Executive Branch to do so?
“Hmmmmm!” And again, “Hmmmmmm!”
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This is certainly not without controversy, is it?
I laughed out loud when I read the comments of some wiseacre news pundit who wrote
that the Executive Branch was preparing to waive requirements that contraception and
pregnancy termination services be offered to NUNS!
Regardless of your thoughts on this most likely, intensely passionate issue, if you don't
think that's funny, then you need to work on development of your sense of humor.
I do not know how well I succeeded in being apolitical. I may have failed completely in the
eyes of some, and succeeded like a 4th quarter long pass thrown by Eli Manning to Mario
Manningham. Uh-Oh! Now the partisanship comes through, though of a different kind!
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2/12/12 What We Consume
Poor information diets and poor filters are responsible for really atrocious
things and have horrible social effects that are, as history suggests, as
deadly as the worst of our diseases.
Clay A. Johnson, The Information Diet, O'Reilly Media, Inc.
Don't mistake the voice of a single London
alehouse as the voice of the kingdom.
Jonathan Swift
I am not much of a reader of new books, being too
busy consuming and digesting those I already have
in my large library. And, since the discovery of
GOOGLE BOOKS, and their tremendous and
admirable effort to scan as many out of copyright
books as they can for immediate access on the
internet, I have been busy consuming great works of
antiquity, theology, and as much of Twain's and
Voltaire's works as I can find on their site, and the
writings of primary historical sources from the
Napoleonic era. One can spend a lifetime digesting
Voltaire. I have said this before and I am not through
saying it. Expect to hear it again.
The discovery of the writings, observations, and
thinking of the players, or those on the scene when the history occurred (it wasn’t
HISTORY then, it was LIFE), has provided a completely different perspective on things I
thought I knew. Now, I am more comfortable with the idea proposed by Socrates: I only
know that I know nothing.
This is a wonderful place for one to find himself, since it is the true beginning of the quest
for knowledge.
Knowing that I am reading things through the personal perspective of a man, such as
Napoleon's minister, Talleyrand, who never did or said anything without considering its
political import, makes me take everything with a grain of salt, filtering and tempering it
through experience, and noting those places where the views of two different players on
history's scene cannot be reconciled. What happened happened, but the analysis of the
causes of it is very subjective and sometimes cannot be accurately known.
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In The Information Diet, author Clay Johnson juxtaposes our modern human desire to
control and gauge the foods we eat to the information we consume. We spend a lot of
time and money on the former in an effort to avoid things we know are not good for us in
favor of those things which promote our health, and spend a lot of money on the latter,
but mostly allow our information to come to us skewed, biased, and unfiltered. P-A-R-S-ED is the word that comes to mind. But who is doing the parsing of the information we
consume?
The Information Diet was highly recommended to me by a person I greatly respect, so I
obtained a copy of it. This is unusual, because I parse my own information very carefully;
but the nature of the respect I had for the book's recommend-er required that I read it.
I'm glad I did, since Mr. Johnson has articulated, with research, many things I have
written about on this blog. In other words, it seems we might have been drinking at the
same London alehouse, though he may have been sipping a boutique, locally microbrewed, freshly pasteurized beer and me swilling down the heartiest draft in the biggest
mug the alehouse could deliver.
Mr. Johnson and I both share a Southern heritage (he hails from Albany, Georgia, a place
not at all unlike my part of Mississippi), and a taste for Southern cooking. Based on the
number of references in his book to fried chicken, despite a typical Southern fondness for
it, he manages to limit his intake, ensuring he does not unhealthily over-indulge. I do not
share his fondness for fried chicken, which is not typical for a Southerner. Of course, I
LIKE it, like any good Southern boy, but I'd swap a bucket of fried chicken for a single,
salty, crispy fried pork chop any day and consider myself as having made a good bargain.
Unlike many of the people Mr. Johnson is trying to reach in his book, I have been far more
careful about the information I consume than the food I eat. Not only am I a Southerner,
but I am a country-boy . . . translated – I'll wolf down nearly any food that someone else
sets before me, with gratitude, and be looking around for a second helping pretty quick:
fried chicken, fried pork-chop, fried corn-bread, bacon-enriched beans, and a healthy
salad smothered with an unhealthy creamy ranch dressing. My waistline has reflected this,
partly because of my eating habits and, as suggested by Mr. Johnson, partly because of
the immense amounts of time I spend sitting on my arse in front of a computer screen,
perhaps less careful about the information I am consuming than I had heretofore thought.
For making me see myself with more clarity, thank you, Mr. Johnson!
Of course, I watch the news, like everyone else, and I admit that I am a FOX news
consumer (finding MSNBC absolutely distasteful, and broadcast network news as
irrelevant as their programming), but I am also an avid NPR listener, which certainly
provides me with two different slants, not that I ever took everything at face value,
anyway.
[Aside: though I watch FOX news, I do not watch Sean Hannity – that is just too much,
even for me. Though Hannity contains news and is based on the news, it is commentary,
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not news. It is rhetoric, not journalism. Many folks, unfortunately, don't know the
difference. Ed Schultz is MSNBC's equivalent of Sean Hannity – their goal seems to be to
divide and inflame.]
I parse my own information from that gleaned from its previous parsers. Since all media
has editors, it is ultimately editors that decide what it is that I will hear or read, but I
already knew this. With enough practice, if one allows oneself to get news from a number
of different sources, it is possible to discern the truth, or at least get closer to it than
some editor's version of it. I believe that there is an ultimate, reliable truth; getting at it
can be as difficult as resisting that second pork chop, and nearly as subjective as the
amount of salt and pepper I like on it.
I have found television news tedious ever since the development of the 24/7 news cycle.
On a slow news day, things now reported as national news formerly occupied page five of
section C of small newspaper, and were absolutely buried like probate advertisements in a
large one. A helicopter-shot video of a minor felon, fleeing police in a low-speed freeway
chase, or a hi-speed freeway chase, is not national news. I laugh out loud as they report
that the fleeing culprit has approached speeds of 100 miles per hour (does that mean
90mph?), while the bulk of non-felonious freeway traffic already moves along at a steady
85 mph.
Even if they chase the culprit down and fifteen police cruisers surround it and the
policemen open fire with their weapons, shooting the culprit all to hell and back, it is not
national news. But the video of the real-time action, perhaps with the outcome as
described above is what the news media wants to show us because it is what we want
to see. I don't want to see it. I wouldn't care about it at all unless it happened on the
road in front of my house, or I was caught up in it in traffic and within proximity of a stray
bullet fired by one of the policemen who emptied a full clip while simultaneously being a
bad shot and pumped-up on adrenaline. It is not national news, but it is what we are
hoping to see. A peaceful, amicable resolution is anti-climactic, particularly after the
media hype.
I have visions of O.J Simpson and the white bronco, blazing (Blazing??? Puttering was
more like it!) down the freeway at substantially less than normal highway speeds, with
the only hazard being that the Bronco and all the accompanying police cars were a
hazardous impediment to the natural flow of traffic. We have seen other low-speed chases
(even high-speed) that had people of less national interest than O.J., yet we watched.
Well, MOST of us watched. Some of us learned to turn it off. I turn it off, since it is
information that is not worth my time. I think I am in the minority, because the news
media must want to show us this because the ratings must indicate that this is what we
want to see. Mr. Johnson nailed this, though, I'll have another piece of cornbread, please.
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When the news media reports urgent, breaking news, then repeats the same thing you
have just heard for the last two hours, my question is this, “Why haven't you already
moved on to something else?”
Must we be the ones with the absolute latest information? Does that give us the dopamine
rush Mr. Johnson warns us about? Do tidbits and distractions from responses to our latest
Tweet or FaceBook post bring that endorphin rush that causes us pleasure?” Mr. Johnson
says so, and I cannot disagree.
Is this informational gluttony akin to eating too many Twinkies? I think Mr. Johnson and I
are on the same page on this one, and I have been just as guilty as everyone else. I have
eaten my share of informational Twinkies, far more of the informational kind than the
actual kind. Then again, I am more apt to go for the pork chop than the Twinkie. I never
have been much of a sweet-eater, preferring to take my sugar in a post-fermentation
form. Well, OK, I will admit to a weakness for ice cream, but have learned not to keep it
around. As Mr. Johnson says, if it is around, I can fixate on it until my body automatically
rises from my easy chair as I sit stupefied in front of the TV, scrolling endlessly through
178 digital high-definition channels of NOTHING to watch, and not being visually
stimulated by the TV, fixate on the ice cream in the freezer just a few feet away. I can
gleefully watch the Jewelry and Gemstone Channel, becoming totally absorbed while
eating ice cream. This is a potentially fatal syndrome . . . Insipid TV/Ice Cream Fixation
Disorder. The less interesting the TV, the more one craves ice cream. Whew! It's time to
get up and turn the damn thing off, and get away from the temptation of the delicate,
creamy, fat-rich appealing texture of ice . . . . . There. There it is. That fixation. Shame on
me. Shame on my habits. Shame on TV. Shame on them for giving us what we want.
Shame on us for wanting it. (Thinking further, it would be more shameful to allow the
media to give us only what they thought was good for us! This reeks of elitism. We must
be the ones to CHOOSE!)
Perhaps the worst manifestation of TV mindlessness is the 30 minute hunt for the
misplaced remote and our absolute refusal to change a channel by pressing a button on
the TV, itself. We would not be inconvenienced so. It is too droll and banal to manually
press a button on a TV set when we can sit in our easy chair and scroll mindlessly,
desperately and unprofitably until we find and settle on the program we dislike the least.
I've done it. I'm sure YOU'VE done it. I am even sure that YOU'VE done it more than I
have, since my own opinion of myself tells me that I am more discriminating in what I
watch than YOU are. Then again, I could be misleading myself.
Of course, if you are a regular reader of this blog, then you know that I never attribute
something to you of which I am not the most guilty. Please pardon my facetiousness. I
am as guilty as anyone, but have learned to become less so, since I will give the TV one
pass, and if there is nothing I want to watch, then I am off to Voltaire, or thanks to the
recommendation of a person I respect, to The Information Diet. While I cannot say my
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personal information diet has been completely lacking in nutrition these past several
years, there is room for improvement, and I am going to take Mr. Johnson's advice about
tweaking it to further avoid distractions.
I am not a slave to my cellphone. I am not a slave to a text message. I don't Tweet at all,
since reducing human communications to TV's equivalent of six-second sound bytes
seems like a complete waste of my time. I've heard that some even Tweet their
whereabouts when going about extremely personal business. Why would anyone allow
themselves to be distracted from work or pleasure by someone foolishly Tweeting about
their bodily functions?
I am a FaceBook addict, though. I enjoy the posts written by real people about what they
really think. I admit I click on links and read posts from persons with whom I have little in
political or social agreement. I want to know what THEY are thinking. I already know what
I think, and what the people who think like me think. Sun Tzu did not spend all his time
studying his allies. He wisely invested his time in studying his opponents, and how they
thought.
I want to know what other thinkers are thinking, and not necessarily those thinkers that
think like me. Knowing what dissimilar thinkers think helps me be a better apologist in
defense of what I think, helps me to find inconsistencies in the thinking of others, or even
better, helps me identify and reconcile inconsistencies in my own thinking. In other words,
I sometimes am required, after reflection, to change my mind, based on the reasonable
and rational input of others who do not think like me. This is called growth. Growth is my
goal. One cannot grow if one surrounds himself with sycophants. A Sycophantasm (my
invented word) is that burst pleasure we get from the warm agreement of the like minded
crowd; that self-reinforcing delusion that we are right and everyone else is wrong. Overindulgence in this leads to a chronic, potentially fatal mental disease called Sycophantosis
(again, my word). I have recognized this and I will not succumb to it, being far more likely
to get that bowl of ice-cream, or that second pork-chop. Either way, I am damaged, but I
think I'd rather have my body play out while I still have my MIND than the other way
around.
As Mr. Johnson suggested in his book, the mere act of creation or artistic expression goes
a long way to helping us think with clarity. As I have written this, I have had to think
about what it is that I am writing, and attempt to put it in a form that does not completely
ramble, formatting it in some way to make its reading palatable to you. I am not sure that
I have succeeded; you will have to judge. But here is my judgment on The Information
Diet.
When the author of any book that is designed to offer us advice encouraging us to
improve ourselves is successful in prompting us to see ourselves in the book, rather
than seeing the book as a delivered admonition, it is bound to be influential. Have I been
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influenced? Yes, and remarkably, more than I had anticipated. Some of the things
presented were already known to me, but I was a bit more guilty than I would have
allowed. Now, I aim to take his advice and track my productivity THROUGH distractions,
until I am able to reduce the distractions to an even more manageable level. To Mr.
Johnson, I tip my hat!
Please note that as I have written this, I have not checked FaceBook or E-mail a single
time, nor would have done so while writing before I read the book. Now that I am
finished, I am going to post it on my blog, inform the one who recommended the book to
me of the post, and then go off to fix me some breakfast . . . a slab of fried, salt-laden
country ham, some lard-based biscuits, a couple of cholesterol-laden eggs, and the
delights of the pure starchy-sweetness of coarse-ground grits covered with red-eye gravy.
If Mr. Johnson were here with me, I bet he'd join me, or he could eat an oat-bran muffin.
In either case, we'd enjoy our meal (at least one of us would) while agreeing, or agreeing
to disagree, challenging each other in ways that would make our minds expand, along
with at least one of our waistlines. But we'd do so without the TV on, with the smartphones laid aside, the laptops and iPads out of sight and out of hearing range, and enjoy
honest, real discourse in the pleasure of each others company. I'd bet a dollar to a dime
that, were he here this morning, considering our penchant for Southern cooking, our
information diet would be far more healthy than what we had for breakfast.
Again, if you are a regular reader of this blog, as I gained some weight through the course
of taking chemotherapy, having the Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia as I do, Hemosapien
told me, “You'll have plenty of time to lose the weight, later!”
His version of later is not upon me, yet, but the new exercise regimen I have set for
myself seems to be paying a small dividend at this time. A small dividend sure beats no
dividend, but there can be no dividend without the investment, and how we choose to
spend our time is an investment of this most precious, limited resource. Time is the very
thing that is most precious to humans.
You've seen my haiku here before. It is applicable, yet again.
Time is like money
Withdrawn from dwindling accounts.
On what is it spent?
As for the Jonathan Swift quote I started with? Memorize it and quote it to yourself every
day, several times, particularly those times in which you have chosen to surround yourself
with those who think just like you, act just like you, delightfully, dangerously cause you to
have multiple sycophantasms, and are likely to cause an outbreak of sycophantosis such
as the world has never seen. It can be more than a mere detriment to a healthy
information diet. It can be fatal.
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And I must add this: When you think you have all the answers, and find yourself
confronted with real truth that is dismally challenging that hemi-semi-demi-truth to which
you had so dearly held onto, and see your former self-assured-self retreating into the
distance in an onslaught of TRUTH, rejoice and be glad. Throw back your head and laugh
at yourself with the heartiest guffaw you can muster. If you can laugh at yourself,
everyone else can laugh with you, not at you.
The Oracles of Delphi answered the question, saying, ”No man is wiser than Socrates!”
Socrates said, “I only know that I know nothing.”
Once one learns to admit this, life becomes far less complicated, and far less distracting. I
laugh at myself. Come on and laugh with me!
Note: While writing this, I have had six phone calls resulting in 4 voice mails, sixteen emails, and twelve FaceBook tags, posts, or responses. Though I see them, I have not
checked them yet. It is doubtful that I will check them at all until this afternoon. I am
OFF-LINE, digesting the information I have already consumed in a sincere effort to
determine that which is worth keeping. I'll be thinking about what I learned of myself in
The Information Diet.
Mr. Johnson, no doubt, is delighted about this. Why would he not be?
You'll need to get you own copy of The Information Diet, though. You can't borrow mine.
It's going into my permanent reference library. Does this mean I think this is a book you
should read? If you have not determined that, then I have done a parse-poor job of
writing about it. Perhaps we both poorly parse. Ultra ego loqui non.
The Information Diet Johnson, Clay A., O'Reilly Media, Inc., 1005 Gravenstein
Highway North, Sebastapol, CA 95472. ISBN 978-1-449-30468-3.
http://oreilly.com/catalog/errata.csp?isbn=978449304683
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2/13/12 Insurance and Such
Back on 12/29/11, I wrote about Hemosapien running another flow cytometry test, done
on peripheral blood flow. This is where they run a specific test on a blood sample to
determine the cellular composition of the blood. They also do this from a bone marrow
sample, which is more invasive, intensive, and accurate, but for our purposes,
Hemosapien thought the peripheral blood flow was sufficient.
Hemosapien's clinic now uses a company called Genoptix to do this work. I related on the
earlier post just how much trouble I had trying to find out if Genoptix was in my health
care provider network on my new CIGNA plan. Since I could not find them after the most
diligent search, I determined that they weren't. I was right.
I raised nine sorts of difficulties with Hemosapien about using labs that were out of my
network due to the increased expense to me and my insurance, though I agreed to let
them use Genoptix. I knew that, were they out of my network, I would still be able to
negotiate a PPO type discount with them after my insurance paid the 50% instead of the
80% they would have paid were Genoptix in the network. While this complicates things
for me, it is usually doable with a single phone call, particularly if there is a promise of a
check being mailed the same day on the negotiated, agreed upon balance due.
Genoptix, apparently not being a stranger to this, decided to do the work FOR me, which I
appreciate beyond measure. They sent me the following letter, assuring me that my out of
pocket expense would not be any different than it world have been had they been in my
network. This was volunteered from them without any effort on my part. It is unusual to
be accommodated in such a way in the modern medical environment. Their effort has not
gone unnoticed.
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Thank you, Mr. Office. By the way, I once had a friend named “Billing.” We just called him
“Bill.” His last name was “ERROR.” You may know him, or at least be acquainted with him.
As patients, we are subject to third-party invisible contracts all the time. Every time your
doctor orders an X-ray, you most likely receive a bill from a radiologist you have never
seen, nor heard of: though he has seen you in an intimate way, and you owe him money.
If that Radiologist was not part of your insurance health-care provider network, you may
owe 50% of an UNDISCOUNTED bill, which could be substantially more than you would
have owed had a radiologist that was part of your network would have cost. Remember
this: YOU, the patient, can specify WHICH radiologist you want to review the results of
any imaging test . . . x-rays, CT scans, or MRI images. You get to decide this, though
others will decide for you if you fail to make your preferences known.
Several years ago, I made friends with a Radiologist sojourning here, as a young doctor
fresh out of school, who was ultimately on the way to a larger city. After having had outof-network bills from various Radiologists, SOME for dual reading by separate by hospital
radiologist and later by a private practice radiologist of the SAME x-ray, I sent a letter to
all the hospitals (where the bulk of the x-rays are taken), my physicians, and to all
Radiological groups in Meridian, telling them that they were not authorized to look at,
handle, or even contemplate any image that might be sent to them by any hospital or
other physician, and they were to send all images directly to Dr. Radio-friend for
evaluation; if they did otherwise, they were on their own and I would NOT pay for it. I
was surprised at how this worked, since Dr. Radio-friend got all my images from then until
he left town . . . at which point the hospital asked me, “Where would you like your images
sent?”
If you go in for even a minor out-patient surgery, you may receive bills from people you
have never heard of, since they offer services for the hospital that are performed under
CONTRACT, and are invisible to you, the patient. They may remain invisible even if you
make every effort beforehand to determine if they exist. While this is a continuing
problem, Genoptix has taken it on their own, no doubt based on their past experience, to
head it off at the pass.
When I tell you I appreciate it, I am not kidding!
By the way, the results of the peripheral blood flow Cytometry: No evidence of Chronic
Lymphocytic Leukemia.
I am TREMENDOUSLY thankful for that. I go back to Gooday and Big-as-Texas Cancer
Center in April for a bone marrow biopsy and further testing, then back to Hemosapien in
May.
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Next comes something I don't appreciate quite so much. I'll let you read it before I set in
on a tirade. Please see the next page for the letter from my health insurer. You may have
received something similar in the mail. If so, we can gripe together.
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Don't even get me started on the suggestion that I visit www.HealthCare.gov to explore
other options. Other options are not available for me!!!!
My last and final waiver, compliments of the PPACA and the Department of Health and
Human Services. I was eligible under this plan as a NECA contractor because we are a
union shop, but the union has failed to provide for its members and those who employ
them in an adequate manner. I spoke to a friend who is on the board of trustees for the
plan, and he indicated that they wanted to raise the annual limitation to $125,000 this
year (a mere tenth of what is required by the law without the waiver), but the DHHS
would not let them, telling the plan that if ANYTHING were changed about the it, then the
waiver was no longer applicable, and the plan would be responsible for the full 1.25
million annual limitation. The plan was not willing to do that. In effect, the DHHS has
prevented me from getting the benefits required under the PPACA while simultaneously
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disallowing an IMPROVEMENT in my benefits which were going to be freely offered by the
my self-funded health plan, which is has a hefty surplus at this time.
As you can read for yourself, the waiver has now been permanently granted by the DHHS
until December 31, 2013. On January 1, 2014, all aspects of the PPACA come into law. Of
course, we all know the entire 3,000 pages of “let's pass it so we can see what's in it” will
be the law in 2014, with perhaps the following exceptions:

1. The parts of it that are further waived for convenience by the DHHS
2. The parts of it that are waived by the President under the President's
dangerous magnification of his power to grant clemency (Just waive any law
you find inconvenient, particularly those may cost you votes or campaign
money.)
3. The parts of it that are struck down by the courts during the course of the
many lawsuits challenging its constitutionality
4. The as-yet-to-be-determined constitutionality of the IPAB, how it relates to
interstate commerce, its interference with markets, and the language in the
PPACA that says the rulings of the IPAB are not subject to judicial review.
5. The parts of it struck down by its own internal requirements that it be selffinding through savings (this has already happened with the long-term care
portion of the PPACA, since the Congressional Budget Office and the DHHS
determined that this was not fiscally sustainable)
6. The parts of it repealed by Congress
7. The entirety of it repealed by Congress
8. The entirety of it when it violates its own internal requirements that it be
paid for through savings, thus be self-funding.
9. The parts of it that are unenforceable because of its own internal baggage
which will result in arbitrary rulings from various sub-entities that will exist
within the mountains of bureaucrats which must be hired by the DHHS to
interpret and administer the 3,000 pages of regulations, references, crossreferences, and cross-cross-self-negating references.
10. The uselessness of it when one cannot find a doctor who accepts anything but cash
and is willing to go to jail for not accepting payments under the single-payer
government insurer created by the PPACA, which will become, by design, the only
health insurance available to us as citizens.
11. The nation collapses under the expense of this.
12. The nation rejects it entirely.
How's that for reliable, quality health-care coverage under the PPACA. I expect if it does
survive, the number of amendments will increase its page count by at least a couple of
thousand. No doubt, each hundred pages will require a thousand or more government
employees to interpret, administer, and enforce.
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Each city and county seat will have huge, new, high-security buildings to house all these
government employees, costing billions and billions of dollars.
Suddenly, a light comes on . . . we'll just abolish the post office, use the former post office
buildings as DHHS offices, and convert the postal service employees to DHHS employees,
turning over mail service to UPS and FEDEX. I think that's a good idea, and so practical,
I'm thinking of going out and buying some stock in both delivery companies, thinking of
the billions and billions of dollars they will manage to make every year from the service
that the government cannot provide without a similar-sized loss. This does not speak well
of government's ability to do anything very well, does it? And here we are, having made
them responsible for our health care when most of us don't really trust them to reliably or
efficiently deliver a postcard.
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2/17/12 Fake Chemotherapy Drugs; Fake Everything
Bevacizumab is a new cancer-fighting wonder drug. It works by inhibiting the growth of
new blood vessels, thus, disallowing a blood supply to tumors. Denied the blood they need
to grow, the tumors shrink and die. This new cancer wonder-drug is manufactured under
patent by the international pharmaceutical giant Genentech/Roche under the brand name
AVASTIN® and is very expensive, costing as much as $2,395 per 400mg vial. It is difficult
to determine from the cost indicated if this is the wholesale price or if this is the price that
patients pay for the drug. I suspect patients pay much more than the $2,395 listed in
various websites as the drug's cost.
A counterfeit version of AVASTIN® has found its way into the marketplace, allegedly
traced to a small Montana company called Montana Healthcare Solutions, Inc., in
Belgrade, Montana; from there to a pharmaceutical company in Barbados, back through
Denmark, thence to Egypt and Turkey. The FDA has alerted doctors and clinics about this
fake version, which is less expensive, though not as less expensive as one might think,
since the fake lacks any trace of AVASTIN's® active ingredient Bevacizumab. For a mere
$400 less than the official drug, one can purchase the fake version that assuages one's
mind with the false assurance that one is getting life-saving chemotherapy, all while
having no trace of side-effects since in all likelihood the colorless, odorless counterfeit
drug is merely a saline solution. It lacks the very thing needed to make it effective,
Bevacizumab.
The vial shown on the left is the real thing. The
vial shown on the right can be purchased for
$400 less, though, it seems to be no bargain,
lacking the very ingredient that makes it
effective. A better name for it might be
FAUXVASTIN. AVASTIN®, the real one, is used
to treat lung cancer, colon cancer, and formerly,
in the USA, Breast Cancer, though the FDA later
rescinded its approval for use in breast cancer
due to uncertain benefits vs. undesirable
complications. It is still used for breast cancer in
other countries. However, FAUXVASTIN can be
used without any side effects and no benefits, thus it should be MUCH cheaper than
AVASTIN®, not a mere 17% less. I would expect to pay far less for my knock-off
chemotherapy drugs than what the FAUXVASTIN costs.
According to the FDA, the fake drug has been found in 19 clinics in the USA. Surely none
of the clinics who purchased it knew that it was missing the very ingredient that would
help its patients, though there is no complete assurance of that. Remember Dr. Meera
Sachdeva? I wrote about her more than once on earlier blog posts. She is the McComb,
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Mississippi, oncologist awaiting trial for all sorts of accusations of chemotherapy
shenanigans and fraud. Sachdeva is being held in custody until her trial since more than
one judge has denied her request for bail since she has considerable assets, despite the
seizure of over $6,000,000, and routinely made trips to visit her family in her native
India. Would SHE have purchased FAUXVASTIN? If the allegations against her are true, it
is reasonable to assume she would have done so since the additional savings of $400
would have gone into her pocket. According to the allegations, she billed Medicare,
Medicaid, and private insurers for far more of various chemotherapy agents than she
purchased from the drug's manufacturers. Adulterated, diluted, and false agents were
administered by her office, according to the charges against her. If true, it might be an
indication that Dr. Sachdeva would not be such an easy scam for the sellers of the
FAUXVASTIN. She would have been too smart to fall for that trick, preferring to whip up
her own batch of FAUXVASTIN at little or no cost to her clinic. It remains to be seen if the
charges against Sachdeva are true. I am awaiting her trial anxiously, planning to attend it
as an observer.
There are also reports of fake Rituxan® out in the marketplace, which causes no small
alarm to me. Rituxan® (rituximab) is a monoclonal antibody just like Bevacizumab. If the
generic drug name ends in -mab, it is a monoclonal antibody. These are the new wonder
drugs of cancer treatment, since they bind and attach themselves to proteins existing only
on the cancer cells while ignoring healthy cells, causing much less collateral damage than
traditional chemotherapy agents, though they are not without their own risks and sideeffects. Rituximab is one of the main drugs I took during my chemotherapy and is the
reason for my current remission. I am thankful for it, for Gooday at Big-as-Texas Cancer
Center who, along with his many colleagues, helped in its application to Leukemia, saw it
through its clinical trials and approval . .. and for Hemosapien and oncologists like him
who use it every day. Rituximab is also used in the treatment of Rheumatoid Arthritis and
other auto-immune diseases. I can tell you EXACTLY what Rituximab costs, or at least
what it cost ME – it is, post PPO provider organization discount, for a person with my skin
area (the bigger you are the more of it you need to be effective), $9,000 per pop. I took
six courses of it, resulting in $54,000 of expense to me and my insurer. That was just for
the rituximab . . . there were other drugs, too. Each course of chemo ran about $12,000.
When the knock-off you are selling is a colorless, odorless liquid, it is rather simple to
create the counterfeit, don't you think?
Other drugs reported by the FDA as having been counterfeited and available in the USA
are Genentech's Herceptin® (a breast-cancer drug), and Amgen's Neutrogen®, a drug
used to counteract a complication of chemotherapy by boosting neutrophils (a disease
fighting white blood cell). I was just mere minutes away from having to take the
expensive Neutrogen® myself after a bout of neutropenia during my course of chemo.
Neutropenia can kill you!
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The world is a complicated place, and its complication lends itself to the creation of brand
name knockoffs. Some people are happy with the fake. There are fake handbags, fake
designer clothes, pirated DVD's, pirated music, pirated software, pirated products
distributed by the exact same Chinese factories where American companies have the REAL
products made under contract (translation – the knockoff and the authentic products are
exactly the same, coming off the same assembly line in the same factory, some are just
diverted to the Chinese marketplace, ostensibly for local consumption, but they find
themselves in the hands of exporters who distribute them worldwide.)
If one were to do a Google search on “Rolex Replica,” one can find dozens and dozens of
sites offering them. They range from sites that boast of their cheap replicas, to those sites
that boast of their “super-quality” replicas which cost upwards of $2,000. Some of the
replicas are so good that, complete with internal markings, replicated machine tool marks,
etc., that even Rolex has a hard time distinguishing them from the real ones.
But how can one trust a website that offers “quality” fakes? How would one know that
instead of the quality fake, one is being shipped the cheap fake? Would one make this
decision based on the claims of a website that is devoted to stealing what rightfully
belongs to someone else? They have already set themselves up as frauds and charlatans,
how can their claims be believed? Because they use the word “replica” instead of “fake”?
“This way to the Egress,” said the late, great P.T. Barnum!
The “replica” Rolex watches are nearly all shipped from points outside the USA, and must
pass through US customs before they arrive at your door. In effect, you are sending your
money to a place that will ship an illegally counterfeited product from a foreign place of
origin (though it does not say this anywhere on their website!), and you will very likely
have your product confiscated by US customs before it ever actually gets into the country
. . . your money now forfeit, all for the sake of an “inexpensive” or expensive “quality”
replica (read that c-o-u-n-t-e-r-f-e-i-t!) watch.
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Left: Genuine 18k Gold/Stainless Rolex Submariner -$8,500.00; Center: Quality 18k Gold-Plated/Stainless Steel Genuine
Rolex Replica Submariner - $2,000.00; Right: Cheap, Fake Rolex Two Tone Quartz Movement Submariner - $49.95 Which
one would you rather have? Which one would you rather PAY FOR? It is not possible to have the one one the left by paying
for the one on the right. You can pay for the one in the center and likely get the one on the right or, according to Murphy's
law, be the one that has his $2,000 quality "replica" confiscated at the US point of entry. In either case, bye-bye $2,000. The
odds of having the center watch confiscated and destroyed are exponentially greater than having the one on the right taken
and destroyed by US customs inspectors. You decide which one you would have, and expect to pay accordingly. In the case
of the watch on the LEFT, you can be assured of getting what you pay for if you purchase it from a reputable Rolex
authorized dealer!

I'm sure the customs agents at ports of entry, after sipping their morning coffee say to
each other, giggling among themselves, “Let's go down and see how many fake Rolexes
we can confiscate, today!” It is their JOB to confiscate them. It is their JOB to deny you
the counterfeit you desire, for the legal protection of the intellectual property which
belongs to another. Though the customs agents know every trick, just like illegal drugs,
fake products do slip through. Does this make the importer lucky, or the rest of us
unlucky? in the case of counterfeit watches, this seems anti-climactic...but in the case of
chemotherapy drugs, it seems much much more urgent. But what is the ethical
difference?
If you are reading this, you no doubt have an e-mail address, and no doubt, you have
received an e-mail from someone in Nigeria wanting to send you money. This is the
famous Nigerian 419 scam. Everything I've read about the Nigerian 419 scam indicates
that it is the second-largest contributor to the Nigerian GDP, right behind the petroleum
industry, and employs millions of Nigerians. It is called the 419 scam because 419 is the
law in Nigeria that makes this scam illegal. It is actually about as illegal in Nigeria as
immigration seems to be in the USA. The only money that exists in the 419 scam is
YOURS!! There is no other money. Period!
I got an e-mail this morning from a Nigerian scammer, at an old e-mail address that I still
use. It is amazing that despite all the hundreds of words and phrases I have put in my
spam filter, the clever Nigerians know how to slip the occasional one through. This e-mail
very kindly warns me of the dangers of the scammers in Nigeria, and urges me to deal
with them, THE HONEST ONES, apologizing for my having dealt with other, unscrupulous
Nigerian scammers in the past. I laugh out loud at this!!!
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From: Economics and Fraud Commission (the unseen email address on the
header is efcc232@gmail.com)
To: Recipient List Not Shown
Re: Fraud Alert
Economics and Financial Crime Commission
15a Awolowo road ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria
website: www.efccnigeria.org
Fraud Victims/$950,000
Our ref: 10667fv
Your ref: 890
Attention Beneficiary,
My name is Mr Ibrahim Abdullahi Lamorde the Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission (EFCC) New Executive Offices in Nigeria. I was until my appointment
the Director of Operations of the EFCC. I understand you are expecting your fund
sum to be wired to your bank account for so long but it has not been effected. I am
contacting you to let you know the truth because I know how far you have gone in
trying to get your funds paid out to you under the leadership of the erstwhile
Chairperson Mrs Farida Waziri.
Which has caused you to pay huge sums of money into wrong hands most
especially to Fraudsters who frequently impersonate the identity of real
Government and Bank Officials to help make themselves and the scam appear
legitimate. I will be ready to help in delivering your fund sum to you with your
honest and sincere co-operation with my office.
For a quicker response to your letter I could be reached immediately via the e-mail.
Sincerely,
Mr Ibrahim Lamorde
Chairman,EFCC
I marvel at the chutzpah of this letter, and the gullibility of those it would dupe – those
who have already been scammed out of money, still determined to receive money that
was never theirs, anyway. How does someone get scammed in this? How many individuals
sitting at computer keyboards this minute actually have any investments or business in
Nigeria wherein they are legitimately expecting to receive money to which they are
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entitled? Why on earth would anyone in Nigeria want to send you money, and why would
any money in Nigeria be yours to receive? It is not only not yours, it doesn't exist. The
only money that exists is YOUR money. Rest assured, if you have fallen victim to the
Nigerian 419 scam, the non-existent Mr Ibrahim Abdullahi Lamorde is not in a position to
HELP with anything but the separation of you from even more of your own money in your
false expectations to obtain that which was not yours to begin with.
Perhaps an e-mail like this would be better:
Dear Recipient List Not Shown,
I am Mr. Ibrahim Lamorde. I am Nigeria's foremost expert in the 419 business, and
have developed an impeccable reputation among my peers in the industry. You
have been selected because we have researched and determined that you are a
person of discriminating taste and business acumen. If you want to do business
with the best, your name will be placed among the many who have been defrauded
in the most professional and courteous manner by my experienced and professional
staff. Why be defrauded by those of less expertise and professionalism when we
can put our entire, experienced staff to work for you immediately?
Our promise to you is this: We will not waste your time on penny-ante stuff typical
of a less experienced firm of mere fraudsters, knowing that your time is far too
valuable. We are able to get right to the heart of the matter and defraud you out of
your entire life savings in one fell swoop if you will but agree to let us professionally
serve you.
Our bank is: Nigerian 419 Express Bank, Lagos, Nigeria.
Our account number is: 115736
Send all your money via wire transfer today and stop wasting your time.
Since you are a person of discriminating tastes, we also want to inform you of our
Replica Watch Division, which offers you the finest in high-quality replica watches
from Rolex, Cartier, Patek Phillipe, and Breitling. Do not be misled by those scam
sites which offer cheap, imitation fakes. Our watches are genuine, high-quality,
certified-Swiss replicas, and come complete with certificate of authenticity.
Also, we are taking this opportunity to advise you of our pharmaceutical Division,
Discount Pharmaceuticals International, where some of the most effective and
expensive chemotherapy agents and other pharmaceuticals can be purchased at
discount prices and shipped direct to your door. Avastin, Rituxan, Herceptin,
Neutrogen, Viagra, Cialis, Lipitor, and many others are available for immediate
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shipment. Our pharmaceuticals are identically labeled in every respect to those
offered through normal, much more expensive channels. Our exclusive, precise reformulations are designed to save you money on many sometimes difficult to obtain
drugs, allowing for increased clinic profits and better service to patients. Contact us
for more information.
Our wholesale beer and cigarette sales division includes our premium camel-piss
enhanced locally-brewed beer, packaged in such containers as you will recognize
(Bud Light, Miller-Lite, Coors Light, and other brand names of your choosing), which
will be a big seller and profit producer on the shelves of your store. Our camel-dung
expanded-filler cigarettes are packaged with such brand-name labeling as your
customers will find appealing: Marlboro, Marlboro Light, and even CAMEL (not
without good reason!)
Right now, you might want to take advantage of our mid-winter sales promotion.
Any investment in our 419 program that exceeds $2,500 will entitle you to the
following promotional package: One certified authentic Rolex Gold-tone Submariner
Replica, a six-pack of 600ml IV Infusion bags of Rituximab, a case of Bud-Light
replica cans filled with our own premium beer, a carton of our own Murlburrovariety cigarettes, and a free 30 day supply of our generic Viagra look-alike. . . just
pay separate shipping and processing. The value of the promotional package alone
is worth far more than the small investment requirement in our professionally
managed and certified 419 program.
How can you lose?
Your earnest reply to our e-mail is anxiously awaited.
We take Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Cigna, Aetna, United Healthcare,
Medicaid, Medicare, Tri-Care, and accept cash wire transfers 24 hours a day.
With highest regards,
Mr. Ibrahim Abdullahi Lamorde
Executive Director
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission
Lagos, Nigeria
Now, that makes me feel better. I'll let Hemosapien know I've sent my $2,500 and will be
receiving my six-pack of Rituximab, which he can put on the shelf for me to use the next
time I need it. We'll split the case of beer, I'll keep the cigarettes, see if I can peddle the
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Viagra, and then list the watch on E-bay. If I'm lucky, the high-quality of the watch will
ensure that I get my $2,500 back when the E-bay bid is over.
If I'm REALLY lucky, as an added bonus, Mr. Ibrahim Lamorde, the new Executive Director
of the Nigerian EFCC, desirous of righting any past wrongs that may have been
perpetrated upon me by fraudsters, will immediately transfer someone else's $950,000 to
my bank account.
I'm holding my breath with excitement.
Fake blue jeans, handbags, watches, iPads, and pirated CDs and DVDs are all a similar
thing. Counterfeit AVASTIN® without the bevacizumab is another thing, entirely. One
steals the intellectual property of another and gives the purchaser the appearance of a
chic legitimacy; the other steals one's very life. I don't want either of these things. While
they both should be investigated and prosecuted with diligence, the latter should be
investigated and prosecuted with diligence and vengeance.
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2/25/12 The Mayan Civilization Collapse
Congratulations, Europeans. It
has been acknowledged that the
Mayan civilization had its zenith
between 200AD and 900AD,
which means that European
explorers and the later European
exploitation
of
indigenous
populations were not responsible
for the demise of this advanced
civilization of the Americas . . .
unlike the Incas and the Aztecs.
Instead, it is being reported to
us that the cumulative effect of a
series of droughts is thought to be the culprit. Unfortunately for the Mayans, climate
change (global warming??) must have meant that they could not grow sufficient quantities
their maize (corn). If it were available to them, they might have chosen GMO engineered
drought-resistant corn, herbicides, pesticides, and commercial fertilizers, though this may
not have helped, either! Also being reported is that in the years of reduced rainfall, the
rate of evaporation exceeded the precipitation, leading to the loss of standing water
supplies, natural lakes, and reservoirs.
The scientists who tell us this also mention our similar potential situation today due to
man-induced climate change (Global Warming). The scientists do not actually say that a
period of global warming contributed to the reduced rainfall, but rather that the periods of
drought are measurable and confirmed. We know this for certain . . . when food supplies
get scarce, sooner or later, humans migrate to where the food is. When water gets scarce,
their migration is bound to be more immediate. The scientists tell us that disease from the
remaining tepid standing-water supplies and crop failure is most likely the cause of the
decline of the advanced Mayan civilization. I regret that, but no more so than the Mayans.
But then those same scientists proceed to make the connection to today's climate change
controversy. Those announcing impending disaster from climate change would prefer
“climate change” to the highly polarized “global warming.” No wonder. Since this is my
website, and I can say what I want without anyone else having the opportunity to
bombard this page with acerbic, vitriolic, and obscene rebuttals, let me declare this . . .
there is legitimate scientific evidence (and scientists) that support global warming; there
is also legitimate scientific evidence (and scientists) that declares otherwise. This topic is
not without controversy. It is also not without money, and lots of it.
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The global warming alarmists seem to be well funded, with many anonymous donors.
Some of the formerly anonymous donors have turned out to be connected with the energy
industry. Odd, don't you think? I sure do; particularly since many vocal advocates of
global warming accuse their adversaries of receiving funding from the energy industry. It
seems BOTH receive funding from energy industry . . . oddly enough.
The global-warming as a natural, cyclical earth-occurrence crowd is also well funded,
perhaps a bit less so, but also by many anonymous donors. The global-warming-as-hoax
crowd is also well funded, but even less so, but still by many anonymous donors.
Here is my observation: Where one has a cause for advocacy and there is money to be
had, the belligerent alarmism increases exponentially relative to the money, and the
quality science produced is the inverse. We have witnessed shenanigans from leading
climate researchers in the recent past, all because of an adamant political advocacy, the
latest being from environmental scientist, Dr. Peter Gleick. If you'd like, you can read this
op-ed piece by Steven F. Hayward that appeared in the WEEKLY STANDARD at the
following linkhttp://www.weeklystandard.com/articles/why-climate-skeptics-are-winning_631915.html
It seems reasonable to me to make the assumption that when the advocacy of one group
interferes with the money-influx of the opposing advocacy group, tempers may flare, and
otherwise reasonable persons will resort to extreme, unethical tactics to make their case.
Unfortunately, I am a strong believer in the concept that people either have integrity or
they DON'T. There is not a sort-of-have-integrity-when-convenient approach. Dr. Gleick,
by his own admission, has revealed his true character, or at least a perversion of his true
character. If the former is the case, then I dismiss him. If the latter is true, then what
precipitated his turn for the worse? What made him decide to sacrifice his credibility to
make his adversaries look bad?
Before you think I am too hard on Dr. Gleick, let me make this clear; we are all human,
subject to the same human frailties and failures. My standard of integrity or not is too
tough for even me to hang onto for very long. I have had my share of failures along the
way, moments where I despised myself, the words that came out of my mouth that could
not be recalled, and the things in the past I did when I thought no one was looking. I
acknowledge every failure.
In this age of instant and multiple-source media coverage, it is much harder for one to
recover from a human mistake. How we govern our behavior must be by this standard,
“What choices will I make if I think no one is watching?” If we are honest with ourselves,
there are times in our lives where our choices may have been rather poorly made under
the cover of darkness. When the light was brought to bear, we fled back to the darkness,
but the light had already revealed our actions. We were ashamed. What did we then do?
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Would Anthony Weiner and Bret Farve have taken compromising photos of themselves
and sent them via electronic media to a 3rd party if they were certain they would have
been discovered? Would Bill Clinton have allowed himself to be alone with Monica
Lewinsky in the Oval Office had he been able to foresee the dalliance's public revelation?
Would Richard Nixon have authorized the Watergate burglary? Would ANYONE ever take
the first hit of methamphetamine if they could see themselves as they might be a few
years hence? I don't think so. But they took the risks, and the results are what they are,
today.
Back to advocacy groups...
Maybe one day the NRA will say this, “The second amendment is now safe from
government encroachment, therefore we no longer see a need for our existence. We are
dis-corporating, sending the money we have in our treasury back to those who donated it,
and have laid off all our workers, who are now looking for productive jobs in society.”
Maybe one day the NAACP will say this, “Civil rights are now assured to all people of color,
therefore there is no longer any need for our existence.”
Maybe one day, Greenpeace will say this, “Humans and their influence upon the world are
as much a part of the natural environment as anything else, so based on our closely held
view of the inerrant truth of Darwin's Natural Selection, those species which become
extinct due to human activity have been naturally selected for extinction.”
Maybe the (fictitious) Worldwide Whale Fisheries Association will say, “The world doesn't
really need whale-oil anymore.”
Maybe lobbyists for the restaurant industry, the cattle growers, the anti-cattle growers,
milk producers, anti-milk producers, chicken growers, chicken processors, chicken eaters,
militant vegans, electrical generators, electrical distributors, wholesale sellers, retail
sellers, the trucking industry, ethanol-as-fuel producers, ethanol-as-beverage producers,
ethanol-as-fuel and ethanol-as-beverage distributors, hot-dog producers, sausage
producers, among thousands and thousands of others will one day say, “There is no real
reason for the Federal Government to be involved with us, so we all quit; here is your
money back.”
Of course, this will never happen, because all the lobbyists and people employed by
advocacy groups make their comfortable livings from the money they receive on behalf of
those they advocate. When the choice is between their comfortable livings and the cause
itself, many of them will compromise the cause in favor of the comfortable living. When
there is no cause, once must be manufactured, exacerbated, and continually advocated,
until a newer, more powerful threat . . . perceived as real or merely fabricated . . . can
present itself, increasing the stakes beyond legitimacy, sometimes to the ridiculous.
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Anyway, why should we worry about global warming when, according to the advanced but
long-defunct Mayan civilization's calendar, the world will end on December 21, 2012. Until
then, let's just all try to get along and pad our nest with our own money, not someone
else's.
I wonder if the Mayan shamans secretly knew about Europeans? If so, why were they
unable to foresee their own impending crisis? Hmmmmm!
Hmmmm! History is replete with the study of ruins. Akkadian, Sumerian, Chaldean,
Babylonian, Egyptian, Persian, Greek, Roman, British, Irish, Celtic, Norse, Mayan, Incan,
Aztecan, Cambodian, Chinese, Thai, Polynesian, and more. One day, the ruins of America
and current Western Civilization will be explored by those who will be failing to consider
the impending collapse of their own civilization. It is a cycle that has repeated itself all
throughout human civilization. Why would we think this dance so common throughout all
of human history has ended with these modern times? Did not Socrates think he lived in
modern times? Perhaps he failed to retain the proper Greek lobbying firm to advocate on
his behalf.
Who will be digging though our trash, collecting our artifacts, and failing to correctly
discern the reasons for our demise one day? Who will be there to listen to them? Who will
care? What will it matter, then?
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3/10/12 Whoa!! Simmer Down!
There has been the meanest stomach virus going around. It landed at my house early in
the past week. When I say it's mean, I am not exaggerating! It has the tenacity of a pit
bull after a cat. It started with me last Tuesday, and has not quite let go, yet. Canaan,
Debbie, and I have all had bouts with it. I fear I have had it the worst. I am on the
backside of it, now, but it is not completely done with me, yet. I am still fearful to EAT!
While there is a great emptiness in my stomach, and I am hungry, I don't think the fast
has damaged me in any way.
Other news!
My friend and fellow CLL classmate, Tennessee, has received some wonderful news from
Gooday at BATCC! She is in a complete remission (CR)! It took a while for the CR to show
up, but it is now hers . . . and she has time to spend with her family and the sweetness.
Our sincere congratulations are with her and her family!!
On another note, I learned this morning of my friends Jeff C. and Charles W. who have
recently been diagnosed and embarked on their own treatments for cancer. Every time I
look up, I see a photo of someone I know sitting in one of the recliners at the chemo
infusion center. This is never where I want to see someone I know . . . or someone I don't
know for that matter. Once one is there, though, we are all members of the same club,
and root for each other in ways that non-members just cannot know.
My friends Larry Hanks and Deborah Robins-Hanks came to visit Mississippi from their
California home two weeks ago. I worked them like rented mules while they were here. I
think they enjoyed our fractious weather, the food, and the warm, Southern hospitality
they saw in so many of you who were fortunate to meet them while they were here. They
are safely back in California, now . . . and I hope thinking back on their time in Mississippi
fondly!
I am trying to keep this promise to myself. I am likely to fail, but It is still my promise to
myself. Notice how the meaning changes with the inflection.
I will not write about politics!
I will not write about politics!
I will not write about politics!
I will not write about politics!
I will not write about politics!
I will not write about politics!
If I am bad, I may have to write on the blackboard some more!! I expect you will see this
again, actually. As we are in the swing of the election season, I may be completely
incapable of NOT writing about politics.
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